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Foreword

MITE SM.:A for this publication emerged from a meeting
.1 of a group of economists called by the Office of Educa-
tion more than a year ago. The Office of Education is in-
debted to the eminent economists who gave so willingly of
their time as a pane service to make this publication pos-
sile. They have joined with the Office of Education in
sitgaesting not only the range of economic problems on which
initial research has been done and implications of that re-
seareh fur higher education but also the areas in which ad-
ditional research is needed.

Our joint interest and concern throughout has been to
st imulat addit ional research efforts, as well as to make some
recent findings available. to those concerned with policy and
administroinn in higher education. Through continued re-
search in the economics of higher education, the accomplish-
ment of the task ahead of providing quality higher
education for greatly enlarged numbers of young people will
be facilitated. The importance of this task cannot be
overest i mated.

STERLING M. MCMITRAINI
Commixitioner of Eduratiott.
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Editor's Note

T N THE PAST FEW YEARS an important beginning has been
I made toward defining and exploring the major issues in the eco-
nomies of higher education. The research of economists covers
a wide range of problems, from that of the Nation's requirements for
cullege-trained people, to detailed questions of financing. Perhaps
no single art% of this work offers larger promise than that of mearch
on eiluent ion as an investment in people.

The work that leis already been done on educational investment
1ermits a reinterpretation of ellueat hand outlays, viewing these out-
lays. at least in llart. mblit ions to our nat ional wealth.

New questions am being raised about the relative amounts of physi-
cal capitul filmed ion and format ion of 11111113111 capital and their relative
contributions to peonomie growth. Preliminaty findings suggest
that education has eontributed importantly to economic growth in
they past and that large returns can he expected in the years ahead.

At the suggestion originally of Dr. Herbert S. Conrad, Coordina-
tor of higher Education Research, the Division of Higher Educa-
tion has sought through this volume to bring together important
contributions, Ain't the ec4mouiies of higher education for the use
of educators and others eoneerned wit li the fonnulat ion of etlucat ional
poliey.

no caliber of the contributor: and their work are evidence of the
vitality and strength of higher education, for these busy people
gave willingly of their time and professional skills to furnish impor-
tant new materials for consideration in the development of Maim-
timid policy. Their deep concern and interest in furthering higher
edueation made the task of the editor, assisted by Lanora O. Lewis,
a grit i fying exerie:iee.

The enthusiasm of educators and administrator: W110 read early
drafts of the ,thapters heightened the expectation that the volume
would serve as a bridge between the work of the eeonomist and that
of the 'Anent ional eon:Inanity.

The Division sought, too, to provide through this publication a
working tool for the economist turning anew to research on higher
education. This volume is a summary of a substantial segment of
earlier research and (111C1114 up new questions for inquiry on a broad
range of maemeconomie problems. Part I of the volume concerns

tit



XIV ECONOMICS OF lilt:11ER EntCATION

the dtnit.1.4 ,tuiltit. for higher education and of the Nation for
high -talent manpower. Part II preAknts the fundamentals of a
theory of tic,ttniit through education. It includes con-
sideration .f OD- 4ential differences and similarities between
meta IIt people and inv,tment in physical capital, an as,es.ment
of f lie ttiii uit ti 013 t I wk of the labor fore- -both in terms of original
o-t and in triii. if ref lacement --and estimates of the volume of
re Iiir. 31f. wat c4i ti education and the not Urn on this investment.
Pact Ill w ith the financing of higher education and covers a
wide nine.. ref -.4.uri.e4 of funds public and private. Part IV de-

firictly the ongoing research in the economics of higher edu-
vat ion and sintlin. the range of issues which require still further
tusly.

Sfau=ript4 for this volume were received in the spring of 1061.
eunsidrd.10 re:eat...II has been completed since that date and new
inforniit ion 11:i: beeotile available. These new research findings and
slat ;l, for the nin vim, are not reflected in the volume. Of particular
intr4 ire the papers on investment in human capital to be included
in the A twos/ l:02, Supplement to the Journal of Political Economy
and John Vaixy's Th. tronomies of Education.

The mutest of the essays sad the views expressed are solely the respon-
sibility of the authors. No attempt was made to gain uniformity of
opinion. One of the assets of this collection of works is the stimulation
it provides through the ivoing of yet unresolved issues. The Division
hopes that this publication will encourage the further research which is
required to gain a common understanding of the facts involved and to
reconcile divergent points of view.

SELMA J. StraliniN,
Economic Consultant.



Introduction
Honer D. Babbidue, Ins

THE NATION is facing up to rapidly increasing demands for
college and university education. In the academic year 1900-01

alone, college enrollments advaneed 0 percent over those of the pre-
ms year, and the impact of .the post-World War 11 population

explosion is jitst beginning to he felt. Year after year for the next
two deed des we can expect that a growing number of qualified young
people will seek opportunities for a college education. And this
growth will he arcelerated by the advaneing aspirations of young
peoph., and the insatiable appetite of a complex society for college
gnu i ales.

In a demopratie society there is really no choice but to accommodate
the educational demands of the people. Individual colleges and uni-
vesities may he able to resist those pressures, but in the aggregate
they have no choice but to grow larger or more numerous, or both.
Where there is a choiceand it is a vitally important oneit is in the
quality of higher education. Quality will be maintained only if
eduest ional res4mrees grow commensurately with enrollment increases.

There have been other periods in our national history when we
have effected a large proportirmate growth in enrollments in colleges
and universities. Philip Lindsley, then president of the University
of Nashville, observed in 1829 that. "Colleges rise up like mushrooms
in our luxuriant soil." "A settler could hardly encamp on the
prairies," said a western observer of the period, "but a college would
spring up be his wagon." Between 1840 and 1800 the number of
permanentor survivingcolleges in the United States doubled. It
is altogether probable that college enrollments doubled in the single
decade immediately preceding the Civil War. Americans --and their
churches in particularwanted college facilities in quantity, and they
got them.

nut quality suffered. Lindsley described the "mushrooms" of his
period as ',promising to work cheap: and to finish off and graduate,
in double-quick time, and in the most approved style, all who may
come to them." Subsequent students of the period incline to support
his contention that, though they "all claim to be equal at least to old
Harvard and Yale." they weirs not deserving of the name college.

itortner Assistant Commissioner for Mac Eduction. Mee of Eduction.
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XVIII EcIENtiNttes OF II Itillt:It EDITATInN

Ilif4terq:ol.11tur better the pateliwork quilt system of financing higher
educat ion th at we have had in the past, and it suggests new instru-
ments f''r and met hold- dealing h t hese problems. l'he rpal
for a reettatiiitial he tax tresltinent f 44114116)1W eNpelidit tires;
Viewing these expend it iires as a capital outwhich might be a inor-

t rit fen off 'Ivey a I wriod of years, much as we now provide
f..r the writ .ng oti of the costs of rhysial capital outlays) Must raleS

4 1 iti 1-11 Oily that follows from eeollotilin analysis (see
i...it....11. 1 of this pliblieat ion ).
Tile %ohmte as a whole makes dear that the economist's method of

1111aly..1., when mined t the !mllow: of higher education, enn
pr. iv lib. those respin.ible for ethicat policy with additional yard.
stick-. awl guidelines for action. The analytical work of eonotni4s
t Mi. can ield a m. set of farts to be considered by those responsible
for ilar:lining higher elliwatioofacts to be weighed along with
fit WI litie i'ffitsitierat ions in nwet ilig the roniplez issues that press
upon us.

In a very real sense, the intellectual strength of this Nation may
well depend, among, other factors, on a better understanding and ap-
plication of the economics of higher education. It is to be hoped
therefore that the linthoN of this volum will continue their interest
in higher ethic:it ion and, by their example, stimulate others.



Part I

COLLEGE-TRAINED

PERSONNEL:

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

A



CHAPTER 1

College and University Enrollment:
Projections

I Louie II. Conger. Ir.
.I1(MKATIONS of college and university enmllment provide es-

I- sent nil in for National, State, and institutional long-
raage planning. Planning for facilities, stalling, and financing
depends in subtant ial measure on the potential numbers of applicants
for colleire and university places. bigislantreA, administrat ive agen-
cies, awl 111:111y other private and public groups need projections of
the lemand for college education as a guide to steps that must be
taken ahead of time if able young people are to have an opportunity
for an educat

Project ions of the demand for college and university places cannot
be made pnwise, but they can still provide an adequate tool for plan-
ning parposes. 11'hat is needed is a reasonable estimate or range of
estimates as a framework for islicy decisions.

The demand for college educationthe number of potential appli-
nt s for et Mem. places- is the cont rolling factor in flu ure enrollment s.

There is reason to assume that the availability of college places will
he aceotomulated to the demand. The forces that compel and facili-
tate accommodation of supply to numbers of applicants are many
and imuverful. Our history from colonial times to the present evi-
dences our nationwide concern with edueational opportunities and
with broadening these opportunities. Recent events have served to
st rengt hen this concern.

(her national interest clearly lies in a highly educated populace.
In this complex world we can maintain leadership only through quality
of the people, not throng!, sheer numbers. Our democratic society
emphasizes higher edtteation as a ladder for social mobility and in-
creased opportunity. For the individual higher education provides
economic lienefits, social status, and personal development. Roth in-
dividual and national interest combine with a long historical tradition
to form a ennunit meta to education that will not be diverted without
a major rest met tiring of the place of higher education in our society.

The projections of demami for places presented here indicate, how-
ever, that the task ahead of providing educational facilities, teaching

Chief of the Reterenes. Estimates. and ProJections fieetion. Educational Statistics
Branch. 1! it. (ice of Education.
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4 ECti :OMICti OF HIGHER EM.TATION

,,tatr, anti the financial base for adequate plant and stalling is for-
nliatle. I f fail in this tas: actual enrollments will fall short
sit t he figures prujet ted.

GENERAL NATURE OF THE PROJECTIONS

'Wit:A-awe projections of college enrollment for the Nation are
,-entially based on a projection of the population by age, and a
project ion of college enrollment rates applied to the projected popu-
lit ion I,y age.

In addition to the three projections of luta/ college enrollment, the
present report also introduces a tentative projection of full-time
enrollments of college and university undergiduate students and
,t utlents working for the first professional degree, thus providing a
twice nearly adequate guide to planning than has heretofore been
a v:t

The projections on total enrollment shown here represent estimates
of the number of persons enrolled in the fall of the year in institutions
of higher educat ion for degree- credit courses. The figures are a con-
tinuatin of the series of statistics on opening enrollment collected
by the Unice of Education from institutions of higher education each
fall. hich ane similar to enrollment data collected by the Bureau of
the Cetems each October in the course of a nationwide sample survey
of households. Three projections are shown:

pmiert;on---is based on the trend of age-specific
college enrollment rates during the Mrs as determined through
Litt ing an exponential curve t to the data for the 1950-410 base period,
and then upi dying theAe to the iulat ion by age groups. The popula-
tion and enrollment rate data in the base period are taken from the
antmul October surveys of school enrollment conducted by the Bureau
of the Census (Series P-420). The projected population is the same in
all three project ism.: and corresponds to Census Bureau projections of
the u1ation.3 with minor adjustments.

reqrfion 11--.Nt he rm' attainment projectionintroduces on an ex-
periment:II basis it projection of college and university attendance of
sons and daughters based on the estimated educational attainment of
their fathers. This projection in effect extends the application of the
(vi-tont-rate principle by introducing an allowance for one of the
numy causal factors affecting college attendance rates. Various

*The t)pe nrve Mfrs1 to the data on enrollment rates attecto the projected enroll
wilt+ to .tonne extent For example. struicht lines fitted to the enrollment rotes of the
ht..0 pr1. smill hors. regellt41 in a Licher projected enrollment than did the exponential
reeve. se tunny osed to these. projections

*V S. epartment of Commerce. Pitman of the Nuns. Current Population Reporte.
Popuiation Eattatotes. Pluetratitte PrOleCti01111 Of the Pepoisttes of She MOH Stale.
b Age and Sec 1910 to IPSO. fieriest P-25. Nu. 18T (Nev. 10. 11155).
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EroNnetn.A OF IIIMIEtt EDUCATION

OPENING ENROLLMENT, PAST AND PROJECTED

rol I meh s rot. tlgree 41141i1 Ott r01141gst and tfltated
AI the fall of 1101 t tit -1% States 111141 the istriet of

Coltmiloa see 1. .tecohliDe III projt.et ion 19 Ike trend projec-
jun, tht.v a tv exitecIell I. riot' to tLit million by 1970 and to M.6 million

by 1975. .1%, nil tlik tletnatol, institutions of liglier Murat ion will
hao to acirifitmlate .311 ItVerattfts of M:1,1)101 st 'bleats ear+
yiar over tin. I:. %.ar 11t1**1401 Soot, after 1117, colleges and univer-
sit ics will lavt t w as wally students as they had in 1%0 if existing
tretols i11 altnt11114... rates omit utile.

.% eel rding II, f lAtlXititit rate project ion, MOO' takes account only
eimo. re. in 4.4 01141:11 :10 /m11111181 ion, fall college enment is expe ted

to itiereq-.0 alwit half as mach as in the te sot projection; namely, an
inetva of .2.1 million st talents 1969 to 1117, or an average
itivrva-4 0tf 1:.7,tatti per year.

TABLE I.Fall enrollment 1930-1960 and projections 1965. 1970. 1975, by Se&
IN contiguous Slates and District of Columbia

1.4

I WO
1.e.1

11451

1165

NIL%
Iten

ir

01

Total

2.2$1
2. lo2
2.134
2.:11
2.479
2.095

2.914
3.037
3,226
3,305
3,570

Men

1.500
1.391
1.340
1.423
1.1441
1.779

1,911
1.06
2.1192
2.154
2.249

Women

T21
711
734
1106

1013
v23

1.1017
1.061
1.134
1.211
1,1121

PROJEXTIoN I. TREND
PROJECTION

8.203
6.4441
9.355

3.414
4.11011

8.783

1.749
2.323
2,533

tiltoJECTIoN II. FATITERfl'
ATTAINMENT PROJECTION

4.4149 3.037 1.013
8.940 3. 9211 2.11
7,067 4,702 2.0307

PROJECTION III. CONATANT
RATE PROJECTION

4.322
5, 1 44

V21

2,107
3.4411
3.1041

1,443
1.727
1.933

0..1.4.4, visa 0o 4131 q. E litention wawa fausr..-:. of owning enrollment to inaltuU004 of higher
441uastIon.
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F.coNomtcs OF IIIGItEii EDUCATION

tun.- 1Iptilat ion for eomparison vitli enrollments because it
int hide- 111:1111; ho so formal education has been terminated

NAt's ;01,1 ho hasp neither the alility nor the inclination
bile*. work.

It111.1.: 2.- Percentage distribution of college students 16-31 years of age, by
aut. group And sec. Pt contiguous Staten and District of Columbia: 3-year
aerage.4. I (.12 es0

el C3 s .
1.
It. .4
*4J,

10 17
AI

:AI ?4
yenta

73 7v 30 34
311/Z3 )rata

.

tun % 77 41 20
psi 1 4 77 41 :2
ion 4 30 40 lv

100 11 41 3r1 A
ol 111 41 36 A

100 10 4. 32 s

Ol

7
A
A

%:( r % P(ar. averse . f( (r .(overol years bra avragai of the fuellvilual years Ineludr1.
11 4 4 i I T., totals teoau.ve tuuniug.

.t1 ItUrtiati of thy C'eusus surveys of echOolearolbatIrt (Sane P-20).

(lne way to describe the relationship of college enrollment to popu-
1.0 ion is to cite the percentage of persons in particular age groups
that are enrolled in college: such data are reported annually by the
Boreal, of the Census and are discussed in a later section of this
ellapter. Another way is to summarize the overall effect of popula-
tii,n ..hanges by applying !-tantlard attendant* rates to the changing
tuginlatiun, thole here in the constant-rate projection (projec-
ti.sn III).

The extent 14) which population growth affects the projected fig-
ures may be gaged from the eon...dant-rate projection. When the
treml toljeeti:ni agaitt4 the elmsfant-rate projection., we find
!hit in t ht. tr, / project ion. 17 percent of the total growth in enroll-
mnt ft.,til to 197:. 1-; attributable to an increase in the number
of 1,..1...411-. :wed let 31. and the remainder is attributable to increased
enrollment rites.

ENROLLMENT RATES, PAST AND PROJECTED

In the period MS 614 almost one-third of the men 18 to 19 years
of aLre in the rnited States and one-quarter of the women in this
age grEnti were attending college (see table 3). In 1950--52, the com-
parable percentages among the 18- and 19-year-olds were 21 percent
for the men and 15 percent for the women. Enrollment rates for each
of the age groups, except the 16-17 year group, increased markedly
Nit act's 1950 and 1 tt60.
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TABLE 3,--Pertent of the civilian tionituditutional population axe 16 to Si
enrolled in college in neleeted years, 1950-60, and projections, 1963. 1970. 1973,
by are and am 4s continuous Staten and Pistrict of Columbia
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IWO!. ;011 2 4 1:
114714 4 .:11 V ; a! 4
1073 4: 31 4 10 b I 3.2 13

OP.% 1979. iv7A - -

runy-nos: II .rvilmtirr
ATTAINMENT l'IMJECTIN

1:1 'J4 I 71 i 1.0 1.04: .b1 a I 1 0 4.0
4. :1% 2 it et 1 0 ; 1.0

1'110.11 "r11)\ III l'IoNTANTIIATE
111141.11;r1 ION

4.:1
22.2 1 6 It La I 1.0

1 40..4 ,44 ..t 101101*V ..14, Ii) rat, ortstagrta 1.1 tvr.4 >ears to *refuges of the Isontitlual years huludol.
194.4 Ostlire.

$414.114 I 10t, WIN II.m ru of tho Crnmss mirroyi uf school enrollment (8er141P-20).

The percentage of the population attending college is highest for
the Is -19-year age group, anti enrollment rates drop off successively
to a rate of 3.0 ptireent for men aged 30 34 and 1.0 percent for women.
tn the youngest group, 16-17 years, only a small number are enrolled
in college; most ys and girls of that age are still in secondary school.

The effect on college enrollment rates of the Veterans Administra-
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glgt. t hem liven ntitla to the fulblittw umlergraduate
Ana pr. fe,-H,t131 :-tiblents. the 1959 figure would have increased
by I; petvenT.

hie eery olin ?.1 if III %% ',giber the expected growth in
1 liar:Wel to that for total enrollment. If MI,

f Ile di:mg.*, III total slipbrinelit lad a reliable iplide to (lit' changes
in the e111Jr:011111211 10:44 the colleges mot 'universities. The findings
are. 1111! I/13%1,41.41 full4 init. enrollment (undergraduate
3:11 til'.t I a- :1 percent3ge of projected total opening en'

,0 MI 4114.1.11141y from the 1M Bent olrved in
1::0. dropping idily ti, 6.1 pernt 1:17: in the to to/ prujt'etiiut alit

alit; too It iwrent in the 'v116,41010 illiet ion (see table 4).
13-e tbe ea-46 id the rus1%1 -rold rfijmion is
title to the 1411%14 gl eater Uelglit of the lipulation of the younger
3.- iii fin lac % car-. 3- compare,' w it li the population of the older

t in ..1035111mnt i. concentrated in the younger age group.

TA111.1: undergraduate and first professional enrollment, fall of
selected .ears 195-1959 and projections, 1965. 1970, 1975. by sot. 4S contiguous
States and District of Columbia

!Era..:h :n it-114'11.1ml

M.n Wonnpn

t I. f..1.1 ' A 11rt i I .'s rie-rvut
%.-. ,,,, ' re I:,11: \ ':!1.*.r 1 ..f,./eIlltoe Ntstliitt ItielirrVIri:

:.r -..- I. 6 r.r.411. Oi.
i
pnyl.Iln I nt

- _

e.'.1 .
7
11yI

s

0 .l$ fa
F.+I , 1:11

'.'.. ; ' GI: v.:
16- 1'7. 1.1.

1:7. 71 i ..11

RIDIECTIOS I TREND PROJECTION

-:10 I I. lb 114
'.1 1i 1.446 C2
I 111 1.447 III 1. 4;11

HIS .i KC I 14 IN II FATIIFI:$' ATTAINMENT PROJECTION

1.,. 4 ...,, Z. 8.4,; i r.7 1.1..11 I 66PI: .1 .41 4. ..! *.I l I. v,.. 614
17 4 at ;.! Y.. 4..: I. IL' .2

lentriEitsoN 111 CoNSTANTRATE PRoJECTI\

1-16* . .07 II at I 1 fek 44
.

4 el
1 s: .16 .1 .0..; 01 I. ISI I 7
17' .... ... -. ... '. .; I. 21,1 I IA

.1 tv I t.. ?a 4, V... 0 14 sin:

timirer:olitate :11i1 lin.t professional enrollment is shown
in l 1'ojecti143 I I, nwream. 11-; 2.9 million, from 2.2 million in 1959
to .1 million in 1975. or an :nerve of 11,009 per year. From 1959
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to 1t1;11 the tiliti,14r TIN' increase in full-titne enrollment
in gir..j,...t:, l or an average If 111,0o0 per

Of Ow tal iltrase. frill** 1959 to 1975
I. 4.0 I N'tVVIII i 3i I rilitiNible iII imputation growth.

pri.% :Imly 11040 is stlim 1 §11111:41' l'011ege i
WU!' ly :It 'Will ft1llf !1111:111111.1'1111x.1' :11'1 t line. For ex:nog:Ie. as shown
Iii lash. obi, for all full-t hue college students 16
t..11 ..f :11..10 1.11 InpoIll -111,1011s 11/.'1111 16 17. 1% 19.

:111.1 .21 :mold full t hut only 17 percent of those timid 25-34.
otil It! pereent 11f lilt' full-t One men students

1 in :1. 11111 It1 iwretu of imrt-time. Even more strik-
::,g. in the up-, of women :Woofing: full and part
cow.: .oly 3 percent of the full -time women students are over 24
year: itLre.Iitit I I in.:vent of rue part -time.

TABLE 5. Full-time college enrollment (all levels) as percent of total college
enrollment. and age dim rihution of full-time and part-time college students.

61%. h tootiguou4 Stales and Do.trict of Columbia: l938-60
1.-

1%4A r ta I 20 24 21$ 20 30. 34
14 .11 Visas yistS years.1 ...gr.' lt, 4114 lir It .1! 1

- _

1-111..1 itth V111.1,1:01.1 loat11l.1.1101T (ALL
V F. I.s AS Miter-VT Fir -1411'.111.r

0. 1 $ 1914 rill
"1 -1 " 03 " I 40.2 17.5:.-a 77 3 1 I 71t 2 1 319 I *17.4

o' % 1.17 (-0
\I

loop
I' bow

II t

-
PEIWFN I Vi VIE DIAT111111"1111\ lit.
!ME \11 4.111.1.EiE telTDENTS

1431 YEAH:* OF VIE

point IS 4
UM '1, .

n l 12.2
ton o 3.7

39 I
o

513
15.fi

43.3
2g 2

30 3
;91.7

39.9

2.0
23.4

1.9
211

19.19
2

1 ti.. v.. 0: isyrriciit a.$ ril $r ars are averams Of the Individual years Mantled.
I .. ..f I Ass 1 14.w t1 24N 0-et 4%.v.1 gide.

r R 41 1 1l In.41114 t Centisa qnr$-Py4 of school enrollment (Riles P-39).

TIN' S11011401 a derivine full -time enrollment from the projections
of total enrollment involves application of the current
percciitit.s of cllge students 4.nrolleil full time to the projected
toil! enrollniettt 1.y age group and sex. 'the results are summed and
trill-Elie d into the figure for undergraduate and first professional
foil-time enrollment by a conversion factor. For the eon41ant-ralc
pli.tion I project ion 111 i the esolveNion factor is a constant. based
on tin' eurrent rehab oiship : for prstjeet ions 1 and 11 the conversion
facnor decrw.es ov r the of the projections in accordance with
tun change in the relation of full -thee to total enrollments in the
bitse rtiriod 19:13 to 1959.
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PROJECTION BASED ON FATHERS' EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT

The edueational attainment of the fathers of college-age persons
represents an PILOgellOUS variable relative to college attendance rates;
that is, it represents an outside eausa1 factor. It is only one of a
number of 4'3 tisa. I f t ormting, college attendanee that might be
considered, such as family income distribution, color, geographie
local ea), -wholarships and loans, :titelligenee, and availability of col-
lege opportunity. The factor, educational attainment of fathers,
has three characteristics, not matehed by these other !saviors, that
teeultillWtid it for u-e iti projoling college enrollment rates:

1 11 It can probably N11111101 with greater aceuritey than college
'enrollment rates them- elves.

(gi It is correlated with such rates, and it may lac assumed that the
elation is ca usa I rat her t han advent it ions.

t 3 It has clumps' over past years and is projected to change fur-
ther Ihiring the [wring' ahead.

the meth's! i, new, the procedure is explained here in detail.
follows:

In essence, future college enrollment rates for persons in the age
groups Is 1 and 2021 are as...nmed to remain the same as they are
ww iat r.hri;fffi fie kitherm* v(10(41;00,1/ att,thonfrsit. The higher edu-
cat if alai at t a imago of the fathersi,f t he future :we groups t reFults
in au inereased enrollment rate for these age groups as a whole. Col-
lege enrament rates used for persons under IS years of age and for
those .!: years of age :mil over were kept at the 1958-60 rates (the
same as in !Wilier! II/1) 111 1.

The mum speeitie steps 1>y whielt this is accomplished are as fol.
lows (the critical assumption is stated in step 2 and is discussed
later) :

I I) The educational attainment of the fathers of persona aged
20 21 in 104;0 is known.

(2) The educational attainment. of the fathers of future groups
aged 20 .24 is atSSIIDA to rise in accordance with 11w rise in educa-
tional attainment of the mule population aged 45-54.

(8) College attendance rates for 1960 (according to fathers' edu-
cational attainment) for the population aged 20-24 are applied to
future populations aged 0-24 (according to fathers' educational at-
tainment) to estimate the future college attendance of persons 20-24
years old in future years

(4) We also know the percentage of the 20-24 population in 1960
who had ever attended college, regardless of whether they were still
enrolled as of 1960. These 1060 percentages according to fathers'
attainment are applied to future populations aged 20-24 according
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to fathers' attainnwtit to estimate the future iwreentage of this age
group that may be expected to have attended college.

(5) It assumed that the future changes in the percentage of
persons 1,4 19 years old enrolled in eollse will he proportional to
the twill' c tiltes in the lwreentage of persons tto :ft teats old ever
101141411V 14 &lege. lin:Myr! in !dip 4.

461 PI ,r other age grout/A ( I I; 17, `2 29, 30 :1.1) the future :mend-
mice percentages are tlese rlaleti its 194$ 611, the Anne ro, in the
ruff...atm t Mier projeetion. Thus, priNetilas II makes no allowance
for increased :Mend:nie niter in the age group even though the
rates have risen somewhat during the 19.16'. Not only are the data
lacking concerning the educational attainment of the fathers of these
persons. but also it may be doubted whether in that age group the
fathers' attainment 6 directly influentional as 11111C11 as in the lower
age ;rt.. asps.

Table 6 shows the college attendance experience of the population
ages! '29 `24 in 11410 nerording to the esItteational attainment of their
fathers. The table sill IWS the lnereentage of persons 20-24 enrolled in
cidlege as oft tmober 1901 and also give: the percentages of those who
ever had been so enrolled. The relation between college attendance
and father's edn .ational attainment is obviously a strong one. Other
studies have abundantly confirmed this fact.

TABLE (Percent of civilian noninstitutional population aged 20-24 enrolled
In college currently or previously. by fathers' educational attainment, and by
se% 48 centimes States and District of Columbia, October 1960

Fathers' educational attainment

Total

Current college status Current and previous colloint
dutus

Total
I Not em

Enrolled tolled 1

IEnrolled Never
Total et some enrolled

time

Not a high school graduate 1...
lloth *chord grsalliate. no college .
:tome ctilleite. not miles, groduAte
I graduate.

Toted

Not a high school graduate 1.

High school graduate. no eollege
czme college. not a college graduate
I 'ilea, graduate.

MALES AGED 20-24

100 20 80 100 30 84

lee
len
100
lid

12
as
41
62

as
72
89
38

100
m e
100
100

23
as
70
88

77
46
so
12

FEMALES AGED 20-24

100

Psi
ton
1on
too

1 7 93 100 25 75

4

24
9

21

99
91
TA
79

too
00

1
1
00

100

19
36
67
77

85
64
83
74

1 Includes case:4 where fathers' attainment was not reported.

Socscs Bureau of the Census survey of school enrollment, October 1900 Merin P-219.
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.311k 7 -him,. he 4'41414%0 il)11:11 Zit aititilvtit of all males in the Nat ion
:Iowa In 19151, to ogi.t her tt it It projections of the attaiiinu of
1111 ttur x'1.111111 in Iti7o ni111 19sa) as made the Bureau of the Census.
flo tolect ll.t1 l';111 lie 111:1411 W 11 11 11111!..iiiii1111116 fletIIrtIcy 104111m, I111/.t
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The primary problem of data fur the base

amitutt nal of the titilires shims it very substantial inerease in the
eihteat Iona' attainment of males aged ..1: -51 part lOilittriy noteworthy
is the decline in the !proportion of men of thi i age with less 111:111
ye:um 4 If high -Ail sal front 4;3.7 percent in MINI to 1.7 prreent in
Ipso. .1t the -.ante time the pro! tort ion of those who have hail some

l'1:4:- f IN 1111 14.4.0 iterrent 144 ...!.4.71 perent.
am,. 7 ais,, the edneational attainment of the fathers of

persons agil :2 I in Vlell 1, awl jus estimated nttuittinent of tilt'
filther-. in 1:070 111111 11.1.40, assuming that the educational attainment
of fat her, 411:1114,44'S in proportion to that of all nudes 5-:1. This is the
,i44111114 11 111 1114'111 II111ty1 !MeV misty in step 2.

TAKE 7.-Estimated percentage distribution by educational attainment of
to) males 1:1-51 years of age, and (b) fathers of persons 20-24 years of age.
15 contiguous States and District of Columbia: 1960, 1970. 1990

ottOnturot of 16:1144 45 51 Yeas
I aut.

1111 ill .1.
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. _

Iwo; thin
4 tee:
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14111.6A:4 I #111344,3:1144111.
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14411110
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14:1
PAO

14111

lidi
141

6.1 7
:11 .11

41 7

.20 3 1
at 2 :
Al ii '

7.6
U 2

11 6

. 4N.

3
la. V

i -it. t sr% .11 t .e
tel

a.t in
:1 .

.01.

Folunit inn uttitinnwist if tither:: a 1 persons
211 24 yeas of age

. .

1,4 a II wit-school' Room nol
loch - .chard gr.otoute. IU14
irradthete 1 i nn collaRe 1 1+ 111170

grIIUlde

sow ..o a ,1- I so,
es. 17.4lloo
es 7541. 494 2fi. II1911

1.11.11 lill N. 7 291. 9
liovo.1.1.1 P :4 ).. hr. ,,t so .

11N1 71.s 01. 4I slit
Pali I11x1 f W.) 23. !I
Iviii 14111 1 50. ii . :91.7

7.1
0. 1

1;

0.0

totbte
itroluste

7.0
9.1
1: 4

6
$

12 0

In. 1444 1 1v. utut....iti. .1 .at 11 stt ryttletit nit !sported.
10 'limy to.? 1.i tsm.so .ir osto.lthe.

Att 4,-0,4 f hity tram ihir,."1f the Canis. projcooto of 4.4111'214Intpdattailntnent
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1.4' I I ! ;Lim,
5. 7-2 441 b. it:. a, IA:

I, 4%$
1.61bl C.

II FIIIELS' ATTAINMENT PROJECTION

1.0 1.6.8 3. ts:t. Id1.1 1.101 11:01 1.0a... 3 .411 2.411.4 3. sste. 2.52 1 294
' 7 ego. 4.711 3.3: 4.1141 1.1131 1.47$

1.10 #11:4 lit*: III roSTANTIRATE PROTECTION
_

t I 1.4'41 917 1.941 "PM
I* :4 171 1.7.41 3, MI ?.:474 I.11111

1 .; ; 4 '114 I. WV 1 3. 11:14 I 2. 614.3 1.'2/411

rm. ,...
F

e
1 11 rs sf 1.1.4.-14:on alneys: throe for 11163-73amverlegl from prnIrrOnni

101 I II,. I 1 .11 5 .0111 111.1 4.

Ike total ennillment fin. the 4)Sti1tes and the District of Columbia
is shown. in project ion I. to rise from M million in 1960 to 7.0 million
by 11070. and in prsliect ion III to ;1.:2 million. Further increases may

to oretir fter projeetion I shoes that by 1975
P111*(111111ellt will I.1' i tiniest that of 1960 if attendance rates increase
I1S they !MP in the 11:14. Even if attendance rates remain at present
levels (project inn III . there will be 5.9 million persons enrolled in
colleges and universities IT 1975.
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T %IMF 9. . Fall enrollment 19:;040 and projections 1965, 1970, 1975, total opening
enrollnient and full-time undergraduate and first professional, by sex; aggre-
gate l'nited States (including outlying parts)

tin thUtat4m1+1
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2,2611
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1,713
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0 0;.7 ! 3.111 :

1. 1111 i .0. 414 :

7 tot 4. 712

I. t1:43
2,1137
2. 3us

.._ - - -
3. 123 2,1131t
3, ma 2.577

2.250

1.073
1.326
1.440

PIO ECTION III l'ONATANTRATE 1'ROJP.CTIf)341

3.

4.'04 I
:I!

4. fr.::;

2, vs3
3. 1$12

1.314

1. 257 4.006 2. 70V
I. 742

2. 9R7
1359 2.3049

1.953 1.4112
1.170
1.227

it, ; I-1i v ? E !:.. 31 .n tlome to, 12r.3 7.; Convertvil from projections for the 414
. 1 itstri t It r141111.1 t.

RELATED ENROLLMENT SERIES
The est invites resented in this chapter can perhaps best be evaluated

;a ternts of other series developed by the Bureau of the Census and
by the (lake Eilneation. It is worth while a) a) to note briefly
St)11111"4 of informatilm now available on full-time college enrollments
awl to II aliment on the relation of fall enrollment as of at single date
in the Sear to the cumulative enrollment for the full academic year.

om piwieet;faix.. -The 1-.S. Bureau of the Census has
prepared illustrative projections of 5(11001 and college enrollments to
19s (SerieA .25. No. :23.2). Table 1 presents the projections of
total fall college enrollment for all of the series that were computed:
the publication gives breakibmns of some of these series by age group

sex.
The two principal series. A and C. present figures similar to the

figures g;ven here for projeetion I (trynd projection) and projection
III rtingtant-Per project ion ), respectively. as may be seen by com-
paring table S and table
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ist. Itill.ait I witis.ct Iuil. %%tin. ilista a nuttilier anitiog en,
to that 111,10.,..s ell lien% Ibcojet tell trend- in the percentage 1 I f ;W

Idly' 111 ?..iteteel ell' lielluge. I 113-441 W.-1111114 i( )

%Sen 1Eli1.t tof t tee popolat 11111 y age. 'the projected
elirolliiicht for 1.0.1i a:ze %s its then slit, itled 111tH plementary, ree
I ry, Mid re 11/111111/W11t Nit II pre..ent pro.
port le sit., for 'Atli airs group.

Thin aicillinnt roe soles dory,. 11iih re,peet to the trend in the
isai 111 ii.qiidat ism at eaili age enrolled in colleges mall uni-

t el..it Set .1 unpile- cont noted inert-Am. in enrollment ate,.
lit ;Ig %soh un les ding oft by future slate.: the base period for the
111.11.1 is 1:1:11 In -ern, it i, :1 - -u bell 1 hat e1111/11111en1 Vales Will
ill:tato et 11,-1 ;11 the 1:1;o7 :19 tIVertnte a lin nal level. Series It assumes
roe: I.al fwly 141 %teen series A ainI series C. In I).

1.4 :1 lint IvItt:1111 sons1:11a :11 111:17 ;In levels I hrmigii
Ito. 1l1.111i s tip h1 t'1. by 1971. and then remain constant
it 1111 11.1P1-. Ise 105

TABLE l0.--Itureau of the t'ensu% projections of fall college enrollment for the
civilian noninmtitutional population under 35 years of age. 50 States and
District or Columbia: 1965.1070.1973. 19s0
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- - -
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h 1. 1-1:t. t. ..111 ?.t

N'" (..r r tn. e,t 1111 51. .214.1441 to 1491. 1117.5; 111,1
Ism

410 Ka r Our. t.,.. ,o I1r i.r op. I 1.1, I.. ail Sila MA (*toilette. Ennoiinte11( its the
t lot1 :t.st,t

This poianti.fil rius underlying, these enrollment
liglIre$ iiitrer (only with regard to the projected letel of fertility; these
diiTeret We. ill fertility are ilittlxrat lye fiin college enrollnwnts until
after 197:, hreause the future college :4 wields up to that date have
till'. aily been I ttern.

The 5 aililitional years Iwyoml 197: tire shown in these Census
istimaa ia.,,jtisat to be a peri.)11 of eontinued enrollment growth;
thus, tiro mAlmnt trend I. nimad for al lellSt. 20 years into the
fin tire.
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CHAPTER 2

Social and Economic Determinants of the
Demand for Education'
Homey R. firmer and Merlin Dead

Till: FORMAI. Ii1)1%*ATIOX of the majority of Americans who
ro born before 1905 ended before they reached high school.

Only one sixth of the people now .'5 or more years of age attended
eolleg, and less than half of these hold a college degree. In
striking omtrast. tally a small fraction (14 percent) of those born
between 111% and 1912 have failed to go on to high school or beyond.
Intleetl. of that getierat ion which, for the mot part, has concluded its
schttolitu almost one-third have gone to college. Thus in the course
of two to three generations the proportion going to college has
thudded. Moreover, on the basis of parents expectations for their

edueat ion, as oed in this study, it would appear that
about tw- third: of the children born in thc l'nited States between
tom and 1959 will seek education beyond high school. The trends
unheated in table 1 suggest that within the past 50 years the educa-
tional attainment of the modal members of succeeding generations has
moved up front less than a high - school education to 1 or more years
of college.

This sharp raise in the level of educational attainment may be
ascribed to a number of eausal factors. One of them, certainly, has
been the inereas in real income of families in the United States.
Within each succeeding generation a larger fraction of American
families have been able to afford the costs involved in extending the

Harvey Prater prepared the research on which this article is based while professor of
eeonmics and mean% o4sci.tte of the Survey Research Center at the University of
Miehtx:sn Martin inuld was study director fur the research project and Is now assistant

CC) of eonifinien at the l'airermIty of %iseonsin. The project was made possible
through 'mato from the Ford Foundation and the V.S. °dice of Education under its.

s. cooperative research prgram The views expressed are those of the authors and do not
In onv way' reflect the tieW4 of the sponsoring oxen/dos.

-1 The Sloane. of this study apply to persons who are beads of speneing units. A
spending unit is a group of 'bombast reldted by Maxi, marriage, or adoption, living in the

Ct. same dwelling unit. who pool their Incomes for their major Items of expense. If the
.podine mot lino a wattled eiple, the heal of the unit is the husband. Otherwise

Cs.) the hood 14 the person who earns the most money.
As a eg.usequenee of the definition, four - fifths of all spending unit beads are men. The

women who are beads of spmding units are one-fifth of the adult female population of
CO the United States.
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1411w:ohm of their v161,11341 throm!li high .chool and college. Income
11:1, !r.. id and fondle-. II:It to 111410111e 111116 ;Ma' Of du' sIN'Iall illlli
swillIf1111:* 111'1'11:a At the s:nne ime t he age at 33 hicli

iw.iple tiviv l.ke "...hoot has been rai.eil and ethical inal
twilit ii'- 1,3% 14.ot IA pa IAA.

TABLE -Trends in educational attainment of apendinic unit heads in the
1 'nit ed States: percentage dist ribution. by age
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Att.! her tint jolt' factor has been the !mil ista nt ial movement of popula.
t ion film! rural. agrietiltural environments to urban. industrial areas.

cnitit ha. 1111)11011 II 11r11)011 Ifni of the population into
coilittinn it 1.4 Ill 111111'11 eshis'at natal facilities ate Vlore readily accessible
and in 3% hie!, more edtlat ion is 'lona:Med of those seeking employ-
tun? and :ftta1 t14.

Our rapidly alit attoilia tvehIlsology huts provided a phenomenal in-
cream. itt the Ilemand for peNotts with high levels of education. Ap-
p.irntly the ileinand fsir pev.sons With ethic:dhoti heytnid high school
has 1,e/It rive with the supply. and there are no visible signs of a
weakening in the Market fin* college graduates.=

Inrca- in income, facilities, and dentand for per ons with educa-
tion pro% isle fertile conditions for ins'nasing eilueational attainment
in this country. But they do not explain the motivation that has
!Drinkel the ins.re:eq in edcation. In this chapter some
of t lie.e :hot i% tonal factor,: will he explored.

huptpe ha-ell on infolillation eolleeted in a survey of a
nat I. ulw isle 1.13,1,:thility mutt ple of spending units in the United States.

ripe 11erni.tri 1' Mailer. rh. of thy. 1.011c.ition. There are contrary clews. nueh
that of 1:0 9.rt J. IIirhrletrt. mere..tor II who r fAvealifort fa Mr 1944.4. Colunihas.
111148 St.rte rot% cr.ity !low
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2.1 LeoNtAttrs 111101111 EDLTATION

Tama, influence Ole faintly ineoni and assets, which become the
re-40111%1-, fur higher edueation of ehihlren.

1.:4 thew general !Int jOIN into speifie hypotheses about the EN-

131 it oft .1111P. 110 1.10441 he edueat ion of children and their parents back-
greutol. For the most pail altit's le.141 by the parents itre Me:Wired
indirectly by it set of indicators. Chart t illustnites the manner in
which ,poi ineit-uces of the family's background relate to the
11114 fel we have deVelitpli41. 111 1Pfthand column of the chart lists
senile of III,' mow nbrinus influences ou tAnational attainments; the
reatler e:111 suggest others. The right-hand column indicates
variable, that were measured in the 1960 survey and that might relate
to the underlying influettes on educational attainments listed in the
left hand coletun. ln nee.' cases the underlying. influence is reflected
in more than one measured eariable--cultural norms stressing educa-
tin would cer:itinly he reflected in reference groups other than the
religion, group shown in the chart. Conversely, some of the
measured variables, such as race, ant associated with several under-
!yin... influences on education availability of facilities, cultt.ral
!some:, ant lifetium It" -rts. In short, the chart provides a
rude mukluk which we shall elaborate on in the discussion of our
findings.

IL Factors Influencing the Education Actually Attained
by Children of a Cross Section of the U.S. Population
Educational attainments of the children of the family were meas-

ured by the average Mabel' of grades completed by living children
of the head who were finished with school at the time that the family
was interviewed. This measure contains some downward bias: teen-
agers who have already dropped out of school are included in our
a% erage, %%hilt. those who are continuing their education and will
raise the average at some time in the future are not taken into con-
sideration'

$trictly speaking, the analysis of educational attainments reflects
not only &Diana for elocution but also the supply of educational
facilities available to children of the respondents in our sample at
various times in the past. Only if we assume that the supply of
educational facilities will continue to increase in much the Mlle way
as it has in the past eau we extrapolate from the experience of this
generation of children in relation to the background of their parents.

Other measures of dueutl.inal attainments might have been more useful for a more
elaborate analyla of the structure 4.f demand for college places. For example. an analysis
differentiating between the attaihn tits of girls and loop; would appear to be extremely
useful. Ito there appear t be Pubmtontlal differpneep In the aspirations for educating male
and female children. Another useful distinction would be to differentiate ebaraeteriattem
of famine* whose children complete college from famines whose children only attended
college for 1 or 2 lean
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A MODEL OF MOTIVATION AM) EXPERIENCE INFLI'ENCING THE
TRANSMISSION OF EDUCATION FROM GENERATION TO GENERATION

F I lioattre
geliter4.4
1..1/

etlitttni

1"

71kofou d areas Igloo wts oe ethettkeelt ottits wide

at j, di of parents and their

Nit t -aehi netit of the par-
ent.
.%rtit lade tow aril hard work and
iwlf.11elir t he !Helm. for attain-
ing desired goals.

dt tinti norms stre.sing educe-
t ,f1. rligifm., eItts..
.11.1:.3t ial groups with
w lads parent. are affiliated.

-Achi..venients of parents that demon-
rat e the effctiens. of values held

by the parent.:
Aetual educational
merit of but b parents..

Educational achievement of the
parents relative to the achieve-
ment of the gratufparents.
t 'areer path deinonstratinit im-
pact of education on earning
power and nelvancement.

Past Mobility of the head which indi-
cates attempts OH the part of the par-
ents to improve their situation.

Successful planning of finances and
other activities of the family.

1vailability of education:
Existence of local facilities.

Economic ability to send chil-
dren to college:

a. Earning potential.
b. Demands on income and

their tinting.

radasstws se prosy ewes*.

A measure of need-achievo-
*tent of the heads based on
perception of the relative de.
sirability of various occupa-
tions.
F:xpresseel evaluation of hard
work as the means for getting
ahead.
Religious affiliation and par-
ticipation in religious activi.
ties by the head.

Education of the head, and
education of his wife, if he la
married.
Difference in the education of
the head and his or her father.

Occupation of the head.

Whether bead moved off a
farm.
Whether head moved to the
North.
Age of the head at the birth
of his first child.

Region.
Prbanitation.

Peak income of the head in
past years, his education, his
occupation.

Age of the head at the birth
of his first child.
Number of living children of
the head.

I The heart of the Ipn19tit unit le the husband In units containing married couple; otherwise the bead
le the major earner to the twirling unit.
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Average Alicat ion attained by the children of spontlents was re-
latd to the indicators shown in Vint by a mutt ivariate statistical

Eau cation of the spending unit head proved to be the
iwprtant factor influencing the education of the eitildren. In

table 2 I in* Whit Vt inlitnti 3 nee of each of tin indicators used to explain
ethical oalal acha.%ements of children is shown by the rank of its
importance a-ed oh the heta coefficient of the indicator.4 The beta
coefficient is a standardized measure of the size of the effect of the
inolicatr on the I lel Meld a in bill. It takes into amount both the
differences between classes of the indicator and the distribution of
t he pi it fillat t lugs(' elaSSeS.

tobgether. the explanatory variables account for I wo-fifths
of the varia.i in children's completed edueat ion, as indicated by a

Dinh iph Ileterminat h, of 0.414. On the average,
hildren who are finished with school received slightly less than lit
grades of sehooling. The standard error of estimate of the result is
1.96 grades.

Parallel find nig?: emerge from mull ivariate analysis of parents' aspi-
rations for tmlueitting their children of school age. Aspirations are
inea,ored by answers to two questions: "I low much education do you
expect your boys to have before t hey stop going to school I" and "how
much education do you expect your girls to !lave before they stop

ng to -limo! f'6 The durst ions were asked of all heads of spending
milts with children aged 0 or under. The answers were coded ae-
eolling to the highest level of education mentioned.

Table 3 shows dud two-thirds of the parents of boys and more titan
half of the parents of girls expect their children to attain some educe-

The multIvariate procedure is developed la The heckles and Analyst,. of Regtriotents,
to, 5 oe.or hennothoorole 'New York. John Wiley & Sons. 1952. p. 91-1101. list procedure
is oonloiootel, ron.,1.gt as to a regression procedure In which each einrotslilyIng variable shown
in one eesolt4 fs rept:well by a sot of dummy variables. (5t -rm. of !tummy Variables
to Itearc...i.m r.loitins.' hi Ilanlel B. .utrool of the Atoerieots Rtatfotteal Amos-

Lana elation. 52 :51s :ofla. Prron's? 1W:7. owl "An Analysts of Wiliam and HaIarles In Great
Itritla 1.s- I'. 11111. ronoossi troo. 27: 353 :1%1. July 111A11.1 The beta enetnelents
.tented in this r Web. are the standardised regression coefficients widish obtain if eachc..t el:ossifying variable sealed oteeording to the adjusted deviations shown In sureeeding
tables

t -fs ar eatnIntol treating the adjusted ilcvlationa toss... gated with each
ch- .; els...drying' %arloololo as 4 ne-way aualysk of variance wills unequal cell wises. The ratio
Dom

elf the toorinnee cowl hood by the adjusted enefficlents to the variance unexplained by the
ta. entire mottle,' rime pcsture forms onto estimate. of P.

3 A% fi nilo.nsido ein..torosi. sampling errors In the data exceed what would bo expeeted
from etImooto asloonitte simple random sounding. Clustering IN not as likely to affect

lisss the signifleance of multivariate reliotionships as It is likely to Increase the sample errors
f.12 of simple proportions and means. Ttoe consequence of clustering on the multivariate

aosithsts Is that the siduitiennee levels shown for P In the test somewhat exaggerate the
a.) true toyed ..f signitiennee. Nevertheless it is highly likely that all relationships shown

to to signifirant at the 01 used are truly signifleant. The number of cases on which
each coeMeiont is based are included in the tabulations as a guide to the sampling error
of the eeffielent
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filth beywitl seilool. These findings are roughly consistent with
,.t her ,t Imre:0N. .1011S for their eh ildren.5

TA III.E 2.- Characteristics of spending unit heads used to explain average
number of grades completed by children'
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etbetent
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111 .11%7
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3:5
5 -1114
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2 40
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'5.11
1.111)
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3.11
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I I' .5. 1114.t..1 tor p. 11.11 w Ito 1 Whiten finished with sehool. Cases In which the edit.
omen hi l.11,11 o.4 s.Ir I ilItedl eompletol n tee only to oeutlenklo gehouusig
*till enrol 1. f el 13 ).e.1. "I oilrge dittee." n110.44 degree, 17.

I SI41111' ail if .1 1.. ,I Ill' %el "1
I tognitleont it 4 pro,. 141i1) level of 105.

TAME 3.-- Percentage distribution of spending units with girls or boys aged
20 or under, according to the education level expected for them by their
parents

I:Jul.:Item !evil rpe.ted I.y hoe1,4 speteiltug units
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EDUCATION OF PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS

The verage e(lueat ion attained by the children, grouped according
to the education of the spending unit head, is shown in table 4, column
2. Children of a head with no high :school training are likely to

Roper oetimates that 14 percent et children helew 114 yenro of age are espeeted by
their pm...tato Iii ire to college. See Elmo Roper & Asoorkites. Pamela' College Plaoe
Newly; The r..groot of the reed Poundotion, 111591?). p. I. Data from
Latodug, 1.,,,rittire unit st..eigovh1. cited In table 1 of this chapter, show a similar figure.
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fain snlne high-M64 training and children of a college graduate
Millie 4.4 dlege trai11iit1r. The third column of table di-playA the (lir-
is.roice be ! na the average attainments given in column and the
gtatill mean. These -unadjusted exaggerate t he impact of

head's education on the etlicat ma) attainments of the children.
The effects of income, color. and other factors that are correlated with
edits tt ion are indoded in the averages shown. Persons with high
incomes are likely to be highly educated, so that the deviations may
reetster the greater financial ability of educatted-ersons to send their
children to college as 11111C11 as they reflect the transmission of ideas
and parents' motivation for educating the children. Column 4 indi-
cates the extent to wide', tile cbildren's education deviaws from the
a % eratze a hen effects that can be attributed to other factors are re-
newed by multivariate adjustment. Thus column 4 is labeled "ad-
justed deviations." 'olunnt 5 shows the extent to which the
utultivariutt' estimates differ from simple tabulations of means. The
differences Iii, play the extent to which simple tabulations include
effects that eats be travel! to other variables. rohmins 2 and 5 will
be dropped from the remaining tables as the information in them can
easily be deriled from the remaining data.

TABLE 1.Average grades of completed education of children, by education of
the spending unit head, and deviations from the grand mesa of HA grades

1Fer spending unit beads whose children have Onlsbed school]

EalieStine .1 %peril/NI Wilt to
%mot,. r
of ...tows

,

Ion
of t. InWen lu

this groan
de% lations

111111141...1 1111TenIn.
dot otIons ' cols. 3 awl 4

- -- _

No etluation ...41 1 9.14 -2. iia -1. (W) -1. 04
Elementary sch4bol . 17% ' itt vl -.6%
Stitt* high %eland... . I' 12 111 1.# -. 12 .31
High school diploma v.: 12. %I w .104 .01
Iligh wham) diploma, law* ts, m

el 1 fele trainitig..... N , 5.2 7.41 94 .0;3 . 29
I 'ollere. no degree....
liaebelor's degree- ...

I.!.
....'.

13 sal
14 :ti

..:. is 1.04 . 43
2. /4.% 1. .9

Advanced degree._ It. Ili 72 3. tall 3. PK .94-.....1 .

kwhomitis (in gr.s.tes frto the grand inean of II 42 grades.
$ I tevlat tons tin gr.oles. fr,111 (Sr gr.uel metal of I I gid.* ti It Is other factors controlled by multicuriata

olioNt mein.

rnadjusted deviations are shown in subsequent tables because they
may represent the cumulative effect of a variable that is logically
prior. For example, color is determined before birth. It affects
c.lwation, occupation, and Mei ane: the nninljuslebd effects reflect the
total impact of color on the educational attainments of children
an impact which is significant even though a good portion of the
effect, can be attributed to other variables.

The educational achievement of children does not increase sys-
tematically with every increase in the amount of schooling obtained
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l' the It i.1 of the spending unit. Vigil school graduates with non-
,444.ational training have children with relatively less

att :nincia Iha11 do 'how who are high school graduates with no v0-
..3114.1.31 11(mever, the vocationally trained have higher

** their children. This inconsistency suggests that the
attainment, of children of the vocationally trained may rise in future
year,.

The pattern of adjusted deviations in table 1 offers two interesting
Fir4, it lend, support to our hypothesis that motivation for

the to continue in school is directly related to the educa-
tional at tanoncnt of the parents. t7hildren of more educated parents
attain more eneatilm than the average, even after the results are
Iii -.1 61111frli N. I he better ecotioinic situation of the family. Secondly,
the re -tilt, indicate some mgression of children toward the average.
loldun 4.f parents who did not finish grade Mum' average some

high !...11..I training. while children of college graduates average less
than :; 4IN of college training. For parents with college training
this r4-nit was to be expected. Not all children have the ability to
complete a college c4oies.e successfully. and only a small proportion
fIf all children will continue after college with graduate work. The
net result of 114s education attained by a few less able children
k to lower the average of the entire group below an average at-
tainmnt final to the parent's college degree. The superior worn-
pliAiment of the children whose education exceeds their parents'
gr:;41e-shol training suggests that community influences motivate
children to complete a minitnutn education no matter what their
11 :11'1.1 its ackgrOillid.

TABLE .Average grades of completed education of children by the difference
in educational attainment of parents; deviations from the grand mean of 11.82
grades

I 0.r w)w.tiding unit head. %%hose children have liniabed school]
ODr,
Go)-

Ile IT. edn..ttien eetri.ates: with wite.9

^

21- level. 1.'. than sire
1 level lei than wire - ....
Same level in wife-
1 lo% wore than wife

4- leels mete than wire .....
F.Ination of wife not 14$4-rtono

Ate laldwul, t .11%. I. ...1

_ _

Number of
curia

61
Ina
310

79
117

9
3111

rnadJusted
deviations

Adjusted
(Iodations

1.34
-.01

1.117
Lan
.16

1.37
.44

-. In
-.on.94

.09
-.11 71

3
I bevels -1 efluratIon are define.! v..

No lucton lligil-allool diploma. pito nonwilege training
I Wen. tiool I ',.111.ne, no degree
rZonif. With aehnol No hlr'fi clew°
High Mitoo..111.10 'Mal A.1V411ell d rev

1 I brvi ttl.oin .111 griiles, from the ran I mean of I i.a2 gra.Ies,
I ievaathate in grades) from the graloi mean of 11.4L grades, with other factors controlled by multi.

van tie 440.4111440,
lieb of neniIng units Ineliele women whose husbands are not present and for whom the educational

attainments were DUI anenrtninC.I.
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associated closely and inversely with the average amount of schooling
4l by the children. Table S shows this effect clearly. The same

rm is seen in the relationship het wren munher of children and
parents' al iirat ions for educating children.

TABLE 7,Average grades of completed education of children by occupation;
deviations from the grand mean of 11.52 grades

1. or vending unit heads whose children have finished school'

OccUp4t tif 111410111Q

Prolesvonat . .

tiavrif .ettlibioyed tn.to.ater ottievit
Self in1.1..ye.i hostil...nom artisan
t .114.I .1.11; worker.
'rift galn or foreomo
sperittve.

1.3horor . . . . .

FArrner .

;overvonent protective worker.
!lea has never worked or oreugiation

tintt heads I Nu:utter
of cases

Pnadjusted
deviations'

Adjusted
deviations"

89 3.80 033
39 2. 17 .78
84 1.01 .54

100 1.11 .49
121 .0% .05
181 --. 48 .14......... 219 1.30 .88.. 103 .75 .13
10 1.33 .08

As not ascertained as -..911 .13

t Fox the unemployed out I retired. oc cupation refers to the typo of work usually or formerly engaged in.
11., tat tons tin Remit... from the grand mean of 11.12 grades.
tel. lotions tin grader) Man the grand atoll of 11.02 grades. with other factors controlled by mulricarlistc

silnistrueut.

NORTH-SOUTH MIGRATION

We would expect children of mobile families to have somewhat
inure education than children of immobile ones because mobile families
have broader horizons and are probably more motivated to take ad-
vantage of economic opportunities. The variable that indicates
whether the head of the spending unit moved between North and South
was included in the analysis to test this notion.

TABLE S.Average grades of completed education of children, by number of
living children of the spending unit head; deviations from the grand mean or
11,112 grades

tiu

1 ettild
children

3 or 4 elittin
map al

For F1,411.014 1.int h eAs Isl we chlten is I me flnislifd school]

atter of thing i hildieh of the spending unit head Number
of c.ises

unadjusted
deviations t

Adluirted
deviations*_...

204 0 74 a 32
231 .48 .23

. n : .v.,. . 0 3 .07
damn. 208 1.47 .84

I I if,V, tiloll t in ctolosi from the grind mean of 11.te trades.
I t "41. gr vies, from the rr.ut.1 nieut 11.v.:.!ratles. with other tartars controlled by multIrathin

adjust itient.

The education of children in families that move from one area of
the country to another appears to be more advanced than would
otherwiNe he expected. Children of foreign-born parents and of par-
ents who move out of the South achieve more education than would
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exptsiif 'in the of other characteristics of their paents.... Iii
sg:oe of the ailii:t:ottal aillietetlietit, a gap of alinii4 11,1: years of
edueat 11'111311i:4 het 4411111kt 1011 of 1111(1111 of migraist6 from,

.!..00th 314 lite etlIlit Ion of lObilell of laersoOS Who !MVP 1.1101
olitslk of t be Slat It t !troughs int t heir lives (see tile 1111:01.111:stVti tieritt-
t is table ('hlltliell of whio migrate from NO1111 to SOIIIII
di) Wit attain 111o11. esjtleatloll tllilil k characteristic Of the North,
but their attaimonts do not drop to the average level that is char-
acteri lc t he Suut h.

TAIII.E 9.Average grades of completed education of children by North-South
migration of the rpending unit head; de.iations from the grand mean of 11.92
grades

tt I .: '1114 t.41, u au. Ott! Ittit ti t%t tituNitt.1 ,ttiti41-
*. tit of 144g welt l:vl Nullitsr sl10,1.1

of r,taCS .11* V 1:it I

_ - . _

jr.Ibuf A tip Ti di :it .11 4.0.
1.1 71 1 121 I 0 'a

-

.11,14ost1
h. .4,1111$ I

0 07 (
VIZ 'lit t....

ert.0 ti
1. .4 is ...Wit ottl..l'a I stv.,

4)4

-1 31

.

NI

.)

I. nit .ftit .1 tti.
.

.00 .3.f3k
IIe 4.1.tte.4 I . .SS .31
All other,. s. 17 . us .18 U.11

s'
I ..11 II .tr

e..t hod. I' I er Its I Ito*
tt.etti It.. otf 4:14 H., at

..111
11 41'

I..
U.tti utlta f4CturS cosh...11.41.y insultivelhte CO

.111,1 Trott?
II. r11. . gtt alp .ti tts .ft Mot I r..on of the 4.1.1litarY u11.1 whoa trition %al not

NEED FOR ACHIEVEMENT

Parents influence educational accomplishment by the value which
they place upon overcoming: obstacle:4 and succeeding in the face of
difficult is. This value is termed the need-achievement of the parents.
An exteiive body of literature relates need-achievement to success
in who', perception of relative remuneration available in jobs of
varying difficulty, and the objective opportunities for getting ahead
in the world... According to psychological theory, this value is trans-
mitted to children at an early age, largely through early training of
the children in indelleadence. High levels of need-achievement will
be reflected in the child's determination to compete successfully in the
aeademic tests that permit entry to higher levels of education. Low

I Ned rl v hilt of t he rtldr:utto to the North are Negrees.
See 111.. .1. hirr-veent Mialf re by David e. Meelplintsd. John W. Atkinson. Russell R.

ehirk and 1-'..10r 1. 14.well. New ork. Appletob eebtury fretts, 1953: Wee 140401
l'on-equebre. of Avblevesnebt MotIvotln." by tumid C. SleClellund, In Nebraska Syn.
viii0.0 opt Motirstoon. 1o3.1. !Atwell). lialerlty of Nehrawko Press. 11053. II. 41-65: also
Aehielmsnt 110111ut,,, awl ocemput(owsl Mobihty it, the ratted litotes, by It. J. Crockett.
Jr. Atat Arbor. Mien. VolverisIty Microfilms. 1901: also "Race. Ethnicity, and the
Achievement Sylcotne." by Bernard C. Rosen. Americas Sociological Retitle, 24:47 -00.
bchruary lO)
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Iel- allie%eilient motivation w ill be associated with a child's
wilbtiglie to get by Willi :III average or the minimum required
lirfotnati.

ako iindivate their children to educational attainment by
their emphasis On working hard anal their perception of success as
the jii-t re%%ard for effort. Thi; valise' will determine the extent to
which the child feels effort pays or. ll'armits who feel that hard work
britors Ilt s I.. payott are in a number of cases members of minority.
group,. For this mason they may not encourage their children to
Make the effort as do parents who see the gates of opport unity
open to 114.I'SfillA with ability anal talent who work hard.

TAMA: 10.Average grades of completed education of children. by the need-
achievement index and head's attitude toward hard work; deviations from
the grand mean of l 1.K2 grades

I F.,r sisat.ting mot heads whose anthill have finished sehooll --------
Nerd tet tdo W/.t Ingle\ .U1.I Is. Mb. :Matadi' t.. :a.I hard soak

_

Mad 1,.rk is et a t.. to.se itta..wtant lurk;
tar,. 4:.4 41,14 Sc

than

'tieanito

k i th.o4 filet, need .44 taeetont ',PIP%
Ir

Malt
"1I.. :1111 :1

Imo
New* .betae..41.4.44t het rut .......

_

Ntorst
it ease:.

:144
!co

34
In
72
40

de% lat Isms

U. 1N1

.51

1.29
.91i

I. 241

Adjusted
deviations a

U:2
.o3

.23

.75
.Wg

11,1. 04. Iret nn at rice, from. the yr aft., 119 All id II 1%.! grades.
a viols in at ides. nom the gr apt ti..444 at II as:eles, with oiler tartars controlled by multi

vart.eeViillS111.1.10

In this analysis we have used an index of need-achievement based
on the hemrs peretion of t bp relative desirability of various occu-
patimK9 The index appears to make an independent contribution
to the explanation of the level of education achieved by the children
in the family. Children of parents who score high on the index

swat
"The index of need achievement was derived from the following question: "We are

,co interested lu how people compare ectipaiinns. llw do you think m.4t people would
If is 14..!L ..f theirs chose each of these typo, of work?"

..reailations listed were carpenter. mail carrier. hIgh.sehool teacher. doctor, book
keeper, ant.. useeltani. night watchman. bus driver. and drugstore owner.

::s Itesioalnts rated the ..latpations in the classes ranging from "not happy" to "de
lighted." Iu theory. persons %lib high toad for aehlevement will differentiate sharply In
fan or of high reward. dlttlrnit neetipai fens as opposed to low reward. easy ocrupations
persons null td ..epievenient will not differentiate us sharply In favor of the high.C.) reward so...441ml Isms and might even prefer law reward. easier ocetipatIOn14. Therefore the
slope It the relationship between the meatus income ranking of the occupations and the
ratings alibis sere gh en for each llisttlen should indicate not only the extent to which
the respondni differentiates high-stattei. high Income occupations from low - status. !Tors:
Weenie eapatIens. shoats' aiso roarer the nebleventent tonlivation of the ben
sloia4 was eatealatial ftir every spending Ishii head and ii%ed as the basis for lbs. threw
need i5iliv..11:1111 Mile% groups shown In tilde
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T.1111.1: 11. -.t grades of completed education of children by the peak
earn:mos of the *pending unit head; detiatiuna front the grand mean of
11.A2 grades
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The failure of peak earnings to be more closely related to educa-
tional achievements can be ascribed to a number of conceptual and
pilloried factors. Peak earnings were thought, to present the most
favorable mesa -ore' of earnings for retired persons and others whose
ineomes have deelined since the period when their children were in
?l im!. however, the level indicated by peak earnings. reported may
be distorted by reporting errors; it may reflect atypical earnings dur-
ing a very brief period: and it corresponds with disparate relative
Monne posit ions for different cohorts in the sample. As a consequence,
peak earnings do not necessarily reflect lifetime earning patterns and
the ability of the family to -apport children in college. Education
and occupation may be more closely associated with lifetime earning
patterns.. (See tables 4 and 7.)

In contrast to the relationship between peak earnings and educa-
tional attainments. the gross disposable income received by the spend-
ing unit in 1959 is the second most important determinant of the
level of education expected for boys." Its importance, however, is
considerably smaller with respect to girls. Once the other variables
have been taken into account, the level of education expected for
boys in spending units with incomes between $1,000 and $1,999 is
almost 11,E index levels (ef. table 3) below that expected by heads of
spending units with incomes of $15,000 and over. The spread for
girls, however, is only half as wide.

RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE AND ATTENDANCE

When religious groups are categorized according to the difference
in the average income level of their members and the proportion of
the mnthers that are college graduates, a significant relationship

Grmtv cultowthyp 'neonate inebtars retltnatea of Income whleh the family earn* from
how vr.chietIon 1411d the lmpntefl rental value of Its home an well am the apas1 elements
of wHaey Income. An Nalmate at the Federal income tax liability is deducted.
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'wipe:11.s loon w ern t he Milli:et loin of the parent and the educational at-
tamment of the lishlrn. Children in families that attend church
regularly :ottani a higher dueational level than do children in families
that mien,' church wadically.

The relation1141 ween the religious affiliation and the eduea-
t iohal att:tilittatit of the children may lit interpreted in a number of
way, The :.'al of religious affiliation may provide an indication
a the 31.04 of the parents to afford an education for their children;
la ,o,e may ii isue the degree to which it particular reference

grooup lorloviole,. A:inolard of educational attainment which guides
the parent in edneating his children. Alternatively the scale may
discriminate I wt %%evil different emphases I In edWO ion among the three
Major valegueics. Without further evidence, which is not available
in thi.:114ly of I:urvey data, we cannot more about the validity of
the interpretation*.

TABLE 12.-Ascrage grades of completed education of children by religious
preference and church attendance of the spending unit head; deviations from
the grand mean of I l.!(2 grades
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AGE AT BIRTH OF FIRST CHILD

Ago of the head of the family at the birth of his eldest living child
was assnmed as an indicator of the planning horizons of the family
and also of its ability to finance the educat ion of the children. Fami-
lies who had children late would have opportunities to save and to
earn income by having both the husband and the wife in the labor
force, while the pr ,-cure of a child burn shortly 'after au early mar-
riage tends sit least temporarily to remove the wife as a source of
family income, at the same time that it places it burden on the
husband's 111C1/111e. Thus the variable employed in table 13 provides
an index of both the planning horizons of the family and its ability to
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311.11inttlat a-ets cot. ..ending ehildrett to college. While the uleV131-
1 II !-.114 et% 11 111 1131* 1:1141. An. not highly significant, tiny are sufficiently

IVIllitt le hi -11111noll the 1131,0 that the earlier a couple starts
31 1.:1111111 1111. 13"7-+ 11111.1.1 11 k that their eltildren will have a college
ethical 14 111.

T %Mk: 13..- .verage grades of completed education of children by age of spend-
ing unit head at birth of drat child; deviations from the grand mean of 11.$2
grades
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Nonwhite children attained .siguitiesittly less education than did
white children.

The difference between the unadjusted deviation (-1.82) and the
alljnst4.41 deviation t 0.:e.! 1 for nonwhites implies that parents of
nonwhite children are more likely to eshihit other characteristics
3IS13111'11 %% ith low educat halal at tainnamt---for example, the parents
3111i4 poorly ethiated and have low-paying ocupations requiring little
e(111..atit,n. hr ;tail:stet' deviations suggest racial differences in cul-
tural values and in the availability of facilities, which account for
tillre than half it grade of difference in edueat halal attajmnenht. The
unadjusted deviations point out that the color differences produce a
2-ycar average difference in the completed education of children
between white and nonwhite groups.

TABLE 11.-Average grades of completed education of children by color of
spending unit head; deviations from the grand mean of 11.82 grades
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Thu ligh liteS unei nonwhites have substantially different aspira-
tios for paating their boys, the ditiermi is associated with dif-
fernces in the osloat loll, itleome. and other eharaderisties of the
two grigo:, as the adjn,teol deviations contribute nothing to an ex-
planat ion of parents' aspirations. The two groups agree more closely
in their expectation's for educating girls. But when expectations are
:soljusted for edwat income, and other differences, nonwhites have
signitieantly higher aspirations for girls. This finding may reflect
the more strongly matriarchal nature of Negro moiety.

It is worth noting that nonwhites ortbre'n411 significantly less educa-
tion than whites. alt hough aspirations for educat ingl)oys are identical
and aspi rat ions for edueating girls are somewhat. higher among non-
white parents. The thsnspancy between attainment and aspirations
may stem from the facet that heads of spending units whose children
have not yet thoi-hed 31111, younter than those whose children
have eomplet,41 their e41 neat ion. Thus our finding is probably It con-
sequenc of t he ini111oreuient in I he status anti opportunities open
to the nonwhite that has WI' ti Ere, I in this lag gPi karat inn.

RURAL- ['IRAN MIGRATION

the arcragr. persons who live in an arboth area obtain somewhat
more eolneat:on fonr their chibln n than those who live in a small town
or a rural area. The children of persons who migrated from farms
to the city attained somewhat mom editeat ion than children of those
who never move.). Though these etteets parallel the effects shown for
moving 1014 mien North anti Sonth, they are so small as to be relatively
unimportant.

TABLE 15. Average grades of completed education of children. by rural-urban
migration of the spending unit bead; des lotions from the grand mean of
11.82 grades
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AGE OF SPENDING UNIT HEAD
Ago of the spending unit head was included in the analysis on the

il.,,s111111111oli that older persons, who were educate(' in a period when
educational :4andatis were lower than at present, might have less
no.tivat ion for educating their children than younger parents. This
notion is refuted by table 16. Apparently motivation does not vary
systematically with the age of the parent."

SUMMARY OF FACTORS INFLUENCING EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT

Thbles 4 tiing)! 16 confirm many of the hypotheses which were
sketcheii in chart I. The imsitive associations between children's edu-
cation and t'dueat ion of the parents and the need-achievement index
of parental values suggest strong underlying values stimulating edu-
eatiimal achievements. (/ccupation, peak earnings, age at birth of
first chi id, and number of children probably derive a portion f their
impact on attained efhwat ion from their relationships to &ane earn-
ing patterns and the to pay for higher education.

TABLE 1F. Average grades of completed education of children. by age of the
spending unit head: de t iations from the grand mean of 11.52 grades

(F unit by (.1111,1l I'ate finimbol school]
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III. The Realism of Educational Aspirations
We know that almost every American expects his children to finish

high sehool. This expectation appears to have become firmly estab-
lished as a nn Munn standard, one which contrasts sharply with the
fact that at the turn of the century only 7 percent of the children
aged I Ito 17 were attending high school. As we have seen (table 3),
however, more than half of the parents of girls and two-thirds of the
parents of boys expect their children to go beyond high school. Our

" The mull posltIve deviations shown for the older age groups follow from the fact
flint those ore the croups which include most ..f the persons who had their children at a
enparathrly older age and whose children went to college. The younger groups, by
definition. had their children early and did nut send them to college. Thus. must of the
effect shown for the nadjuded deviations Is attributed to the age of the head at the
birth of Ida first child.
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study permits u- to .4ty a good deal about the characteristics of spend-
ing unit t will produce a high potential demand for higher
education in the future. Increasing educational attainments of
Parents; 11941111P, ; increasing proportions of the labor force
in rol,i4,1,311. managerial. and 4 d hrt. white - collar occupations will
lead to greater demand for higher education. This minclusion
e'na'rgew daunt it at i rely from several pi.wes of evidence.

We have :tire:illy roln111011teel alt the remarkable increase in educa-
tional attainments anti the close relationship between parents' educa-
tion and their children's aeademic training. Assuming tlmt the step-
up relationship will emit inue to hold for children born to the present
generation, we' can estimate than one-half of the next generation will
ha e une xperience.'2

TABLE 17.Actual and projected education of children of spending unit heads
under 35, according to education of the head and of head's father

.4 I wteIthg tutu hen"

-
luisiel al it Ileiii1N1ather percent

1.111 II trio

Estimated
education
received
by the

children of
! Ntl.w.l 0.11,te Total$ spewiln !

!1.11(N.! un heads
under35 et

total Ito 1011 910 100 tab ion

NI/ 1110h si lee.1 :1 5 2 I 14 5Rona hiiih .40411 ',.14 ' II 16 6 2;1 15Illith hool griehode.. 31 46 3 1 22 32Stour eliIke Iii ! 341 511, 60 30 Si
.

Percent of all wenIInir wilt le-els N-
touted In the taulath.ii . . . tai 3 a

111C191441 h(11.11: %OUP& 1.1111.191 .11 II not 3. ermined.
p.ter WrA) erti.114 P I cri lion f t 1411Iren in relation to fathers' attaltutient and projections based

utt these data 91 1.0111% 11 rtairr4.1. Jr Ch. 1 of this volume.

This finding is quite eonsistent with the Office of Education's projec-
tion that roughly 44 percent of all persons between the ages of 18 and
21 will be in college by 1970."

A quantitative estimate of completed education of children in the
eotning generation can be obtained from the multivariate analysis
pre,enteil in tables 4 to 16." For any one family we can estimate the

"The estimated distribution of education is obtained by multiplying the proportions
In the -Nome college" rvw of table 17 by the proporthatas In the total column of table 17
and adding the products i.e., 19'1 X 14'1 +34'1 X23% +SO% XffrI +Oa% X 311,70=45(A.
li-dintates of the proportion who viii be high-sehool graduates or high-school dropouts
are 44)91111Pd to the Annie fitAii113.

14 AN rePrtd by Philip E. Coombe, "An Economist's Overview of Maher Education."
In Pitsunetny Higher ilurathri: 040-70, Dexter If. Keever, ed , New York, Ilcaraw-0111
11.4.1r . 1959 p. 15.

14 The estimates are halted on the assumption that relationships developed from differ-
enrea between individuals In a renal section reflect the true Impact of individuation.
Lather than the peculiar impact of history on different persons its our sample. We know
that In the population of persons who have children finished with school. there are some
whom education was terminated by unusual events such as the depression of the 30's and
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average completed eelucat ion of their ehildren by seleet Mg the adjusted
elev iat itiliffispiTtte to ieuiar Clittriteleritit irs of 111111. family
and :tasting them to the grand mean. To estimate the average com-
pleted edueatin of ehildreti of at group of families, we must weight
the average valuta' ion fhb' ON I (Or 11111 family by the number of
children in the family. We have calculated such a sum of weighted
average.- for spending units with boys aged and under. The aver-
age educational attainment rojetell is 1.2.1 grades. When this
average is taken tee etlier with lair jerlejeetilen of the distribution of
educat ion in the next generation, the result suggests that a large
proportion of t he students enrolling in elelleges in coming years will
not complete a full 4-year coltrSe.

ia ri lig projeet hens Of past experience wit h parents expeetat ions
for their children, we see that rises in parents' aspirat ions are roughly
consistela with the rate at shish Vellicat 101101 ittiltillnieliti1 have been
mereasing in this eomitry in the past half century. Clearly parents'
aliirat ti. their 4.111ldre11 to college :ire a natural consequence
of Ihe'it eta a1 exteerience and the desire to provide just a little bit more
edueat ion fortheir children,

W.Ir II If eotol:tn /nal event. differ ntarkeolly to the nezt 10 tai yell's front
five, In the Insmedist pot.t. or if and nolversitlex change their practice's mark-

tl.e amount a do.stion ,.ntilletrol by the children who are now to wheal mud
frous that 1.14Mo:stet! here ion the basis of u mats sectional uttulytdo of educational

at tanitient
The cotttotte* may he ,.lightly Ishat. no the families with boys under 20 years of lute

aro somewhat more likely to hare additional children than the group with children who
have tint%hd Kelee.1 A...olio:or% of overag births i..r 'worried woman obtained from
the -sollo..er aur au:sisal vari.ode 4.491 In the iorojeetion agree closely with Human
of the etot. eutinsat, ..f the -one shingle. the bias cannot be lenpartaut.



CHAPTER 3

The Need for Professional Personnel
Seymour L. Wo Mein*

pima: ARE three overriding forces operating in this country
which work toward a continued, and even an accelerated, demand

and need for professional 1,ersonnel. They join, in the decade of the
ltittes, to accelerate thib demand and need.

GROWTH OF THE SERVICE- PRODUCING, WHITE-
COLLAR SECTORS

The first is the continued, evolutionary, structural change, indus-
trially and owupationally, that contributes to the growth of the
servic-producing. u hite-collar sectors of the economy.

AS background, the long-range trend is summarized in table 1.

TABLE 1.--Oct-optional distribution of employed population, United States,
1910, 1900, and 1970

Type of oreorrettpn

Percent of employed population. by
year rrl
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Rocorh: Dureito of I. ilk.: SI It ist le% s. Depotnwat of Labor.

The persistence of these job trends has been emphasized in recent
years even with alternations in overall economic activity. Events dur-
ing the most. recent recession are an example of these trends. In
March 1961 there were a million fewer factory workers on industrial

pp/lop Amidst/Int Secretary of the Department of Labor. and Director of the °Mee of
A titoron t Ion and Manpower.

43
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payrolls than in March 1960. Yet total nonfann employment actu-
ally rere I hINI,1100 between those dates. During that eri.HI, the
number in eaeh of the major groups of manual or blue-eollar workers
fell, but then. was :lethally a million and a half employment increase

among white-collar workers, about one-fourth of which was ae-
eonnte41 for by the cord inued growth among professimud and techni-
cal personnel over the year. In summary form table 2 shows what
happened during this period.

TABLE 2.-- Persona employed in nonfarm oecopation groups. March 1966 and
March 1961
11n millions)

Ie.-111,01m ilt.r0

11101111,1.1V
ot her .

......

5,11,1.1. 0.1141 Man 1061
_ _

el 0 I Rn 1I
. _

04 2 I 29 7

f AN ft ill, l o'41 Perm. %tan+ 1Ar1. 1'.14. lirartment of 12shelr. WaItininon.11.1".
R. S.

INCREASE IN DEMAND FOR PROFESSIONAL AND
TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

Current projections suggest about a 40-percent increase in employ-
ment. among professional and technical personnel during the 1960's
on top of a t.itnilar expansion in the 1950's. This expansion is by no
means all unrelated fact or in the subject. we are exploring. The *mond
factor, then, is the very substantial rise in professional and technical
employment that occurred during the past decade and that will be
followed by another significant upturn in the immediate years ahead.

This emphasizes not only the continued strong demand for profes-
sional and technical workers but also some of the pressure points in-
volved in meeting that demand.

In the face of these anticipated demands, the current decade will
see an actual diminution in the number of persons in the working
population who are in the prime working age group 35--44 years.
Many of these persons were horn in the low-birth-rate depression years
of the 1930's, and we are about to experience the impact of the events
of those years. We fare an almost unprecedented kind of manpower
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situation- tiunihers elf pfillig workers, but an actual down-
urn in the n umber of workers in t he age group 35 to Thus t he net

labor fore(' increase of 13. million during t he Was will be dist ributeil
as follows:

.4 fp. yrtaip

14 21. _
23. .34

41
44 64
MI and over.

Percent
47
131
4

-=.1
Total 100

Since the smallest increases, 1111(1 also, in fail, the decreaSesii are
going to occur among wrrkers in age groups that already have had
some career filevekmient and exerienceage groups from which we
nonnally draw higher level professional personnelthe problem of
meet ing the overall demands in these fields is a difficult one.

ACCELERATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

The conjunct i4,1141 an expected substantial increase in demand, with
a rather unusual manpower situation on the supply side, is further
marked t he alit iv ipa ted aceelerated developments in technological
change during the IMO'S.

'fluffs, lair third factor ties the package together. The whole MOM-
fluent toward the whitecollar. service-producing, professionally ori-
ented structure in our economy is founded on the tremendous increases
in productivity that have occurred in this country. Perhaps tha best
way of putt ing this is to say that the great productivity advances of
the past have placed us in the position of affording to have the ma-
jority group in our working population engaged in service-producing
activities rather than in goods-producing sectors. As we are the
only country in the world in this position, there is nothing in the
offing that points to anything but a continuation of demands for serv-
ices which carry with them corresponding demands for professional
1Pers4owl, accentuated by the many thresholds we apparently are
scheduled to cross in the years immediately ahead.

We have entitled this brief summary statement "The Need for Pro-
fessional Personnel." Hut we began, in our very first sentence, by
talking about the "accelerating demand and need for professional per-
sound." Anyone using, in juxtapcsit ion such as this, the terms
"demand" and "need," makes overt his ambivalence, his hesitancy, his
real doubts about the course of events in the immediate years ahead.

Hy "need" we really mean our aspirations- --what we think ought to
take placein research and development, health services, teaching,
architecture, and so forth.
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It% -Ilematel- ee really Icy to -on Vey, as bA we can, our realistic
appeal - ;d of w0131 atually ovenr, of how the needs will he tem-
pered by forces smell as availability of funds, our actual manpower
.it uat ton. awl onr ability to tit ilize personnel effect ively.

obviously there are innumerable (and different) assessments of
"'need'," for professional persmiel. 3O4 as each 11141iVII111111 hits a
1 anda n1 of living. to w he aspis and which he views in ref:a lot,
to his actual level of living, so, 11111. air there" individual and group
differenes in the matter of needs and demans for professional 111141

ter hilleal personnel.
It 1'4 a st iking ha I him rk of our t lines t hat while t here are di ITerences

of the mai we have jut le:4101)e( 1. IV+ well as differences in how, and
in what ineh3111..m.; to bring demands and needs
together there is a significant amount of aecord on the primsition
that we have a long way to go to fulfill the Net of our current and
projected population for the serviees of professional and technical
personnel. Perhaps this is another way of saying that the aspira-
tion:, the expect at is ins, of our society today are high indeed.

In the tees' fillowing chapter, an attempt is maths, in a quantitative
and 1111;11 :it ive way, to Whir Neon* t Ile nee& and demands for seleeted
-professional personnel," -higher level personnel," "brainpower," and
so forth.

It wems to us that the I win keys to discovering what. we are after
can be desrribed briefly as follows:

The tir-t is the overriding factor of change, whether it be in factory-
systen IS numagemnt, weaponry and Imre research, medical diagnos-
tics, economic and statistical computations, or teaching techniques.
In these fields theory and practice have been subject to radical and
frequent changes and will surely continue to be.

Under these ciremotances whether one talks of demands or needs,
the Teal factor is the great necessity for more and more professional
is.rsininel who are endowed with the maneuverability, the flexibility,
the 314 la ptabi 1 it y to respond with creativity to the changes to which
we have just referred. This is t be second key.

These two keys will open the &r to an educational policy directed
to flexihility in training professional and technical personnel, and to

labor- management policy directed to efficient utilization of such
manpower. These policies, in combination, will enable us to match
"demands" mai -needs" for such imrsonne1.



CHAPTER 4

Health Manpower: An Illustration
William H. Shawl. M.D.*

A MONO TILK MOST IMPORTANT educational needs is the need
for preparing workers in the field of health.

Early in World War II it became apparent that military demands
for physicians, dent ists, and nurses posed a serious threat to the health
of the civilian population. So serious, indeed,that several remarkable
educational innovations came about. Medical and dental schools
acceientteti their programs, so that the school year was shortened to
9 months, and five classm were graduated in the 4years 1942-45. At
the szme time substantial Federal funds were invested in the cadet
nurse program, which with scholarships increased enrollments so that
the number of nurses graduated rose from 27,000 in 1943 to 41,000 in
1947.

By the war's end, most people apparently assumed that demobiliza-
tion would provide the civilian population with enough health workers
and the emergency programs were abandoned.

To the more critical, however, it was apparent that the problem
was not to be so easily solved. Increasing population and increasing
use of health services pointed even then to the need for expansion of
training opportunities. A series of studies, including those of the
National Security Resources Board in 1951,1 and the President's Com-
mission on Health Needs of the Nation in 1952 2 pointed to a coming
emergency.

The Nation's increasing need for health manpower is related to
three major phenomena: growth of the population and change in its
age distribution, increasing use of medical and hospital services, and
changing patterns of medical practice and specialization.

It is expected that the population of the United States will exceed

*Chief. Division of Community Health Services. Public Health Service. U.S. Department
of Health. Education. and Welfare.

Rusk. Howard A.. Medicine. Mobilisation and Manpower. In Medtad Eduoatton Os the
Vatted States and Ceneda. 1950-51. pt. H. Proceedings of the 47th Annual Congress on
Medical Education and Lleellatate. Reprinted from Journal of the American Medical Soso.
ciatioa.14?: 131459. Sept. 8.1951.

'CIL. The President's Commission on the Health Needs of the Nation. RutIdleg America's
Health: vol. 1, ~kW sad Moreassmodations, 1954; vol. 2. disertail Health Status,
loafs sad Reemorces,19511. Washington. D.C.

0115105-62--5 47
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tildh,,n h.% 1:;:. art lenasit Of Million oil? the 1960 popula-
!tun. The oniner 1)(1.-011,.. under 1:1 is expected to increase by
3111,,t ;:e by I; Million.

The Natoiwi survey ha: found that people aged 65 and
'.ter' ha ye !worts hall 1W itv 11S 1111101 1111111SS mid disability as those
ander The al-o Iiiive more physician vi-its and more hospital
care. 11114111M, 10, notylVit more medical care than do adults
III glIenii.

. 1111/1y rS ago l he at v4.111gP person saw a doctor two or three
times at year: now the annual average is live visits. Since 19.10 the

$1 general lop:pit:as has increased from 74 per 1,000
1,1,111 p.r year t., 1:%1 1114111. Then is every indication that the

bringing almost the wider use of medical services,
inrlit.liIla Usti Int% Vf 1 1.041114 OH it. VI In t 14111:11 S111110.1, increasing urban.

tzar I 'II, :old INit11:-111 of 6)11;1:11 atal inedieal care insurance, will
1.1 illt .1:1111 t 1. i 11#1.1.3.1' ; he demand for 110141Iva1 services.

01am:int! patterns of medical ptatice will be discussed later in
this chapter.

PHYSICIANS
In the l'nited States today there are approximately 260,000 physi-

ian:. The ratio of physicians to population has risen only slightly
-inee 11,:*01 11. We now have 7,r00 graduates- a year, a number
that i list gliefinate to maintain the present hysician-population
rit iodurine the next 1: years.

TABLE 1.Supply of physicians (doctors of medicine and doctors of osteopathy)
hi relation to pop:dation of the linked States: selected years, 193S-61'"

VP:st

1 Number ot

rhelan.yti
DM.. Phnom,

_ -
P30 , . ............ 154.010 10.300
1.441.. 1:5.1113 12.400
tki4s4 :9H. 277 12.'310

1,0!4 23110110 14.1110

11 Ptitr.#1.tt 244050 14.31111

Rata per 100.000
populatlaa-

125

1Adi 133 9
1149 135 9

133 II
Pohl .t!ttlitle.1 134

I' l 11.1, grtrtwl,t nt ff,9h, v.iumti..11, awl Welfare. haLlie Health Service, Health Manpower Rome
tleorc Ipoi.11.1...1 .1 . T.111.1,1' #4 .4 rta..nq Nels. 9. 1.11)sivIans. Pentists, and nutritional Nurses. 1959;
See h'. 111%t. lAn tee. I ytle or T'es'tier, and Location, 1940: 1.11S l'ub. No. 203. Washington. MC.:

.1.! ..1 y iteNith 54IViee.
I i-g brio ent 11gith. 1-*.too.tam. anti Welfare. Public Health Service. Report at the Rumen

ictot 81%1 *.n411!, out ;tulip uu Med Ica 1k:duration. Pignelant far a Grailag America. PUB Pub. No. Mk
Iiiiiohluston, 1/A%, ti$39.
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There has been considerable discussion of the question of the res-
ent anti ?inure adequacy of supply. It has been maintained, for
example, that better organization of services will make fur mom ef-
tieieet use of the physician's time, that more hospitalization and less
home Visit jii g. enahle t he doctor to see more pat Tents in a day or a week.

These statements are indeed true. lint in general appraisal of the
pictur, two majiwr problems are oft en overlooked. First, the physi-
eian's workweek now averages Mt hours, w it h a general complaint from
patients: -I loctors are too busy . . . we-d like to talk 11101`e, to tell
them more: we'd like them to explain more; to listen more."' And,
secondly, with more and more specialists, relatively fewer physicians
are in private act ice, especially in general practice.

A major change in medil service has been the increased employ-
ment of physicians in hospital service, teaching, research, industry,
athn in ist rat ion, and other types of institutional practice. Since 1931,
while t he minim ion has increased by about t wolifths, the number of
physicians in these types of service has mom than tripled (table 2).

TABLE 2. Change in type of practice of physicians (3LD.) and in total popula-
tion of the United States: 1931 and 1959'

Total population

I'Iq chiefs
Total.

In private prof tlee
In *Ispltal Sr% triatInit adminIstritIon
In Fplieral 11111a.
tint In Praeike

Number

11.31 139
Percentage

inereate

134, I 411,1100 17,912,000

1311,406 236,089

134, 2 4 Nits, RA:
12.6111 7.11;i
3.
&OMt 10,317M 0,317

42
summusam=1,

31

23
275
393
Ti

I 1 4. Iiemttment EIneatIon.ftn.1 Welfare*. Public Health SrvIre. Health llaipower SautesRonk huLli.abet,1 In numi.1 of venonsl. Mee. 10. Age, Type of l'reellea, and Aietit100. 11110Pub. No....43, Wubluoutost. nom.

Chongem ; pattrlut Kertqee.---For personal health services, the
civilian population of the United States now has a physician-popula-
tion ratio of about. Pm per 100,4100 population. Is this enough, too
little, or too much? The best yardstick we have is the experience of
medical groups that offer comprehensive care on a prepaid basis.
Them groups, which attempt to meet the health needs of the members
and which have the advantages of organization and auxiliary help to
make the hest use of the physician's time, now utilize the services of
from I to I .2: phi sicians per 1,000 persons.

These groups do not provide care to patients with long-term mental
illness, and they have a lower-than average proportion of persons

*Mayes. Merbert K. ''What does the doctor dot Much. What does the patient Want,yore" Jowera of the Asserieus ifeelle41 asointios, 16T: 1864-1567. Jut, 12. 1985.
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paht. s;: years of ligH among their members. The experience of these
groups A 11111giy suggAs that we do not have enough physicians in
private ip to provide adequate services to the entire population.

Other needs are apparent. In the past year particularly there has
been 1111101 concert fiVr hospitals' unmet needs for interns and resi-
dents, who combine obtaining educational experience with providing
substantial) amount, of medical service. Even the present use of some
9,500 graduates of foreign medical schools in our hospitals has failed
to meet this cn4lerable need.

Mental hospitals are notoriously understaffedtheir present need
is for more than 3. NO physicians.

It. is estimated that over 5,100 physicians are spending all or part
of their time in teaching or researh. There nn increasing demands
for physicians to serve on medial school faculties, and the need for
physieians fur naslieal research is a critical factor in the growth of
-twit research.

Health departments and other health agencies are seriously handi-
capped by their inability to secure needed physicians for their staffs.

All of these findings taken together suggest that the present ratio
of physicians to population is less than adequate. And yet the present
outlook is not for an improvement but fora worsening of this picture.

To maintain merely the present ratio of physicians to population
would require 334100 physicians in 197-11,0410 more than we expect
to have. To reach the level of 3:15,0(N) we must by 1975 increase the

umber of our medical school graduates to 11,000U00 a year more
than the present number.

Medical xehool forinte.f.g.--There are 86 medical schools in the
'aited States. Of this number, R3 offer the full 4-year program;

3 are schools of the basic medical sciences, offering only the first 2
years of medical edueation. Most tnedical schools are fairly small;
the average number of graduates is 100 a year, with a range of from
50 to 175.

The 6 schools of osteopathy graduate an average of 75 students
year.

To secure the capacity to allow an additional 3,5(N) graduations a
year will require both expansion of existing schools and creation of
new ones. The best judgment today seems to he that present schools
might handle another 1,000 students per class, but that another 20
to 24 schools must be established.

This is a task of great magnitude. Medical schools require both
a substantial physical plant and a substantial operating budget. A
school with 100 students per class, with a typical program and an aver-
age-sized research program, requires a basic silence building which
will cost not less than $5 million, and probably considerably more.
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it must have a teaching hospital of 400 to Mat beds. If it builds its
own hospital t and most sillools find this necessary), there will be a
eapit al out lay of $10 to $r

( Iperati int' budgets average about $2 million, with tuition providing
only 17 percent of the income of private medical schools and 9 percent
of t he income of public ones.

Expanding the Nation's capacity fur providing medical education
is a slow proeess. After the initial steps in establishing a medical
reload have been taken, the graduation of the tint class of students
requits a minimum of s 10 years. For this reason, long-range plan-
ning i.: (iverrletnlg iwee ssity.

le- noth of no Ihwt whoa t roining.The medical school curriculum
requires continual reevaluation. Not only must it encompass the
growling hotly of knowledge concerning diagnosis and treatment, but
it must also give more emphasis to the preventive and rehabilitative
sectors of modem medicine and to the preparation of the student for
practice as a member of a health team in the community. Such de-
mands on a curriculum that already requires a length of time greater
than that of any other profession will neessitate inspired approaches
to medical teaching.

Almost every student enters medical school with a bachelor's degree.
After I years of med kill school he enters a hospital fora I-year intern-
ship and usually remains another 2 or 3 years for residency training
in a specialty field.

Serious attention is now being given to the possibility of shorten-
ing this period of training and of bringing the study of the humani-
ties and of sienee into some better relationship. Several schools are
experiment Mg with some mnbination of the last year or two of the
undergraduate program with the first 2 years of medical school.

Others are looking at the relation between the last 2 years of medi-
cal school and the hospital internship and residency in an attempt to
make the clinical experience both shorter and more meaningful.

.1tel perhaps more important is the growing realization that most
medical education is not directed at the basic and growing need for
more family physiciansfor the practitioner who does not only con-
sider a disease entity, but is able to serve the patient as a person. Pro-
grams training physicians to attain such broad commence are rare
today, and nothing is more sorely needed.

DENTISTS

Though the supply of physicians has just kept up with the popu-
lation growth, the supply of dentists has shown a relative decrease.
Between Its dumb 19) the number of dentists per 100,000 population
(including the Armed Forces) dropped from 59 to 16 (table 3).
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TABLE 3.Nuntber of dentists in the United States in relation to population,
selected years, 193040'

1%44)

I Wu
19'ai
Pad. r11.1111.atri.

y:Lt

...... .......

Number ot
elnnsto In
the United

Number ot
dentist" per

I00 000
population

73.104
R1, ARB

$71;
III

62
b7
tai

I 1 !h.., ur 11. let ti. b. It tun. Ned Weir %re. Service. otth Atanowee Sore,
Hook iputitbk.! m II r tea,' See. V. l'hysivi:ino. Itentlorts. and Preterolonta Nurse* 19*
4. in, t% o r Tice. oil Loc:stion. Mu: P118 Put'. No. 363, Wooldnicton.
Dart wipor,ost 'el .1. b I. ut.nt. I Iellth

At current training rates, the number of dentists as projected will
rise from 1041,000 in 1080, to 115,000 in 1975only 50 per 100,000
persons.

MlIny of thct sanii factors pressing the demands for medical care are
evident with respect to dental service. These include rising standards
of living, greater sophist kat ion as to the value of health services, ex-
perimentation with prepaid dental service. There is urgent demand
for dental scias4 faculty and for research workers.

Again wing the maintenance of present population ratios as a
minimum goal for 197, we find a need for increasing the graduation
rate of dentists from 3,2(10 to 6,200 a year.

Arhool Ifte;/;9;01.There are 47 dental schools in the United
States. All of these offer a full 4-year program. Even if present
schools substantially increase enrollment, another 20 dental schools
are tussled if we are to secure the needed 3,000 additional graduates a
year.

NURSES

While t he number of graduate nurses has steadily increased both
absolutely and relative to population, there seems to be no diminution
in the 41ematn: for more nurses. With 500,000 nurses working today,
hospitals now have an estimated 20,000 vacant positions. In many
nursing schools, teachers are needed. Public health nurses cannot
be found to fill many existing community positions. In recent years
the number of nurses graduated each year has stood at about 80,000
a number equal to about 4 percent of the 17-year-old girls in the popu-
lation (table 4).

In recent years two significant changes have taken place in nursing
education. First is the substantial increase in graduates receiving
the bachelor's degree, more and more considered to be a requisite for
supervisory and teaching positions. The other is the great increase
in the training of practical or vocational nurses, much of it as part
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t he States W.0 ietilid educat tem preQratte,e, wh, ill)

Federal ,upput titntugh the 1'.S. (Mice Ediactitiem. These 1-year
terograi are making a majetr cowl-deo ion 1 meeting I.ni ing na..
Their rapid awl mil Militia growth inakeel ntrast to the
training ;ticturc fter 1110-1 1.VI$es fit. health workers.

TABLE L-- Number of nursing-school graduates, 1912 and 19:8
_.

12.'.2 111.114

trzt ,J a 29.1)16 311.416.
It. rug alit. it- t I 1.4404 3.671
I 1:1,1.41: .6 t ...In... 26.-'11 26.314.at .f., V, tat r ITIII 298 423

1.1 . ti 4: .f .11 I..; Wit. ,it' r11) I.) nr .. In . tg,14Ni IZ 407

"., Rr i I.. I .4 11441th. Public 11..11th gncriens. 1 WIslonnuts Nistsitia. unirublIstu..1.1411a.

Itut even these expanded I Mill ing programs have not met existing
needs. 1Vith the expeetation of considerable increase in the number
and ho-pital beds, with the sharp rise in the number of nursing
111114' 31141 W1111 11eW e11114134s 4111 11111111 nursing care for the chroni-
cally ill. there.. is every indication that we must continue to expand
our capacity fur the edueat ion and training of nursing personnel.

STEPS TO MEET NEEDS

TO pi ovhle even for maintaining present levels of supply of health
manpower in relation to population over the next 10 or 1 years will
require vigeentus act ion by the educational institutions concerned, by
State and regional authorities, by voluntary groups, by the Federal
I ;mammon, and ley others.

At the institutional level. steps are being taken to expand existing
medical schools and to establish new ones. Since 19:i0 seven new
1-year 1111411eal schools have been established. If the goal of the
Surgeon (general's esnisultant Group on Medical Education --20 new
molical schools by 197u is to be readied, however, the rate of estab-
lisment over the next decade must be three times as great as it was
during the previous one.

There has recently been extensive experimentation with the medical
eurriculmn at sue)! universities as Western Reserve, Johns Hopkins,
Cornell, Stanford. Bieston, Northwestern, and Wayne. Comprehen-
sive family.earc interdisciplinary approaches to teaching, inte-
gration cif niedial science' courses with college premedical
eourses these are some of the new developments in the medical educa-
tion curriculum.

An important trend in the organization of medical education is
the increasing development o! the medical center. A medical center
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is an integrated adininkt rat ive romplex within a university,optimally
including a nieeheal shotl affiliated hospitals, and associated health
education and health service programs of the community. The medi-
31 center can train physicians, dentists, nurses, public health special-
ists. and ancillary medical personnel with more efficiency than can its
components Wnrk ing seine :11ply.

St,th .retion. (In the local, State, and regional levels, steps taken
to expand luellieal edueat ion inelude provision of financial help by

In v31.i.ais levels of government. The report of the Surgeon Gen-
s1.31's t alit eit441 the variation in State outlays for medi-
cal education and showed that these outlays are not uniformly related
tee thee ti-al capacity of the States The distribution of States by
support in relation to personal income in 19:7-513 was as follows:

.1 and 1.,11 UM..? le 111 Howe of mailed vibration per SLOW Nu yawn,
peso .el ihrme Shari

Total re po.rtillti-- 45

to c.nts set tn.r
'25 39 cents --
t -25

11

20
9

Another contribution that is being made on the State and regional
level is planning. Reuional gnaws such as the Southern Regional
Edwitt ion Board, the Western Interstate Commimion on Higher
Education, and the New England Board of Higher Education have
unilcrt Mime bread evaluations of training capacity in terms of the
total health manpower needs of a region. These agencies have recom-
mended establishment of needed schools and suggested general geo-
grahi ioeat ion* rue them. They have also served as channels for
the interstate flow of funds for the support of medical education.

Vaunts's?, kupport.--Support from voluntary sources has been
substantial. In 19:.7-.5g the American Medical Education Foundation
for the National Fund Medical Education, the Commonwealth Fund,
:he Fiord Found:it ion, and various other organizations, as well as indi-
viduals, contributed an estimated $33 million to medical schools in
gifts, grants. and endowments. But contributions from nongovern-
mental SollreVA, even if greatly illereasetl, will not sufficiently finance
the needed exilansion of medical education.

I neroming the supply of medieal and denial studenim.If the capac-
ity of medical and dental schools is to be expanded, will there be
enough qualified applicants to fill the places? Many schools are re-
porting that they arc heard pressed to find enough acceptable students

UR Depurtmut DIP Health. EfluutIon. and Welfare. Public Health Service. Report of
the Surgeon General's Consultant Group 'en medical Education. Phyokiano for a Growing
Marries, 1 M Pub. so. 709, Washington. D.C.. 195.
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today. That the average quality of medical school students has
declined is sugrested by the fact that the percintfq,re of first-year
stulents failing oe withdrawing in academie difficulty is almost half
again as high now as it was in the early 1950 s.'

Nledicitie and dentistry are professions that offer substantial pres-
tige and a leigle itteotue level. liut they have become professions
which few per.ens cart afford to enter unless they come from families
with relatively high Moieties, or have wives who can work to provide
substantial liniment' assistane. Forty percent of medical students
come from families with annual incomes that exceed $10,000. Even
with their parents' supple and their wives' incomes, 40 percent of
marries' medical it udem s owe over Moth) at graduat ion and 17percent,
over $10.1tm."

t fter he flu kles hi. melergnoluate edueat ion, the medical or den-
tal stnelent looks forward to another years, which will cost on the
average toore t Imo Slleto. And for the medical student there will
he an adilitamal 3 or 4 years of hospital training in which his income
will be I...sib:in hi:expenditures.

Alt limgh substatit lid fellowships amounting to $2,000 a year or
lo pre are available to many graduate students in other fields of biologi-
cal and phyieal science, little such aid is available to medical anti
dental student s. In the last 10 years the number of Ph. D.'s in the
physical and biologieal seienees, in which scholarship aid has been
mom plentiful. has itiereased at a much faster taster than has the
%lumber of medical graduates. (Se chart.) It is apparent that such
aid is essential if medicine and dentistry are to secure the needed
recruits.

&ders /. di'd.Ou the Federal level several agencies now provide
educational and training opportunities for health manpower. The
Public Health Service, the Offiee of Education, the Office of Voca-
tional ion. and the Armed Forces have programs through
which many students are edueated at some stage of their health serv-
ice careers. The National Defense Education Act student loan pro-
gram provides much-needed financial assistance to many students.

To increase the output of physicians and dentists, additional Fed-
eral aid has been recommended for the construction of medical and
dental tslueat ion facilities. and for scholarships to medical and dental
students. Federal aid may be necessary also for expansion of educa-
t kiwi] opportunities in other health occupations.

I.egi.lat lye proposals now before the Congress would provide
matching funds for (1) the construction and expansion of facilities

)bid.
Assoiation of American Medical Colleges. study of financial problems of tnedieal

student*. May 105. Unpublished.
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for schools of medicine, osteopathy, public health, and dentistry;
(2) scholarship aid for students in schools of medicine, osteopathy,
and dentistry; and (3) limited educational grants to the schools.

No comprehensive study has been made of needs for Federal assist-
ance for the training of graduate nurses. In May 1961 the Surgeon
General appointed a consultant group, similar to that on medical
education, to advise him of needs in this area.

For practical nursing, a very effective program of Federal aid is
now in operation. Federal funds for this program amount to $5 mil-
lion a year.

SUMMARY

The national need for an increased production of health personnel,
particularly in the key professions of medicine, dentistry, and nursing,
is being increasingly recognized.

Today a great deal of attention is being given to exploring ways
to meet the need, including planning for new and expanded schools

*Fr0011 Physicians for e Growing AIPILICO. V.8. Department of Health. Education. and
Welfare. Public Health Service Report of the Surgeon Oeneres Consultant Group on
Medical Education. PH8 Pub. No. 700, Washington. D.C.. October 191$9. p. 11.
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in the lee alt b fields, for curriculum experimentation, for student re-
ruitment. anti for both private and public financial assistance to thesie.1,

11%%0 Of the major problems faced by the universities that are CM-
siklering xliateling or eAalishing schools of medicine and dentistry
are: (1) meeting the great cost of providing the requisite facilities,
:Ma 4 ::) at enough well-qualitied students. Legislative pro-
posal:, lw fore t he current Congress aim to solve these problems. Such
legislation %%mild do much to stimulate and assist educational institu-
t ion?: in heir efforts to mspond to the Nation's need.



CHAPTER 5

National Requirements for Scientists and
Engineers: A Second Illustration

Mom J. IMP

nt7ft DEFINITIONS of the professions of scientist and engineer
%, are not precise. Frequently we find the scientist engaged in
the applied work one traditionally associates with the engineer. Con-
versely, growing numbers of engineers are found in scientlfic research
laboratories where their skills are in demand both for science applica-
tions and for basic research in many scientific fields. More com-
plexity and further definitional problems are added when one at-
tempts to trace growth over time.

Rather than attempt to refine uur definitions so that they might
become more precise instruments (comparable data would not be
available in any event), it is convenient to consider these professions
as consisting of rather broad spectra. The profession of scientist
is broadly concerned with the further development and extension of
the subject matter of science. The engineer is more likely to be
engaged in the application of known scientific principles to practical
economic problems. In each profession will be found some persons
who in terms of training, interests, and kind of work performed
are closer to persons in the other profession than to those in their
own. All of this is to say that the professions are closely akin,
and satisfactory criteria for classification are few. At the fringes
of these groups are technicians in science and engineering, whose
knowledge of scientific principles is generally more limited.

GROWTH OF THE SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
PROFESSIONS

Bearing in mind that precise definitions of "scientist" and "en-
gineer" are not available, I am presenting here estimates of the
general magnitude of growth in the United States of the professions
of scientist and engineer.

*Program Direetor for nefentide Manpower. National Reimer Foundation.
Mt
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02TABLE 1.Number et scientists and engineers, United Staten, 19.-$9

( to thousands)

leas Total Scientists I netnews*

14144.

HMO . ...
I At
IWO

45
92

149
251
37a
734

1.110

4

Is
46
92

41 111

139
213
299 rs4
5111
NOO

co
Them agnates are developed from seeral rources. Including the "Steelman no_port." Menliestle

Rework vol 4 of &irate 4e4 Publk Polity, by John IL Steelman. Win,tton. government Prin
Mee. IAA, owl the American Cowidl on Education report. 730 Prolusion o Doetstera a Ms ACkfIta:

IRS1.190, WorItindon. 14SI.
nets for itio.39 from the Bureau of the Census. Decomaal Owes of Peptifoffoil; data for I9S9 how the

Nahum! Science Foundation.

From these data it will be seen that from 1900 to 1959 the number
of scientists is estimated to have increased 75 times, and the number
of engineers 20 times. For scientists, this is equivalent to an increase
of more than 7 percent compounded annually since 1000; for engi-
neers, an increase of more than 6 percent. During that period the
numb. r of all professional, technical, and kindred workers increased
about six times, while the total population of the United States was
increasing less than 2.5 times. As tenuous as our statistical data
are, especially for the earlier years, the conclusion seems clear. The
rates of growth of these professions are so large that even a very
tonsiderable margin of error would have little effect on the relative
picture.

WORK ACTIVITIES OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
It well known that scientists are principally engaged in research

and developtnent, production operations, or college and university
teaching. Relatively smaller numbers are employed as managers,
writers, and consultants. Engineers are most likely to be employed
in production operations, although large numbers are engaged in
research and development and in management. Table 2 shows esti-
mated percentage distributions of scientists and engineers by type
of work.

TABLE 2.Work activities of scientists and engineers in the United States,
1960. percentage distribution, by type of work

rtiPe of otelWatio*
Petted* disfrthution of

Scientists leafilleff.
100 100

Production 23 40
Research and development_ 43 30
Teaching 20 2
Management and administration 5 8
All other 9 20

loonier: National Science Foundation estimates. developed trout sweetens Foundation4poneored
surveys of industry. colleges and universities. and Oovemment. and from the Foundation's National Reg'
War of Scientific and Technical PersonnaL
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EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS OF SCIENTISTS AND
ENGINEERS

The types of employers of scientists and engineers reflect the
locations in which their work is done. With the growing emphasis
on research and development in industry, business establishments
now employ more scientists than do either governmental or educa-
tional institutions. The greatest number of engineers have tradi-
tionally worked in private industry. In 1960, 83 percent worked in
industry. Educational institutions, principally colleges and univer-
sities, are the second largest employers of scientists, and Govern-
ment is next. This relationship is reversed for engineer; who are
employed in larger numbers by the several levels of Government
than by educational institutions. Only it percent of engineers are
employed in educational institutions.

Estimated percentage distribution of scientists and engineers, by
type of employer, appear in table 3. Percentages giren are approxi-
mate only and should not be considered preeise values.

TABLE ILEmployment of scientists and engineers in the United States, 1960,
percentage distribution by type of employer

MN of employe
Permit* distribedion of

,srietaises imeinters

Total 100 100

Industry 50 83
Educational institutions 25 2
Government 20 14
All other 5 1

&mkt. Nitionsd ftesenee pound:Mon estluutes, developed from numerous Foundation-sponsored
surveys of Industry. colleves sad untveratos. and (iovi.mment. and from the Foundation's National Het
her of tklentlde and Technical Personnel.

FORMAL EDUCATION OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

As is true of other professions, formal higher education constitutes
the main part of the preparation of scientists and engineers. There
are still considerable numbers in these professions without the con-
ventional baccalaureateparticularly in engineeringbut these are
becoming the exception. To a large extent these numbers may reflect
the fuzziness of the definitions of scientist and engineer rather then
constituting a subgroup of t hese professions. It is agreed in any event
that professional workers without any formal higher education in
these fields are relatively few and the number will grow progressively
smaller as higher levels of training are sought and demanded for
professional recognition.

Graduate study is increasingly required in these professions. Per-
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fessionally trained manpower in order to arrive at the kinds of data
required to establish sound personnel policies and reach necessary
dcisiolis on educational failitims. Among these methods are the
following:

Projera,a of occupationpopulation ration. --For some occupa-
tions demand estimates are prepared by assuming a desirable ratio
between the number of persons in a profession and in the
total population. The ratio may be such as to maintain the current
relationship. Or the ratio may be arbitrarily placed above or below
these current ratios, after account is taken of developments in the
utilization of and the need for these professional services. (iiven the
population project ion and the ratio, the occupational estimate is
readily derived.

Summation of job opportunities. --- Sometimes estimates are made
of the demand for workers by summing up information solicited from
large employing groups reporting present job opportunitiesthose
tilled as well as those untitled --and employer expectations regarding
opportunities for employment in a period ahead. The effect of this
method is to diffuse the responsibility for an estimate among em-
ployers. who are believed to have information on which to base a valid
judgment. To provide a reasonable guide to estimation, the defini-
tions of job opportunities need to be carefully standardized and con-
sistent assumptions followed.

Projection of accupat;onal trends.---The historical growth rates as-
sociated with an occupational category are sometimes projected on the
assumption that the underlying economic and social factors responsi-
ble for the observed historical trend will operate more or less in the
same way in future years.

Projeet;on of occupational derelopments and economic growth.
A number of estimates of future requirements have been made that
establish with few or many variables the complex relationships that
existed in the past between the occupation and other economic or
social phenomena. One fairly simple relationship often applied is
that between growth trends in an occupational category and changes
in the gross national product. An industry-by-industry examination
of the numbers required in an occupational category for a given change
in value of production is illustrative of a more complex method of
project ion.

Projection of needs based on criteria of desirable levels of profes-
sional services. --- Estimates of needs for professional services and of
manpower to provide these services have at times been formulated.
These estimates do not attempt to define the magnitude of the market
demand for an occupational group, or of employment prospects di-
rectly; rather they set out to define what the number of persons in
an occupation "ought" to be in order to meet certain desired objee-
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rit, VOW htlittell I KO, there will be an indicated requirement
for about t ire as many seientists and engineers as were employed in

t ThiS e.titmatc a,stan that the number employed in the past
haq been Nui %Aka to the 111111NT IVIIIIIIV411.)

h of demand it about till,: magnitude is in by a Bureau
of labor Statist ies st mly prepared for the National Science Founda-
tion. and published in This Singly, entitled 6. T he Leung -lunge
Demand for Sientitie and Technical Personnel, at Met)n
Stmly," extrapolated employment to 1970 on the basis of the past
ratios of scientists and engineers to total employment. industry by
nein-ley. The findings were then reviewed MO adjusted in the light
of nweitt devehrianents suggesting settle modifications of patterns of
employ meta. The final estimates show about a 90-percent increase
in the number of scientists and engineers needed over 1959 levels, for
a total of a little more than :2 million by 1970.

As crush at these projections may be, they appear reasonable.
They are in line with trends over the past 60 years, when relatively

public tens ion was paid to science and engineering. Within
the past decade science has generally been identified as important to
economic gi th and military :` cc urity, and we may expect that this
enipltsi will continue for the next decade, in view of the state of the
cold war. it may be persuasively argued that the projections are
more likely to he low than high in the light of our national under-
taking:. For the purposes of this discussion we will use the Bureau
of Labor Statist icy estimates-550,0m scientists and 1,485,000 engi-
ne erSe- ai an approximation of requirements by 1970.

IMPLICATIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

Our national labor force contains no unut Him' reservoir of trained
manpower miequate to meet national requirements of the magnitude
noted above. The requirements will have to be met through training
largo aiblit halal numbers. In view of the educational qualifications
required for acceptance in these professional groups at present- -
college and often graduate educationthe burden of training ade-
4111310 lininhprs falls largely upon the 'Nation's colleges and universi-
ties. Thu.:. the need for sientists and engineers becomes translated
into a requirement for the higher education necessary to produce
them.

The colleges and universities at first glance would appear to be in
a to to provide this training. Total enrollments in colleges and
IlliiVelNifieS are expected to rise from 3.6 million in 1960 to prehaps
7.0 million by 1970.' For a somewhat- smaller enrollment, the num-
ber of earned degrees in 1969-70 has been estimated to include a little

'Bee Look tt. Conger, Jr.. oh. 1 of this publication.
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MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS

Although analysis of projected requirements, in engineering
part ieularly, suggests that these requirements cannot be met. by the
output of higher education, the jobs will not. remain vacant. The
vacancies of one year (AMR lie realist ically added to those of the next
year to arrive at at cumulative number of vacancies. Personnel will
lie found to till most of the pttsit ions; unfortunately, the workers will
be less hruadly trained than is desirable. (Some of them, of course,
will be bacalaureates in fields other than that usually associated with
their posit if uN. For example, science baccalaureates will be found in
engineering jobs.) Generally, the effect may well be to substitute
more narrow, on .the-job oriented training for the broader education
associated with inst it at ions of higher education. The scope of this
chapter 11110S 111i extend to comparing the relative merits of the broad
mid the narrow systems, but for the training of professionals it is
usually believed the systems should be complementary rather than
corniest it ire or exclusive.

Educators have set forth the dimensions of the problems facing
higher ethieation in future years. The tasks and the challenge are
herculean. Additional resources are needed to expand college and
university facilities and to recruit and retain the teaching staffs re-
quired under present standards. Even greater resources are required
to elevate the quality of education so that the responsibilities of the
colleges Hill 1111iVerSit IPA for training scientists and engineers may be
stet.

To use most effectively anti efficiently the resources that are allo-
cated for higher education, there must be morn widespread applica-
tion of ,4011114, of the methods that are now applied in only a limited
or experimental way.

afore nearly complete utilization of educational plant through
lengthening both the school day and the school year gives promise of
training larger numbers in at shorter time. Continued attention to
techniques for selecting students and more anent ion to retaining them
would he especially valuable if together they reduced the 40--50-percent
rate of loss in undergratInate study. rtilization of faculty is a topic
always approached with trepidation. Yet it is the single most ;M-
IN:1M one from the statelpoint of quality of training. The tools
that extend faculty teaching skills, such as the various forms of visual
aids; the recognition of instruction as the primary mission of higher
education; and at tent ion to teaching loads are among the areas where
progress frequently call be made with limited resourees. Finally at
mechanism by whielt the student body ran be apprised of the oppor-
tunities and challenges of the different professions would do much
to bring the guppy more nearly in line with prospective requirements.
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CHAPTER 6

Human Capital: Concepts and Measures
Meru Jews liosomete

I. Prefatory Remarks

THE
PAST FEW YEARS have seen a rising interest in viewing

education as an investment and in attempts to assess the role of
education in economic productivity and economic growth. There
are of course many approaches to this set of problems. One can look
in detail at the particular kinds of education possessed by certain
groups of people in order to ascertain how this education affects their
subsequent productive roles, at the same time comparing these results
with the associated costs. At the other extreme, one may take a
global approach that attempts to assess the aggregative costs of edu-
cation and the aggregative impacts of education on the economy.
Aggregat ive analysis may be viewed as providing a picture of the
wide setting within which the more detailed studies take their place.
Between these extremes there are of course many possible variations,
just as there are also variations within the detailed and the global
approaches.

This chapter was written for professional economists, but it is
nonetheless relei .. for those who make educational policy. It is
concerned with t.e theory and measurement of "human capital,"
which are basic to any attempt at assessment of aggregative aspects
of investment in education. There are a number of different concepts
of capital, and throughout this paper the importance of choosing con-
cepts and nieasures appropriate to the particular problem is stressed.
In most of the discussion "human capital" is defined as one or another
variant of education "embodied" in the labor force.

Analysis of human-capital concepts and measures is necessary as
a basis for proceeding to consideration of four important questions:

1. What have been the total human-capital inputs into the pro-
ductive system, and how have these affected national outputs, that is,
gross national product, over a period of time?

Research associate professor in economics. rnivenity of Chicago. That article wasfirst published as a contribution to the Pestkrtft for Professor Johns Akeratan, entitled
Money Growth. and Methodology. C. W. K. Gleerup. Lund. Sweden, March 1991. Itis reproduced here with only minor changed except for the addition of the prefatory
remarks directed to readers who may be speelallsts In education rather than in economics
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2. How laree a part of society's produetive resources has been put
into formation of human capital over the past, amt bow has this
eompared with what bas gone into investment in physical capital ?

IVIlat rates of return have ken realize) from investments in
human capital (in college education, high-school education, and so
forth) e For evtillop, $12,1140 invested in a college education will
ad.' slam. (empirieally 011'13141) amount to average earnings during

man's lifetime over and above what he would earn if he terminated
his education with ea anpletion of high' school. Taking into account
t 110 t 1111.* pattern of thew additions to his annual earnings what. rate
of interest on the $1,thoo investment is implied The $12,000, merely
assumed here, is the human-capital measure needed as the base to
which the i t ions to the earnings stream are then related.

4. I., i ahead, how may past, present, and prospective aggregate
investments in formation of human capital be expected to affect the

Main of national product in the future? Putting this in another
way, one asks first what is the productive fmtential embodied in the
human capital stock, how is this distributed among the various age
cohorts, and how is it changing through time? How will these facts
be reflected in the size of the contribution human capital will make
to gross national product and in changes in the magnitude of that
contribution over coining decades? Questions of this kind are espe-
0:ally important in situations that are rapidly changing. For exam-
ple. the fart that a large percentage of the educated populations of
newly developing countries are young makes a big difference. By
VI' if MA, as very different situation has arisen in Israel, where the new
immigrants have edneational backgrounds far inferior-to those of
earlier settlers and where the most highly educated people are dispro-
portionately in the older age categories.

The concepts and measures of human capital that are appropriate
in analyzing these various problems differ considerably. Two primary
dist Met ions an. imitrtant (variations of detail aside).

First and most important is the distinction between capital viewed
as a Ntco, and capital as a current input into production. As a store,
capital is something from which a stream of future yields can flow,
and its V31114' defends on both the size of this flow per year and the
period over which the flow will persist. For example, a new college
graduate with a prospective 45-year earning life ahead of him is more
capital, as a store. than the 50-year-old college graduate whose future
lifet inn. income will be less. On the other hand, looking at the educa-
tion embodied in these men in terms of its contribution to production
in 1961, that is. as a capital input, there is no such difference in their
capital values. (For the moment, both the differences in the quality
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H. The Treatment of Quantity and Quality in Measuring
a "Unit" of Human Capital

An implicit elementary concept of human capital has long been at
hand in economic writings, primarily in the context of analysis of
economic growth. Subsilence-fund theories that regarded mass con-
sumption as the fueling :ma maintenance of the human machine are
clear examples.' However, until recently human capital has been
measured only us an undifferentiated number of men. In fact, any-
thing verging on explicit treatment of human beings as capital was
for a long time in disrepute.'

Meanwhile, the basis has been laid for an explicit concept of human
capital that attributes different quant it ies of this capital to individuals
with different nsluctive capacities. Attacking Marshall's narrower
concept of capital, which excluded human capital by definition, Fisher
presented an all-inclusive theoretical analysis in which capital was any
stork, physical or human. Then came a host of studies of national
income or product and physical capital formation, of productivity
per worker or per man-hour, and of physical capital-output ratios.
The inadequacy of physical capital and employment or matt-hour series
in explaining growth in the national income has directed attention in-
creasingly to an undefined "third factor" that explains the rise in
outputs relative to inputs. Recently there have been some attempts
to give this third factor a more respectable status, whatever it may
he called. The popular label seems to be t, interpreted as "technologi-
cal change" in so broad a sense as to include the growth and spread of
knowledge and know-how in the population by whatever processes.'
In fact, t includes changes of all kinds in the capital stock embodied
in men, physical and "mental," and also changes in the efficiency of
physical capital and ecommlic organization and structure.' Picking

I In this connection. ogee Mary Jean Bowman. The Consumer in the History of Economic
itoctrine. Atm-rims Eronotntc Review, 41 : 1-18. May 1951.

Le..y During the interwar decades there were sporadic treatments of the concept of human
CI capital. but those were nut integrated Into any major stream of economic thought and were

T
therefore relatitely abortive. Examples are: J. R. Walsh. Capital Concept Applied to Man.
Quortrrly Journal of Eronsntre. 49: 255-255; February 1935: and Louis I. Dublin and
Alfred .1. Lotita. The Itonry Value of a Man. New iota. Ronald Presto. 1930.

Examples are work by Ankrupt and likekr in Norway and ly Solow In the Vaned
States. Nee 0. Ankrust and Juul lijerke "Real Capital in Norway" in income and Wealth.

et. Serif* rm. International Association for Research In Income and Wealth. london. Bowes
(Zip Pubib.her. 107.9. I) : and Robert M. Solite/. Technical Change and the Awe.

gate Production Function. Rerieie of Economies and Statist:re. 89: 312-320. August 1952.
See also Chapter 7 In Edward F. Denison. The Sourer* of Economic Grosoth in the

nftrd Stereo,. Committee fur Economic Development. Supplementary Paper No. 13.CrIaj January 1962.
Irver the past decade authors of the income and wealth studies sponsored by the

National Isamu et Economic Research have made recurrent references to the need for
examination of investments In the human factor. though none of them has yet published
anything on measurement of human-capital formation. Most it not all of the recent efforts
to measure effects of education on economic growth in the United States have been either
made by Prot. Theodore W. ethane of the Vniversity of Chicago or stimulated by him.
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up this theme, Schultz has attempted to isolate and measure in cast
terms one major component of t his slump. in human capital the edit.
4t1 embot it" I in pe'r'sons in the labtr fence.'

Writers on physical capital have pointed out that in a dynamic
world, cost and yield ptrspeetives are quite different both conceptu-
ally and in measurement vaults. Also, appropriate concepts and
measures will Ii fier aeeording to whet her eouceen is with (1) assessing
apita1 format ion as part of national product a result -or (2) pro-
dat st tidies that it, capital masnres as indicators of resource

f UM'. Iii the latter context the timtal concepts of capital
stork a tot new capital fonlitattitm (cost or yield weighting aside) are
not the mo-t suitable ones: instead, a measure of a type I tint terming
**effctive current stk" is wanted. Thus, measurement of changes
in stock involves three general concepts within each of which there
may be a further variety of concepts anti measures: gross capital for-
mation, net capital format ion, and changes in effective current stock.

One of the major pmblem::, which has been widely discussed in
ronneet ion with gross physical capital formation, is the treatment. of
quality versus quantity. However, a quantity focus does not mean
that edueat ion or physical capacities embodied in human capital must
be relegated to the "quality" sphere, leaving measures of human capi-
tal in their old undifferentiated form of population or labor-force
ennuis. Let us outsider for the moment education only, treating edu-
ation embodied in human beings as synonymous with human capital
merety to avoid awkward terminology. A measure of education em-
bodied in persons in the labor force can be used to convert this
particular quality into a quantity, still leaving changes in the produc-
tivity of a unit of education in the quality category. The educational
component of human capital then heroines a specific independent vari-
able, comparable with physical capital and labor-force measures in
analysis of economic growth.

roneeptually, units Of human capital defined in the limited sense
of "education embodied in the labor force" may be mertsured in a num-
ber of ways, all but one of which have at least approximate counter-
parts in the identifiration and measurement of units of physical
capital. Thew units are:

A. Number of soloed years (with or without adjustments to school-year
equivalents in terms of numbersof days of schooling per year)!
Effilneyequivalence units.

For IIPtalln. are Theodore W. Scholia. -Education and Economic Orowth" In National
Society for the Study of Education. Nelson It. Monty. Et.. Port 2. //mta Forces Influencino
American 1:fturistletoi. 1961, tab ersIty of Chicaa Press. 1901. 1.. 40 55.

'The first aeurcoatIon of school corm to my knowledge was discussed to t2. Arnold
Anderson and Mary Jean itowman. -1:411teational lastrlintilons am! AltathriPht Norms,-
in fetersatioael Population Congress, Rome. 1954. see. 27. However, one focus of that
paper was on distribution of schooling and identification of the location and importance
of intermediate completion norms. The aggregates were not used to measure human capital
u such.

z
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t'. !lase-year earned iuessiles.
I. Appriozhautlinis to tbase-year real ela.s.

t. heal eilats as etussuaiiptiom foralske.
2. Real costs are inputs or labor effort tor time) and savings.

Apprbix 'mations to current real costs.

A. NUMBER OF SCHOOL YEARS
A simple aggregate of school years or Mica)1 days embodied in

the labor force provides a proximate measure of total human capital
that has no counterpart with respect to total physical capital, the
components of which can be added only through some kind of money
valuation. However, this would give the same weight to a year (or
a day) in collets. as to one in elementary school. Iknce, some
system of weighting may be desirable. In any case, only when
cost or yield-value weights are used does the measure of human
capital become comparable to measures of physical capital.

B. EFFICIENCY-EQUIVALENCE UNITS
Measures in -eilicieney-equivaleece" units (not to be confused with

base-year yield weightings) incorporate productivity changes in the
measurement unit. In the case of education this would involve
weighting years of schooling obtained at different times (or in dif-
ferent schools) in terms of their productive contributions. For ex-
ample, if the high-school education of 1960 turns out students whose
lifetime productive capacities exceed those of the 1940 graduates
by, say, :10 percent (after adjustments for effects of postschool
experience), the education embodied in a 1960 graduate would have
a weight 1.20 timed that embodied in a 1940 graduate; in efficiency
the 1960 graduate is the "equivalent" of 1.20 graduates of 1940.
Such a weighting would be analogous to measures of physical capital
in which new capital goods are valued in terms of their base-year
productivity equivalents; this is the same as weighting by base-
year costs of turning out capital of equivalent productivity, pro-
vided base-year ratios of cost to productivity for various kinds of
capital are equal (that is, capital markets are in equilibrium). If
the purpose of measurement is assessment of changes in productive
capacity, such an approach is appropriate; changes in the quality
of schooling have been incorporated in the measure. However, if
it is productivity relative to ultimate inputs that is of interest,
efficiency-equivalence units are clearly inappropriate.

C. BASE-YEAR LIFETIME EARNED INCOMES
Measurement in terms of base-year lifetime earned incomes does

not build changes in productivity or quality into the definition of
a unit of capital. Such a measure is very different from the produc-
tivity weighting involved in efficiency-equivalence units. In the case
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of physical capital, bse-year market price approximates capitalized
lifetime yield, which tends to lit' equated al,o with production costs.
Thus, to the extent to which coin pet it Ivo equilibria are sip proximated,
the di,t inet ion bet lm ,e-year capitalized income and baseyear
cost measures of physical capital (see It hplo) tools to disappear.
ThIS is not the situation in the case Of human eaital, widish is not
sold as capital mid has nn market price. Taking a market. view
of the value of new human capital requires explicit (not Merely
implicit ) of the Vaille of lifetime earnings. If the eon-
eept ire runtined to the educational c01111101111111, 1111S beettliit'S the value
of the increments to lifet Mai earnings at I ril unable to Murat ion. But
market forces do not 0111:11.6 ro =ts of new 1111111101 11111111) 111111 its
e:III11;111Zol P4441164 111vollie 1 119 !.tie to whit+ this oeenrs in
tuft rasp of pllynical capital. h . the interest rate used,
if any, in discounting, empirkit. . shows that these yields
vary by levels of sclasding.?

If a broader concept of human capital is wanted, one that includes
utcasurettwut iii 'lase-year lifetime earned

ineouto units is the most convenient and probably the only feasible
npproarlt. el:Is:slily:It ion of litinnut capital by &Attention categories
would in this ease include people with no educat ion, a group excluded
when human capital is narrowly defined as educational capital only.
When human eapital is defined broadly, elassilieat ion by education is
of roam' only one of Many pos:.ible ways of disaggregating the total
into components with distinctive income eltaracterist ICS, but it. is one
of the most useful...

t For it (11.u.e.in of 00.111f1e nod iu-faiolities in ilfetin..lncome differentials by Pewit.
(inn level In tit. glistog %Wra 19 Aft 1114111ln P. Miller. Annual and Lifetime
lbnout in Itet:itiou in E.lacatioa 1937 197.9. Amore-au 1.'ecomorair Reticle. tin: Uti2 91111.
loeemi.r 19531. IIIreentille to piliselit kin. lap evia.mepii In 1950
1,4,114 &stn. are ',remolded In al (ilik and Herman I'. Miller. Educational Level and
e.5.,o31 (come. Ami rivals 4.zoteoloouorott totter. :to; 412. June 19714: and in K. 9.
llootliakker, olnention atoll Ino.oloo. W aJ Enn.sinien and MONO Wn. 41: 24 2/1. Fb-
rotary 0559 11.moolkker e.tinuot.4 ea1.1,311n.4 eolnm ut Path pretax and potottaa Incomes
it nee 11. without olt.eottoottiog. and tvltta vr.tl ollseount rioter lite mondeen of

3 I potrnot of Eo...ol11,1 !gr....atoll. Gary S. Itelwr Is currently completion an
ototo.teoho. mtudy or rate of retort) front Pottle:onion. A brief report of some preliminary

appitrl too Moo lhlrInvomtment lot College EdnntIon? .1rnertenn Ern.
soo..40 : Nlooy Itmoo. in a arh. r ...9141y by Milton Friedman and flItnon
ikagoom met, orth 1110 11.o411- too tl0000lol.,..ty ofmo.00so. /*rhos Indrprndrtit Plcsnional Pawnee,
New York. National Iturean 1-.:e,ntle Itpootrh PublleatIn No. 45. 194$).

Thugh he dill n.t 1.1.-otify his merle-.:,. a measure of "human capital;' Kendrick's
weleholog ft 111411 Milano In e3.11 loolovotry toy .1% erago base tear hourly wages In that Industry
Inolvem nn aelpimtmoot ..f the 1;.:.:-.4o flog or Input noes:owes that would he similar to a
base-year Income mamornotot oof loo:tonn oapIt31 tf Illeloor wage Industries employed higher
Finality t-imo glow'. ter. bone:, oattoo are torten womelnell Wail Irregular and
meamonal employr.tent loot In the trot,lmo. .r dangerous mod disagreeable working
eondltion las In inIninga. A brealoi ten loolamtry Mile no very direct relation to human.
eapital formation us' tench. 11.ing eolotentin titootttl of industry categrorlen focuses on the
signineanee of changes in the human tailor itself rather than the lotus of Its' employment.
see John W. Kendriek. Products rip Tenors: Papilla and Labia.. New York. National
Itureau of Eronomie Itesareh. eh-asional Paper ro:t. 195ot. and him Podurtirity Trends in
the rotted States. Princeton nalrersity Press. 19111.
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( of discount rate in measurement by base-year lifetime earned
income is an arbitrary matte,., and there is notch to be said for
simply aggregating lifetime earnings without discounting" How-
ever, this does not imply merely adding up average incomes at each
ago as they appear in census tabulations of incomes by age and
education. The desired lifetime figure is expected total lifetime earn-
ings, and these are affected by mortality and other withdrawals
front the labor force. The same procedures that provide capital-
consumption estimates in the measurement of net capital formation
provide the basis for base-year lifetime-income estimates of gross
capital formation.

D. APPROXIMATIONS TO BASE-YEAR REAL COSTS

Regardless of whether future earned incomes are discounted or not,
any valuation of human capital in base-year lifetime income units
may be regarded as an expression of quality differences in quantita-
tive terms; however, prior and subsequent changes in quality within
an education (or other) category are excluded. Cost valuation of
the educational stuck embodied in the labor force goes further than
this in the quantitative direction. Basically it goes back of the edu-
cational components to measure the ..esources that produce them.
Even base-year differences in quality or productivity from one educa-
tion category to another are excluded to the extent that they deviate
front cost differences. This is a step toward measurement in base-
year "real cost" terms. But the concept of real costs has more than
one meaning. Subjective real costs may be defined either as consumer
satisfactions forgone or as disutilities of labor and of waiting. The
objective counterpart of the former is consumer goods and services
forgone. The objective counterpart of the latter is labor time in-
volved in production plus interest viewed as a payment for waiting.

At this point it is useful to compare I)enison's approach to the
Inca sit remen t st. rt+ phyNienl-capital formation with approximations
of human-capital formation through investment in education.

I 11001114 khe'r .1,41 In footnete 71 demonstrates the importance of the rate of discount
selected in its effects tot capitalized values of total lifetime incomes even after allowing
fur mortality. Because of dilfereares mused by education In the thoe distribution of life-
Otto. Income. the higher the distust rate used the lower the resulting educational differ -
entiate In ea; nalized values. ills figures are for totalnot merely earnedincomes;
this rsogzerates the effeet4. However. the illscount rate chosen will have a significant
effect in the weightings of the various eduatton categories even when earned incomes
toady are cousidered.

t it a dis eont rata alien the analysis is In the context of Individual decision
oinking link ker'a frump of reference t involves conshieratious somewhat different
from thus.. that orr most pertinent fur lostioeses of measuring aggregate human capital.

the latter ur risks tiled risk aversions venous gambling propensities) can be
ignored. This narrews the range of discount rates that might ''reasonnbly" he used
proputuat.1% a -gilt collo.' rate w..o11 he a minimum
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1)t ttiAoit argues for a cost -based physical-capital formation measure
t hat

. if the re MI'S of two types 4ir capital goods were the same for would
have been the same were bons newly produmst) in the year in whose prices
the 181.11%tsrs are ex ilrec..41, they are VI OnSiderPil to etatooly the same amount
of capital regardless of their ability to eontrihut to production."

ANA.% lug a ,:itoilar approach to measurement of the clueational
component of human capital leads to a valuation of each year of
eltooling at its base-year rest the method used by Schultz in com-

paring the educational -stock carried" in the populations of 1929
and 19:7. The. only important difference is that in the ease of physi-
al capital, virtually :ill co=t: involve market exelumges, whereas a
large element in the costs of formation of educational capital is the
earning forgone stmlents--oplairtunity .osts." From a social
Iloilo of view, these opportunity costs measure the sacrifice of con-
sumer goods and services involved in allocating the labor time of
students to schoolwork. But 414141 outlays on educational plant and
equipment and services. of teachers and other Fehool staff like all
outlays in the production of a physical- capital goodare also rough
measures of opportunity costs. Thus the base-year weights are in
both eases approximate measures of real costs in the meaning of base-
year eonsmner goods and services forgone. Subsequent shifts in
the composition of hysical capital toward, for example, relatively
more of the kinds of capital the product ion of which required (in the
base year) large proportions of skilled workers will be reflected in
a rise in the meastinid "qumttity of capital," other things aside. This
is consistent with the interpretation that the quantity of capital has
risen in terms of the consumption that would have been forgone to
prmlnee it in the luisee year.

Base-year money-cost valiant ion of physical capital deviates system-
atieally from it bse-year real-cost measure in terms of labor time
and waiting. I shall avoid interminable complexities by consider-
ing may labor time for physical capital. To start with, the base-
year cost valuations count a man-hour of expensive labor as more
than a man-hour of cheap labor. If the composition of capital re-
mained unchanged, estimated rates of capital fc:'mation would be
the same (so far as the labor element is concerned) as the rates of
increase in labor time that would have been required to produce it in

s Edward F. Denison. "Theoretical Aspect% of Quality Change, Capital Conaumptlon.
and Net eosins' Formation." In Conference on Research In Income and Wealth. Problems
of Capital Formation. enneeptv. Measurement, and Controlling Factors, Studies In Income
and Wrath. vol. 19. National Bureau of Economic. Research, Princeton, N.J., Princeton
rotrerotty Press. 1957. p. 222. Se, alio° Deacons discussion of employment versus man-
hunr series as real -cost measures and no "effective labor input" measures in his "Measure.
moot of Labor Input." pages 347 ::72 in Output, /spat and Predoeffrilv Mrosturraerat.
Stmilles ft Income and Wealth, vol. 2 5. Princeton Cniveralty Prem. 1961.
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the base year. I lowt.ver, it shift to kinds of capital requiring more
epen-it 131.41* at frau those requiring cheaper labor (at
base year rates) would lead to a Metv.nred increase in capital with-
out any elianue in f he total undifferentiated man-hours that would
have been to to produce it in t he base year.

consiIerat bats apply to the cost measures of educational
capital. Bouever, they may come fairly close to base-year labo
time realost Mea7alres because the estimates of actual consumption
forgone for the varim. :-chthaing kWh: are correlated wtlt real costs
in ferias of labor !line. It is the opportunity-cost colopottent that
accounts for this. .1 change in the composition of aggregate school
years that increas the pro-o irt ion of college years in the total will
raise atprregate opportunity costs (and heme measured capital) for
a given total of school years because these costs are higher for col-
lege t hail for lower levels of i lig. But if st Meta time is regarded
as work, it is dear that a college year (at least in tlte United States)
entails on are d wet "labor" than an elementary-school year.

intere-t rates are built into the eost estimates, real costs
of waiting' are of course undo estimated for the higher levels of edu-
cation relative to the lower. 'fhb: means that at shift to at larger
proportion of voile& years in the aggregate of schooling will under-
estimate the increase in human eapital in base-period real costs of
wait Mg."

E. APPROXIMATIONS TO CURRENT REAL COSTS

As Denison has pointed out. his measure of capital is not equiva-
lent to a current real-cost measure either in consumption forgone or
in terms of labor and savings. This applies to base-year cost meas-
umment of human-capital formation as well. To attempt measure-
ment of either physical or humancapital formation in terms of
eurrent consumption forgone would make nonsense of productivity
analysis by building' increases in national levels of living into the
capital MeaSnres. This is strikingly obvious if one looks at Ameri-
can (.114.12.e stmlents' eonsumption forgone in the 1980's versus that
taking place today. It is appropriate to look at current consump-
tion forgone in the context of current decisions concerning allocation
of resources to education, but such a concept has no place' in measure-
ments of chat iges over t ime in the quant ity of capital.

If we view real costs in terms of labor time and waiting, it is
equally clear that the eosts of capital formation being considered are
not. equivalent to current real-cost measures. The deviation from
current real costs in the ease of physical capital will be of consider-

" This probloo.14 dl.rowod In th. tIon on labor tomb partleInation and withdrawals.
Inter this chapter.
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able tougtutiole if advancing teelintilogy (broadly defined) permits
output of the ,anic capital good today at a real cost in labor and
saving significant ly less than ill Milne isa -V year. Again, similar devia-
tions from current real cost arc involved in the ease of
lontrot capital. but (hey are of lesser ticignit tele.

11:1se year ti:satcy 04, valliat lints of Ii tilt Ill It siol physical capital
al;1,c i11 .holinty from tip, !I: gnaw ay- two types of quality

dowry,: changes Ili t Its' tliicncy of tit,. resources (or of their orgatti-
'on l jov!erd if! Ilse v:110It 31 and changes in productivity

per meanr,.1 milt I.f . :kital formd. The fart that real labor and
..). is fortoma physical capital have declined more rapidly

it:tn real of fisrtolng human eapit al has Row interesting impli-
cat ions cri Wetat ism (if pulpitMt, I )1servat ions concerning growth
rate., in ph) VeryIlls ill111/1Ill 4%0131 The Nth) of human-capital
gre sw l'ateA tee physicalcapital growth rates measured in current
real eot units w wild evidently IN' 111911 that indieated by
measurement in hascyear money co-!:-.

Ill. Some Special Considerations in Cost-Based Measure-
ment of Human-Capital Formation

Most ititateS of gss (and net ) physicalcapital formation are
conVenleilt ColltprOMISeS With bookkeeping: practice'. As such they
-tall With value; in NitTelit dsnilES. Various devices for deflat
these fit:11ms to :t constant dollar ba,e have been used. However, the
diversity of 111,ysical capital (evn when only plant. and equipment
are considreth and the rapist changes in its composition pose prob.
Iona:: of far trreater magnitude than are involved in cost, measures
of the educational component of human capital. There is no under-
lying basis for identifying units of physical capital comparable to
,ltool-year equivalent s.t.2 nor (in a few- major components analogous
to levels of seho1ing be as rea. lily ident flied.

.olier band, cost measures of gross human-capital formation
run into :pedal difficulties. The most important set of problems is
in the -,ort jog out of iliVestoolltt h1 huntitn producer capital versus
immediate cousin' II it is and, more important, investment in human
consumer caI it al. This is awkward enough even when attention is
eoneent rated on the educational component only, but it is much more
serious when It broader definition of human capital is considered.
.% 4,ptol set of roblems ig the estimation of opportunity costs of

'rho ei 14 ..f 3 ..11.. .1 'oar egnIralent" n Measure 'Abutted to a constant number
et .1)1%4 In otten.IIsve esns 013tseraTed by Clarence 1.41 In Isl% The Labor Force wler
#110,04111 Inemnu rnd I'mpb.vnse.nt. Printti. Pritivot on University Preis, 1558.

Its1114 .t itsraltur )ear etrilvatnta.
8/16108--82T
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t !Went t imp: fatly the -e pnllein,, the treatment of unemploy-
ti lent ill be I 41iSMA Some interest ing considerat ions

ri,e it: exam i the quest ion of whether to ount as part of human-
e:wit:II format ion t he cots of schooling permans who leave school after
only a few years.

THE CONSUMPTION-INVESTMENT COMPLEX

Ito (In t he inadequacy of conventional definit ions of invest
meta in national income and tiroduc'ivity studies, Abramovitz re
fereea t,,;, irlying "more ftitnhmental concept which is broader:

resunrees whieli helps increase our output in future
" In this broad view there is relatively little human con

sumption that is not in some degree also investment in either human
capital formation or its maintenance. The problem of cost allocation
between con-umtion and investment then beeomes in part a typical
joint (Hilit't t'aSt. I inkt lr ISeS t tilleA 1011 of how overhead costs should
be allocated among tin. !mallets. The chief difference is that econo-
mists disusing the dist Met ion between investment and consumption
with rel.eet to the human factor often turn to consideration of the
Mot V:lt i011,4 of the spender. For theoretical analysis of individual

in and preference functions. this is clearly appropriate.
I low ever, when the problem is one of measuring the growth and com-
position of productive resources (in this case specifically of the human
resurce), the motivations behind resource formation are not the
prinnry considerat ion.

( nint inz all base-year costs of edneat ion per school-year equivalent
as .investment" in human producer capital amounts to treating all
consumption products of this measured education, other than invest-
ment in human labor, as "zet i-cost" byproducts. But these zero-cost
consumption returns are omitted from the national-income accounts
also. For some purposes simply omitting the cost of educating all
men and women not in the labor force is a possible compromise.

Training man's mind aside, the costs of forming human capital are
primarily those involved in building his physical condition. But
many of the outlays that have this effect are also consumer priorities
of the first order, and with minor exceptions any assessment of rates
of return on such outlays viewed as investments in producer capital is
meaningless unless the men are slaves. The usual solution in studies
of productivity has been simply to count men (or, more frequently,
man-hours). For time-series analysis this has the same result as if
we were to assign any fixed dollar value. however estimated. to a man
(or a man °hour). and it carries the implication that a "man" is the

18 Resource user Output Trends la the Crated State* Rine. 1870. New Tort. National
Bureau st I:co:wash. Research. Occiedonal PaPor 52. 195e. P.13.
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same physially from one generation to the next. All intergenerat ion
rhangert in Ihp,ical health are ignored and thus thrown into the
'qualit at i ye.. re:;nitnils.

Concept Mt Ily it may be le.lpful to view the physical formation and
aintenatee of intlItali capital its composed of two parts. The first
som min attain Iwct:-. ;try for ury i val of a given number of potential

labor- force Inlbers t taking into neeollItt mortality rates and allocat-
ing total costs among servitors). The simple count of numbers of
men may then be interpreted as the equivalent of assessing this stir-
% ival minimum at a real cost that is constant through t hue. The
second comoment changes over time with improved nutrition, medical
services, and so forth. III regarding outlays that improve health as
tot ally 4.11iISIMl4t 'Milt ail important change in human capital is ignored.
On the other band) to handle them all as investment outlays on pro-
ducer capital with zero -cost consumption by products (even if only
members of the labor force are included) is to throw a large part of
CMIA11114.1* gains into the factor-cost measures, and so to eliminate
factor-productivity increases virtually by definition. No. cost-based
isittasure ef this eomitottent seems feasible at present trot merely
because of the ditlieulty of measuring costs but also because of the
immediate ewe-tulip' ion and the consumer-capital elements involved.

If rates of change itt health components of human capital are closely
eoerelated w it h changes in the cost measures of !men-capital forma-
tion through education, the relations bet ween the latter and growth
in the national income will incorporate eifeets of better health as well
as of education per se, whatever the causal interpretations. If not,
proxy variables for cange.; in health might be plugged into the
t nue-series models. A %at:ahle that immediately suggests itself is
adult-morbidity rates, justified on the assumption that changes in
these rates provide a good index to the physical capacities of sur-
vivors in the labor force. Illut however closely such an index :ay
be associated with changes hi men's physical rapacity for production,
there is no just itieat ion for interpreting it as an index of human-eapi-
tal formation in cost terms. It is more consistent coheeptally with
an eilleiency-equivalnee approach to measurement of heaati-eapital
format ion.

THE TREATMENT OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN ESTIMATES
OF OPPORTUNITY COSTS

Taking the approach of traditional marginal analysis combined with
probability theory, the opportunity-cost component of educational
coAs at a given time has been measured by an estimate of the wage
income the student would earn if he were to get a job, reduced by
the proportion of the population of his age (ideally also of equal
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prior Ira omit: wle are nnemIlloyed. .1s an apprxiniation to a mean.
lire of opportunity vost from the point of view of the average indi
'dual. that is. /f private opportunity rust, this is probably the best

way of handling the prolem. 11'bett unemployment is wiilespread
and chronic. it might he argiul that social as distinct from private
marginal opportunity are zero in the short, term so long as the
number Of jolis available is not altered by the number of young peo-
ple in the labor market, but this argnment would apply equally to
ail unemployed resinirceS physieal :IS well as hatilali, !A it W:11111E6
emishieratifal of altertsat iv PS slick :Is !MIMI IIrkS. Snell validity,
if any. as may atmell to it i. Iii ally case limited to short-term mar-
ginal valuations, whereas we arc' interested in longierni averages and

!tatzwettes. When long term aggregate human-vapital formation is
the foeo.:, soeial opportunity costs are not zero even with Anode un-
employment, am I the t rat lit iona 1 nproaeh mentioned above is probably
the 1.e.t alternative as it measure of slicial as well as private costs.

I'll fortunately, this twat:mat ie solution is at ill ambiguous. Tile rate
if litielp:IDloiyment varies from year to year. but to build these varia-
t lo114 ititu eust PSIMialeS aeeordhlg to t he years in Welt each age
cohort was tntined would distort measures of changes in human capi-
tal as a resonree :iv:0914e to the peolmth".. Selection of a base year
nr at least an unemployment rate that may be regarded as in some sense
-normal" i- be only possible ion- -even hough definition of what
is normal i, inevitably somewhat arbitrary. 'rile higher the unem-
ployment rate reganled :IS tatthial. the !IMO' the estimated oppor-
tnnity eost fraction of total educat ional ensts.

EDUCATIONAL CAPITAL AND THE "UNDEREDUCATED"

Although the educational component in humitn-eapiiel formation is
the one most amenable to measurement, an awkward problem arises
in c.amect ion with the :sem iliterates who leave Minn' after a few years
only. This becomes most visible when adjustments for capital con-
sumption are attempted as part of the task of measuring the educa-
tional eomponynt in net humancapital formation. For that purpose
it is neee,....ry to Mem ify flue life! inte patients of incomes attributable
to education as tliStillet fr.u the total earnings of the average Mall
in each educational category. Ilut the "undereducated" pose issues
that are hasie to the logic of treating edneation as human- capital
formation in the first place.

For those who continue in wit:A.(1)11'01101mm of schooling to gross
human-capital formation dearly begin with the first tears. which lay
the foundations for what comes latter: obviously costs of these early
years should he ineluded in the cost valuations. however, evidence
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Wee 131 lo 31i eX pel'i4,11CP I ol H.ars to rte 101 important
element in Ow time glow of yield: from units of human capital. but
a fill. a very short breaking in peiikl, appreciation of physical (*aphid
im rare a-, the frequent textbook citations of old wine atte!..t. Human
capital, lila slitters from depmeint ifdl. though if human
capital is not worked o ., hanl, rah' of 411*Preeint i011 IS more likely
to he retard% with use than speelled up. Finally, human capital,
like physical, sinters from obsolescence, and the more dynamic the

any. the higher the rates of 4,solescence. Yet here again there
is a fri.n.",. IIuitiiau p15wtueer end even the
eilueational mininent of that capital, is less specialized than most
physical producer eq oil al. As a result, obsolescenee does tint sweep
away the yield of a unit of IiIIII1311 capital or even of the educational
Canisment such a unit to the de!yree to which this occurs- with
physieal cailit al. For practical purpo-es of measurement it is con-
venient. and in the ease of human capital feasible, to ignore con-
sitter:, t ilnl of ISIle,l'eliVe di 41 illet from depnviol ion, treating them
jointly.

Treatment of ipprcci ion of littinatt capital calls for special com-
ment." Over the years bet even completion of formal schooling and
attainment of maximal annual earning capacity, there is, of course,
education" in that nonfinite(' learning is involved. The increases in
prodnetive rapacity over these years Could he viewed either as further
hunianraital formation ear as entirely analogous to depreciation
(that is, simply as an aspeet of the time flow of returns inherent in
the nature of the original capital when it is put to use). To the extent
to hieh a reduction of earnings in the earlier years is a condition of
anything the capacity to earn more later, an opportunity cost is
involved: the observed sequential increase in earnings is then, in part
at least, a reflection of continuing capital formation measured in cost
tern's. Under these eiremustatwes even informal on-the-job training
is thus capital formation. hverer, much of the observed increase
in earn io2s with age entails no additional costs of any kind. Thus,
while treatment of ri,ing annual earnings as appreciation proper
rather than as addition:II capital formation is not an ideal solution,
twit her is it an entirely ntireasonalde pragmatif! simplification.

Given this simplification, the basic logic involved in using data on
the lifetime patterns of yid& as a basis for estitaating capital con-
enmia simple, even thottg'.1 actual measurement becomes

14 Poor sotn0 r0InottlI0 elo1Pllahhe on this problem. fee the excellent study of -Investment
to Ilumou np1101 and l`crounol Income tilotrIbutton. by Jacob Mincer, In the Journal of

troginio. 811 :251 -30:. .%ukviot' MS. A brief analyola of opportunity coots
IntnIvril In ain.rentlevalalp trolnIna Ia laeluded In Paul 0. Kent, Longann Changes Ia
orecupallonal Way. Structure. Ilis.;1938. Juurnal of Political Newsboy, 48:85! -000.
hotouite 19110.
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comlieated. What is required is an allocation of the original value
(however measured) of a unit of capital through time in n(eordane
with prop ion of its lifctinst product ivity that has been used up.
Uptll retirement the ant ire original %Atte, neither more nor 11s49 is
ittvutsteil for. But this raises two types of questins: What assump-
tions ace involved in using age-income data as measures of lifetime
real prolutivity patterns per ,tier it ing niember of the labor force,
and what is the appropriate way to deal with changing labo -force
part lc i pat ion rates and withdrawals from t he labor force,

AGE-INCOME DATA AS MEASURES OF LIFE-PRODUCTIV
ITY CYCLES FOR LABOR-FORCE SURVIVORS

Two hasie as,umptions are involved in the use of age- income data
ati tilt3:411es of real life productivity cycles among survivors in the
labor foree. First is the assumption that within each education
atee..ry I ot iler sategorizatioo of the imptalation) the nit ins

in-ms at any two age.. represents a stable historical lift cycle
that is ref.:tied with each suessive age cohort. The absolute level

irwlermit; it is only the distribution through time with which we
are voit-n(41. Second is the assumption that the age distribution
of private earned incomes is proportional to that of social returns.

At tir,t sight the assumption that distribution of earned incomes in
any single year will apply longitudinally to successive age cohorts in
a given tAileat ional category seems to be quite untenable. The diffi-
culty is not merely that during a luau's lifetime changes in the eco-
nomic structure may shift the relative market advantages of the
various age-edneat ion groups; it is also that changes in rates of un-
employment through time hit successive age cohorts at different points
in their life cycles. This can have effects of considerable magnitude
on the time pattern of income per member of the labor force in one
age cohort as compared with another. However, it can reasonably
be argued that allocations through time for consumption of human
as of hysicah capital should not he sensitive to short -term fluctua-

tions in employltlelltthnt these have virtually nothing to do with
the "amount" of the capital stock or net capital formation in any
meaningful If this argument. is accepted, then the relevant
estimates of lifetime flows will take account of average rates of un-
employment for each age-education category, but will ignore fluctua-
tions in these rates. Average or "normal" unemployment rates are
important in this context only as they have a different. incidence for
different age groups within any one educational category. The in-
come averages used to build up the appropriate time flows are then
averages for the entire labor force within each age-education group
after adjustments for "normal" rates of unemployment.
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Fur the lempu,e of annealing capital consumption through time,
discrepancies lihteli 111Vati, Memes and real relluelleity from a

W;:i I deluder ref 11.W a IV 11.1.1.11.% :tilt I Win. 14 thew. I NI TrpaliCIV,t are of
the same relat Iv.* 111:14!Itil Ude it eatll NIP within each etluation cate-
gry : differences in the ratios of social to virirale returns between
edneatiun rat2ries at any given 31g4, will have no effect on the
oat lit al -es 01,111 if al eSI ititates. A priori. age must ancy of these ratios
14 prolial.ty 64 ter approximation to the true phi um fur the average
11104111w reanI4 in the pre.seeffinlary Milt triPri than is any
alternat ire aN-Illipt ion. I lOWIver, rid/dile systetuul ie distortions seem
likely in the higher edueat ion categories. The observed incomes of
men in the midle-age raekets are probably too low relative to
ytilluier atilt older men. Two factors air involved. First, in a
dynamic s.iciety each new cohort Of men with a given number of years
of schooling enters the labor fore., better equipped in knowledge and
know how than its predevessor. An extreme illustration is provided
by recent changes in engineering. This nwans that the younger men
earn 1 and pro kluce ) more I han their pre4lecessors did at the same age.
The re-1th is a flat telling of the age-income curve, which rises less than
It e pug with the appreehe ion '.1 product ivity with experience in any
single age cohort. Today's young men will in turn gain through
exiienee awl reeive higher ieeomes iu their middle years than they
receive now tort hall men now age 40 reeeivel, but they may be fol-
lowed by a new cohort that is still mow productive. This is an
;neut.:4. way of losakiti at I he ohslescence process. Second, the age-
i wow curve probably flattened again at the upper ago levels rela-
tive to a trite !productivity carve, for status and seniority rules main-
tain ineome of older file n even when their real productivity is falling."
!however, this distortion is partially neutralized because the middle-
age roleprt i4 mom predut ive age for age titan the older one.

A WAY OF HANDLING LABOR-FORCE PARTICIPATION
AND WITHDRAWALS

.1 true life pattern of yields to any given kind of 1111111211 capital,
let its say for the moment nntle secondary-school graduates, must
adjust average product ivity per member of the labor force at each age
to take uerount of the proportion of men who have dropped out,
whether temporarily or permanently. The measure wanted at each
age is earned income per initial meinler of the age cohort, not average
income per art ive a ur. ivor. Initial members would he counted as the

*The het thnt older tnen have treater filtHrulty In Mistime John when they have become
ation.lovA !gimo oboist a tailors. to iffillto their productive potentials. This reduces
the average Income per laborforce member In the upper age brackets. However. it does
tad affect the relation between actual iqodutive contributions of older men (red °Iamb)
nod their privately realised earned incomes.
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number at the age at which the level of education involved is normally
completed."' Adjustments for labor-force participation may there-
fore be greater at the earliest ages tlunt a little later; strictly speak-
ing, it is nut just "survivorship" that is involved.

A simple adju,t :mitt has been applied to obtain estimates of average
incomes per ineial member, using U.S. data for males and taking
1950 as the base year in distribution of lifetime yields (including
"nuruud" unemployment rates by ago - education categories). The
first figure needed was a survival rate based on mortality tablesa
standard demographic measure of the number a awn at each later age
surviving pet thousand completing a given amount of schooling.
Then for age-education category the rate of labor-force partici-
pation was computed. The product of these two rates yields a abor-
force survival ratio." Multiplying observed average earned incomes
per member of the labor forte in a given age-education category by
the appropriate labor -forte survival ratio gives average income per
initial member of the age cohort involved, here termed income "per
entrant." This provides the basis for proceeding to estilnates of net
human-capital formation.

LIFETIME YIELDS AND NET CAPITAL FORMATION IN
BASE-PERIOD INCOME UNITS

With accept ante of the crosssection age-earnings data as the best
available measures of lifetime real productivity patterns, the method
of estimating lifetime yields suggested by the preceding disenssiott
may be summarized briefly:

I. lIase-year earnings per member of the labor force are computed
for each age-education category, allowing for a "normal" rate of un-
employment for this category.

Thtbse earnings are adjusted downward by applying labor-force
survival rat los to ol it a It base-year incomes per et d rant.

:I. Earnings per entrant for each age are added (each year being
given a weight of I ) to get total lifetime yields for each education

*This Is the point at *bleb the production of the sew unit of human capital 1s com-
pleted. Analysis of rotes of return to 4%loutioual investments properly take age 14 dor
the States, 14 the starting point tit alt education groups, but our problem b a
dorvarut one. The logical procedure 1,4 to feces either on the point at which the capital is
romplees.1 or on that at whirls the nest investment wears. Taking the former view. ha a
human - rappel nie.ssure based on lifetime earnings there should be no discounting for veers
prior to the point at which the new capital is complete, even It subsequent "'Ws are
discounted. tin the other hand. when cost valuations of the edueational component are
used. rennemeut of the estimate% to take Interest into account would require allowances
for Interest on each surrender investment from first grade on for the period required to
complete each level of achoolinx. Alternatively. a puristic view of teal costs of waiting
Imam require carrying Int.rest charges up to the slates of reeelpt of hussues. Maio-
gnualr. a purist's treatment of discounting in "leld.haised measure Wntliiiineinde children
who were still below working age as already embodying some capital tramline or negative).
This would sePreceh the entilIal meilt In Insiolln and 1.utitit felted In footnote 2).
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category. refinement of this would first discount each income
per entrant back to the normal completion age for the ediunttional
categ, try i n% ved. " These sinus are t he measure of the capital value
per tint tai member of each educat ion group in base-period lifetime
inrolne twits without discount Mg.

It is then a very simple matter to estimate capital consumption, net
capital stock, and net capital formation in base-year earned-income
units. A year's aggregate capital consumption for each age-educa-
tion ealegury is simply base-period income per entrant, multiplied by
the nuitlu'r of entrants in that category. Summing .1cise figure's gives
the yer's aggregate human- capital consumption. Net capital stock
embodied in an average imlivithial in tiny given age-education cute-.

igory s the ha,:e-period lifetime yield for that category minus its cumu-
lated capital co ai-impt ion. NIultiplying this figure by the number of
such individuals in the labor force and summing t he results for all age-
ewat iun categories gives a measure of net capital stock. Compar-
ing this total with the total for any otle.r year gives a measure of
net human capital 1'4 'mat ion during the interval.

CAPITAL CONSUMPTION AND NET CAPITAL FORMA-
TION AT BASE-PERIOD COSTS

Some minor dilichtionsions of this procedure are needed to arrive at
estimates of net human-capital formation at base-period costs. First
of all, cost valuations as discussed here apply only to the educational
eolith meat of human capital. This means that earned incomes per

mr. entrant among men with no education must be subtracted from the
earned incomes per entrant initially ?omputed. Summing these net
or ineremental incomes per Ma runt gives the appropriate lifetime in-
Clone fin-emit edwational category.

However, even if the base year is the same, this measure is not
directly comparable with the cost valuation of new capital. An inter-
mediate step is therefore required before capital consumption can be
est inlai4111. The percentage of lifetime earnings acern'ng in'each year
of age is (imputed, and these percentages are then applied to the cost
valuations of new capital per man in the education category. This
ghes the figure for capital consumption per member of the labor force

tt see Noma, 15. Another alternative might be connidered moat appropriate 'bee
Oilman capital la 1001111UtPd h blow-year lifetime-income unite. Remaining future income
"per entrant" "mid be disruunted to the "present" Iwfore IMMIIIIIIbta to get the estimate
of net capital stock Net capital formation over sear Is then "Wound" value as of the
ehd of the rear. minus "present" value as of the beginning of the year. The greater task
of computation mode, this apeonets his the disadvantage that the sum of capital con-
smothed, estimates over n lifetime will not equal the original value of Ike sew matot
TI gb summatioo of the aneeesive capital comoimtion estimates for a unit of capital
would give lifetime total smaller than the aggregate of andierounted Aide. it would
@treed the value ut 'original capital computed by tllseouuttog Income beet to the year of
eteogaetteo of schooling.
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in each ag-education category. Front this point on, the procedure
is identical with that described for estimating net capital formation
in base-period illi0111P units.

V. Effective Current Stock
Studies of productivity change as evidenced by relations between

aggregate factor inputs and grass or net national product have used
estimates of physical-capital stock not because any of these is the
conceptually correct measure bill because nothing comparable to what.
has been termed "effect ive current stock" is available for physical capi-
tal; Solow explicitly recognized this problem (se noto 3). In
dealing with human capital we are more fortunate., .marily because
there is a better bask on which to assess lifetim.. distributions of
yields. "Effective current stock" measures the relevant potential cur-
rent inputs of human capital much snore directly than other capital
cuucelt S.

Estimates of the rates of gross and net capital formation and of
changes in eff ective current stock will differ to an extent depending
upon the degree of contrast among educat:.al categories in age-
income patterns and the magnitude of changes in educational attain-
ments from one age cohort to the next. Changes in age composition
of the population will also affect the results. Choice of "effective
current" stock rather than some other measure of human capital is
therefore chipirically important as well as conceptually sound in at-
tempts to compare year-to-year changes in human-factor inputs and
their relation to national product. For this purpose either a cost or
a yield base-year measure can be used, but these variants do not
measure quite the same thing; the differences between them are anal-
ogous to those already discussed in comparing base-year income and
cuss weight ings of gross capital est i mates.

Schultz used a "stock carried" estimate of the educational com-
ponent of 1111111all elpittll that might be regarded as a first approxima-
tion to a Me: WIMP of "effective current stock at base-period cost."
"Stock carried" equals capital formation at base-period cost over the
past li fespan of the present labor force, minus whatever was invested
during this period in people who have died or hare left the labor
force for other reasons. The time pattern of yields from a unit of
human capital is ignored. Using this measure as an approximation
to effective current stock assumes that education embodied in human
capital has a yield flow that starts out at a level that is maintained
unchanged until the capital suddenly and completely disappears."

so A on oppratImatloo to a memento of net ha/n*114%00M formation In a graying
population. this undroutimated raw of eapltal consumption. Mare ashy of mem NM Is
the labor Awe.. Is ignored. It amounts to making the obviously untenable maumption that
total romalaloo future lifetime taralata (whether or not dlueouated) are the gam for an
ages.

I
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VI. Conclusions

Having argued for the feaNilility of human-eaital measurement
;mad suggested siqeral types of measure:, I must offer a word of
warning. No Ilion.111V, not Men an unattainably lairfect" one, 4111
solve the problem of determining the eontributions of education to
et..unumie growth. 1.110 dithenhy here is in the very nature of the
question posel, and it applies ejually to attempts to aN46,14 t11tt rule
,, inky singlo finln An (intim tieithih is involved, and hence toady.
His in terms of a multiple-factor matrix is needed. In slush an
analysis tbe role of any single factor emerges for what it is- a
eondit boned rule dependent on the 'movement of other factors. NIore-
over, estimates of its importance will deltoid upon whielt other fartt
!MVO bet% included in the matrix. method of dealing with the
measurement of edueation's euntribm ion to economic growth has its
town &feels. Time-series imaly-is in terms of aggregates has been
the usual approach in assessing the role of Iohysical capital, man-
hous of labor, and the catchall third factor, t. Introduction of
humancapital formation series 1 or snore specifically the educational
eompitent of human capital) into such an analysis is one imssiility.
1 'hi s has the advantage that social whams not reflected in private-
income differentials associated with schooling differentials may Is'
captured; but interpretation Mini into serious problems of circular
ealsatam beni1.4e growth in education redeets growth in national
income as well us affecting it. Sehultes approach, which applies
rates of return on ineremental investments in education to cost esti-
mates of the educational stock, avoids this circle. However, it. runs
into tr00110 because of the difficulties of distinguishing educational
faetor.4 front other factors associated with education that affect in-
mane differentials, because of divergence of soda! from private re-
turns, because nowt Meat ional changes in st rapt ural relationships that
tire a part of growth are ignored, and bemuse "fallacies of summa-
tion" are involved. The best we can do is to use several approaehs
and enmae the results. In dealing with this problem, economists
would be well advised to keep continually in timid strie-
t tires concerning can:at le Ina fallnekt l if summat inn, anti f br
of rail urn, shifts. These refh,t ions suggest four two steps,

Firsd, we need further experiments with the measurement of lumina
capital in its Various allect -:. mid the sensitivity of these measures
to some of the a.sumptions that have to be mule in adapting em-
pirical data. Snell exploration may contribute taut only to better
measurement but al.0 to conceptual clarification.

Semnd, aggregat ire analyses of factors in the growth of national
income in various countries should 1* elaborated by introduction of
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human capital formation series. 11'llre the data permit, Iiffeetive
currto stock measures should Ile used. liut even iu these 111421:4 other
measure., shimld Is. 161 alsoa in particular those for which data are
most commohly available, Po that trovvt 441111Parismis
aro it rough etistionsell nitonsnr of the

0,11111lint of human c apital, perhaps at first ettsentially
S4.11 lilt %.*4 earl jeir Inv:I-111V. in soffits eslinsating years of
;441.44 itig 00)1444 in tint :111111t Iminlintilin by projections of earlier
ilant on enrollments, adjusted for mortality anal migration.

d'h;r1. aggregatie analysis using lagged variables is neededif
p,sile in clanination with geographic and international compari-
.111ti. Crinipits, shamus: iv! taut MI 14111101On of youth ntay
be 01 I!: aPit i W. it lag;rtl eltanges in incomes its part of at multiple-
fitetor matrix "explaining" income change. Then, as a check on the
problem of twowity eausation, changes in educational outlays may

t ass I he 1111)0011W variable end lagged after ehanges in in-
Such an analysis involve: comparkons of gross human-

capital formation, not capital stock by any definition), with income.
It would go further than anything yet attempted toward the type
of "causal" analysis ma which Akerman has laid so much stress.

A hotrth task is to break human-capital data into several series for
types or levels of Neat ion, to explore the interrelations among these,
and, the nature of the educational "mix" in relation to other
factors associated with Pe011Onlie growth. Though data are limited,
they are sufficient in it motaber of countries to make breakdowns of
this kind in stock-earried estimates even when estimates of effective
ettrivtat stock tare not possihle. International eomparisons of the paths
of the various components of the aggregate stock of education em-
bodied in IN% amts their relation to economic structure and
growth should at the leapt open up some fresh insights into important
hat ehtsive



CHAPTER 7

Rise in the Capital Stock Represented by Edu-
cation in the United States, 190047

Theodore W. Schulte

TNVEST3IENT in human capital is a distinctive and important
feature of the economy.' People invest in themselves, and these

investments have become large, anti knowledge about the human capital
that is thus formed is fundamental to an understanding of economic
growth. .t major source of this human capital is education.

To look upon education as an activity that develops human capi-
tal is not to disparage its cultural purposes,' but among its other
contributions are knowledge and skills that are useful in economic
endeavor. Eeonomie progress is greatly dependent upon these con-
tributions. Surely the most universal limiting factor in achieving
W011411114' growth is ignorance. For attaining an optimum rate of
such growth, investment in skills and knowledge is essential'

Educat ion has various measurable dimensions, which differ depend-
ing upon the purpose of the measurement. School attendance is one
such; others are the years of schooling completed and the number
of finishing elementary school, high school, and college.
The real cost entering into education is still another way of measur-
mg It is indeed meaningful to treat education as some-
thing that is measurable.

Economists make much of the distinction between flow and stocks.
Investment is a now; plants and equipment. are stocks. Land is as -el

Plicpartment of Economies. t'nlveralir ..r Chicago. TMa chapter wan homed on Professor
Schulte'. comp. **Mb:cotton and Erononsle ilrowth." In the Notional thibletr for the Stile` 3of I:duration Mob learbook. Nelson D. Henry. ed.. part 2. Burial Perces
Am...views Eflaroiloo. fee& rolverulty of Chicago Pre,o4.

I Tb..do,.. W. Scholl'. Investment In Human Copilot. Asserted* geoseiste Simko, 51
1 -17. March Holt.

art tit areciaary to underscore thin point became of the wIdespreatt apprehtiastotta that
arke whenever mosialle analysile Is bronchi to bear on education. I have gone to aineb
trouble to take accoont of these apprehrnalona. am may be MO 111 nay aloveattorat to ..rto
Men an Reortoml«re %1 w." Social terrace Review. 33: 10-117. June 1939; and atm to
More recent isikprni referred to herein.

ItrAnko Dorval. The Optimum Rate of Investment. Zoonoarki Journal, London, 6$:
747. Itrl. Iteceiner 1039.

Thedor. W. scholia. Capital Yoratatkin by gdoeatlen. &area of Political Remus*
011: 871-583. December 1960.
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.14., I, 4.1.% lot. that it roldltl.s i. a flow. MA So 14 MIL
'11". 1"111: !fine Will eiliilities of the laler flurry represent
:1 4..1:: t he i; dom. in ;#11 hour or a week is, on the other

tb. ed ;11. wen-- ati.: salaries. lipids, whether they
31 o t I t re-tilt; of t Ise efforts of 111:111 er the eentrilattiens made IT

11.1W ctepts.. The natural endowment
r.1.1-..t19riblo physieal eaital (plant, equipment, and inven-

: ;PI the labor force workers) are all stoek concepts.
Tile ...m.o., ions bet wren additions to the stock of capital as a

%%1;!:1 :OA the rorrespeontliill,t noltiltillA to output capacity
are ate.' Things hint Hitler only with respell to durabil-
ity may represent different storks of value, although their annual
out 1ur ealmeity i, t he Sa (.1)11:41111r t WO engineers who are equally
ttp3ble 39,1 %%119 di' the same an leapt of engineering work during a
113rttiuhr yea r. Their reseetie centributions as engineers 'luring
t hal ye.t t . are t i le Salm., although the two may be very different when

As a stliek of engi Heeling ea' mbilit ies because one of them may
1.,. a .v Dm :27 111:111 jilt start nig his career and with a long productive

allead of him, aml the other an old man doing his last year of
work lief411e he ret int,. In ganging the value of the stock of engineer-
ing ...tpabilities, the age of engineers is therefore important..

Editeat lot is more tunable than most forms of nonhuman repro-
ducible eaital. A high-school ederat ion, for extunple, will serve the
person during the rest of his life. tun! of this period 10 years or more
are likely to be spent in roduetive work. Most nonhuman capital
has a limit shorter prduetive lift titan this. Education can be aug-
mented because it is duralle, and the fact that it has a relatively long
life means that a given gross it.vestment adds more to the stock than
the saw gross investment typiettily adds to the stock of nonhuman
capital.

In the I 'Hilo' State young people entering the labor force have
tun the average more (Attention t lam older workers. When the young
people who enter the labor force have more education than the old
people who art* retiring, the value of the stock of education in the
bettor forte ris4, even with no change in the number of workers. Such
has been the ease in the rioted States for a long time. Though
younger workers hark in 1910 hall only a little more schooling than
older ones, this difference has beet nue moth larger, much to the ad-
vantage of tho -e in the younger age groups. The stock of education
nceordingly becomes more valuable in two ways: (1) The level of
edueat ion of the population rises, and (2) a larger share of the total
etbeat ion is embodied in the yo roger workers titan formerly.

011eo itaavehno. A Study in the Theory of investment. University of Cidennot40.
Prist. itmo 1. 17.
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Why Estimate the Stock of Education?
E.annate.: of the stork of .'durst iota may seem remote and academic

to peillits 1e Ito tire eote.ernet1 about exiwnaitures for CIOS4r441111S find
for teacher... -;thaies There are, however, issues that can lie settled
sally through knowledge about the stock of education: What are our
scientific and engineering capacities and at what Mei.; are these in-
eaSilig I We are constantly devising better methods for measure-
mnt of i116elitIll'irr4, 4411111.111111f, natural resources, and other
forhis of aital because s11,-11 ma.surenients are necessary in gauging
changes in them. tIaere is a growing awanniess that Wiwi-
edee about ell:Inge:4 in the stock of human capabilities.e

l'oniparimais of skills anti knowledge in different countries are
liased as a rule on crude guesses concerning the respective stocks of
eilueat tent. To ill1141%ite, in the ['lined States the number of persons
with a !OA 4'111)411 or :I college education has been rising in relation
to the number of persons in the labor force. This kind of adance
in education has also been taking place in some other countries. Yet
the differences among countries in the noes of this advance are im-
ressie. rites in Western Faumpe have lagged in this respect
ompared to t lw valley States, whereas .1apan and snore recently the
Soviet Union, both art ing from much lower levels several decades
ag,, lace 114441 no ahead at a higher rate than has the ITnited
States. Moreover, it is altogether possible for the level of education
1 /f the lids foree to decline, as it appears to have done in recent years
iii am a": a 441)141114,1ov of the large outtnigrat ion
of dc -tors, teachers, lawyers, and skilled technicians. Israel's unique
pattern of itimigration is also instructive. There came to Israel a
large number of highly edneated people. Hut there were not enough
secondary schools for preparing young people for collets. and uni-
versity instruction to maintain the high level of education which the
nuniceal ion of talent had eablisked. Thus, until enough secondary
win/11k and college 11t111 university furi1ities were established, there. was
a prospect t lint the level of Mile:din:I of the labor force would decline.

international and other comparisons aside, the economist is turning
to human capital to see whether changes in the stock of such capital
will account for the otherwise large unexplained increases in output.
As things stand, inereases in nonhuman capital and in man-hours
emobined appear to account for only a small fraction of the increases
in tuitional income.'

Th. ri I, 31r.3.1, a ilohatantfal /Indy of Ilterntoro waning human 611461feell West%
nttl thy 'Imam! fdr andnil eopi.1) lent ttle suet ether person el.

* -}:aomition null Evonons1c41ru6111." PP. 49 30. 0
435145 62 9
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Three Measures of the Stock of Education
The attertiat Illeastirl'S that follow arm at this stage only Ones to

t hat me arc -eeking. This k neceviarily only a pt.ogress report. First
ne examine tlw eoncept of a !rim of sch,ordiny rompkted as a unit of
mewaiement. National statistics based on this concept are readily
available awl they 111'44 widely wed. Next we present an f Trueahnt
!VW' "/ ./1 "fillnq OrPnipleted. bayed on 1910. when the average period
of school attendance W:1:4 15 days. A third measure will then be
410 eloed IrMS1'd on t he real efl. of a year of schooling.

YEARS OF SCHOOLING COMPLETED

Although -years of schooling completed" is a convenient unit of
measurement, it is like countiug the acres of land in farms without
taking any account of the differences in lanai: an acre of low-produe-
five smitle.trt hind and an acre of highly productive irrigated land
are simply added together. Likewise, we can aggregate the education
Of a ptpolaf ion by counting the number of years of schooling com-
pleted as one might count acres, houses, or tractors.

Tal 1 presents I lab results of such a count for edueat ion. It shows
that t la. years of schooling eompleted per person rose by about two-
fifths between 1900 and 1957. It follows, of course, that. the total
number of years of schooling completed rose relative both to the popu-
lation and to the labor force. If each year of schooling completed
were the SR MN in amount and value, the inference would be that the
stmk of etk atim, in the labor font, measured in this way, increased
somywhat more than 3! tunes ( from an index of 100 to 359) between
1900 and 1957.

TABLE 1.-1iears of schooling completed by the population 14 years and older
and by the labor force 15-64 years of age. Culled States, 1900-57
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-171 113.1x 11 19811114r «!!! Ito 2S2 142 369
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EQUIVALENT YEARS OF SCHOOLING COMPLETED

As a 'land:mi. a -year of schooling eompleted" is much too elastic,
fur the ,..hooll year it; lit CO I percent longer than it was six decades
11g,t). 111 LP average daily attendance of enrolled pupils aged

was only 99 (lays, whereas in 1957 it had reached 159 days.
Moreoer, biae Puree of WINO consisted mostly of workers who
hail heels in school when the average attendance was even less than
9: tl ly.; ft r example, twist workers who then were 35-45 years of
age %%ere pre-uolahl in selasil in 125(70 when the average attendance
WaA 11111y 7't 41:11 I tlii.i ItllVisti aside the schooling of immigrants).

liars 3,11.141 a procedure ilevehietl by Clarence 1). Longo to
ajo-t the figures on i.hool years ennipletell for these changes in
length attendance. It gives me comparable figures for years
of schoidio., csaopleted, whi.'li I have based on the 1940 experience
of an a veta.re of 1 :12 flays of =shoal

. ;Olin-1 moo for changes in school attendance alters the
picture o11-olera1,1,.. As is shown in table , the rise in equivalent
years of whooltog complete(l, adjusted for differences in the length
of the school year, is nitwit larger than that shown by the unadjusted
figures on w !tithe table 1 is based. For the labor force, whereas years
of schooling muipleted rose by about two- fifths bet wen 1900 and 195;
the equi ;dem years of schooling completed became '21/2 times as high
in that periol I rising from an index of 100 to 252). During these

same years. 1:ski the total number of years of schooling comletell
fly per sons in the labor force, on a 1940 equivalent basis, rose 6IA
times ( trim' utl i talex of 100 to 1r.18).

TABLE 2.Equivalent 1940 years of schooling completed by the population 14
years and colder and by the labor force 19-64 years of age, L' ted States,
19011 -37
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243 553 252 282 638

Ai forth In him ofinly. The Labor Pere ratter Clusealop income and Employment.
100118.1141 ',Omit' 5 1:5011.witle i-ilurton. Pincetus l'airersity Press,

"mow% ttly 1. Protrwatt Imam has kindly made atonable to me his basin
workheetti, w bleb 1.r..bie the alkitedatent factors on with* my estimates of 'equivalent
year,* .,t arbour' are bawd.
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COST AS A MEASURE OF SCHOOLING

Thee eiwypt. pre,ented ',hove treat a year of elementary school
the Nome as a ye:1r of either high school or college, although they
differ greatly in value. A year of high school rots 5 times as much
11.4 It year of leowotary whool, and a year of college almost 12 times
as noel'. I propose to we the following. 1;6 price tags for a year
of sehooling:v Elementary school, $:.),SO; high school, $1,420; and

lee, 1,300
Table 3 shows that the mettilwo4 of the labor force had

completed on the average 7.52, elementaryehool years, 2.44 high-
:44~1 years, and 41.111 college and university year. At 1956 prices,
he eost of an a ver:ige year t 111tipttAit ii was$721.
Tn.() est lilt:Il were ovule for 19tH), are, in substance, a lower

and an upper estimate of schooJing and costs. In the lower estimate,
high - school and college educat ion is allocated within the labor force
roughly as it we, distrihnteil in the population among the comparable
age' up...: in the higher est innate, all of this edueation was allocated
to the labor fume. Table 1 gkes the years of schooling per member
of the lahor (orm for both es.t imates and then the costs for the upper
one. At 195n prices the co-as of im average year of schooling of these
two compositions comes to :510 for the upper estimate and to $422
for the lower one.

Tho results of thew preliminary steps in using costs to measure
-seek of reheat ion are shown in table 5. It should be observed

1('out of education per member of the labor force 15-84 years of age,
ill NIL according to years of schooling completed'

1' rt., try
.1....1

alt

.1. II

t.

1.- f II., :Mg

Y. ars .11
schoolthg

IN
11111.1'.

1957

t 'net of
avbealllna
peer par
In !OM
print

Total o at 151
1111.11 her

Alimunt Permit

......... -

7 52
2.44
004

1.420
3.300

$2.106
3.4514
2.009

7.663

211
457

10010.60 73

1 14 k.. l ... t t:... lax 4 tn.. mandril .44s/tact of 11 natal Matti WI WA. I wpartment offlottiMrrneIt,:,. I .., I '..,,u,4 a bill v.!%.a th- p F ..rota distribution by Yews of schooling comPiricrl for the
a 1.,..,..., . 1% ,...4 ,..,r.t ..1.1. 1917 TI.....I..ne nt.40.4-hool 4ubtotai is 14X5.61+17X26.2)+111X611.31+100.

-.... t a, 1.0,..1 11,..1 .114441 Is '2 5 v19 4)4,4 114 NI +100q4.435; and the rollite Inithotal Is I2X6.812 ...: 1....r.b.., . al 5 54 I. ....I .n t h. al otr.i.o.t.1 numb, n. It should Ire notc41 that the t.. /al
..1 q 1....11'.:1..n.10.1...1 p r to. 0.1.. r III co. it ,41;brly I Drocr than the total 110 45) 1940 equivalpar ye=. i.....;....: "mph la .1. at!pealt Itt 1 Oat.. ; for ttl.'141. at 1 tm, bccausP of a Ma dulivtence In the data and pro.mos
.e.1or UM .1.

lial
I T. 1 )I 111 111.1 4 t' pr. -bp t f tb. Prraplinr !ots In cola land 3.
l t v. rive qr p r awn. b. r pr p sr. obi mod by dividing $7.663 by 10.00.

IP' For rho rimiorlying watitnatiM. 110 ''espital Formation by Education." op. cit.. and "Me-V) entl..n and F.4...nomle iir.wth." op. cut . p. 414. The reader Armlet twat in mind that these1.a
CU roimato4 of e.sIl inelodo in. onto. inr by mature stodents and thdt this component in

the tsel emita sateducation fa lame both for high-school and for college and university
whs...Hon.
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that tah!.. Is.t-,d on the upper estimate of tso,ts for 1900. The
1'114 of Ow olturat 10110 at/Nk of the !Amu' fusee, tletinetl, in l9a
wis SI f In the INNS leel from an index of 11114 to S19). If dm
lower eAillate ,iglire fear 1peeei is 11491, ilia is, tifizt instead of $:1411,
the tee. kof education in I he labor force row virtually 11 times bet ween
190it nod 19:17. :ir stock of nonhuman reproducible wealth (Ray.
11101111 W. 4 iohlsinith.i estimatesP" rose only 11,; times, as shown in
cuitimi, 5 of taller.

TABLE 1.Cost of education per member of the labor force in 1900, according
tu ',stoat schooling completed'
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TABLE 5. Stock of education measured by costs and stock of reproducible
nonhuman wealth, ('nited States, $90047
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Concluding Observations
I. A eionpari,,on of the several measures presented shows how much

they I Orrr. VW estimates that follow are restricted to the education
of memiwrs of the labor force.

inerefore hewn?
1944 and 1981

Jwdrt 19s7
nrassre wj edratiosal slack (11109=t091

1. Years of !4ehoolltig completed 1 table 1 I 3.9
II. Equivalent 19.111 years of schooling eouadeted (table 2) G38

Ill. Coma ter '. :

la upper ewtiwate rust la 1900 (table 8) 849
b 1 Lou or est haute eost la 11100 1ta41e 4), also related text 1,002

Shwa 'if toinhliman wealth cost (table 450

2. The tiii*asure, ear of whotiling completed," understates greatly
the increase in the stock of education that has been realized over the
decades if for no IP! her teasim than that the average daily attendance
of enrolled pupils rose ti pereent between Woo and 19:17.

8. -1,4illivalealt years of schooling completed" also understates the
increa-e in the stock of education because it does not distinguish among
years of elementary, highschool, and college and university schooling;
est!' year regardless of the level is treated the same. From an in-
vstment point of view, a year of elementary schooling costs much
less than a year of high school or of college, and the latter two have
been increasing much more rapidly, as the following estimates show.

TABLE 6.Years of schooling completed per member of the labor force

Type of schooling
tan (tipper
estimate) 1667

Ineresm be.
talon IVO
find 1957
Inlet 1057
019111.1001

FlttuItty actionl 5.437 7 52 219Mgt. 'Ate."' .b;:to 3.44 439
College aid cower. .147 .64 435

Total 4.140 10.00 255

. Our third measure based on costs of schooling is a preliminary
estimate of "stock of output capacity" represented by education. It
does not distinguish between the younger and the older workers in
the labor force ill measuring their education; for example, a year of
high school is given the same weight whether the worker is 9.5 or 60
years of ago. There is also the implicit assumption that a year of
nelIMIi11*; of a given level (elementary school or high school or col-
lege) acquired recently or many years ago are comparable once an
oiljthtment has beets made for differences in length of school attend-
ance. or is there any allowance for obsolescence of Murat ion.. Surely
sonto instruction is better now than it was several decades ago, and
also, some education is subject to obsolescence.
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5. The equivalent years of schooling completed per member of the
labor force have risen more for those in the younger than in the older
age gri - t11N ftdlow ig est alleles make char.

TABLE 7.Years of schooling completed by members of the labor force. by see
group, !Mond 1957

Agc

Numbet of 44 of
schooling

Inc:ease
het wren
HOU and

19577. Index
lisS

(19811100)
'so 1057

14 19 4.2 11.0 2629, ... . . . 11.6 12 tl 278
2S 41 . 4 2 12 290tt 3 78 205
4S an 1 over 8.3 5.6 170

. Despite. the greater helve:* in education of workers in the
younger gnaws rlat lye to those in the older groups, the average pro-
dutiv life of tlee. ent ire stock of this education may not have changed
appreciably. Assuming a productive life up to the G8th year of life
and the same rate Of deaths and disabilities for each age group, a
crude estimate indiates that the average productive life of all of the
ethical ion in the lalior force WW1 slightly more than 30 years in 1900
and allow the same in 1957. 'the reason for this result seems to be
the fact that young people now enter the labor force at a somewhat
older age t ban they did in former years, mainly because they cunt inue
their .4.1moling for more years.

7. If the above statemeet about the average productive life of edu-
eat ion of the labor force proves to be approximately correct, our esti-
mate that the stock of education in the labor force increased 8%
times between 1900 and 1957, as compared with the increase in the
stock of reproducible nonhuman wealth of -11/2 times takes on added
signinanee. As I have attempted to show elsewhere, investments in
eiluention may explain large part of the otherwise unezplained
women growt It of the U tilted States."

u -Education and Economic Orowth." op. en.. pp. 7842.



CHAPTER 8

Education and Economic Growth
Ilkkerd S. Same

CONOSIIC ANALYSIS of education potentially can contribute
Xi a great deal to the understanding required for the formulation
of an educational policy that will make the best use of human re-
suurces and contribute most to economic growth. Not all education,
of course, has an economic motivation, but this does nut preclude
concentration on the economics of edurat ion.

The particular objective of this paper is analysis of the significance
of higher education in economic growth. To achieve this objective,
it is necessary to consider the role of education in the economy, its
contribution to economic growth, and its effect on the distribution
of the benefits of that. growth. Many of the economic features of
education can usefully be analyzed as a process of capital formation.
The process and its results can then he compared with other types of
caital formation in order to develop a better understanding of the
special contribution of higher education to economic growth.

Thus, part I of this paper discusses an educated labor force as a
productive capital factor in the economy, and its special characteris-
t its. Part II explores the implications of this analysis for the demand
for and us.' of college-trained manpower. The analytical approach
is then extended in part III to a consideration of the conditions of
supply of such manpower.

In t his area of investigat ion, as in others, it is easier to ask questions
than to find anwers. However, it is also true, I believe, that the
right question: about an economic policy in education have not been
asked often enough and in a sufficiently specific form. When this is
clone, there is a much better chance of abstracting useful facts from
the abundant stet istics available. This paper is mainly an attempt to
pose the ivames of inve.stment in education in a manner susceptible to
economic analysis. It presents and discusses some methods of de-
veloping a practical basis for resolution of the issues.

Associate Professor of Economies. Slassachtn.etts Institute of Technology. The
*search upon which this chapter is based was supported by the Rockefeller Foundation
asd the Venter for Inteeopelo.1 Studies. awl,.
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L Educated Labor as a Capital Input to Productive
Processes

It :may appear sgmiewhat strained to treat edueated labor even in
some limited alrIS it, if it were a capital factor.' From the view-
point of !In, hudiviatial and of soeiety as a whole, however, education

-4imilar to the production of physical capital goods. Both require
the fiFe over a periisi of t line of favilit ies such as buildings, materials
and equipment, MA Libor skills. Both necmitate the sacrifice of
goods and services that might otherwise have been produced. Both
will yiehl "services" over some subsequent period. The essential
apital-formation features art' the same, but, of course, the conditions
of -prodavt the time periods involved, and the resources required
vary exten-i rely. These variations. the restrictions they place on
human -capital format ion, and their implications for growth are dis-
cus,e4 here.

EDUCATION AS RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

To gain an appreciation of the significance of education treated as
pree,s nf capital formation in humus, it. is helpful to use an

analogy with the mound resources of a nationits farmland, mineral
deposits, rivers, and so on. Virtually none of these, by themselves
and unimproved, yield useful outputs. Yet after they are worked
upon by men and equipment, they produce crops. ores, and power.
After developmental work, ma lira) resources become a kind of capital,
each type of resource possessing some unique features, but having the
ante es..zential quality of yielding goods or services over a period of
t hut, after some initial investment of effort. There is no generic term
fur the developmental efforts that must be applied to natural re-
sources to make them into productive capital, but there is such a term
for efforts to develop human resources. It. is "education." Over a
period of time education will improve the productivity of labor and
will result in services that could not otherwise be performed.

In turning to analysis of the special characteristics of educated
haw as a capital factor, it will be useful to refer to the analogy with
development of re,ourecs, natural and human. It is a fruitful one
and worth pursuing because it helps to makeappropriate the appli-
cation of well-known economic concepts. For example, the amount
and quality both of human and of natural resources in a society
depend on their derehvuent, and these resources can never be known

goo 5.11,101te P. itirnto. ed, Ifighr ndentign M Ow Mated MOM Ike Minos*
Prforadonst. Ilarvord talversity Poem 12110: Paul C. OM* and Hennas
P. Eibietattonnt Level nth, P.ontial Income. AieriCOX botiologleal itevie, 21: atao? al.. Juno 1u3ti: Tbrodure W. frirhoOts, Capital Formalise by Educates. &grata of, vo.
Puldtirld lerusuati, REi : 571 -WC. eepalbor latia .tv

DES% °Is
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moil they are cultivated. Investment in oil exploration and in im
provement sf taetion techniques will actually change the known
avail:tido all reserves Again, land fertility is not a onee-atol-for-
411 unchangeable gift of nature. Fertilization and irrigation will
irea-te fertility, as will development of new crop strains especially
stilted to the land. These will eontribute to the land's econcmic
valo :nit even to what may he considered thee total illllelllllt of arable
Wel a% i 1,11,1e. Similarly, labor skills nut only are developed by edu
at:ou but the are found as well. It just does not seem to be true
Heat bonnin talent will always appear no :natter how discouraging
the environment and inadequate the cultivation. One of the hue
lions eef tell eslaeat halal system is to net as a mechanism for searching
oat and -eh...tine ',mem ial talent. Thus education not only improves
the quality of a lar force but also increases the amount of talent
bet owl what otherwise would lee known. And different levels of
educatissn probably make different kinds of contributions to the
un:vering elf individual lisd Mit

Hite feature of productive capital that is of great importance in
determining its role in reonontic growth is the specificity of its use
in the produetiois of some particular commodity. Many developed
natural resource.; have a wide range of applications in production.
or they are applied in a wide range of industries, and accordingly
hate esmsisleralde mobility between industries. Fuel and other
power resssurces are a PAO example of this; and so, too, are fertile.

watne,1 'awl in temperate climates, and many mineral resources.
They are the source of a wish. ran4re of final products. The products

io.wever, have only a limited range of alternative
Potash. for example, is mainly a fertilizer, and when the proc-,,.. f hplis nitteegen fixation were developed in the early years

of tisk e.ent ury, the value of a fertilizer that had been a great natural
reAuree of Chile was vastly reduced. A similar phenomenon is the
ohol-rowe of physical capital due to a change in technology or to

trat4er of demand from the commodity the capital produced.
;laterally, the greater the range of Used of the capital equipment, the

less likely it is to be mask completely worthless by such a change. A
lathe, for example, which can produce rotary metal shapes

for a large number of uses, is less likely to become obsolete than a

uTtn.re I% still another sensitive or feedback effect of etlUentIon 011 the amount of human
41114 avallsbie an effect that Is of epeeist Importance in the economics of anemias
nall..rs4 This effrrt nntt 11E4 felt elm the relation between education and the tote
.os...f He and of the labor force. There is no donbt that in many countries
I .1,1,1111.,stai levet* and birth rates are Inversely related. However. It should be kept in
:1.!hi1 Obit e.Istille.n may u..1 be the ensoial timber In this relation, or at least not the
.n1r eanal factor. It way to some Went operate only indirectly via its connection with
inei.ine levels.
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44PIII10114Weil 111:11.11ille lathe that is highly specialized in its slesitzti fur
producing s 'me part iculasr part.

Generalization Am the relative specitieity of educated labor is
cult eau,e of hick of organized information. Still, must human
capital i, probably uniquely mobile as compared with most physical
capital. t 'ert a in ly the range of usefulness of an elementary education
in prliduct ion prises es is very broad. This level of education, how-
ever, is taut sufficient to meet society's need for skilled and professional
workers. Although education permits.greater specialization, it does
not limit the runge of fields in which individuals may be useful in
all economic way. 4EsItteation is broadening" has a vocational as
well as a cultural meaning. Persons with it higher edueat ion may
become -narrow specialists" but nut neeessarily. A lawyer's educa-
tion, fur example, seems to equip him for a wide range of occupations
that trap -mod scull the broad legal field. Again, the potent open-
ings for a ttawlsanieal engineer are many and varied. It is probably
true that the mossier:Ability of skills, in at very general sense, from
unit t-pe of productive activity to another, is greater for college-
and unier-it y rained persons than for those in unusual and techni-
cal trades; however, even its the latter there is undoubtedly a
4.4/11.14111.3blis trall:ferubility of competeme and knowledge.'

There are instances in which change's in technology, or perhaps
demand for the product, have eliminated the need for certain human
skills, and in which human capital could not be shifted with ease
(runs one occupation to another. Most of what has been written on
the sabject of tohnologieal unemployment, however, is highly impres-
sionist lc, and there have ken few attempts to quantify and measure
the changes that have occurred. In some of the changes that have
eliminated particular types of industry and occupations as, for exam-
ple, the displacement of handloom weavers by a mechanized textile
industry, certain of the skills required in the new industry are the
same as those in the old. Of course, fewer persons are required on
iewount of the large increase in productivity, so a substantial obsoles-
cene of calsi131 is still involved.

It is tempting to generalize that obsolescence of human skills is a
greater danger at lower rather than at higher levels of skills and,
in particular, that it happens rarely in professions. Certainly it is
easier to think of examples of obsolescence in handicraft skills than
ill professional skills. Yet it does happen in professions also. There=

The distinction between general education and occupational fa. In part, a
instInetton as to whether the studies prepare for further education but the distinction
has onothr genre as well. It also refers to the speeldvity of the stills created. Though
',crop:1110nel triOnIng le most commonly used to describe the development of PM. ID
particular vocations. nowt& of Maher ethicat106 Is also training for an occupation.

71EprtI rs.t .
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inivihi31 and of society are piing to lie differoa from the view-
p.ints of firms hiring labor. Firms pay for and um, the flow of labor
service, milli ing from the formation of human (-aphid by education,
but they are nut primarily concerned with that capital-formation
prove itself. They limy train workers if there is no other way of
gating the services they !Moll, but if they do provide training, they
need to realize that 11147 Ca111101 be sure of fully recapturing all the
benefits of that apitul-formation process. It is, of course, no reflec-
tion Im ku-ineAs firms that their 'who of view does not eorresond
with that of the wrkers nor with an overall vision of society. Per-
11131101r vesting of control and "ownership" of his labor in an indi-
viual mat?. 4111011g other things, that there eau be no guarantee that
his ns it ives and incentives will be identical with thosv of the business
firms fur which he works or of society as a whole.

to inalienability are the restrictions in a free society, espe-
cially, on the means which can be used by society to meapture forgen-
eral use t Ienctits of investment in the education of individuals.
For example. persons trained by one of the military services may be
required to devote a specific minimum time to that service. The more
general obligat nips of citizens for the education received are not well
defined, partly because the general social benefits of education also
any not well defined.

Eduation has so far been considered in terms of its ability to re-
produce skills and thus form human capital as I consumer good and
as an instrument of social policy. It is more than this; it can create
the potent ial for finding new goods, new technologies, and new instru-
ments of social policy. No other kind of capital formation hies all
these features.

It is awful within the scope of economic analysis to consider educa-
t ion as if it were a process of creating human capital. It is more
than that, to he sure, and the economic analysis of this aspect of educa-
t ion is not intended to deny its other aspects or even to reflect on their
comparative significative. The purpose of this section has been to
lewrilie in a general way the features of human capital that set it
apart from physical capital. Them require special attention and
lecommollat ion of conventional economic theory as the analysis pro-
eas to s consideration of the specific demand-and-supply factors
for human capital.

IL The Educated Labor Required for Economic Growth
Education ran be the equivalent both of a consumer good providing

personal satisfaction and an investment good that contributes to the
production of other goods and services. In considering this latter
aspect of education, we now ask questions similar to those conven-
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initially asked about physical capital and economic growth: Is our
rate of investment in human capital, that is, in education of persons,
leleaputte if we want to accelerate our rate of economic growth t Is
at et en aiIptate to muumuu our present growth rate I is the present
composlt ion of this type of investment the optimal one/ That is,
is the system producing engineemomathematicians, physical scientists,
doctors, abet teachers, of various types in the eoportions that are
most effective in aiding our economic growth t Itecent developments
in the wait Id abroad that have disturbed the complacency of the
I .11itt41.S1 ater, Ss well as 11011wAt ie pressures such 11:4 those due to Our
modal ion still:4', have increased the urgency of such questions.
:sine the preparation of this volume is in part an expression of this
newly 111411'w-4l VI we need not delve further into its sun reisS.

1 It 'wet et, r- itch 11111A unas are also king asked in the less-developed
nations of the world, perhaps with even greater urgency. These
nations stall front much lower income levels and are wader givat-
pco.:..uro to improve their economic performance. There is less lee-
way in their systems since they have very little of soy type of educated
labor tool other resources and therefore they can less afford mistakes.°

These questions differ from the more common ones. Usually they
are posed in such terms as: **Shall we spend more on education t
Shall we subsidize medical education, Make loans for college edu-
ottion r questions do not specify the objectives of the pro-
p,4tIs and thus do not provide or imply a criterion for decision.
There are at variety of possible objectives. Economic growth and
equalization of opportunity are two such. It is likely that these are
not strongly competing objectives, but that is not sit all certain, and
situations may arise in which they do compete.

Moreover, these latter questions do not recognize another possi-
bility: that there may be more than one set of combinations of
invest anent in physical capital and human capital via education, which
would satisfy the requirements of a particular growth rate. Thus,
the fundamental economic criterion must be kept. in mind; namely,
that the optimal combination of the investments required to achieve
a certain growth rate in the combination which requires the least
sacrifice of consumption (including that education which is a con-
sumer good). It is not because sacrifices are to be avoided at
all costs that the criterion is posed thus, but rather because there
is no way in which they can possibly be avoided, and they should
be minimized. Education, like any other activity, uses productive
resoure::: some types of education require more resources than other
types, but in any case the more education, the greater the resource

The qap4tInsiag of editestional objectives has also led to a new concern with educational
metini.s. This is an area that this chapter MU not attempt to enter.
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requirements. 11utly if the msteircs used fur editeat km can be de-
v sea to ot her ui awl there k a gossl deal of jsKsihle switeliing
liet %%pelt tyiw es !IP 'al is III. I:es% al n'es Pi I tient II in, awl for all
other t Ines of act i v it v, are ni tnilintitell: in any year there are just so
many. if 'vow mile growth pro eels, there will be more resources in
the fat lire but ;aqui* attionnt. Therefore, diversion of
resimeops to ovire, better. or different types of education
IneatiS that :,olne other typ. of eeonianic acl it iv will have to be sacri-
lived. The Nieritkes may he only of !silent ial output or satisfaction,
but that dues ma make them the less real and important. This is true
e%.en hill there IS S01114, IntelophoyMnt of re.ionreert, a in a revession,
beeamp t here is always some choice as to how the resources may be

111.1. if (ie line of activity is Outsell over another, the
se.111,.1 ( hie fiats oil iy to follow closely the polities of
rations ireveS:.ilin measures to realize how well the various eco-
!Ponta! intere-t 1111411r.; realize that this is 110 abstraction as they
ittani.uver fin* at Inv ferreI position.

This reasoning points up the inadequacy of educational policies
based On the niast1119 "the more the 1.)etter." In a full-employment
eonumy, having more of investment in education generally means
giving up some amount of something else. Anyone is entitled to
the opinion that society ought to give up some of its other
eonsumption or investment in order to have more investment in
Human capital, and the relative wealth of the United States may
suggest that such sacrifices are "easier" in the United States than
in other countries. Unless such opinions are based on a careful evalu-
ation and hallowing of the alternative ways of achieving economic
growth, however, they ran have no other status than that of per-
sonal, normative judgments. Education considered as an investment.
in human eapital is a way of achieving economic production and
nom be el etsideced its such and balanced against other ways. This
aproach tines not imply a narrow view of the economic contribu-
tion of edueat inna view that leaves out the role of highereducation,
esweially, in creating the basis 'or finding new knowledge and devel-
oping new produts via research. Such functions cannot easily be
brought within the operating framework of decisions about educa-
tion. but they should not be ignored, and it. is not intended here that
they should be.

The inadequacy of the maxim, the more the better," on which
So much di,eussion of educational policy Seems to he based, is perhaps
most clearly demonstrated in practical derision makingfrom local
school hoards through State hoards of education to the Federal
Congress. &visions are emir:tined by limited resources.
reKoarceS that must be spread among such projects as welfare work
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and highway eonstruetion. It is important for people to have opin-
ions as to w holler all or part of these expenditures should be aimed
in a articular direction. But again the question finally must be
asked, -How :audit" taking into acelmt the alternative investments
1141S...110k.

THE LOGIC OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY DECISIONS

The logic Of the mplirements for investment. in education for eco-
nomic growth is the same us the logic for investment in physical
capital. It is easier to describe than to implement. A statement
of this logic, lmver, will provide the criterion by which to judge
partial policies or rules of thumb to determine if they are at least
influeneing decisions in the right direct ions.

Grout!' y it:.lf is not an adequate specification of an economic
goal, for growth can take many forms and encompass different com-
binations of outputs of consumption goods and investment goods
of various types. These different combinations may in turn entail
different patterns of inputs of productive resources of various types,
including both physical and human capital. Thus, logically, before
one can begin to discuss the question of optimum combinations of
these inputs and therefore of the requirements for them, the targets
of the growth' must be specified in terms of the relative increases
desired in the outputs of the various sectors. It must also be kept
in mind that the targets themselves are not invariant to resource
availabilities and possible combinations. These latter two factors
will determine the relative cost of reaching various targets, and there
is some substitution between them on a cost basis, just as the consumer
decides between meat. and cheese according to their costs.

There is another type of information that is essential for making
deeisions on the amount of resources that should be directed toward
education to form human capital. This is information about what
economists call "production functions": the ways in which materials,
physical capital, and human capital can be combined to reach pro-
duction targets. Essentially it. is information about technology in
a very general sense. It requires quantitative knowledge about all
the inputs for that various outputs. This includes data on the produc-
tive resourees, human and otherwise, required for the formation of
human capital by means of education and of physical capital of vari-
ODA types, as well as of consumer goods. Of course, the questions
allow the relative mobility of human and physical capital raised in
part. I of this chapter would also have to be answered.

Given all these kinds of information the economist can visualize
a grand synthetic program which results from an optimizing proce-

415105-02-11
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tia l 1. tt EurcAt-toN As AN iNvEsrmENT IN ProPLE 113

°m y" Sinese alit optimal igliry in it 144-fert market would direct re-
sourfam 11 here the Ecturns; are highest. nh a comparison might he
expeeted to indicate %%boiler more or le,: of t he a rintiA types of edu-
eat iomil Ile undertaken. I 'afort unately, there are
many difficult its in applying the method. (hie of the most serious
of theme i, the inability to estimate att the returns attributable only
to tilt, e,111,31 inn that emit ributes to two:mink production. Wages and
salaries :01. certainly not tint i rely adequate for this part icular purpose.
This sugueAs that there is a serious problem in drawing conclusions
film' snob studie- : what may be t rue for an inelit iellutl, ns far as the
-profitability- Meld iu wine(' ion iS enneiT114 is nut tares-
sarily trne I if swiety as a whole. Nonetheless the method should be
developed further an I refined for the light it ram throw on the prob-
lem o long as the conclusions derived are presented with appropriate
care.

One of the most rolinnoli and most powerful met hods used by econo-
mists in 1101'1111411M! wend) physi0:11 espital requirements for growth
is the il :aim of ratios of marginal -capital requirements to pros-
!sect ite Nat' been deVOtPLI to tilt,
development of these ratios; and in the hands of an experienced
evon4 'mist, :man. of all the inadequacies if the to4d, such capital-
output rat can pmvide order-of-magnitude estimates that might
of liellieVe.? The ratios 110'0 a number of
serious faults, which must be taken into atemunt. Aside from many
difficult accounting problems that make their use suspect, they are
etLienamoi ou a hitorkial basis and accordingly reflect a particular
past rompwit ion of output and of patterns of investment undertaken.
Since change in these patterns is usually one I if the objectives of
growth, the u:te of historical rat i(IS creates a bias in the results. There
are also stick problems as adjustment fur less than full utilization
of capacity, and for the changing itnportanee in different years of
additions to existing plant and equipment and of completely new
installations.

A rough miapt inn of this method, comparing trends in enrollment
and openings in the irawiOnS, is used by Harris in coining to his
conclwions about the dangers of "orereduention.". This method,
however, attain fails to distinguish between the various functions of
.clue :Triter 1,1,1 3,,Antnes that all such education is only for the economic

sae time 14 !teeter rniterInveattoent in Collage fkineattont Almeida* Neottomtle
k, irtr. rail ales :17.1. Stay lIoto Pullen) 81111 Provisedings. Atuarleuu Ecoomia Assuelatt,Ph.

*Bea P. N. Itogeo4telnRodoo. leternettonat Aid for rederderetoped Couittrtra. Center
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on rt 11)61.
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114 EcoNoNtics 1HOHEN EUVCATIoN

purpose of ereating the optimal amount of human capital. Yet it is
possible that further work in this direction will eventually also pay oil.

ORIGINAL INVESTMENT COST OF EDUCATION

only recently has an estimate appeared of the capital formation
by education, prepared by Schultz, which undertakes to quantify the
in %estment in education.* His estimate has a number of conceptual
difficult ies both in concept and in measurement.

In such estimates the "opportunity casts" to society of educating
students must be taken into account. The costs are the opportun-
ities for output and income that are forgone by society when individ-
uals, instead of entering the labor force, remain students. Such costa
:Ire naturally greater at the higher levels of education than at the
lower. In computing these, some careful "social accounting"
must im done. Schultz estimates the opportunity costs essentially
by computing the average returns attributable to the lost. hours of
work of a typical student. He recognizes the potential criticism that
the method is a -partial equilibrium" approach, which does not take
into account. the alternative effects of a wholesale transference of
school -acre workers into or out of the labor market. However, Schultz
claims that his ix only a problem of a shift. on the margin of a typical
worker. But an estimate of capital stock in education on this basis
cannot be Used to estimate the changes in total output due to a radical
change in the number of students enrolled in schools and colleges.

Nor should the total forgone earnings necessarily be used to esti-
mate the opportunity cost to society of the years spent in education.
The earnings hts4 is not even a true estimate of the differences in total
national income that are due to the withholding of labor from the
working force. What also must be taken into account is the possible
return on the savings which might have been generated if additional
income had been available to the family. The different levels of con-
sumption that. might otherwise have been maintained need also to be
taken into account. Perhaps no better estimates could have been made
concerning the period in which data are available, but it raises doubts
about comparability of the estimates for different points of time if
the basic behavior patterns hare changed and the estimating procedure
has not.

Though Schultz recognizes that a part of the education given and
received is really a consumer good, he does not separate that part
from the total capital formation by education. It. might be argued
that even though then. is some education that, is essentially used as a
consumer good, it could yield productive services just as the education

Theodore W. admits. Capital Wonistios by teseados. Jouries1 0 Political Scow
my, WI: 5711-1183. Mamba IMO.
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ei:eteleel primarily III ftill productive human capital dews. There
fe ere it, to sheen let he willed to the capital stork created IT education.
This addition IM' Lard to justify, however, in the face of the
well Ltae.»a 411irsIvits in the returns from various kinds of ethical ion.

There is 3 'I'i. IIIIISSiOng hoe ever, in the. failure to take aeeount
of t hat t pe I if inn which usually roams under the "vocal ional"
beaditit: pail of this is given in schools, public or private,
and, therefore, it is it gttlienti not recorded by Sehultz's statistics.
Yet 11, nite %%mild argue that voeational education is not a signifi-
cant type of intestment in human capital. Much of such Mill-
:0 inn 'A lt;uuii.I 11111.4pm:1i !wire or less formal onthe-job or appren-

ticeship tra resinous, and thee training aceptinsl in even more
casual ways still has an effect. So, on the one hand, Seltultz's estimate
inchad- col :111i atimillit of consumption services, 8114 ou the other,
ex.. Ind.., cert ;till anomiet of what unetouleelly is product ire of human
calolt:11.

Finally, the appresach adopted by Schultz, starting from the side
wwf the educat in which is -given" to students, assumes implicitly that
ali edlicatism is used. As a matter of fact, not all the tnembers
of t he st mien; I), palm leen, even in the working-age groups, are poten-
tial niembet s of the labor leave or would be in the labor force if they
were not in sclieHil. This applies particularly to girls. However, it
is to eNtrilt Ine of all students for several reasons. It was
pointee I out in part I of this paper that education itself is not the only
funetin of an editeational system. It also serves as a selection and
placement device, and in performing these functions "gives" educa-
tion that is lint 11441. For example, in the process of becoming a
lawyer, a student may first be en:1w an engineer in a college career
%Mel, turns out to have been a means of deciding not to become an
Ptiaitleer. Still, it might be argued that this is part. of the education
ne..ssetry to make him a lawyer. There are other and cheaper ways
of N.1,41 in., and placing students, to be sure; hut. some use of ethica-
1 Mit for this purview may be inescapable.

It is clear that not all students in the labor force use the maximum
mite stint of education that they reecive; some human capital is 'mem-
ielelyeel. A eminent ional systems just make mistakes, though when
they do it is not only, perhaps not even primarily, the fault of the
educational system itself so much as a characteristic of the culture in
Odell it is embedded. liood examples of this point are provided by
the eilltrated unemployed in some of the less-developed countries of
the world!: elassis scholars who cannot find jobs or who become petty
clerk: in the midst of a dearth of human capital with technical skills.
In the 'II it ell States, when teachers leave their profession to take
jobs for which they do not need all the skills they have acquired, we
have another example of the unemployment of human capital.
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REPLACEMENT COST OF EDUCATIONAL CAPITAL

There is ants la.r approali to the estimate of human tttpital and
thee eCtiffillny.N trIftininClitS fur growth, which Can be lieWl'ibedi here
though results are lint Vet CI mi plot%

l'oderlying the enlieept Of capital is the notion that there
ar miniremPlits for ellwated labor for emannie production.
41141 OM changes in die coloposition and availability of this capital
affect growth nites. This, in turn, suggests that. a careful examine-
t ion of production proesss could reveal the number of workers with
different amounts of eaeat ion required to pntle the processes in
combination with materials and capital equipment. This is simply
an application of the idea mentioned above that there are, production
functions for the various components of the national product that
indicate the outputs which caul be achieved by alternative combine-
t ions of itilputs. ( 'maga in economies all workers are treated
as homoitreneous or equal inputs. When considering the economic
requirements for education, it is necessary, however, to distinguish
the different t y pe:4 of workers in terms of their different amounts of
etluent ion, including voile 6,113) t raining. Only disaggregat ion of jobs
into educational categories m ill reveal whether there are substitution
possibilit les bet wen such types of labor.

It would be extremely useful for many purposes if complete de-
scriptions of production futtt ions were available, with the alternative
disaugregated inputs of labor tool the different amounts of education
specified, along with 10her factor requirements." Unfortunately,
nothing approaching this detail exists, and in those few lines in which
studies of produet ion functions have been made, the specification of
labor inputs according to educational level requirements is quite in-
cotuplete. In the overall interindustry- economics research program
of the Federal (iovernment, spolatored directly by t he Air Force, some
detailed studies were made of manpower requirements by industry.
These studies specified labor requirements by job type and by industry.
They did not. however, explore the educational requirements of the
different job types, nor take into consideration the substitution pos-
sibilities among workers will% different amounts of education and
other types of resource inpu:s. The customary assumption in such
input-output studies is that there are in fact no such substitution
opprt unit ies.

It would be possible to specify the present educational require-
mentx of the labor force in detail if all the following information
were available: (I) a complete listing of jobs by occupational cate

10140 diehard P. 1:.kw The Porter Proportion's Problem In Underdeveloped Amen.
Alartiles troliaite Review. 50: 642-1145. Ma) NM Papers and ProeeedInms. American
Economic Amonclarloo.
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plot i i1 fully ail aprsxiniation of the data desired,
since I t inci.cly psi the hulgih .4. training ('equire.' ou the aver-
age f..r tsirerl It s pt i a 1110 lillar j1010 411116.1/q Fur
job It iii dist :tigni:-14 spelikally %oval ional and the general etha-
oat eat the v0,111011211 truilling ',veins1

be easily It:OA:nett 111141 roliVetr lona/ school years,
relinireinniS eole'erinite gone al rllllrall IIIIIaI deeloptilent

are gi,ibusl gehetlly 111 terms of levels of language and reatlieg
inatlwinatical ciatil etence. and general reasoning ability.

These levels cannot be easily translated into units comparable to
con% tuitional shol 3ears.

In -IONr of the limitati.ms of the data anti the problem of trans-
lation, th.' inetleht provides facts almost a description of edueational
relpaircnients which is not otherwise available. The data, moreover,
are else-er than any other to the type of data that would enable the
to teettilist to st iodate the inputs of human capital in pr011iletiOn proc-
esses in the 1 7.:4, eetmoly. the met lual can be applied now
fully for the census years, it is the approach that would be used if
the 11...hn1,h.ey of all ioduet ion processes could be described in terms
of the :thereat ive amounts of the various required inputs for specified
outputs.

In comparing the tints for the different census years, it should also
Ia. kept in thin.! that die ililtereneeS observed :ire the results of move-
ment.- aiming. jobs. The method timid involves the assumption that
a particular job required the smile vocational skill and general edu-
cational miaircnienitt in 19.1 and in 19M). No allowance could be
made for upgrading of jobs between 1910 and 19M); all that could
he IneaSil MI I was flie effect of HIOVellielit between jobs. However,
it seentS reasOnable to assume that this is less significant at the college
level t km at lower job anti salueut Isaiah levels.

'rabies 1 anti 2 show overall results of the comparison. The require-
ment for higlwr eillleation to reach the speeified levels for general
ettneationat development is limited to a small fraction of the labor
(ewe, anti this fratism slid not change much between 1919 and 1950.
In 19.10 it was 6.9 percent of the labor force; in 1950 it was 7.5 percent.

Not all of the' longer speeific vocational training periods can be
blew i fits! with wr editeat lett, !bough many, and particularly those
running over 4 years, usually 51111. ThcSe latter involved only 3.3 per-
cent of the labor force in 191 and 4.2 percent in 1950 (table 2).
Softie parts of the vocational training periods of from 2 to 4 years
also represent college' preparation, but these cannot yet be distin-
guished from Iona appreofieeship and similar programs. In any
ease these percentages slittald not Is. added to the percentages requir-
leg a college edneatiOn for general purposes. There is a great deal
of overlapping in the sense that a job requiring a college education as
vo sat jimal provirat ion is very likely to require a college education
for general haekground as well.
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It i3 notable that there WM a general Upward InoVeineltt of the
*imm 11 viltatIon moire(' of the labor force in both general back-
groud anti speczfic vocational factors. The average schooling re-
quired of this labor force for general baekground was D.7 yearns in
1040 and 1(1.1 years in 19:0 I table I ), and the aventge years of specific

education required was 1.241 in 1940 and 1.35 in 1950.
These figures provide a basis for comparison of the relative signifi-
MIMI of general eslucat ion and of specifically vocational esiateatiur
in the preparation of the haw force. Altogether then, in 1940 a
worker W114 nquinsd to have had, on the average, 11.0 years of both
general. and specifically vocational edueafion; by 1950 the require-
ment had risen to 11.5 yeam--- an increase of less than 5 percent.

TABLE 1.-Educational requirements. labor force. toiled State% 1940 and 1930

level

60ale of amoral ue.itional dovolopment 1
tk.hool
(rode

ed yak It

Labor twee

1940 1410

!quad*, Percent Number Percent

1 ut d 440431.060 100.00 60.000. 480 1011.00

4
;.044.'240

3.470,73a
1.30
7.76

119.220
2.1111,010

0.22
6.87

3.. 7 0. 776. 50 IV. n 9,067,170 16.43
10 19.24.912 42.113 24.554.3W1 44.09
12 V. N17.140 21 40 14.01194110 23 49

6 10 2.313.240 6. In 0, 775,141 6.05
10 444.420 I NI 1.322.510 2.40- - -

10.1Average hoonag require., & 7

9..r eipl mown .1 404. %%de. oie - E.: na it PM of Worker Tr. It Regslin.rnentsfor 4.ulMi Jobs ac I eased In the
tile:4.444r), .1 u.. upati..n 41 IturA." 11..p:irtment of Lobo?, Iturau 41 Employment Itectirity. 13.8.
liMployment vie*, p. 111,11 I.

[law noirec rewerp 1 ilerumsi to icrivnt :avdit the average amount ofmtieentionaIsehonlIngrequIred
tiw the eonerpotelyat general e.lonotin.11 s% 1' 'I' los is ol,c lowly s sontewlsat controversial nastier and
the Owe I hire bad Ih tranciatIng the 41' "f genera lutadlotill t!evelopment has been conflicting. I
du nut udrr this transtalas a* a Me one.

Totals may wit add beenueo of rounding.

TABLE'.- Specific vocational training requirements, labor force, United States,
1940 and 1950

cloct girl iirri..firatin tango

Labor tome

two 1930

Number Percent Number

rota! - 14. fest. 014)- ---
100 00 Id. OA 400

I.44 256, POI. Mort detom4tmtion only . . 644.1175
3. An% thing beyond short Iemo.rvnisUn up to and IneltPl

tog 11111a%s
3. (Ivor 26 .lec. up to on Ilnchi mom

7.4014.11110
9. 11. 750

IC 70
e3. 22

11. 644. &40
4. 24%SX

4. 1H0 3 months up to n In-111.11nt 0 mantis% ..... In. 271. v60 ?2.90 13.033. IVO
5. f aver 6 organs up In and locin 110.: I . ..... 1. 541, 740 4. vo 2, iv& Mai
G. Over 1 year up to awl Inelu.1114 4.ars 7. M. Vet 17.14 7. ale. A20
7. liver 2 )ent4 up to and 110412A:1s 4 ienr4 9,210, 305 20.33 12.937. 3.01
9. Over 4 vetoes 1.40.240 3.33 2,3114,370

11111111.=.... 1/2/2=4122=72...-

1.96Average yeses ot training requlml 1.31

Totals may not add because "e .044041436.

Percent

100.00

0.47

00

23.71
5. d1

14.37
23.53
4.21
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.tilother way of assessing the significance of higher education in
tec, t mini! t he members of the labor force is in terms of the num-
ber of years of schooling it involves, as compared with the total years
reliiired for their general education. In 1940 higher education ac-
counted for only :1.2 percent of all the required years of schooling; in
i:;:ele it seas 3.4 percent.

A st ill more significant economic assessment of the relative signifi,
cance of higher education in providing the general background re-
quired for the labor force k obtained by estimating the total costs of
..11411 eanealiHn relative to that of the other educational levels. This
in turn requires an estimate of the costs per student of the different
levels of eeittcat ion. Actually only the relative costs per student are
important for the present purposes. The problem of estimating op-
port 'miry costs %as put aside, and direct resource costs as estimated
ley Schultz were divided by the number of students at each educational
level. The costs of schooling at the elementary school, high-school,

college levels eoliipUtea in that way were in 19-10 related in the
atil) 1:1.9:5.S, and in 190 in the ratio 1: 1.9:4.2, indicating, by the
%%ay. a Mat ively lower rate of increase in the cost of inputs into col-
lege ediseat ion. This helps explain why, in terms of direct resource
el est s. t he costs of higher education required for the labor force would
have been 14.2 percent of the total resource costs in 1940, while in
I Ws s t hey would have been only 11.0 percent.

Filially, the required amounts of higher education can be at least
tiart idly compared with those actually possessed by members of the
laler fence. From the 1940 and the 1950 census of population, the
number of employed persons in those years with 4 or more years of
college. was computed at. 5.9 percent and 7.4 percent of the employed
1:ibor feee. The reqoirements for general education (table 1) were
7.1 osmium and 7.4 percent of the employed labor force. This indi-
en tee= t hat in 1910 mme members of the labor force whose jobs required
tee equivalent of a college education did not have it, and that in 1950
the requirements and actual amounts in the employed labor force
to :atrhMl very

The results are not independent of the data sources, and there may
have been .ystematie overvaluation or undervaluation of the job re-
quirements in the 17.S. Employment Service ratings; it is likely that
t here were 4.qctont is upward biases both in descriptions of occups-
t ie de; rape wk.(' and in educational attainments. Taking all these into
alasimIlt. it is nonetheless useful to find that as yet there is little nonuse
of undergraduate or graduate college education among the members
of the employed labor force. Two points hardly suffice to define a
trend, so the change from 1040 to 1950 cannot be extrapolated.
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The point of this presentation is not to give a full picture of the re-
quiremnts for higher education and the role it plays in the economy,
but to-demon:4 rale a DWI hod of analysis. The study presented here isc
a historical one and the resting described are highly approximate, but
the approach can be developed into a method for estimating current
requirements fur an expanding economy. Thought certainly im
perfect, the met hod can provide a more concrete basis for 'Attest ional
policy than a heretofore available. However, the method tells us
little :mn. many prikssing contemporary issues concerning require-
ments for higher education, including: "flow much higher education
should ho flireeteil toward the training of persons for research and
development r This problem has been alluded to above. One of the
major die,' It it., .ere is in answering the prior question: "flow much
research and development should there be r Its outputs are chancy,
but possibly very great, and the costs in education high. No entirely
conventional approach S44,1115 feasible. It will always be a decision
shrom let! in 'invert ainty.

III. Conditions Related to Supply of Human Capital

This section will analyze the economic motives for acquiring edu-
cation, that is, the conditions underlying the fcrtnation of human
capital to be !twit in production processes. As was mentioned before,
there is a distinction between the educational process, on the one
hand, and its outputs, educated labor or human capital, on the other.
This section does not deal with the economics of the educational
process itself, as, for example, with the allocat ion of resources between
teachers' salaries and equipment.

THE INDIVIDUAL'S CALCULATION

The question for physical capital analogous to that with which we
are concerned here would be: "Mat are the determinants of invest-
ment policy, given the technology and market conditions?" The issue
as faced by the individual or the family, though seldom considered
solely in these economic terms, is: "Should the expenses of additional
schooling he undertaken or should the potential student go to work
instead and the funds saved or used for additional consumption?"
The way questions of this sort are answered must be understood be-
cause the actual amount of human capital used depends not only on the
requirements or demands arising from technology and the patterns
of production but also on the conditions that affect the supply of
labor. In the same way the physical capital actually used in an
444)11011y depends not only on the investment opportunities but on the
amount of savings and of foreign investment that goes on.
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The floneconomie influences in these decisions were mentioned in
part I above. They should lie walled here since education obtained
for nonevonotnic reasons is often indistinguishable from that obtained
from emnotnie motives, and therefore substitutable for it. In the
United States and many other countries, expenditums for education
rise with It is diffiiult to say how such expenditures behave
as the eo.t of education changes. As between countries the amount
spent for education of different levels may vary with no precise rela-
tion to income bemuse of essentially different preferences for this kind
of consumption good. This paper is concerned with the formation of
human capital. however, and therefore the discussion centers on the
demand for Islieittion for this purpose.

A rational cali.ulat ion by a family or an individual as to whether
to invest in more education would take into account the following
items:

(1) The wage income forgone -the amount that could otherwise be earned
by the student if he were not engaged In school lug.

(2) The Interest Ineorne formate or the consumer satisfaction lost through
the amount of money to be Wald out as a direct or indirect cost of the
'Aura( intl.

(3) The differential In future earnings between income received by a person
with additional education and Income as It would heels been without
the additional education.

'lime first task is to inquire how these calculations look to an individ-
ual or a family for different levels of education at different levels of
income. The second one is to find whether there are likely to be sig-
nificant variations between the decisions made by individuals and
decisions that are optimal for society as a whole.

Compulsory attendance laws in many places eliminate the need
for individual or family decision-making about some levels of educa-
tion. In this matter the Stat.- in one way or another decides what is
"right" for its citizens. Of course, not all countries have or can en-
force compulsory attendance laws. The lower the level of family
income, generally the more significant he loss of any income forgone
if a member of the family goes to school, and therefore the greater the
difficulty of enforcing the laws. In economies in which the oppor-
tunities for advancement through acquiring experience and skill are
limited, this forgone income rises with age but levels off at the point
where the individual achieves maturity as an earner. One effect of
etsmontic growth is to increase the amount of income forgone by study
and therefore to discourage individuals from investing in education.
The effect of larger opportunity costs probably is more important for
upper rather than lower age groups. The same reasoning applies to
the interest income or consumer satisfaction that is forgone owing to
expenditures on education.
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However, one would expect that the sipiticance of differences in
income moat in from v11,1;460:1 would be greater at low income levels
than at higher 1. vets. The ~discount factor" applied to higher future
incomes might vary in a similar way.

As among the diff erent levels or education, it is probably true that
the effects of inadequate knowledge and the estimates of the risk
involved in undertaking more education have more impact at the
higher miter titan at the lower levels of education. The relative
infrequency of higher education and lack of experience concerning its
income effeets probably combine to make its payoff seem more un-
certain than the return on lower levels of education where the skills
learned are more obvious and better known.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL'S AND
SOCIETY'S CALCULATIONS

Even such a brief appraisal suggests the following significant as-
pect of investment in human capital : The calculation of its worth-
whilenea.4 or profitability is likely to be quite different for individuals
and for sneiety as a whole. The difference between individuals' and
society's otivolatins is due in part to what economists call "external
econmnies"--effects on incomes which are not transmitted through
the price system and therefore not calculable from it. For example,
it is quite possible that even minor improvements in production meth-
ods that do not require professional engineering skill to develop are
more likely to emerge from a group of workers with a high-school
education on the average than from a group with only an elementary-
school education. This clearly would be a reason for society to invest
in further education. However, no individual worker with a high-
school education could claim a higher wage on this a .count as the effect
is due largely to the mutual stimulation of a group of workers with
high-school edueai ions.

Another reason for the difference in the calculation of the worth-
whileness of education for the individual and for society arises from
the difference's in the risks involved. This might be explained best
by reference to proposals for an expanded program of loans to college
students to finance their education. Such a program would go further
toward providing college educations than would no loans at all, but
it cannot be claimed that it is the best system of financing more higher
education. As was mentioned above, there are substantial risks for
any individual or family in financing education. Investment in hu-
man capital is not regarded as paying off with the certainty of invest-
ment in physical capital or in natural resources. Part of the un-
certainty emewning the worthwhileness of education is the result of
ignorance and can be reduced by adequate dissemination of knowledge
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eonernitig opportunities. Part of the risk expectation, however, has
a firm actuarial basis. The potentialities of individuals reveal them-
selves lady slowly and the proem of education includes their mature-
ti,m. Th. individual student at elementary- and secondary-school
levels, or his family, cannot he expected to be able to know about his
future. Thus, they could not be expected to decide on more education
just because on 11u, arerage education pays off, though society as a
whole ran make this decision on the basis of averages. Even at the
eollg level the uncertainties in the student's own mind and in his
family' are sti11 very great.

The of default on student loans, as they are evaluated by
CIlitlf11 lending (Iflif.ers or by government acting for society, can be
redeeed liv t!gregat ng the risks and transferring the responsibility
to a ventral or;mniration, just as in a regular insurance plan. But
the risks in the eyes of the individual and his family cannot. be trans-
ferred :IA 14 MU :F4 he or his family is obligated to repay the loan."

This areleeent also leads to the conclusion that a general loan
proer:im would have a bias against low-income families, assuming
ditferellees among different income groups in willingness to take risks.
Thus, a general loan program does not achieve the objective of equal-

1.41110:it iOnal opportunities. In addition, since there are regional
frerPile in incomes, the biases would have differential regional

effects t he availability of higher education.
The differenee between society's view and employers' views helps

explain why relatively little formal education is financed by busi-
ness :nod why that which is business- financed is likely to be highly
41.4.ei tie. Th mull society as a whole will reap all the benefits of educat-
in its citizeas, Cries that finance the education of their employees
will mit neeessarily receive the full benefits, owing to the inalienability
of htutaan capital. There are relatively few instances in which a
firm can he sure of a full payoff for educating the workers. If the
edneat Jim speeiiie enough, a firm may be sure that no other firm
can use it, but it can never be sure of a full recovery itself. There
am, of course, examples of educational programs sponsored by firms,
and then' are societies in which the firm-employee relationship is so
'lose :14 to make such programs more feasible than they are in the
I 'tilted States. The ultimate vesting of ownership of his labor with
t he italic if I tin l forestalls general reliance on business sponsorship,
La wever.

One of the important products of higher education is the discovery
of hew kmledge. New breakthroughs in knowledge are, however,

is See Vlekrey. ch. 18 4 thin publication.
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more uncertain than is the development of the customary skills.
Thus, eeonotni calculat;.ons for private, individual financing of edu-
eat iota for research are in turn likely to be even less reliable than they
are for ron%ntional training.

These rattier pesgitttIsti,. views of the adequacy of private support
for higher education notst he checked against the calculations that
have been made of the payoff on investment. in higher education.
Caleulat ions such as those by Ilouthakker " and Becker" suggest
a rate of return on investment which, on the face of it, is not higher
than that e !deli is available for many types of physical capital.
Ilowever, it should be noted here, as Becker and others have done,
that this rate is not an entirely accurate measure of the return on
investment in e, !lira, if III either for the individual or for society. It

hut inludt. an allowance for the costs to the individual or to
society other than forgone inetane. Inclusion of such costs would
lower the rate still further.

In part the low rate can be explained by the fact that not all the
return on education is received by the educated workers. There are
wide benefit; to Wit y which the rate does not take into amount. In
Dart it retIeets the mixtre of consumption and investment motives
in individual education. Sinee the figure is an average, a profession-
by -profe,..-ion survey would show a higher rate for some, say medicine
and la.w, than for others, say college teaching. College teaching,
involving a4 it often does the previous earning of a Ph. D. degree,
is tnaorion,ly poorly paid. That it nonetheless continues to attract
per :mtel hurt in large part reflect noneconomic or "consumption"
mot i Vat II UK W111 as I tom. of investment.

Therefore, in addition to "external" benefits of education of the
labor haw, wide!, cannot he transferred to labor's price market meeh-
ankm, there tin' iffilient jolts that the market mechanism does not
aceurately impute to lahor all the returns it would in a perfect mar-
ket. One ititplieat ion of the digussion in part. I of this paper is that
t here are inevitaf.iy serious departures from such a market in charac-
wrist of the demand for eduratiOn and its products. Economists
long ago reeognized the 1,Xistence of such elements in the labor market
when labor 11:4 divided into categories of "noncompeting" groups.
The terminology is somewhat unfortunate but nonetheless suggestive.
Monetary morns do not encompass and adequately measure all the
rewa of !ducat ion to the individual and to society.

* 11. R. ttouthakker. Educational Income. Renfro of Hemostat end iltensties, 41:
24 20. II.runry 195.

*nary w. klevner. cited In tuotonte 8 of this chapter.
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IV. Summary
There are ie. easy guides or obviously good rules of thumb for deter-

t he edlivat itm I). ley t hat is optimal for economic growth and
;as.) fulfills all the faller soial goals of edueution. The patterns that
now represent the Willem. of tradition and of occasional crises
Hew', than they indicate rational planning or allocation of resources
Icy a reasonably tt44five market mechanism. Some areas of higher
educati4n1 have eonetheless been successful in meeting the needs of
-oeietyl other areas have obviously not been. Though we have mud-
dled through in the past, the internal and external pressures on our
rystm will not validate such behavior much longer.

It has !Wen 111fill to make the analogy between human capital and
physieal capital because the analogy suggests the critical issues that
need to he analyzed. It is a suggestive analogy because it indicates
the appropriate tools of analysis that need to be applied in determin-
ing the optimal allocation of resources to education for economic
growt h.

However, a conclusion that. emerges most clearly from the fore-
going discussion is that an educated labor force, though undoubtedly
a prndiietivc capital resource, is not really like most physical capital
as far as its market characteristics are concerned. It. is quite differ-
ent in terms of the demands for its services and in the condit;,..us of
its supply. It would be misleading to think otherwise. A final ex-
ample will help illustrate this point. There has been a good deal of
concern in the United States in recent years over the adequacy of the
quantity and quality of teaching personnel even at the elementary-
and high-sehool levels. Yet studies of the rate of return on the in-
vestment in teachers as a form of human capital would undoubtedly
show, as the previously quoted aggregative studies have shown, that
this rate is low relative to other rates of return available in the
economy. Taking the market mechanism at face value, it would seem
to be signaling that there are too many teachers and that the re-
soures we have would earn a higher return if shifted elsewhere. Yet
we quite rightly do not believe those signals. As was pointed out
above, there are many good reasons why the market mechanism by
itself would not lead to optimal resource allocation in this field.
Unman capital is not like physical capital in a number of ways and
ranted be expected to behave as if it were. Economic analysis, if it
is to help form out imal social policy, must fully appreciate the unique-
ness of the human resource.



CHAPTER 9

Income and Education: Does Education Pay
Off?

Rennes P. Mike

T T IS GENERALLY ACCEPTE,), on more or less intuitive
lgrounds, that income and schooling go together. Persons who have
not gone beyond elementary school are seldom qualified to hold any
but the most menial jobs, and persons who aspire to professional or
managerial work generally need at least 4 years of college training.
In a society where one-third of the salesmen and one-fourth of the
offlee clerks have gone to college, the man who is inadequately schooled
would appear to stand little chance of achieving financial success.

Statistical studies of the relationship between income and school-
ing tend to support our intuitive feelings on this matter. Numerous
st udies, conducted under varying economic conditions, have shown that
persons with more schooling tend to earn more money. The studies
support the thesis that investment in education provides, on the aver-
age, a favorable return when compared with other investment yields.
Despite the marked increase in recent years in the number of propor-
tion of college graduates, for example, their relatively high incomes
were maintained. Labor market demands for more highly educated
people appear to have kept pace with the increased supply. During
the past generation professional and managerial employmenttwo
major outlets for the college-trainedincreased 50 percent, absorbing
t he enlarged flow of college graduates.

Education, however, is only one of many factors that determine in-
come; both income and education may be related to more fundamental
traits like ability, drive, and imagination, or to family status and
prestige in the community. The relationship between schooling and
earnings may be spurious, and what essentially may remain undis-
closed are underlying causes both of advanced education and higher
earnings, conditions such as superior intelligence, better home environ-
ment, and greater opportunities both socially and economically.

Recent analyses of returns on investment in human resources have
interpreted income increments accompanying additional years of

xporial madonna In the 011ce of the Director of the Doreen of the Came, U.S. Depart.
Mph t Commeter.
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schooling as the consequence of the schooling. It is muter:My as
sumed that the attainment of 11101 schooling, p aticularly at the
secondary and college level, in some measure improves the produc-
tivity of the individual, and thereby his eeptiomic contribm ion and

Economists have long argued that earnings could Itt! increased by
improving human capacity and productivity. This type of formula-
tion was made 209 years ago by Adam Smith in his famous compari-
son bet een investment m educat ion and hi a in:whine; tt and it appears
in similar form in current economic literature as well." Very likely
this rune rummies ion unde'rlie's much of the empliasi place4 on edu-
cation by minority groups.

While I have on other occasions set forth findings from the Census
Bureau's population surveys on income differentials and education,
findings that give support. to the idea that college education pays
off in enhanced earnings. the present chapter is designed to illustrate
by two examples that we must. consider the earnings returns to the
individual cautiously. Education has many values, and these values
are not measured exclusively by income returns. There are barriers
to job opportunities and factors of selection among individuals and
groups that interfere with a direct association between education and
income. The time perspective we use to assess income yield may
not be adequate; schooling itself delays employment and earnings,
and generation-to-generation effects of education such as those re-
ported in the grazer -David study elsewhere in this volume, do not
often appear in the statistics.

Some groups in the population, particularly nonwhites, have not
realized income gains commensurate with increases in their education.
During all the years for which figures on income, education, and
color are available, the correlation between income and education
is much higher for whites than for nonwhites. Among nonwhite
men years oldan age group that has benefited from recent.
advances in education and from the migration of Negroes from south-
ern farms. and one that also encompasses the period of peak earn-
ingselementary school graduates had about the same average income
as high school graduates despite the 4-year difference in schooling.
Moreover, during the past decade nonwhites have made far greater
relative gains in education than have whites, but income differentials

3 Theodore W. gating. **Education and Economic firowth." in National Society for
tie finely of Education Sixtieth Yearbook. Solmon It. Henry. cit.. Part 2. Social ropers
Sallucaciat Auserfam Rducation. flit, ['diversity of Chicago Promo. p. 441-'48.

Adam smith. The Wealth Al Notions. Everyman's Library. New York, E. P. Dutton.
804 1. p. 88-89.

Thesoti.re W. blebtalta Capital Formation by Education. Jouroai of l'ontleol
OS: 571-38:1. December 1960.

Per iliarrcy E. Draser and Martin David. eh. 2 of this pubileation.
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bet weeh t he t grottos have remained more or less constant. Under
conditions that prevailed in 1949, male college graduates could have
expected to earn about. $98,000 over a lifetime. For whites the
average was about aysto, as compared with only $133,000 for non -
whites and the nonwhite college graduate could expect to earn no
Wont over a lifetime than the white with only 8 years of schooling.

An analysis of income changes for veterans also raises some ques-
tions about the extent to which education is primarily responsible
fur the income gains made by veterans of World War IL Nearly
8 million veterans of World War II accepted education and train-
ing benefits provided under the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of
1941, at. a cost of about $14.5 billion to the Federal Government.
Scholarship aid under the GI program raised the educational level
of veterans considerably above that of nonveterans, and income dif-
ferentials bet wee,' the two groups increased progressively from zero
in 1948 to a peak of 30 percent in 1955. Yet, and this is the im-
portant fact, veterans who did not receive scholarship aid under the
11111 program had only slightly lower average incomes than those
who did, despite their lower average educational attainment. It
is possible that 1955 was too soon to attempt to measure financial
gains amoeiated with training completed after the close of World
War l I. Pending additional data on the subject, however, we must
conclude that. there is some question as to whether education was
a primary factor in the development of income differentials between
veterans and nonveterans.

The meaning of the relation between education and income is not
easy to assess if we insist upon scientific standards of evidence, and
certainly the figures require snore penetrating analysis than they
have received to date. Other recent studies have observed the slug-
gish way in which nonwhites' incomes have responded to increases
in education. With the exception of an analysis by Becker now in
proems, being made for the National Bureau of Economic Research,
the income responsiveness of a narrowing of educational differences
between white and nonwhite groups has been ignored or treated
in a very cursory way.'

Nonwhites are virtually excluded from certain occupations, and
many nonwhite men and women who have completed college are in
low-paid jobs. It is entirely possible and indeed likely that produc-
tivity potentials of nonwhites have been raised, as suggested by the
0111111

The comparable estimate for 1028 wen 8435.000. Be. Herman P. Winer, *Annual and
Lifetime WIMP to Relation to Education: 19311-80," American Noonorato Review, 00:
1162-1186. December 1980.

*We. for rumple. Oar, a. Suter. "13nderinvostmant to Cane Education l" Amerfoan
toonomfo keMehe. Pawn and Proeredinia. American Economic Ammelation, GO: ate -srs.
May 1940; and Edward F. Renshaw. ulratimating tb* Returns to Iliduaatioa." Imam of
eostamtoe sad litotietlato 42 818-1124. August 1000. psrt 1.
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theory that correlates increases in years of schooling with additions
to human capital, but these potentials may not have materialised,
owing to disriminat ion. There are, however, other factors that have
a bearing on the situation and these relate to the precise meaning of
the unit of analysisr-a year of schooling - -by which education is
mearaireil.

The available statistics used to measure economic returns from
eilucat ion are in terms of years of schooling completed. In view of
obviotm differences in the importance of a year of elementary school, of
high school, and of college, these elassilications by level of education
are made in the basic data. Since they distinguish 1 year of school-
ing from another, they introduce a qualitative factor into the statistics.
Beyond this dist ;net inn, no allowance is made for differences in the
quality If edneut ion provided or received. Crude attempts that have
been Made, largely for the purpose of historical comparison, to modify
the eottept in terms of school-year equivalents based on days of
schooling per year' MA be regarded as faltering first steps. Statis-
tics which show that the average young nonwhite male is only about
11 :. years behind the average young white male in years of schooling
completed must present an erroneous impression of the educational
difference bowel' the two groups when account is taken of possible
diffensew in the quality of shooling. Qualitative differences have
tended to be ignored in measures of physical capital° and, except
for minor attention. they are also being ignored in recent work on
human capital. For broad overall analyses, it is perhaps essential
to ignore the tialitatt% e element, especially since it eludes accurate
measurement. This logic seems much less applicable when attention
is foeused 4n relatively small subgroups in the population.

Although 11112111t2itiVP differences in education are difficult to meas-
ure, there 4an be little question that on the average nonwhite children
receive schooling of lesser quality. This problem has received inten-
sive 24 us ly by In.. Eli 1; i itzberg,ili rector of the Conservat ion of Human
Reethirei'S Project at Columbia Vniversity, who concludes that

. . emigidonible weight must he given to poor aehoole. . . . Often these
!wheels In predndnontly Negro neighborhoods are In serious disrepair,
are staffed by inesprienced teachers. and are unable to provide Instruction
geared to the widely different abilities of their students.'

Dr. Ginzberg cites many instances that attest to the lower quality
of Negro schooling. The Speaker of the House of Representatives
of Georgia is quoted as stating that "What the Negro child gets in

Thcdre W. tuoltz. !education and Season* Growth. op. en.. and eh. Z of this

Mary Jean ltowtnan. Ca. Rot Oda publication.
Eli titosbora. no Negro Poteottol. Now York. Columbia Universitet Press. 1945.

p.
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the sixth grade, the white child gets in the third grade." " As !me-
mo:14 i Mow,- of great di ffereeers bet wcen educat halal opjairtuni-
t jos of Nil:I-in-I and u hit 414, t ;tit lzherg quotes a 1:4 report of an earlier
,tatty Ivy t ho it item' Manpower Council showing that "the average
freshman in a Negro college seared only a lift le higher on aptitude tests
than the ',meat ranking freshman in the al CullyturP."

Another important limitation of the ''years of schooling completed"
concept is that no differentiation is matte with respect to the learning
gained through exposure to a given anemia of education. "Years of
schooling" has an entirely different meaning for a student who has
done well in a ra:110411 SySIttin with high standards and established
bases for measuring achievement from the meaning it. has for a porly
motivated student who has just managed to gut by hi a rsOluol system
with low statelard-,. lEducat after 314 is not. synonymous with
time spent in a seillwalruam. If its it result of cultural, social, or eco-
homic conditions nonwhite students as at group tend to have a rela-
tively low standing in their classes, they cannot expect to derivo as
much tn. int a year of schooling as tin other students. Therefore the
narrowing of different ials in years of schooling that has taken place
Is 110I by a parallel narrowing Of differences in scholastic
achievement or iii latter earnings, since there appears to be an associa-
t ion heh%ecii scliolaAic achievement and oceupational success.
There is some empirical basis for the judgment that problems relating
to behavior, discipline, umi la h of motivation occur disproportion-
ately in Negro areas awl this toay well be part of the explanation for
the lots correlation bet ween income and education for nonwhite men. "
The whole question of the relationship between income (or earnings)
and IQ, performance on aptitude tests, standardized achievement
tests, and other objective measures has been inadequately explored
despite the existence of much basic data on the subject. In view of
the importance of education and the increasing share of our national
income that is being devoted to educational wrvices, it is perhaps
time to intensify the efforts devoted to the collation of school and
Army records with sopioeconomic data collected in household surreys.
for the purpose of measuring more precisely the economic importance
of education to the individual when other relevant factors are taken
into Recount.

thlt. p. 53.
ii P14 p 55.
's *re it. Bridgman. Problems In EPtImatina the vaiwb at Nileg.

c.1;4u..11. p t.s. and Wel Wolff.. Es ononiloq and Eiltiratlooal Vainest. p. 37a1 I.
both In Nigher Prfaentints es The rear.. states, tAta ernoonede Probtnno. ticrinatir E.
Ilnrrla. et. eambrIler. Mum. Harvard Prise:40y Preen. IOW :gad Urnrat Havensann and
Planets Palter Went. Thee West to Cotten.; The enacts (trackage fit Moyle. Today.
Now York. Ilareourt. BraeP as en.. 1o33. p. tut.

Par a recent study. are Calvin P. hebmid. impart of Recent Negro Illtrotten on
Rrelie Reheats (paper preftentecl at the International Population l'onterenee. Vienna.
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I. Income and Education: Differences between Whites
and Nonwhites

ANNUAL INCOME AND EDUCATION

Migration and technological change during the past two decades
are altering the occupational patterns of the nonwhite, from the
southern farm laborer or sharecropper to the low-paid industrial
worker. In 194u about three-fourths of all nonwhites in the United
States lived in the South, where they were largely engaged in agri-
culture. By 1050 the proportion residing in the South dropped to
about two-thirds; 26 and in 1960 it was somewhat more than half (56
percent)." Even in the South, nonwhites are now more concentrated
in urban areas than ever before. IA 1960, over half (58 percent) of
all southern nonwhites were urban residents."

The figures on the occupational distribution of nonwhite males
tell the story even more dramatically. In 1940, 4 out of 10 employed
nonwhite males in the United States worked on southern farms as
either laborers or sharecroppers." In 1960, fewer than 2 out of
10 were employed in agriculture, and about half of them were either
unskilled or semiskilled workers at nonfarm jobs." The change in
the occupational status of nonwhites was accompanied by a marked
rise in educational attainment, proportionately far greater than the
rise for whites. Among men in the 25-29-year age groupand these
are the ones most likely to have benefited from recent advances in
educationthe median years of school completed by nonwhites in-
creased by about two-thirdsfrom 6.5 years in 1940 to 10.9 years
in 1950 (table 1). The increase for whites in the same age group
was only about one-fifthfrom 10.5 years to 12.5 years. In 1940
the average nonwhite male 25-29 years of age was about 4 years
behind the average white male of the same age in his schooling.
By 1959 this gap had been narrowed to only 1% years.

The most dramatic advances in schooling among nonwhites have
occurred at the lower elementary grades. In 1940 one-third of the
nonwhite males 25-29 years of age in the United States had com-

la !IL Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. SIPIO Como of Pepeletles
Prolieneenv Reports. Series PC-I, No. II EmPloyment sod Income In the United Staten
by Renton, 1550.

WI. Department of Commerce. Donau of the Ceases. U.B. Mum of Population:
MO. dessersi Populates Cheenetertettos, Veiled State. ihnomerp. Final Report PC(1)-
19. table IL

se Ibid.. table 51
O.S. Department of Commerce, BOWS of the Ceases. Me Ceases of Population--

Preliminary, Replete, op. cit.
U.S. Department of Labor. Bursae et Leber Statistics. Implonment end Beralatio.

eel. I. Kay 1510.
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meted less than years of stilted. By 1959 the proportion had been
reduced to only h lwreehti-1111111 this (Itgri PUP* wits largely responsible
for the A riking reduction in illiteracy among nonwhites during the
pii.1 two decitiles." (ileitis in education among nonwhites during that
period were by ho means re:Arieted to the lower grades. The propor-
tim. of high-whist' graduates among nonwhite men 23-29 years of
age fourfold, front 10 percent to 0 percent, mat the pmportion
of college graduates more than tripled.

TAHLE of schooling completed by white and nonwhite males, United
States, selected dates, 191049
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1101sra Data en nonwhites' from .S. Department of Commerce. Hones of the Census. Carrot
Poputam teomfra. defies No. 39. glibly 3. Mutes for white* derived from data =anima the
purflsbd table.

Dellite the proportionately greater gains in education among non-
whits during the .deciide 19W-9, earnings differentials between the
two groups did not change much (table 2). In 1950 the average wage
or salary income for nonwhite workers wits about three-fifths of that
received by white workers (liti 'SOO as compared with $3,000). In
199 this ratio was unchanged: the median for nonwhite workers
was .20'00, 11:4 compered with P.41.900 for white workers. Prior to
190 there had been a substantial narrowing in earnings differentials
between %lilies and nonwhites. This, however, was not primarily at-
t Elliot able to differences in etitieat ion, but was rather closely related to
war-induced labor market conditions, including extreme shortages of
unskilled labor and Government regulations such as those of the War

seri*. Dpornuent of commerce. Bureau of the CeaSun Current Population Reports,
series I' 20. No. 00, 1060. table 3.
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Labor Board, designed to rake the incomes of lower paid workers."
Althilligh the earist iiithal gains among nonwhites were concentrated
in the younger age groups, income differentials between whites and
iimulittes ill IIWst, groups were virtually unehanozed during the decade
Itc. :0. Table 8 slmws that in 1919 and in 195(1 among males 25-44
years age, Holm bites reecived about one-half the income received

e

T 1111.1.: 2.-Median annual money wage or salary Inrome of whiland nonwhite
male worers with wage or salary Meow, United States. 1939 and 1930-59
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Some of the bask st:it ist les pertaining to the relationship between
annual inmate. and educational attainment for whites and nonwhites
AM presented in table 3, which shows the average (mean) annual in-
mime in 199, 19-19, and 1956 of own with dilrerent amounts of school-
ing?! (Similar data for 1959, based on the 19(;o census, will soon be
availabl('.) The data are presented separately for three broad age
arimp, ft.r all men in the United States !2:1 years old and over so that
the riitrys wail he examined independent of ebanges in the II I' dist Abu-
t f t ovulation. Women have been excluded from the analysis;
since ft large proportion of them do not enter the labor market and
tour' of theta' who do are employed on a part-time basis only, the
mho in-hip between their income and education may be distorted. In
vont ra,t. practically all adult men are full-time workers and it can
t be tisstintuil that any advantages that may accrue from more
,..louil;tig are retlevtd in their incomes.

P' For 11;,.....1-w1.11 th nnfrowIng elf Porsdnun dIfterentinhe Anglin/ World War 11. see
Iiiller. "Changes in the Industrial Distribution of Wages In the Milted

19:11 1919." 1n studies de Income and Weisith, vol. 23. Prineetnn, N.J., Princ1 VOITPr
shy Press. 1938.

1'1%1 coeh yea' the mean Income was obtained as summation of the prooluet of the
lever.ige kimono. Nlul the p,portion of persons for each Income level. Persons with :p
throats. were eelthld. For income levels below $5.011 In 1939, below $10,000 In 111411.
and beh.w $41.0on In 1050, the midpoint of tatieh char Interval was assumed to he the
average. For lu:19. 80,Iss wits used tor the '13.4100 and over" Interval ; fur 1949. 120.000
wns issod for the '1111.thoi ntol over" Interval ; anal for 10110. the averages for the "10.000
to 1119,nner nu.; -aliktion and over- Intervals were fitted by the use of Pureto curves.
Nee the n.te to table 8 on comparability, Yoe more details regarding the limitations of the
data.
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TABLE 3.-Mean income for males 25 yearn of age and over by educational
attainment, color, and age, United States, 1939, 1919, and 1956
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tends to et este an sal Velar *PiPPIOM since college graduates are mote likely to have income other than earnings.
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In the 3 years for which data are presented in table 3, there is
a progressive increase for both whites and nonwhites in the average
amount of annual income associated with each level of schooling.
This increave, however, is typically greater for whites in both absolute
and relative terms. Thus, for example, in 1949 the income differen-
tial between elementary-school and high-school graduates 25-44 years
old was about. $700 for whites and $400 for nonwhites. When the
averages for the two groups were compared for that year, the differen-
tial amounted to 25 percent for the whites and 21 percent for the
nonwhites. A similar comparison for 19M shows little difference
betWeen the average incomes of nonwhite elementary-school and high-
school graduates, but among the white, a 34-percent difference.

Because of the relatively small number of nonwhite college gradu-
ates, income data for this group are not. available from the 1956
sample survey. The 1950 census, however, shows for whites an
income difference of 53 percent between high-school and college grad-
uates ..!:"e 44 years old, as compared with a 31-percent difference for
110111Viiiirtl. In 1956 white males in all age groups who had attended
college but did not. groduate had an average income $080 higher than
did high-school graduates who had never attended college; those who
had completed college had an average income $3,076 higher.

The figures in table 3 point to the general conclusion that the associ-
ation between income and education is closer for whites than for
nonwhites, and that the association for nonwhites may have dimin-
ished somewhat in recent years. The data from the 1960 census
should shed considerable light. on this association.

LIFETIME INCOME AND EDUCATION

Estimates of lifetime income provide summary wasures of the
financial r.turns associated with education that cannot he readily
obtained from the annual data presented above." The estimates of
lifetime iiicome presented here are derived figuresone might say
synthetic figuresbased on variations in the payments to individuals
in different age and education groups in 1939 and 1949, the only
years for which the base data are available in sufficient detail to
permit preparation of estimates by color. The figures are therefore
based on a cross section of the population in 1939 and 1949 and not
on life-cycle data which would trace a man's income front the time
he starts to work until he retires. Although life-cycle data on the
variations of income by age are not available, there is some reason
to believe that they would differ considerably from the cross- sectional
data. Of course, life-cycle data would involve problems of their own,

For additional information on estimation of lifetime Income. see Herman P. Miner.
Annual and Lifetime Income In Relation to Education: 1689-1009. American Economia
Rolm 90: 962 996, December 1960.
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minim they would contain variations resulting from periods of prose
lawny or depres.sion, with resulting. changes in opportunities for
emplomcnt, in wage rates, and in the cost of living."

1111,-.trative of the kinds of differences presented by cross-sectional
and life-cycle data on incubi., and age are the variations in the treat-
mnt of animal due to productivity in the two proce-
dures. At any given tittle, wage differentials by ago groups within
sicitie cupat ion tend to be a function of skill, experience, and vari-
ous ratithan factors that are always present, like illness and accidents.
The animal gains in income due to increased productivity, therefore,
an not of major significance in cross-sectional surveys because such
gains do not affect the distribution of income among age groups. In
emit nest, the secular growth in real income per capita, which has aver-
aged 1.6 !rem ent per year since the turn of the century, has a marked
impact on the pattern of earnings over a lifetime by exerting a contin-
uous upward force on the earnings of the individuals in the study.

Consider, for example, a group of 100 men of the stune age, educa-
tion'. skill. and experience who started to work in a particular occupa-
tion in 1925 at age 25. If the average income for the group is
expressed as 100 in the first year of work, 10 years later (at age 35)
the average would ho 117 if we assume an annual growth rate of 1.6
percent and no other changes. 13y age 45 the average would be 137,
and in 1955 (at age 55) it would be 101. If, on the other hand, we
consider a cross section of men in the same occupation in 1955, the
differentials by age would not be at all related to the assumed growth
during the preceding 30 years, but. would reflect only differences asso-
ciated with skill, experience, and random factors existent at that time

Standard life-table techniques were used in computing the figures
shown in Wok, 4. First, an estimate was made of the survival rats
per 100,tat0 white and nonwhite children born in 1939 and in 1949;
that is, the number born who would be alive at specific ages. These
estimates were made from appropriate life tables." By way of illus-
trat ionit was estimated that out of 100,000 white infants born alive
in 1049, al MAO would survive to age 18, at which time they would
enter the labor market. The basic problem consisted of estimating the
lifespan of these 96,000 survivors and the amount of income they
would receive during their lifetime. For this purpose it was assumed
that survival rates for men in each educational group would be the
teams as for all white males in 1949. On this basis it was estimated
that time 96,000 men. would live a total of nearly 5 million man-years

For a Mammies of such data. ow W. 8. Wo7tlasky. Income Cs* is the WI or
Pawnee sad individuals. /held lantrIty balielta, 0:11-1T. look 114$.

Invartineat of Commerce. Boma of tlt Cana MA 141. falites sad gotaartal
Tables. 183941. old VA. Dtlientinont of Health. Edneatloa. sad IValtaft, Pali, Nada
emit". National Oaks at Vital Stallion* vusi lltatletitio-41/oolal ltmorto, UMW
States LW Tablet 11140-61. vol. 41. No. 1.
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between age P4 and the t ime the ILLst one died. It W1L14 further assumed
that during each year of lift, these men would receive an average
Metall:. correltonding to that received by men in the sante-age group
with t same amount of education. The averages used for this pur-
pose were arithmetic means computed for detailed age groups by
means of prfieedures4lescrihed above."

Then. an several cautions that should be considered before dis-
cussing the figures in table 4. First, the figures should not be inter-
!woe., as returns from education, because they reflect the impact of
many of the factors that influence the relationship between income
and edwat loll. In addition, the figures are not exactly comparable
from year to year owing to changes in the income concept. The data
for 1939 are fur wages and salaries, whereas those for 1949 are for
total hill/111P. Finally, the estimates for each year reflect the economic
conditions and other circumstances which existed in that year. The

TABLE 4.Lifetime income based on arithmetic means for males in selected
age groups, by color and by years of schooling completed, United States,
1939 and 1949
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increase, for example, in the value of a college etInt.at ion for white
maks by 31.1.111 $1441,1140 between 19 t' and 119 reflects the increaNe Ito

!Drives as well as changes in the underlying rislatiOlis1111K
lu 11,19 white males had an expected lifetime income of about

$1AT,Isto, as compared with $69,uts for nonwhites. For both groups
additional 4e11441;110 was assiwiated with inereases In lifetime income;
lout the gains went much more striking for whites than for nonwhites.
The Ilitterence between the lifetime income of elementary- school 111141
of high-whim! gradimtps u as S:b3,01a1, or 39 percent, for whites as
041111314mi With 11111y $I3,11110, or It; percent, for nonwhites. Similarly,
the income ditTerehre het wpm' white high- sebool anti college gradu-
ates was $111,4HHI, or 61 percent, 118 comp:tn.(' with a difference of
1r4k4,114H, or 31 ptircent, for nonwhites. Viewed alternatively, the
average 1101mliiteelementary.school graduate in 1949 had an expected
lifetime income that was about lit Iwret'nt of that. expected by the
average white with the' saute amount of sehooling. At the high-
schol level this rat io dropped to 51 percent, and among college grad-
IlateS it. Was only 11 lenient. These figures lend further support to
the 1.11111111.4011 cited earlier that the association between income and
education is closer for whites than for nonwhites.

11. Income and Education: Veteran, Nonveteran
Differences, 1947-59

white iVorld Wttr II was still in progress, the Congress enacted
the "(H bill of rights," designed to assist veterans in reestablishing
themselves in civilian life. A most important part of this program
was the provision of t 'overnnient-tinaticed education intended to im-
prove permanently the rentio11114' QtatIls of veterans. Nearly 8 mil-
lion veterans of World War 11 acepted the education and training
betetits provided under the act. Over million received college or
university training at l iorer1111:4114 expense, and an additional 3.5 mil-
lion reeeived free education below the college level at. elementary and
sec(die la ry sclioddls, vsit.at ismal and trade schools, technical institutions,
and business school.- -the largest program ever undertaken by the
Federal 4144141r1111i44111 to provide 11118114'131 11141 to individuals for their
etlnat ant anti t raining."

The impact of the bill on the edneational attainment of veter-
ans is shown in table 5. In INT, when most of the former serviee-
MP11 were in the blitial phase of t heir t raining under the (41 bill,
veterans were already a more highly educated group than nonveter-
ans. This was, of course, to be expeted since many men were re-

*P.R.. The President's Commission on Veterans' Penton. Readjustment Benefits:
nesserul Survey and dependent. Staff Report No. IX. Part A. Nth Cong., 2d WM. Houma
Representatives Committer on Veterans' Affairs. Dons. Committee Print 141n. 281. 1036.
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Octet' for military wrvice because they were of low intelligence.
There 0.8 tiro tilift,11,11e6i ill the proportions of younger Veteran:4 and
non vet erans :, 31, years of age) who had completed college; but a
larger proportion of the veterans had hem exposed to some college
training, e%ea if they did not graduate. By 1952 this picture had
changed markedly. The proportion of college graduates among
ysini4,!..r veteran". II 116:v.el 1 frtom 7 11errellt to 12 pereelit, as e0111-

pared u it Ii sill ilwrese-e from 6 percent to 9 permit for younger non-
veterins. At the loner edneational levels, the gains for veterans
were equally

:Mee older veterans fr.:, II years of age) did not make as mud'
we of the ednoat ion and training provisions of the oil bill as did the
younger fates, t he older groups edneat hand attainment did not change

nallek The Most significant change for the older veterans was a
sharp drip in the proportion who quit school upon completion of the
eighth grade and a rise in the proportion of high - school graduates.
Iletween 1917 and 197 fliers' was no clump in the proportion of
college anti 111:11PS among older veterans.

TAIILE 3. Percent distribution of male veterans of World War II and of nen
veterans, by years of schooling completed, by age, United States, 1947 and
1952
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Although the GI bill was instrumental in raising the educational
level of to of younger veterans, table suggests that some of
thou would have completed additional schooling even .1. the absence
of the ( iovernment program. Note that in 15 the proportion of
college men was I he ?quite ('_3 ) for the two age groups shown.
Since relatively few of the veterans in the older age group made use
Of the education and training provisions of the (ii bill, it can be
assumed that the younger veterans used the benefits to attain a level
of education that was customary at the time and that they would
have attained this level had military service not. interrupted their
nortnal education. This conclusion is, of course, conjectural, but it
hut been suggested also by others who have examined this quest ion in
greater detail."

Although millions of veterans extended their education under the
(; I bill, an equally large number did not take iltiV11111age of this oppor-
tunity. A comparison of the educational attainment of veterans who
did and who did Iii accept these benefits is shown in table 6. It is

TABLE 6.Preservice and posfaervice educational attainment of veterans of
World War II and of the Korean conflict by use of GI training benefits
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w in a paper trait Won, the annual sternal: of the Southern Sociological Society on
Apr. 11. 111111. Pr. elhaIs A. Nam. education analyst. Bureau of the Census. Stated: "One
general ennilipoloon which can be reached from thin analysis Is that the number of goiter..
trained men In the population was Increased substantially because or the penitent, education
of veterans, but that. even it the benefits of the GI education and training programs had
not been available, the rising *ocular trend In the formal educational composition of the
male population would have continued unabated and at the MUDS gmaral level."

635105-62-11
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quite clear that veterans who took poatservice training were on the
average much better educated initially than those who did not. Only
1:1 percent of the veterans who did not use the GI bill for additional
education or training were college men, and only one -thing had com-
pleted high school. In contrast, 21 percent of the veterans who did
take additional training had completed one or more years of college
before they entered the service, and 40 percent were high-school grad-
uates. Ity September 1955 over one-third of the veterans who accepted
(H training were college men.

The shifting patterns of educational attainment for veterans and
nonveterans were accompanied by changes in income differentials
(NM.. 7). .1s we shall see later, however, the income differences do
not appear to be attributable entirely to education.

In 1917, younger veterans had somewhat lower ineomes than non-
veteranA despite their greater educational attainment. Thus, any
srlvet , factors which may have produced higher incomes for veterans
were not operative innnu after the war. The lower incomes of
veterans at this time may have been due to several factors, including
the greater work experience of the nonveterans as a result of their
civilian employment during the war and also to the loss of civilian
employment during 1947 by many veterans who wont to school part
time or who served in the Armed Forces during part of the year.
By 1948 veterans and nonveterans had the same average incomes,
and in every year thereafter veterans experienced relatively greater
income gains, reaching a maximum differential of 30 percent in 1955.
Because of the changing age composition of veterans within the age
group 25-34 during recent years, it is difficult to make meaningful
comparisons between veterans and nonveterans in this age group
since 1955.

The veterans who were 25-34 years old in 1947 had by 1959 moved
into or through the 35-44-year age group. As a result, the income
differential between veterans and nonveterans within this age group
was beginning to increase markedly. Until 1954, veterans who were
35-44 years old had only slightly higher incomes than did nonveterans.
In 19, the differential increased to 15 percent, and in 1959 it rose
still further, to 25 percent.

Nonveterans have a greater tendency to lose time from work than
do veterans, presumably because of ill health or because they work
at less skilled jobs and are more subject to layoff. Table 7 shows that
the average income of veterans is about 20 percent higher than that
of nonveterans PITII when account is taken of the differential effects
of purt.time employment.
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TABLE T.-Median imeaates of sale veterans and nangeterana at World War II,
by age and catgut of gaaplayineat, United Staten, 191749
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1'40. annual louts.

The close association between education and income shown in the
preceding tables suggests a possible causal relation between these
variables. This view, however, is not supported by the facts available
from a study made in 1955 by the Bureau of the Census for the
Ilmident's Commission on Veterans' Pensions." In this study it was
found that in 1955, at a time when the income differential between
young veterans and nonveterans was at a peak of 31 percent (see table
7), there was only a 4-percent differential between the average income
of veterans who participated in the educational program under the GI
bill and those who did not. Specifically, the figures show that nondis-
aled veterans of World War II in the 25-34-year age group who
received educational benefits u.aler the GI bill had median earnings of
$4,400 in 1955, as compared with a median of $4,200 for those who did
not received such benefits 29 and $3,800 for nonveterans. Thus it ap-
pear.; that although veterans who did not receive GI training benefits

*Proof/lone. Commission oo Veterans' Peados% Staff Report 1X, pt. A, op. COIL
tut. p. 126.
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had much less formal education than those who did receive these bene-
fits (table n), the average income difference between the two groups
was not very mat. On the other hand, both groups of veterans had
considerably higher average incomes than nonveterans had. Con-
ceivably the full impact of the additional training was not yet reflected
in 195, and if the salute study were repeated today we might find that
veterans who took additional training have far higher incomes than
those who did not take such training. Evidence on this point, how-
ever, is lacking at present.



CHAPTER 10

The Nation's Educational Outlay
Rigiapis C. lilt,'

Mont of this paper was written at Johns Hopkins University during
the spring semester of 1960 while the author was on leave from Van-
derbilt ralversity. The leave was Gnawed by a grant from the Ford
Foundation. The author esprowee indebtedness to Simon Busnetn,
who was most generous with both his ideas and his time He also
expresses appreciation to Urn. Constant* Nathanson, who, as a re-
search assistant, was a great help; her initiative and intuition,
nuestrunthered by formal training in economics, uncovered many
leads and new vistas.

AN INVESTIGATION of educational expenditures as a propor-
tion of gross national product necessarily starts with a definition

of the scope of education.1 Narrowly considered, education is training
in specific skills for sale in the marketplace; more broadly, it is
training in skills and training for integration and participation in
t he life of the community as long as this training is done in some formal
manner. An even broader concept of education would cover all aspects
of social life. Clearly some limit is needed.

In part I the basic conceptual problems are explored; in part II
the scope of the calculations is presented; and in part III the findings
are discussed briefly.

I. Some Conceptual Issues
Educational expenditures as one type of investment in human

capital are primarily of interest here. However, for practical
reasons the statistical categories of educational outlay will have to be
both broader and narrower in some respects than can be justified
under a rigorous definition of educational investment in human capital
and will certainly not satisfy a purist.

FORMAL VERSUS INFORMAL EDUCATION

This chapter, for example, will treat all expenditures on public and
private elementary and secondary education, including such programs

*Associate professor, Departnwat of roonamics and Business Athaintstration, Vanderbilt
University.

The Milan for Wog green asthma, product rather than national Income and the way
In Web my concept at gross waked peodset Mora from the connational one will be
disensmd later la this chapter.
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as athletics and musk as expenditures on formal education. The
expent lit arcs will not, lam ever, include the costs of athletic coaching
outside? the regular school curriculum, of operating athletic clubs, or of
music nisi met ion in private homes.'

The costs of the school curriculum, which may also cover such
items as driver education, athletic instruction, civics teaching, or re-
ligious instruction, should be accepted as stated, in view of the fact
that the community has decided by a sociopolitical mechanism that
this training is necessary for the social and occupational development
of its citizens. Thus the statistical categories of educational outlay
used here will represent a measure of what may be called "formal
education." This is both a broader and a narrower concept than
the usual concept of educational investment outlay in human beings--
broader because of the considerations just discussed, and narrower

the cost of internal training programs and on-the-job training
programs offered by firms are not included. The calculations are
limited to the base years 1955-56 and 185748, the most recent academic
years for which information from the Office of Education's Biennial
Survey of Education is available.

GROSS VERSUS NET INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION

The educational outlays discussed in this chapter should be viewed
RA gross investment in human beings, since no attempt will be made to
allow for the formal or informal education of persons who die or
ret ire from the labor force. A net measure would have to make allow -
ante for this depreciation of the stock of human capital. A few com-
ments are in order here about the concepts of gross and net investment
in education. The concept of net investment in the education of
human beings is grasped most clearly if we temporarily discard the
idea of informal acquisition of knowledge and consider a world where
educat ion is acquired by formal training only, where workers do not
"appreciate" or "depreciate" before the final day of retirement from
the labor force. However, even then both the content of specific
formal education and the educational composition of the labor force
will change over time. The problem of changes in content of formal
educat ion is similar to that of replacing an old piece of capital equip-
ment with an improved model. Moreover, the content of formal
higher education changes more rapidly than that of the elementary
grades, reflecting the advances in science and technology that create
obsolescence and depreciation in education, as in capital equipment.
To the extent that the proportion of the people in the total labor force
with more advanced formal education increases, to that extant the prob-

a The 1.4hise of sebtoul feeding programs, health programa. etc.. *Ill be discussed separately.
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km of the cal..ulation of plus or minus "net investment" in format
heel IMP nn, complicated. Moreover, with an ith.rease

ai the v.orliiiig li ft.-pan of the population, flu' differences are e ;doled
liet week the quality of the education of miring workers and that of
heir repla..eioeia s and of net additions to the labor force.

is 1.110I.' 114 iteS lire, it k really the informal actittisi-
t ion of further -kills and knowledge after formal edueat ion is com-
plete duo 0111A it Ute$ the greldrd obstacle to any meaningful caleula-
t of net in% ertnient in education. Much informal acquisition of

j4 del a perste- thrlugh trading, observation, conversation,
eon feavne.,, t ravel- and may involve out lays of t hue and money.
( It her Lie it ledge, liewever, is acquired purl passu with the perform-
arice 'if the jishor itt n completely unplanned manner.

The relat illiNthips bet ween formal and informal education are highly
4.omle,t, but two important trends, moving in opposite directions,
.'cut Ihsveroeil. In 'Western countries, with the spread of
formal el ion, the weakening of family ties and of the apprentice-
shi -:plem awl the disappearance of rural isolation, a substitution of
some formal for infonsial education has taken place. But. these
&Grew methods of absorbing knowledge are also complementary
to the extent that the spread of literacy has hninensely facilitated
acquisition of informal education. The greater the class and job

the greater will he the opportunities for and signifi-
cance of informal education, which can be transmitted from the
-formally acre educated members" of the cmonunity to "the formally
111144 I liltPd" hien a teri4 I 11 rOUgll social and vocational association.

The value (productivity) of informal education is reflected in
to oiled ions Awl riming income of members of the labor force as they
gilin more experiete.e. It has to he realized, however, that the time
lath of a llerse ineo1Ue refleets many factors besides increase in

expeeienee and productivity. and perhaps eventual decline in pro-
tlnrt i+ it 3mi effiieney. Social moms, increases in personal good will,
pension..., and tax eon,iderations will all influence personal income.

ltecioNe of tile 11;01441111PS of determining an appropriate allowance
for educat ion depreciation, no attempt will be made to calculate a
mensitn. of net invement in education. My calculations will be
limited to uroF. concepts, which are subdivided as follows:

,du ;o vl ;nestment in human beings, defined Recur-
rent direet and also indirect. costs (to be discussed later) but
excludieg investment hi new schools and educational equipment.
Depredation of buildings is counted as part of direct costa

Gros* total flueational inrestment in both human beings and
lurat;oal plant, defined to include, in addition to above costs,

the investment in educational plant.
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The notion of gross investment implies the possibility of educational
disinvestment by a process of nonreplacement. An exploration of the
choices open to society, if it were to decide on educational disinvest-
ment, will reveal a few peculiarities of educational investment in eon-
trust ;tt i Rini mate investment. The ell neat local investment of the past
k a partial explanation of the technology and the standard of living of
today, including the present level of income that students forgo.
Possibly substantial intellectual disinvestment could occur without
resulting in an eventual decline in gross national product if it were
gradual enough to allow for certain factor adjustment and technologi-
cal modifies, ion, but it would have severe retarding effects on the rate
of economic growth and on technological progress.

It is customary to think of a stationary economy as one with zero
net investment in physical capital. What about human capital!
Since a given stock of educational capital would not be completely
absorbed by merely operating the productive plant in existence but
would continue to produce some new ideas, we would still have ad-
vances in technology, although net investment both in physical capital
and in education would be zero. As long as we had some technological
progress through replacement we would not live in a truly stationary
state. Therefore, the truly stationary state requires either zero net
investment in physical capital anti disinvestment in human capital at
a rate sufficient to neutralize technological progress or, alternatively,
disinvestment in physical capital at a rate sufficient to counteract the
technological progress and the potential increase in aggregate output
generated by the fixed stock of human capital'

TWO TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL OUTLAYS

Gross educational investment may be discussed in two broad cate-
gories; namely, (Bred cost". which cover outlays for operation and
maintenance of educational facilities, and indirect costs, which cover
earnings forgone during the period of training.

Direct eolits.Direet costs comprise a number of different categories
of outlays that involve the use of resources for the education of stu-
dents and include both current costs and capital outlays (the earlier
dist inct ion bet Weill the t wo types of gross investment is relevant here).

Tbe rate of production of new Ideas would. of course. be to a large sated a function
of the amount or pitapat lanai ropltal aready to pnlatonee at the time educational net invest-
ment would he minced to zero. If the cutoff were to take place In the United States
today. the enlisting research facilities would continue operation at the present level of
capacity and the output of new ideas would be large. If the cutoff bad taken place at the
time of the English economist David Ricardo. when the educational capital was very small.
the subsequent output of new Idea. would have been meager. Ilia model, which denote a
stationary state merely In terms of zero net investment In Inanimate capital, correepoaded
cimsely to the testifies of the early nineteenth century ; but today sera net investment In
Inanimate capital would no koicet be sulkiest condition for a stationary state.
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Excluded, however, should be the cost, of research separately budgeted,
as well as the costs of auxiliary activities, such as school feeding and
school housing programs.

Comvived broadly, the purpose of institutions of higher learning
is the advancement of scientific truth and human knowledge. These
functions ebrace both research and teaching. lYe are interested here
primarily in the economic costs of efforts to disseminate the stock of
knowledge in existence at any one time--the function of teaching.
We are not interested here in the costs of society's efforts to increase
over time the stock of knowledge, which is the function of research.
"Organized lescarch" looms large in the budget of institutions of
higher learning, and the amounts so budgeted are growing rapidly.
Only a token amount of research can be justified as a necessary con-
comitant of teaching proper. Graduate students have to get some
research experience as part of their training, but this accounts for
only a small fraction of the total research undertaken by institutions
of higher learning, and in the statistics of the U.S. Office of Education
this portion of the research cost is conventionally carried under the
heading, "Instruction and Departmental Research." Costs of "Organ-
ized nesearch"of research separately budgetedshould beexcluded,
as well as costs of auxiliary activities of schools and colleges. (A
functional analysis of the costs of student higher education is pre-
sented in ('hapter 11.)

Direct current costs of student education are represented by outlays
for teachers' salaries. maintenance, and supplies. Data on these costs
are collected and published by the Office of Education biennially both
for elementary and secondary schools and for colleges and universities.

In addition to these direct outlays for which statistics are readily
available, depreciation, interest, and the benefit of certain tax ex-
emptions will have to be imputed to educational institutions as a cost.
These imputations are called for in order to account more fully for
resources used directly by educational institutions.

1. Dr preehtt jun.It is the established accounting practice for non-
profit educational institutions, which is followed by all public and
private schools, with the exception of conunercial vocational schools,
not to allow for depreciation as a part of current coRt. This item will
therefore have to be imputed as a cost, and the conventional gross
national product increased by the same amount.

2. Interest on capital outlay.Only to the extent that the edu-
cational plant has actually been financed by bonds is interest charged
as an expense. Interest has to be imputed for the balance of the
capital outlay and correspondingly added to gross national output.
Interest is the cost of every capital outlay. It measures the return
this capital outlay could have obtained in an alternative use. Econo-
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mists Anetintes impute interest on capital of business enterprises and
deduct this amount from accounting net profits for the purpose of
obtaining a measure of true profits. Nonprofit edueatioual institu-
tinri by definition do nut show any net profit on their books.

3. Exemption,' from property lase and nalen ta.rei treated Rub.
N;11;,... to ed.watt'otaal inxtitutions.--Tax exemptions granted to educa-
tional i n :1 it ut ions should be viewed as a subsidy from the Government
to this educational sector. For example, if a tax exemption should
Mmoillit to 3 percent of the educational outlay, $100 million spent on
education would allow the educational sector of the economy to
vItgagii u volume of factors of production for which other sectors of
the economy would have to pay actually $1413 million. If the educa-
tional sector were required to pay these taxes and received from the
livrnment a subsidy exact ly equal to the amount of these taxes, then

the total outlay of the edwational sector would reach $103 million.
An *Item, lye way of visualizing t he problem is to assume at first that
schools and colleges are paying taxes like all other enterprises. A
subsequent MX eXtlilpilon would release funds to schools and colleges
for HA, in attracting additional factors of production in an amount
equal to the taxes saved.

Before discussing the appropriate national income accounting of
tax exemptions, we shall consider the simple case of an outright cash
subsidy. In convectional national income accounting, outright cash
subsidies from the Government to the private sector of the economy
arts not treated as payments corresponding to purchases of current
output.* lu order to obtain the market value of the output of the
subsidized sector, the subsidy must he deducted from the total pay-
ments which the factors of production received for producing this
output in the subsidized sector. The factor cost of this sector will
exceed the value of the output by the amount of the subsidy.

Unfortunately, what has just been said about the conventional han-
dling of sulisidies in national income accounting has only limited
:gyp! ical oi I ity to subsidies to educational institutions whether given in

6 tholoil.lics tire not included in the net purchases made by the Oovernment. They Iran
affect. however. as is their explicit Intent, the allocation of resources. The total am-
Hon of resources to any eubsidised sector of the economy will be equal to the value the
noliket pot. on the output of the subsidised sector plus the subsidy received by this sector
from the t:oternment.

The emiveist of arose national product is basically one of the value of the output at
Market prices. lt the g.oss national product la calculated from the output (market value)
able. the eateibly may Not be included in the net portholes of the Government. Tt the
ttr%s nathal product is calculated from the !famine (factor cost) Me, the subsidy will
have to he deducted from the gross factor income In order to obtain the market value of
lb outpost ". . Net nations! product should alo contain this adjustment, since It also
I., a valuation in terms of market value. National income, however, should nut exclude
otisidies. -Ince II IA depiigned to measure payments to the tartars of production for their
rontrilmtion, and those do Include the subsidies that the producer passes on to the factors

prtinethia." 4111ebard Ruggles, As introduction to Notional 111001110 mut /ease
moulds. New Tort. Ilefiraaill Ronk en.. 1040. p. 110.1
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cash or as tax exemptiotta. %lost educational servima are not priced
in the market, nor educational ilist itttl lolls show any profits (posi-
tive or negative) on their income statements. Therefore the assumed
value of the output is by convention taken as identical with the actual
l'SIS of the hours employed by educational institutions! In the
case of a cash subsidy to the educational sector, no deduction is made
from the gross factor income.

Next to be considered is the point that the subsidy in question here
actually is not a cash subsidy but rather an indirect subsidya tax
exemptionand its etTeet therefore has to be imputed.' The imputa-
tion of a value to the tax exemption attempts to measure the relative
advantage which the educational sector has vis-a-vis other sectors in
the economy in the purchase of services and materials as a result of the
tax exemption. For a certain outlay the educational sector can buy
mote services and materials than other sectors as it is not required
to pay taws.

To the extent that schools are freed from paying certain taxes
on their cost of operation, their costs are transferred front the non-
taxpaying to the taxpaying sectors of the economy. Consider the ease
of two firms, A and B, each having a payroll of $1,000 per month,
which constitutes their only cost. of operation. Now kt us assume
that. subsequently a payroll tax of $50 is imposed on each firm, and
that their respective outlays will now increase to $1,050. Consider
next the ease of firm A being relieved of its tax obligations and at
the same time firm B's tax obligation being doubled. The outlay
of firm A would now be once more $1,000 and the outlay of firm B
would be $1,100. Firm A is now receiving a subsidy at the expense
of firm B. To measure the value of this subsidy, it would seem
appropriate to add to the actual outlay of firm A (standing for edu-
cational institutions) an imputed tax of $50 and to impute a deduc-
tion of $50 to firm B (standing for the rest of the economy)! Our
calculation, therefore, will increase the educational outlay by the
imputed value of the tax exemption and will decrease the outlay
of the rest of the economy by a corresponding amount. This means
that the value of one subcategory in the gross national product is
raised and the value of another subcategory in the gross national

The busk cottropt for the educational ardor Is really one of "gross rector Income"
rather than oils of gross product. A governmental subsidy to the educational sector Is.
therefore. n a diff.rent footing from autrildIes to other sectors of the economy.

9 This inspuiatIon. hs wever. Is quite differout from the Imputation of value of. say, an
agricultural product produced and consumed by farmers. which dol.'s not elear through the
market. In the CORP of the farmer the %aloe of output produced is greater than the one
recorded by the market mechanism.

If schools were required to pay State and local taxes. the tax rate could be town than
Mu one Retold!), prevailing. Therefore to um the actually penning tax rate for an
Imputation of the subsidy schools are receiving in the form of this tat eataoptIon elas-
watts tbs magnitude of the subsidy somewhat
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product lowered. Them fore, the value of the gross national product
will not be affected by this operation.

indircet cu.,tx. --Tile IrIbblenis encountered in an attempt to cal-
culate income forgone by students warnmt some detailed discussion
for three reasons: (1) The concept of -income forgone" is both sta-
tistically and also conceptually ambiguous and elusive, but, once
accepted, calls for a major modification of the conventional national
income framework ; (!) any imputation of this kind, no matter how
node,t mid conservative, is bound to afteet significantly the aggre-
gates fur the Nation's outlay on education; (3) the discussion should
clarify certain peculiarities about educational investment and eco-
nomic growth, which may not be entirely obvious. The following
discussion of the colwept of income forgone is supplemented by a
detailed explanation of the calculation of income forgone, in appendix
13, and therefore the discussion here will be confined to analytical
issues.

A dist inel ion needs to be made between the income forgone by an
individual stmleht and by the total student population. The individ-
ual problem can be solveAl in ce paribus fashion if the requisite
statistics are available. 'flue income forgone by the entire student
population constitutes a more difficult problem. Clearly, if the entire
student body or a large portion of it were shifted into the labor
market, the marginal product would full. We simply do not know
with any degree of accuracy what would happen if a large number
of uneducated people were to be added to the labor market.° The
rehlem leads to a paradoxical observation. It may be possible

to achieve a much more accurate calculation of the income forgone
by students for an underdeveloped country than for an industrially
advanced country, in spite of the fact that the statistics are apt to
be of poorer quality in the first than in the second case. In the under-
developed country only a small proportion of the school-age popula-
tion net ually attends school, but in the advance country the majority
of the school -age population is in school. Thus a simple oda*
paribug calculation would be more accurate in the first than in the
second ease.

Became of these etateutttelk one authority USCG a flat maintenance allowance for the
name forgone by Modesto. P. 3. D. wiles In "The Mattes's Intellectual biaelmene
(Bulletin of the Ozfeed teattlete of Rtetlettee, August Ind), p. 288. Imputes for the
Vatted Kingdom no !worn, forgone by students 15-18 year. of age a midetaance allow.
ace of thou, and 8200 for students 18 and over.

The relevant marginal product here. however, would be a now Pas" marginal product.
This implies that the treater of the students Into the labor force would be anticipated
and that capital equipment would be allowed to adjust accordingly. It also Implies that
capital resiourcea and teachers now employed in the educational sector would be transferred
out of the ..duestional sector and would be added to the cooperating faders In ether
senors of the economy.

rise also Mary Jean Bowman. eh. C. and Richard S. Maus, ch. t of this publication.
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The concept of income forgone, both for the individual student
and for the students as a group is based on the notion that people
at di &Mit levels of education have before them the alternative
of continuing tiwir schooling or of earning an income which is ap-
proximately equal to the income of others with similar educational
attainment. If they choose the first alternative, they become, so
to speak, self-employed. This notion is clear enough when applied
to the individual. If, however, it is applied to the group, the meaning
of certain educational requirements for certain jobs is 11111ell more
difficult to interpret. Certain educational achievements may be r
pretrquisite for jobs, not because of the need of certain tee imical
knowledge or the improved ability in learning pmee&ses because of
past learning, but merely becuuse employers rely on educational
achievements as an index of kative intelligence, curiosity, perse-
verance, and stability, or perhap: as an index of social status. To
the extent, then, that educational achievement serves these purposes,
the concept of income forgone becomes much more elusive. In this
ease much of education would really turn out to be without basic
significance, except for the function of providing information; the
private .ate of return to edueation would be higher than the social
rate of return." To the extent that educational requirements do not
fulfill any intrinsic need of the job, the social income forgone is
greater than the private income forgone. There are indeed many
highly skilled and %pry remunerative jobs, which require little formal
education for efficient performance, although a high school or even
college education is a prerequisite for many of them.

A transformation of society which would result in a large-scale
diminution of the student body and an increase in the labor force
would lead to an easing of many educational requirements. This
trend then could counteract to it certain extent the decline of the
marginal product resulting from a large influx into the labor force.

There remains the question of the proper treatment of the incidence
of Unemployment within the concept of income forgone. The issue is
important for two reasons: (1) The incidence of unemployment is
extremely high among young workers." (2) It is not clear whether

s Went paternal returns on education. such as the beneficial effeet of educated parents
out children and of an educated environment on the individual In general, have been
discussed so widely that there Is no need to go over this old ground here. We are dealing
here with the one factor that may make the private rite of return higher than the social
faro bream* it bears on the enne..pt of Income forgone.

itTheudore W. Schulte, in Capital Formation by Education, Journal of Political
Rroomoo. 08: 573. December 1900. cites the Economic Report of the President, Januar.,
spec fable TI-18. which shows that in 1039 the total unemployed equaled 5.2 percent of
the total employed, whereas for the group 14-19 year. of age the percentage was 11.8.

Average unemployment rates among young people in the United States for October 1948
and October 1955 were: For those enrolled in school, age 14-17 years. 4,22 percent
age 18-24, 4.75 percent. For those not enrolled In school, age 14-17 years, 111 percent:
age 18.24. 5.4 percent. Calculated from Current Population Reports, Series P 50, No. 04,
Labor Puree, January 1938. p. 2.
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unemployment of tins youngest group is a different phenomenon from
unempl...) meta atnotkg other segments of the labor force. Over SO
percent of the fulltinie workers of highsehol age live at home, and
most of these have left school because of some adjustment problem
in the school environment. In view of all this, there is a very strong
presumption that their "intensity of jobseeking" is considerably be-
low the -average intensity" which prevails among the rest of the
labor force.

Schultz adjusts the income forgone by an allowance for unemploy-
ment according to an average rate of unemployment in the labor force.
Certainly allowance should be made in some fashion for the incidence
of unemployment when one is dealing with the income forgone on the
part of the individual student.

In treating the notion of income forgone for the entire high-school
and college- student group, that is to say, with a potential additional
labor force of about 10.5 million, we may work either within the
framework of the real, imperfect world, or within a framework of an
ideal, frictionless world, which allows us an approximate measure
of the potential productivity of this addition to flee labor force under
ideal circumstances. Unless one assumes some ideal state of affairs,
the whole notion of income and productivity forgone would become
extremely hazy. I therefore propose to calculate the income or
productivity forgone on the assumption of a frictionless world without
unemployment. (See app.

II. Scope of Calculation
The estimates given in this part of the chapter use the foregoing

categories of cost, both direct and indirect, and include the imputed
amounts for interest, depreciation, and taxes. The institutions rep-
resented in the estimates are public and privateelementary and
sce'ontlary schools, colleges and universities, special schools for the
mentally and physically handicapped, commercial vocational schools,
and residential schools for exceptional children. The estimate also
covers the costs of training programs for interns and residents in
medicine, for Government executives, and for the military.

Executive training programs are included in the calculations only
to the extent that these programs are conducted at universities and
colleges. The eost of instruct ion would be shown as part of the budget
of universities and colleges, but these figures do not show the total
cost of these programs. They fall short of the salaries of the execu-
tives participating in them.
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1 have no statistics on internal exeeutive programs. Most of these
may he viewed as akin to upgnoling and therefore should nut be in-
cludd. ()tilers, however, like' the IBM school, are formidable and by
rights should he included.

The source of the data and the methods of estimating costs, whirls
supplement the usual statistieal data on educational outlays, are de.
seribed briefly below. The section headings and items are numbered
to correspond with the items in tables 1 until

TABLE LThe Nation's outlay on formal education, 1955 -56 and 1957-58
[In millions'

Typo of 'n*111141.41 185%-f8 ISO 38

, ..d31 .111*.lst le at :III Irt%otttivIlt In pPople . $36.08 $41.539I t .1 hr t ...$14 Nisi' IJEInt ) Is.1187 23.341
I t,t in. lib et costs set below) . . . IL 933 21.208

et nits% t I .thiT11. Untie? .................... 16. Wi7 23.331

1. Public elementary and secondary schools...... V. MS 10.718
*J. 1.thtbt. 31..titlery obi seessielitrY a -11o031 1.206 1.642
3. .00mr, 141 vaestionel a boots ....... . ... ISO 223
4. :spa. 141 residential ',tools 23 30

railcars and ..... 1,324 1.712
6
7.

I'M% ate eoll.tes and Units tsIttes...._.
tsupusod swop of deptoe1S1103 AUG 1111Pst

059 1. 168

Elvnientary and seeondary whools. 1.912 2. 3It2
F.1no ntary and wonder/ P:hools. private 29i

:'. Res and universities. PuMIL tuel prhr4' - 712 istai
V. Imputed value of property Ins etemptIon

V leipentary and secondary is bob., . 793 14145

Elensentury awl bworidary 'wilted/4. pris ate. . 1211 132
0,0. Imo and universities. 1.111,11, sod Private .. 31.10 333

9. Imputed value of sail s gas r$rlt.ptlnn . . .......
ID. linpot-1 114.4 1 hooks. soppl m. and travel:

students 5 powent). MI 878
(Able attd Ilniveritty svol.nts 10 pementi. 614 702II. Spevial itrograme. esclusis of bole training. 1.20WO 1.1t10

IL ()al, direr' costa. Fodentl 342

CI RIM 4r ('wets, INPUlatel 17.993 21.208

13. F:artiloirs forrido by 1.11:114 -hool sttolents .... 11.211 13,519
I.:amities forgone by (*oli and rsity etudetitS....

14. rim Ines freorie by niedfral loterns and is sIdents 4143
39 7.1Y/4

103
16. Military pay to students 600 1111

TABLE 2.Gross total educational investment in people and ph, ical facilities,
145-56 and 1957-58

go Millions'

Physical favilIty 198646 1937 -58

Total 340.472 $418.952

Total Investment In people:
1-111. Current meta, direct and Indirect 1 38.980 11.639

Totals:spits! outlay for plant 'amnion 11.442 4.420

I& Elementary and seeloidary schools
9.718 3

17. Colleges awl universities Otel 1.290. 121
M. Public Utstitutiuns for delinquents

4 dm table I.
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CURRENT COSTS, DIRECT

1. ,',bil elf soitary and secondary xeheadv.---'rite data on these
schot its, from the I ..S. Office of Education's Meunial Nurrey of Edtt-
oit;en in flu Stff ; 56, elailde I, table 9, do not include
expetalit lires fur auxiliary services such as transportation and school
luches. The schools for which the information is reported do not
111411141e 1441cr.t1 sehtsels for 11111i:tits, nor Federal melee& on Federal
ol...tallat ions, nor residential schools for exeeptional children. For
&it a, on tile re i4ionit hook, sPe 4 below.

Pe;die dem, wary wed sceondary Nehoulq.--The figures are from
the same sourve a, those for public elementary and secondary schools.
They are rsi ;mated liv the I Nike of Education on the basis of expendi-

pupil in public schools.
ewp we 1/ mIcativened schooOnly a very rough estiniate can

he made of the gross output of commercial vocational schools, based
on the number of these schools and on their payrolls, reported under
the State unemployment insuranee program. A recent vocational
trainiuo. directory 1: lists 7.30t) such sebools. In 195546 their total
payrolls ansunted to over tbire million, exclusive of payrolls of 720
beauty-operator anti barber schools, which are grouped differently
in the Standard Industrial Code. A large number of the com-
mercial voeittiotial sehooll4 teach aceounting and secretarial skills
(1;24:). In addition, the directory includes flying schools (475);
sehools Of art, musk, drama, and related subjects (400) ; nursing
s4..hen,1:, schools for medical technologists not affiliated with unher-
sit ies (3.sm) ; and meehanieal and technical schools ((l3O). Some of
the '411110th; III art schools and flying schools undoubtedly engage in
tlics.. programs for recreation. For these students the educational
out lay el ist it tiles consumption out lay rather than investment. Quan-
t it at ively, however, students taking Chest' mums for recreation consti-
tute an in,ignilieant numher, and no special allowance needs to be
nt :te fur them.

The gethk4out put hr these schools may be approximated by deriving
the equivalent of a gross sales figure on the assumption that a rough
eurtqmiudence exits between the budgets of the commercial voca-
tional selewils aml those of the public schools. In 1955-50 the current
ests of public shuids were divided as follows: instruction and admin.
i-ztration, 71.2 percent ; operation, 9.1 percent; maintenance, 3.9 per-
cent ; school transportation, 4.3 percent; other school services, 5.1
percent ; tend fixed charges. 0.1 percent. If we assume that in addition
to the over 74)-percent inst filet Tonal and administrative costs about half

"Nathan M. Cohen. Vorational Training Directory of the Vetted Stoke. Ambition.
Va Potomac Prraq. :id rd.. 1958.
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of the maiitistrortional costs are made u of various labor costs, the
total labor costs approximate s5 percent. The $85 million payroll of
flit clailel'elal %cc allah!! schools aeeordingly would represent 85 per-
cent of t he en rrent budget of those schoolsa total current cost of $100
ntilliotl ill 19:6 56. To this ;Umtata IS uddcd SW million for imputed
costs; items comparable to Ilp4e ineloded for public schools, snaking
a total of $1t;+1 million for M.:. 56.

We hire no !my r(11 data for t he burlier and beauty-operator sehools.
If we Ilse the average gross sales of the commercial vocational schools
for which we liart payroll data to 1111111V gri sacs Salt's for the barber

Iwatity-oiorator sellouts, schools which account for about. 10 per-
cent of the total numbr of seh(ls, the aggregate rottintercial vacs-
tional school figure would lie raised by 10 percent, or to $170 million,
including imputed cost items for 1955 58.

It w:P4 tisliiteti that in 19:4 :16 the $12 million payroll of the com-
mercial a orresluiu lknee schools a:ism:aril to 60 percent of their gross
sales told thus we obtained it total of $0 million for those schools;
and a total of $19f; million fur the combined gross sales of the com-
mercial vocal awl correspondence Mast's. The same proce.
limp Wits followed in deriving the estimates for 1957-58. As this
item is a relit ively small one, the substantial margin of error to which
the est hnate is subject would not affect our overall findings.

4. sin c;di rem;,/etl;a/ mehoolx.There are three possible methods
of hatellin the rusts of resident i:tl schools for physically or mentally
handicapped children and for delinquents: (a) complete inclusion of
all costs of operation of such schools, (h) complete exclusion of these
cosi:4,13 (e) inclusion of the costs that may be roughly classified as
instructional costs. I have chosen method (c) because I believe it
takes into account all relevant educational outlays while omitting
other costs such as cost of medical care.

Assuntieg that the average current. cost per student in residential
schools for exceptional children is similar to that in ordinary public
schools ($294.2:2 in the school year 1955-50, according to the Biennial
Surrey of Education in the I tilted States, 1944-60, ch. 2, p. 110), we
multiplied that cost by the number of students in the residential
schools in that year--s0,000---and thus obtained $23 million as the
estimated expenditure for these schools in 1955-50. In 1957-58 the
average current cost per student was $341.14, and the number of resi-
dential-school students StVliiii-1111 approximate expenditure of $30
million in that year.

5. NM. eollegeg and unierNitieR.Data for the academic year
1955-56 on current educational and general expenditures of publicly

isTble Is the method followed by one authority In the most recent and comprehensive
study on educational eziwallitureo In Great Urania. John Way. The Coate of BMus.
Sion Lomion. George Allen 194. p. 10.

1132105 -42- 12
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mitt toned colleges and universities are from the Biennial Sureey of
Efineatiun, 40, chapter 1, table 50, and exclude the amount ex-
pended for organized research.

41. l'eleate colleges and universitien.Data on privately controlled
colleges and universities are from the same source as the data on the
publicly illit11411141 (111P4 and also exclude the amount expended for
on.rit.ired rescardt. (For both public and private colleges and uni-
versities, organised research expenditures came to $506 million
for 19:

7. /minded value of depreciation and interest.Figures on the
original value of school property in the United States in the school
year 1955-511 ( Biennial Surrey of Education, ch. 2, p. 24) and in 1057 -
5s (estimated) are as follows:

nype a/iodinates
1958-de 1017411

to eaneeu

Public elementary and secondary schools._ $23. 9 $29. 9
Public find rrivote colleges and univerpities.. ft 9 11. 2

Total. _ . 32.8 41. 1

To detertnitie the distribution of physical assets of public elemen-
tary and secondary schools, Schultz calculates depreciation and im-
plicit interest by kude's method." '6 lie calculates that 20 percent
of their assets are in land, 72 percent in buildings, and 8 percent in
equipment. There is no depreciation in the value of land. The de-
preciation of buildings is calculated at 3 percent per year. Although
buildings are assumed to have a lifespan of 50 years, a period that
would warrant only :! percent depreciation, 3 percent is imputed to
that factor to make some allowance for obsolescence due to population
shifts. Ten is.rcent depreciation is imputed to equipment; to this is
added inq icit interest of prevent ---a total of 8 percent for deprecia-
tion and implicit interest.

Figures on depreciation and interest for private elementary and
secondary schools have been estimated by Vladimir Stoikov of Prince-
ton University."' lie estimates property values of private schools in
the United State.; in 1935-50 at $3,000 million, and the implicit rent
of these properties at li2S8 million. Adding outlays for school plant
in the next biennium, he estimates implicit rent on private schools at
$352 million for 1957-58.

For colleges and universities, Schultz imputes only 2 percent for
depreciation of buildings; but since, on the other hand, the asset
distribution in land, buildings, and equipment is 15 percent, 70 per-

la Theeitore W. sebutte. op. elt., p. 579.
" itotwrt Brush. AsNret4 Prfrate Nonprofit Inettlattone in the Vatted States, 1000-

19j11. \animal Moreau of Economic Remora, April 1954 (notenbilehed).
tnpublhines figures.
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rent, and I5 percent, respect ively, the overall interest rate for depFECi*
911011 interest again comes to 8 percent.

8. Imputed ralue property Gtr etremption.-11arris est icicles the
replacement value of real estate used by colleges and universities in
the United States at $20 billion, eosupared with the original cost of
$D billion." Imputing 1.5 percent for property tax exemption,
the value of the exemption is estimated at $3(10 million. Applying
this estimate to public elementary and secondary school real estate, I
obtained a replace:limit value of $53 billion and a 1.5perent imputed
property tax of $T million. Similar contputat ions on 11157-toi data,
including additions to plant in the period 1050-58, indicate a replace-
ment value of $:/0 billion for elementary and secondary schools and
$2.3 billion for colleges and universities, which at a 1.5-percent rate
suggests a property tax exempt ion of $ss5 million for elementary anti
secondary schools and $33.1 million for colleges and universities. Ac-
cording to Stoikovis estimates for the replacement costs of value of
real estate used by private elementary and secondary schools, pre-
viously mentioned, the value of the property tax exemption for these
schools is $120 million for 1055-50 and $132 million for 1957-58.

It will be noticed that depreciation and interest are imputed on
original cost, but imputed property taxes on replacement value. This
procedure corresponds to that used in the Department of Commerce's
national income statistics.

9. Imputed value of sales tam ecemption.A small additional
amount is included as the value of sales tax exemptions; the figures,
though approximate, indicate the general order of magnitude of the
value of this tax exemption.

10. Imputed coats of books, supplies, and traret.The costs of
books, supplies, and travel to and from school were calculated accord-
ing to the procedure used by Schultz. Expenditures for these items
were estimated at b percent of earnings forgone for high-school
students and 10 percent for college students.

11. 8peeial defense programs, exclustive of bask training.The
defense budget of the United States, running well over $40 billion,
is so large that even a small proportion of this spent on training and
education would, by inclusion or exclusion, affect the aggregate figures
significantly. Therefore, the nature of defense expenditures on tra;n-
ing and education needs to be discussed. (The Biennial Surrey of
Education makes explicit allowance only for the Service academies.)

The problem here is somewhat different. from the one that concerned
Kusttets in his study of the Nation's output during a war period."

Seymour E. Hartle. "Broad Imeip In Financing." In Maiming Moller Education.
toot -!e. New Vqrk. Doak Co.. 1959. p. -78.

*Simon Kuneto. National Product in Wartime. New York. National Bureau of
Economie Rewarrh. 1945. p. T.
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litiznet4 was ef Illeerned with the military output during a period of
actual war. when no .ignilicant portion of productive factors, includ-
ing labor ulel "1, owe absorbed by the military sector of the
economy, is relea:441 to the civilian sector, even though those factors
may lie useful to it.

The problem here is one of a peacetime economy with a large mili-
tary budget where personnel is periodically released from the Armed
Forces to the civilian sector. Skills acquired during military train-
ing, ,uch as pilot and mechanic training, can be put. to civilian use,
although their transferability is rarely complete. A study conducted
by the Air Force in l9:ti showed that of 13,000 enlisted men with a
great variety of skills, separated from the service in MO, 17 percent
held jobs related to their Air Force experience." Moreover, as I have
nege.ted earlier. the nest of all formal education that contributes
anything to later professional advancement should be included in our
calculations if possible. Military training schools, even if they have
no "'owl Illness" to the civilian scoot., fall into this category.

Even if one were to ignore the problem of consistency, a decision
to exclude all military training expenditures from our calculations
would merely invite a new set of problems and paradoxes. Much
education that. takes place in the civilian sector and eventually leads
to inewase41 "civilian earning capacity" is actually gearedunder
the prevailing conditions of a large military budgetto the require-
ment.; of military production. This suggests that exclusion or inclu-
sion of educational outlays merely on the basis of military or civilian
supervision and budgeting would be arbitrary.

The cos.t of all military training programs is included with the ex-
et ion of basic training, because under the conditions of a peacetime
military draft, basic training is a compulsory requirement and does
not add to a person's earning capacity. On the other hand, par-
ticipation in additional education and training programs is not com-
pulsory in the same manner as basic training and also tends to in-
crease the income of participants." The estimate also covers the
pay of personnel while attending school."

Enroll! Wool. "The Armed ServIeen an a Training institution" In EU Otasbers. ed.,
The Natitoe ehildren, vol. 2. Development and Education. New York. Columbia Univer-
sity Primo. 1900.

11/ TbI4 treatment in arbitrary to two respect*: in a aociety with a strong Ideal of a
Nobiler rltlSeu an of martial virtue*. baste training would have to be viewed as SD
integral port of -11%Irosal education." even though hot productive to a pecuniary *ease.
and would constitute merely an extreme ruse of divergence between coat and productivity.
Nterenrer. bot.le training to a necessary prerequialte for participation In more advanced
military altwathat ('errs ore ineleled here.

II It ho4 Neu impossible to devise a formula that would allow for "procurement" emit
oar attrition- of equipment used for training purposes or to calculate depreciation of
military training inetallationa. azure* for minters educational programs therefore
toll *beet by a plan.taattal amount.
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Since the outlays for thew military educational programs are ac-
tually sub.-tent ist les may be cited to illustrate the importance
of these pmgrems within the military framework and also to the
ririlian sect r of the economy. There are approximately 400 spa-
dalties for enlisted personnel in the Navy and the Marine Corps,
and 111101V 110111 WO in the Army. Sonic historical trends in changes
in in i I it ark' sk ills can be observed from tab's) 3.

TABLE 3.Percentage distribution of enlisted jobs, by major occupational
group'

Mat,, 1).-rupaLiuhal stool,

.
tither
NIFehatiteo 4i1,1 reairtuU .
Administrative alit* el. rhr1. .

I 'rafts and o rvi. vs
romiut . .

62
69

21 .3
13 3
267als

During
Korean
Coalllvt

Doe. 31,
l3

9.6 13.6
6.9 7.4

2 23.9
201.69 20.6=7 19.4
17.4 12.9

SOIC W.A. Th.. Armd 4PrvIers its a.Tralnlmeinstitutiiin; The Nation's Claffsen, vol. 2, 1evelop
1141 ut al,.l lidu. all.4u. 11411.1 EnAlWele.tg, od.,, New:lurk, Columbia l'ulveralty Press, 1960. p. 146.

An important feature shown by this table is the steady decline of the
relet ire importance of the category "Ground combat" and the increas-
ing impudence of "Electronics." As to the number of men involved,
the following figures may be cited : in 1955 alone, 430,000 men received
training in civilian-type specialties (Ibis excludes training in purely
military skills, flying training, and profe&ional training of officers).

The figures shown, which were obtained from the Office of the Sec-
retary of Defense, represent "current cost of education," as well as
costs of food, clothing, and medical care of students, and so forth.
Some of these items are "fringe benefits" of military service. A portion
of these should be shown actually under indirect costs rather than
under direct ones, but this breakdown cannot be effected; and the
present breakdown does not distort the aggregate results. The figures
for the armed services are those for 1959, as 195546 and 1957-58
data were not available, but the 1959 outlay does not differ drastically
from the figures for those earlier years.

12. Other Federal direct ezpendkures on training and education.
A substantial number of educational and training programs are carried
on by various agencies of the Federal Government, and the mete of
operation of these programs are included to the extent that the
figures are available.

Some of the more important Government educational outlays are
for: education of dependent children overseas; for education of Amer-
ican Indians in Federal schools: for distribution of Federal surplus
property to educational institutions; for apprenticeship programs; &r
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safety training in mines; and for education programs in Federal cor-
rectional institutions."

CURRENT COSTS, INDIRECT

13. Earnings forgone by high school and by college or university
students.Earnings forgone by high school and college or univer-
sity students are based on a number of empirical studies of the
actual earnings of the school-age population in different periods.
For 1955-56, the estimate derived is $1,456 per high school student
and $2,099 per college or university student (see app. B). Apply-
ing to these estimates the 4.39-percent rise in average gross earnings
in all manufacturing industries between 1956 and 1958, the average
earnings forgone per high school student in 1957-58 was estimated
at $1,519, and the average, per college or university student, at
$2,139.

When these figures are multiplied by the number of high school
students (7.7 million in 1955-56 and 8.9 million in 195748) and by
the number of students in colleges and universities (2,996,000 in
1955-58 and 8,284,000 in 1957-58), the estimates are derived of the
total earnings forgone. The earnings forgone by high-school students
are estimated at $11,211 million in 1955-56 and $13,516 million in
1957-58. For college and university students the resultant estimates
are $6,139 million in 1955-56 and $7,024 million in 1957-58.

14. Earnings forgone by medical interns and residents.Althavgh
my calculations allow for the income forgone by medical interns
and residents, they do not allow for other training progams for
certification, such as the programs for certified public accountants,
mechanical engineers, and architects because they are on a different
footing. Such programs are not comparable to the programs for
medical interns and residents because they are not requirements in
the sense that interning is for a medical career. Apparently because
of this, there exists no substantial income differential in those three
fields between persons who take part in the special programs and
those who do not.

On September 1, 1955, there were 9,603 persons serving medical
internships in the United States. (This and the following figures,
with one exception to be noted, are taken frau the annual survey
of such internships and residencies published by the American Medical
Association.) 21 From this total, I substracted the number of grad-

salads program. are dIscusred la Panel Frieda for Rebtostbe 016-111 sad 11119-11
(U.S. Department of Mann, Education. and Weltaroa Oleo of rdnontion, Dniteda 1961.
No. 14

Grathreto NNW Ilduestion la tarp Valts4 States. thyroid 0 Me Amsoloon Maned
Auveistion. 182: 277-290. Sept. 22, 1900.
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woos of medical schools in foreign countries who were interning
in this country ( Lti:p9), leaving 7,714. Approximately half of these
interns were serving in hospitals affiliated with medical schools and
wen receiving an average monthly cash stipend of $121. The other
hall, in nonaffiliated hospitals, were receiving an average monthly
cash stipend of $169. The average of the two is $145.

About /4 out of each 10 hospitals provided full maintenance for
interns in addition to the stipends, and almost all of the remaining
provided partial maintenance. I valued maintenance at $120 per
month, taking into consideration the fact that a small number of
hospitals provided no maintenance.

Adding the monthly cash stipend to the value of the maintenance,
a figure of $265 was obtained as the average intern's income per
nit nth, or about $3,180 per year.

To obtain the income forgone by the intern, I subtracted this figure,
$3,180 from $4,921an estimate of the yearly income of a person with
equivalent trainingan estimate based on the median salary in the
academic year 1955-56 for 9 months of teaching at the assistant-
professor level."

I increased this figure by $1,300 to take account of the 3-month
summer session and then added 10 percent to represent the difference
between salaries in academie and nonacademic jobs, and arrived at
a total of $6,843. Subtraction from this total of the average income
earned in a year gave $3,663 as the average yearly income forgone
by the interns. This figure was then multiplied by the number of
interns, 7,744, to give the total income forgone$28.4 million. (The
1957-58 figure is an adjustalent of the 1955-56 estimate to allow for
the change in .a number of interns between the two periods.)

The income torgone by medical residents was calculated by a
method parallel to that used for interns. On September 1, 1955,
there were 21,425 individuals serving residencies in the United States.
From this figure we subtracted 4,174, the number of residents from
foreign countries, leaving a total of 17,251 residents. Resident pro-
grams (surgery, internal medicine, etc.) were grouped in eight in-
come classes and the number of programs were distributed in roughly
normal fashion among the classes." If we assume that the residents
also are normally distributed (an assumption that is certainly open
to question), then we may take the midpoint of the distribution, or

*This estimate was obtained through a study of 772 Institutions, reported In "Salaries
la Blither Ethentioin." NI:A Reaearde Solletta, 30: 90 -93. October lett published by the
%Animal Edueation Askoriation.

*All information on rent.lenelee lot yin t.,l fr..m Graduate Medical Education In the
United Stater." eft.. ant another arm le ith the sante title. Riving entire recent figures.
his Ilse Journal of the istrien itedleal Conewlin. 171: onu 074, Oct. to, 19 39.
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$50, as our estimate of the average stipend paid to residents. To
this tigere we add $loo, representing the value of maintenance. This
maintenance value iw somewhat lower than that. for interns, since
only :4; percent of the hospitals provided full maintemtnce for resi-
dents and :,5 percent partial maintenance.

The a% erage monthly income of the residents, then, was ealeidated
as $8: o, and the average per year was $4400. The estimate of the
total iileelee forgone by the residents was based on the reported net in-
eon le in 1919 of general pract Rimers in the United States under the age
of $9,054." (This the most revert information I have found
iu whHi laicism, is given by age.) Incomes of general practitioners
are now at least 0 pereent It igher than they were in the early fifties,"
and I therefore increased the 1919 figure by th) pereent, finding a net
annual ineome for general practitioners under its years of age of

From this figure I subtracted my estimate of medical resi-
dellbe to 01Itnili the netuul income forgone by residents.
I then multiplied this final figure, $6,665, by the number of residents
and arrived at :015 Million. If we add to this figure the figures

ft'r illefsile forgone by interns, $28 aloe, we
get a grand total for income forgone in medical education of $1.13

15. Military pay to studrots.lnformation on military pay in 1959
was obtained from the Department of Defense. Jly calculations are
based on pay averages fur 114,00 °Hirers and 121,00o enlisted men,
const it In ing t be average ammal manber of students. The figures do
not inelude any military reserve programs or schools. The pay of
student military personnel is included here because they are with-
drawn from other tasks while in school but eontinue to receive the
same pay.

CAPITAL OUTLAY FOR PLANT EXPANSION
Airmen tory and secondary fichoold.--Data on expenditures for

plata expansion of elementary and secomlary schools in the academie
yeAr 19:)5-m; are quoted from the Biennial Surrey of Education,
19.4 it:, chapter 1, table 9. For 19:17-5S, comparable data, unpub-
lished, urn quoted from tabulations prepared by the Office of Educa-
tion fort ho Hicnnial Surety of Education, 195048.

17. cllelp,4 and unit...twit/rm.-1We on expenditures for plant ex-
pansion of colleges and universities in the academic year 1955-56 are
guided from the Ilk Nacre y of Education, 195.4-M, chapter 4,

P William Wrisirld. "income of l'ilyoliano. 11,29 411." Surrey ea current Ruaiataa.
vol. :1.July 19H. l'.8. tipartropne 4 Commove... p. 0-20.

Wallar eroatm.sn. Ara You 11-tter to. 111.1lo the Thdral et l'.? 11Jiral 1.:fonnenie.
24 29. April 1957.
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table 2. For 11357-514, comparable data, unpublished, are quoted from
tahulat ions prepared by the ( gliee of Education for the Biennial Sur-
rey of Education, 11,066-68.

!wills in.vrituticom fur delinquenta. Data on capital expendi-
tures for inst it ut ions for delinquents are quoted from Robert I.. Row -
hind, Mafia/ ;e. un Public Iftatitutimut fur Pelincluetet Children, DCA
Statistieal Series No. 48,1958 and No. 599 1960. Children's Bureau,
Social Security Aihninist rat ion, U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Wel fare.

No tigures are available at present on capital outlay for education
'programs carried out by the Armed Forces. Therefore the total cr.1-
eulated fur capital outlay for plant expansion does not include such
outlay.

III. Findings and Concluding Observations
The Nation's total investment in people through education for the

academic year 1955-58 is estimated at $37.0 billion, and for 1957-58
at $44.5 billion (table 1). When capital outlays for school and college
plant are added, these sums are increased to $40.4 billion and $19.0
billion, respectively ( table 2).

Current costs of education are divided about equally between direct
and indirect costs in each of the years. The earnings forgone of high-
school students more than equals the total direct institutional costs
of public elementary and secondary schools. Earnings forgone of
college students by far exceed the direct costs of colleges and uni-
versities. Direct institutional expenditures of the colleges and uni-
versities totaled $2.3 billion in 19 -56 and $2.9 billion in 1957-58.
If we add to these direct institutional expenditures the imputed
depreciation and interest and the value of property tax exemptions,
the amounts are increased to $3.3 billion and $1.1 billion. Earnings
forgone of college and university students are estimated at almost
double these amounts, or $6 billion for 1955-56 and at $7 billion for

What share of our national resources does investment in education
claim! As was suggested earlier, the conventional gross product
estimates are not wholly adequate to permit a direct answer to this
question without, first adjusting gross product figures to reflect. the
imputed educational cost items (table 4). The adjusted estimate is

percent higher than the conventional gross national product esti-
mates. Educational investment in human beings amounted to 9.6
permit of the adjusted gross national product in 1957 -58 and 8.6 per-
cent in the biennial year immediately preceding. When the costs of
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plant expansion are added, the shall, of mources devoted to educa-
z.on iri inciva-teal by an addit ional 1 percent ; for example, for 1957-58
film' 9.6 percent of the adjusted gross nat natal product to 10.6percent.

The investment in education may be viewed in still another way,
namely, as a share of the total gross investment, both public and
private. Table 5 summarizes these estimates and indicates the items
that may be added to the conventional gross private domestic invest-
',wilts to arrive at a more inclusive approximation of investments,
nl both i :vet e pend it tires and the opportunity eosts of invest-

ment in eduation. The national total thus arrived at for the aca-
demic year 1955-:6 is $129.9 billion, of which $65.3 billion is the
gross private I h 'Mega le invest ment, $27.6 billion t he gross public invest -
nient, and $::7.0 billion tlw direct and indirect costs of education as
an i u Vrit a lrut in people.

19:15- : and also in 1957-5g, we were investing about. 30 percent
of our gro44 national product (as adjusted) for future growth. In
more cusounary national-product accounting, private investment is
shown as about 16.0 percent of the national gross product, anti public
and private investment at 22.7 percent. Educational investment is
equal to about one-third of the total investment. This makes it
proh:ibly the largest single component of all investment in the United
States.

TABLE 1.- -Gross national product, adjusted to compute share devoted to
formal education
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TABLE S.- -Grove private and public investment, adjusted

1ln hilltutusj

169 /I 70

Type of investment

Total grim Investment as adjusted for educational InVesttoent

(halm private investment eneventinnal accounts)...
(truss ;MI Moe investment teonventhmal accounts! 4.
gram eduiatutoml Investment tadjustMent).

t'urrent amts. direct 8
rorrent cued, indffect .

from edueat tonal investment as percentage of total gross investment (a/Ousted). -

1935-56
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$7.0
37.0
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13.0
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5 I 33.4

I Fran. is %I. &star. the Questsnit Goomsnient Spending. New York Harper Bros., MOO. p.
1.41.1.. 13.

:oe t.ii.l I. In addition to the three typo of Income forgone listed In table 4. mania pay to Ito.
11111Uitnt here.

a 1..1.. I 11.e t1 of the total imputed property tax and odes pas exemption Is. strictly speaking incorrect.
It t I. t 'AM 'I% CI Ant to ttortsoIttmtInftisl servo, other taspayery would have to pay so much lees. Partof tte t in-scld 3 t., shifted away from consumption outlays and part of them could be shifted from privatei 111 .5 ., t i nri ro the ettent that the latter would tate plea,. we would have merely an lalsowet19901quit t I the investmetit t): MI to that extent the figure is exaggerated.
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CHAPTER 11

Student Higher Education and Facilities of
Colleges and Universities: Projections

Sawa J. Mashie& cod W. Robert liokeistse

I. Expenditures and Income of Collegu and Universities
for "Student Higher 7.! *Ittation," 1970-75

PitwEcTioNs
EXPEN " si by colleges and universi-

ties fur "Student higher WI ...scam. and of the institutions'
sources of income fur that purpose are presented here as a backdrop
for hubsequent chapters on financing of higher education. The pro-
jections retket the estimator's judgment of the amounts required,
under the conditions assumed, to assure educational opportunities for
the increasing number of talented young people in this country and
to permit the colleges and universities to discharge their greatly
enlarging responsibilities.

The underlying assumptions and the computations based upon
them are presented in summary form below. Projection for a dec-
ade and even longer is necessarily an adventure into the unknown.
The estimates presented are derived from and consistent with the
assumptions made. Under conditions other than those assumed,
lege and university finances would develop differently in detail, and
perhaps in bread outlines.

STUDENT ENROLLMENTS

Total enrollments, reported in the Office of Education's series on
till enrollments of degree- credit students, are projected on three
&mire's, bases by ( 'anger (eh. 1 of this publication). Ilia projections
for aggregate United States are summarized in table 1 below.

pt. y or tats chapter wao prepared by Selma 1, Mullikin. emends eenealtant for thetir Wither Education ; and pt. II by W. Robert Bokelmam Chief of the Buoineas
admadoteation Section. College and tniversity Administration Branch, Division of EitherE4lueation. 1*.s. entire of Eijoiotioo.

% Ntudert education repreoeftto eveentially teaching coots and "overhead" cost,alioeolde to Witching. In the term,. of the Odice of Education's expenditurestudent higher elluestion inehules cos. of Inotruction and departmental 'enamel% andthat portion or elpetntitures tar general administration, libraries, and physical plantallocable to instruction. It eselthies from the amount for total educational and general
eapeuditurea those exppnditureo for organised research and overhead connected with suchrowan% and eipyndIturoc related to other °mailed nonlastructIona/ activities.

r 1 alln
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TABLE I.Enrollments. fall 1957 and 196% in colleges and universities. anitre
gals Canso States; and 3 illustrative estimates et enrollments, 1970 and 1975

his thousands]

1967 110;0 1970 1975

a, OM 7.619
I fund 1'rili,T1.1.41. .

7094 $. 077
It t's4ther it 1.14001.41 proiettion CON 7, 140

t't.nat ultr.ste lriijection /1,241

The three enrollment projections form the basis.of the illustrative
estimates developed here of expenditures by colleges and universities
for rat udent higher educat ion and of sources of income.

The lung-term trend toward greater expansion in public institu-
tions than in private institutions, it is assumed, will continue. For
purposes of the estimates it is assumed that two-thirds of the enroll-
ment increase between the academic years 1957-58 and 1970-71 and
To percent. of the additional expansion between 1970-71 and 1975-76
would occur in publicly controlled colleges and universities.' An
alternative assumption of a uniform increase in enrollments in both
public and private colleges would change the estimates very little.
Similarly, a somewhat higher rate o' expansion in enrollment in
public institutions than that assumed here would not change the
estimates markedly.

GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS

Salaries paid to faculty and others employed by colleges and uni-
versities and costs of equipment, books, scientific instruments and
apparatus, heating, and so iorth, necessarily are influenced by trends
in general employment and in price and earnings. Income received
by colleges and universities is perhaps even more directly affected by
such trends. It is assumed in the projections presented here that the
economy will continue to grow in the period ahead and that a high
level of employment will be maintained, with a maximum rate of 4
percent unemployment.

Tile 1970 and 1975 projections assume that output per person em-
ployed will increase at the historical trend rate of 2 percent per
annum; that the labor force will grow at. 1.7 percent per annum; and
t hat price rises will average 1.4 percent per annum'

I see Selma J. Mushkin. ch. 14. for discassion of changer In the proportion enrolled In
nubile and private milers and universities during the 1980's.

INmbinintr a single estimate of labor. toree growth with three estimates of college
enrollments 1with a spread of about 1.8 million between the "low" and "high" enrollment
estimates r Implies different definitions of "full employment." A single gross national
product flgure was used for simplicity of presentation, but It should be recognised that
larger minim enrollments may In a single year period, reduce the potential gross national
product. at full employment levels.
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These w-tlitiplitolts and t he eAiiiiales of grom It:Wound product
parallel I how ptmmtled 118. Pre,,itlent's Council of 1..:comnitic Ad-
visers before the Joint Euolionlie t 'tannin tee of the Nit It Congress. The
estimated figures tin the gross bat iohal 'induct for the years used in
project Mg expenditures fur student higher education and the lustitu-
tiun am:lime are

111:7

tiolo :1,1 nal
fall tup1.1141ilt IV%

1975

EXPENDITURES FOR STUDENT HIGHER EDUCATION

The linAhrial acutints of colleges and universit ies do not routinely
provide a Nisitnit account log of expenditures fur each of their major
(unit udent higher ethical ions research, and public services.
For the purpiises of this chapter, expenditures fur student higher
ethical ion are lolijted in more detail than are the other functions
named. As used here, expenditures fur student higher education in-
clude expenditures fur instruction (and departmental research) and
the pot t ion of expel litufeA for general admiiiist rat ion, libraries, and
maintetianee of physical plant that is attributable to instruction. Ac-
cordingl, from t he category of expenditures typically reported in
financial al'el an as, nail beellaeat iOnal and general expenditures,"
the (ollo ing items have been excluded: organized research, extension
courses fur maidegret students, other public services and related ac-
tivitis, and also the part of administrative, plant-operation, and
library expitses that is attributable to organized research and public
services. Expenditures for auxiliary activities, scholarship aid, and
4%031 outlay air also excluded. Student higher education expendi-
tures of colleges and universit les as defined here are estimated at $ 4364
million for 19575s for the aggregate United States. Educational and
general eX leittl it fires. as reitorted that year, amounted to $3,634 million.

Student higher education expenditures in turn are divided into
(ft) personal service expenditures, and (b) expodifures for com-
modities or emit ritet nal services. The p.rsonal service component,
which represents payrolls and fringe benefit outlays for persons em-
ployed by the colleges and universities, was computed at 75 percent
of the total expenditure for student higher education! The com-
modity and mar:Loin: service component represents the expenditures

Th1:4 per, eet.ize rprrhte the .14ht.-.1 v. rit:e tereentnge or payrollo aesortatett ulth
Inatroetlial e..o no1 pnyrolle Pr all t 1.4131 and stenert.1 parpoe. The elghte
liwt1 are: Ito.trutIonal experollturea. and (hi other espeatIltures for 'activist higher
palmation. Including pappnalturpe for adminiPtration. plant maintenance. and libraries.

113.5105-42---13
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for Masi. iipparitoi and equipment, eleaning materials, heating,
light t ro, el, ;toil :-o forth.

bc .nt in the hase ar 1:67 for student higher
4(11:11itti1 CO' rit il' S xiwntlitures for Itri1 -71
and I:7;, 71; are hoW11 ilk tidal+ 2.

TABLE Z.Expenditures for student higher education. colleges and unher-
slues. aggrecate United Si:litSi )car 14.r4-ris; and 3 illustrative
estimates of those expenditures. 19;0-41 'Lad IK:"1-76, according to enrullmat
projections

Inli IOW. II 11.:'1.

add
; ; it 1. ; str.I

, -
1931 1

CL 1.1 tr el,

It
Ill .

lame
Coy :8 v.
lay 1

It

lit.N
t; .1 I

tt
th1. :1 b

.1. v.,

7 ;

Z.. Z41

.1:7
7. 11

1.4.1

1t2.34

9. 11h
7.14
Ii 11

12. E2
It'. 2:so

Pr! .01,
14.11...v

flint no it

111.:73

7.51
ft. tti
73.11U

10.
S. 1..14
7.131

4 . 111.
'

1 enlitittialidI
ritaintitlit

0141

1.817
1.3h5
I, MI

2.116
1. 766
141811

ti Vile lie% v1111/1114'10 of 1 ilt' e,ti laude: the wide illhTereuces
among i s.:41, and lliti et'- ili clin :if lnal prngr:Inis and in staffing
have not 114'1'11 t :144.11 anonnt the ill,titutional pattern of higher

3.,,-uni1 Is, 11.111;iiii (:-.m.titially unchanged. eleograhie
41111v14;re. ;owing iins; it iit iims and di trerent.es in rates of growth have
al,. Will ignored, althiaigli ht.ne j;) evidence II hitt some States--
A ribout ais1 with. examle--have been eserienc-
*114 a rate enrollments that is a good deal higher than
that btainin::: in other areas of the ctnitr.) -. techniques of pro-
jeer ed here deal with aggregates and nationwide averages, and
probably oneal soine important financial problems.

iI' ,I fur till'. 1' 1slioll s irf
iflisrlam ';fill t4111 Is heUlly salaries.
A re. ent tot 1..tom:ttee Z. of the 1meric9n Assowiation of

Prodo.-oti
if !b. ta:as s.f ills 11f 1'es:din' is mi-:It isractirory. the' griming

!HA ,t1111m w;11 smelw, 1.11111111114 to be tillight. Mit
what itif.y n.iv. itl Me. Pr VsS win tarn ,ut to it' 119 111TP th1111

et. 1:1 ono op thr most
411I', fr t.'I. ah1 Itr1sfrs.:1.m to kepi sultiefoitly at-
tro t:ii 11'4. a:11 n -pan br.% 11.74ti Ittbtru-ive aditlter
tstku , 111 be the bwrIt.11!. .41.41:88H1.e.°

'The Ee11.,ofte ntotta. tta ProteeeInn. 1900 -01: Annual Report by Committee Z.
.441'11 nu:tetra, 47: 101. June 1981.
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eligaged In ion and administration will rise with the increased
enrollment, allow in, however, for a higher ...A 'Mott-stair ratio during
t he tlecai off the 1:NW's of about 2111 percept. The report says:

The 21.ereent rtse in student ,ttoIT ratios is assumed in 16pite ur the Itkelt-
hood that an incrcap in the proportion of graduate atudents and an In-
crew* Ira curricular 'then:Ml44 corresponding to continuing increase In
then% ie.ige %mld tcud to produce a change in the other direction. A larger
rime In the projected -ttnicut stuff ratio could not, In our Judgment, be
amsathetl without building into the academic structure a planned reduction
in quality I it 111:trurt tonal service

in making I lit. 4..,t ins:: les iirt.!.uth ell hen., .20-11ervent rise in Stinlent-
stall ratio is a,-ttioctl 14 occur by 1971171 and an additional rise of

I a. rill it iii Ile' peril ai 19411 -75. .1% a eonsequenee of the combination
of assuitipta His (the in pi,otluct ivity and price and the larger
increase in :4:1 rvlat ice to enrollment ittereases during the last 5 years
of the project ion compared with Witt -71), expenditures per student
enrolled are higher in 1975 71; I halt in ll070-71.

I fop Mori; t% R and cntritetruil rm.Expendi-
ture; other than payroll eusts are projected on the assumption of a
growth in !-Ith expetoliture proport ionate to increases in enrollment,
with a fumie.r itilowate for tin underlying general price rise. Al-
thouh per -Indent expenses fur library, adluillirttattoll, and other
services may he n4111..141 a: a uoti:egtictice if increased eitrollItient,
and may thereforh !ho.; ;thou' lower 1'o4:4 per student, these savings
would be offset by the highr ete-1s aceompanying new instructional
met le 44, such as 141'4 , of

SOURCES OF SUPPORT FOR STUDENT HIGHER
EDI7CATION

The major issue ill thi. chapter is not Whether we can afford to
finance the projected expenditures in 1970-71 and 1975-76 (see
table .2 ), but rather what the relit ire shares in the financing will be for
students, governments, and private philantrophy, and how far the
total appruximation of projected incomes will go toward financing
the 114111ired expenditures.

/ ;.,.V, ;ne,,n,,, frwtrThution.---A preliminary step in the projec-
tion of income available to pay for student higher education is to

ibid .. p. a.
John Dale Russell. in eommenting on an early draft of tide chapter. wrote: "I have a

hunch that se shall he using more commodities per student and spending more for such
eervires per student than In the past. We shall and many ways of enriching and improv.
Ins the instruetion of students through audiovisual aids. travel grants, better library
fseilitles. rte. In the past we have been severely limited In budgeted expenditures for
the Made of teaching RN* that research ban shown to be 10617 adeitstageong M7 own
Idea Is that there should be a modest allowance for Nome increases In the kinds of ems-
smoothie. and services that wUl enable the colleges to do a sore elective Job of Meant,
studentaN
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viincit the a:maims contributed by each of the several sources
in the lam. year .'he :4111'14:: of funds used fur the three

itifi,.1 ig thri of anti universities are not separately identi-
Ilesl Ilse I1 :1 -ie ,data. 1 I .%%1,1'11, report from these inst it ut ions to the
ddb's of 1.:,1..at ion prov b. data 1111 their current income fur "educa-
mal and gl.net al purpo-vs-; thm. data exclude amounts received

front auxiliary enterprises and t liomt received for scholarships and
of her stulcnt aid. Funds 1h-signaled fur organized research aro also
Sel1111-311.1y t16.1i1 111641 :11151 a I.Xt.11111111, 111141 it11.4011141 from "organized
act iv it les relat ing to e.lticat ional depart moth,' is limited to the excess
of thi,. %er expmlitures for those departments. With these
:1,104 input, a 1.41:i11ning can be made toward identifying tho funds
le%:01:0, 1. studnt hivber education. The amounts estimated for
19:4* for st tidnt higher eillicat ion, by sonrce of support, are shown
in table :t.

T.111.1: S.-Current income for support of ntudent higher education, by source,
in colleges and unit ersities, aggregate railed Matt academic year 1957 -58
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Tu;!.'on pry)rrcnig.-ln the projections in tables 4 and 5, tuition per
udent enrolled in pnlaie and in private colleges and universities is

iikurpasva as a firm approximation in proportion to the increase in
average family illet rIllts, or at an us:-Inned rate of 3.1 percent per
amain, a rate consi-tent with tlw underlying general economic as-

It is si,sumed, however, that the increase in the number
of chi ',Inn in families in the future In4 only would somewhat reduce
the, college attendance ( -*se Itrazer and David, ch. 2 of this publica-
tion) but also would exert SOillt, downward pressure on tuition

ses. Arbitrarily the est Maned tuition payments were reduced
by 10 percent to allow for the larger family size.
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TABLE 1. Current income of colkges and universities for student higher
edur:ttios. ar 1114.nlic )ar 1:47-5%; and 3 illustrathe estimates of
that 14trnm, 1'4;0-71 and 1971-76
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ill toruht to fail rmitiree, flat& espiireil to fulfill
our wit zonal mahpwr litds for lin ty 1%111Itett people, The
highest of the estimates of student higher edueat ion expenditures
preseeted here rails for an increase from one-half of 1 wreeot of gross
wit imal product in l-roi to 1.0 percent by 1970-71 and 1.1 percent
by 17:.--.70. The highest of the estimates of total educational and
general expenditures calls for an increase from .8 pereent of gross
national pduet in 1947. 44 to 1.6 percent by 1970-71 and 1.9 percent
by 1975-76.

H. Needs for Facilities, 1961-75

Several important factors contribute to the critical need for expan-
sion of physical facilities for institutions of higher education. A
larger eollegeage population is a nartainty. There is every reason
to believe that a continually increasing prollotaism of college -age
youth will seek a college education and will remain longer in order
to earn more advaneed degrees. Also, the vastly inerea.sed emphasis
on advanced study and research lls for nw, cost ly equipment and
other facilities not formerly required in many institutions of higher
education. These evidence; Of increased need, plus a backlog of
obsolete and temporary buildings in need of replacement and repair,
form the basis for the projection of needed physieal facilities as set
forth in this chapter.

To what extent rising costs will be offset in the future by the
development of less cost ly construction materials and techniques and
better utilization of present plant facilities (sometimes brought about
through academic and instructional reorganizations) is difficult to
assess. These and other developments may emerge to alter estimates
of unmet need

Physical facilities costs as t-jeeted here Mehl& costs of equip-
ment for the building, site development, and auxiliary items such as
sidewalks and parking lots, as well as at ual building costs.

In the past, the physical facilities costs have accounted for approxi-
mately percent of the total animal expenditures for higher eduea-
t ion. Current annual expenditures fur higher education faeilities
approximate $1..1 billion.

It is in the national interest to provide adequate physical facilities
for the accommodation of every student properly admissible to our
colleges, universities. and professional schools in the years ahead.
These include all instructional, research, residential, and auxiliary
facilities requisite to each institution's performance of its full
functions.
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reactor today rtrey;nts an invest Meta of foods grpalvi oioto would
ha4 been .pnt for a whole scientific establishment Italia rent eery ago.

Slluch attention is hying fiielissed also on new media of uetioii
and on new techniques in the use of speeial snelt n, televis;in
and aniuisinal devices. While these developments hold liffe hf
fur Sa ingS in instrai liotan! I'll-ts, a !up I 1:f we Shall WI4

11111.'=t consider also the requirements that such use eluded generate for
specially constructed faeilities.

Medical and dental training facilities are currently being utilized
to capacity, but the number of physicians awl dentists eraduatiti
yearly is not sufficient to maintain current standards Of service to
our inereasing population. To maintain a satisfactory pulation-
Phsiciall ruin of 757 to 1, the output of hysieiatis would have to
expanil greatly.' It has been estimated that between 14 and 20 new
medical will hate to 1N Wilt if the existing: population.
physician ratio is to he upheld. The financial cost involved here is
great sitte the rottArtietin of a medical sehol requires u
investment of het %teen $111 and $.:1 million, depending on whether
It teaching hospital is alreatly available or must h' included in the
investment. The factor of urgency also enters into the consideration
ingsliitili as thene is it lag of lo years between the lattlting of a
school and the tiroduet ion of its first graduating class.

Contributing further to the need for medical training facilities is the
need for dental schools. According to tirojeetions of trends in the
supply, the number of dolt ists in pract ire in 17:i Win total only 90,ekse,
which is atalt 15,000 fewer than will lie needed to assure that. dentists
will be as widely available as now.3 To forestall such it shortage will
require by 1970 facilities capable of graduating 6,1140 dentists an-
nually. This is about 2,700 more per year than are non- in prospect,
and will require a 75-percent increase in training capacity.

The preparation of many professional and semiprofessiolial tech-
niians 111so requires specific kinds of les. ether than those we
hate already mentioned hi connection with the advanced training of
ScietitiQtA, Pttitteers, physicians. :111(1 delitiSts.

Colleges and universities have increased their organized rseareh
activities teemelphatsly sit the end of World 11.,ir 11. In the
academic year 1947-S approximately ;20 percent of their total edUol-
tional tetui g,enera I eX poll' lit went f. ward the support of ogittlizeil

I'M Advdoeentent of Wilfrid Redearrh and Edudtlon. U.N. lhpartmnt of Health.
Retneatt-n. and Welfare Wahiugton toe, June 1944. Winnl report of the Kerretar3d
tiononitantd on Moulleal Re-4..treh end Foloentlh I William H. Stewart. eh. 4 of this
pullentIn, for od,I..o of the !Whited health tuatipsret beg d.4.

V.t4 eparttnent of Health. Education. noel Welfare, Pulpit. Moab Spryly.. Phys..
Maws tor o geourtne Aide Report of the Surgeon ovuerare Consultant Group on Mrillval
Edueuttou. 1'118 Pub. NO 709, WO. f. et.
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researelt.' This is twines the iwreentage so expended in l946-46. Al-
though the major portion of these expenditures is underwritten by
1,0,113T1,,,,, ins I,1-1 . the Federal I it tvernment, the main burden
of pro% Wing physical facilities needed to carry on research normally
falk tin the' i LA it ut It It t teiVe.4. Since organized research act Vit ies
are ex wet ed t vont in tie to increase, renegesleges and universities will have
to de% ote n significant portion of their funds to equip, construct, and
rehabilitate the facilities in which college and university researchers
ratty their work,

Still either factors will influent* require.nents. More and more in-
stituti'u are catering to a year-round student enrollment and will
have to make adtlit itinal capital outlays to counteract the resulting
mute rapist deterioration of buildings and to provide a more satis-
factory IlirirlIttn lent for sunin r work such as air condit ioning, even as
they 1114141' :1111 dal is !mire students. There is also a need for
holi-ing for !works, ,ttelnts and its auxiliary facilities, such

nut wry nniverity laboratory schools, health centers, and
area

SPECIAL FACTORS RELATING TO RESIDENTIAL
REQUIREMENTS

growing numbers of married students on college campuses in
recent years has flowed institutions to make increased investments in
residential facilities for melt students. A study by the Association
if CI,111.ge :mil 1.11 I ver4ity 'lousing Officers shows that nearly two out
of the institutions responding to their questionnaire have assumed
re:ponsibility for married students' housing by constructing at least
si stile of the tweegsary ieA.4

There is maple evidence that colleges and universities consider the
iteeommolation of married students a permanent responsibility. The
1Tl e if F.,Itteat in's physical facilities survey reveals that 4.6 percent

of college and university expenditures for construction of housing
duritn rt:,1 :5 w:ty& for married students.5 Institutions estimate that
flaring Mt; 7. 9.7 percetit of their expenditure for housing will be
for married st Intents. Since about P.1,;; times as much residence space
is required for :t married student as for a single student, and since
increasing numbers of married students are attending colleges and

rtseackil Rtnricticc qf Nttlettone of Moller Education, 16117-11. UM. Department
fleeitb. EIncon.m. and Welfare. Wiley of Eduratton. September 1960. Boo oleo Herbert

It. 114ornherit. As 14 ..f this publication, for further discussion of research to tustitndons
of Weber etluestina

Rows Mccri. d Nrwfrot' ffnuatosp. Report of Research Committee, Assodados of
College and Cnivcesity Mangles er.. July 1937.

W. Robert Hotelman and Jobe B. Rork. Oollego end Mammies PoollitiOO MVOS%
Pere 8: root and Pt000rtog of College end Uotreooltp 86114610, lilt -i6. OA Depart-
ment of Health. Education, and Welfare, Mee of idueadok
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universities, proportionate, increases in housing expenditures are un-
avoidable. A factor that further comple-ates the task of financing
residential facilities is the inerease in the proportion of women stu-
dents in colleges and universnies, since dormitories for women are
more 1.'414.114i %I to VIM-41.110 01311 t fair Men.

Urban universities especially are [need with the responeibility of
providing additional housing for their expanding student bodies, as
they increasingly attract undergraduate and graduate students from
outside t heir in unediate areas.

Additional residential facilities will Is. needed by junior colleges.
many of which have experieneed ' .seer enrollments. In 1961
about ti-10 of 27t; private junior collet. t.4 in the Nation provide some
residential facilities for their student., as did also a few of the 391
public junior colleges. States where junior colleges abound, such as
California and Texas, estimate that an increasing number of their
public junior colleges will need to operate student dormitories. A
number of States either am planning or will soon have to plan dormi-
tories for their public junior colleges.

One decided economic advantage of the community junior college,
its proximity to the students' 'Mies, has tended to limit the need for
dormitories and other physical facilities. Whether the number of
junior colleges will continue to increase as rapidly as it has been
increasing since World War 11 is not known. However, increase in
the number of these institutions will continue to receive prime con-
sideration by States as one method of alleviating the crowded rondi-
tions in existing colleges and universities. Students who complete
the training available at the community junior college will either
terminate their formal education at that point or transfer to a 4 -year
college or university. Transfer students will then strain the instruc-
t ional and residential fay i it ies of 4-year colleges.

Although junior colleges oiler some opportunity for saving in total
plant investment in dormitories, a rapid rate of increase in the num-
ber of junior colleges will nonetheless require substantial additional
investments in instruct ional and general fa !ilk ies.

REVIEW OF RELATED STUDIES

Several researeh studies endueted at national and State levels
furnish important clues to the magnitude of the investment. that must
be made in the Nation's higher education facilities in the years im-
mediately ahead.

Advance data from College and Volvereity Enrollment and Facilities Survey. 1901-65.
U.N. Department of Health. Eduratim. and Welfare. Mice of Education.
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A til I ly bang and Black t projects 19:,7-58 eurolbueuts
1:7,, and. MI the basis of this projection, estimates the additional

plant facilities that will be required to accommodate the
atilt zeti)31..11 enrllnints. The estimated increases over the 3,027,020
tigiirl. r.r 1:4' :os tirltuent range from a low of 2,017,000 to a high

11#70.

iii adit loll to c:.4 Misting the needs for expansion of facilities for
the period 1:4`4'.711, 1,Aisig and Black consider the cost of replacement
of Ni,t sub, ta Iiilard facilities. rsing a replacement rate of 2
1,ercent !er year, they estimate replacement of facilities other thanii. 1:11 t .1 ,.o.t $1: no million per year. and replacement of residential

is 'key year. Adding the cost. of replamnent be-
t ween and 1..,71 ($1.3 billion for facilities other than residential

billion for residential) to the cost of facilities expansion,
t I icy t..t i ilia! t !it tidal a:114,11111 of funds needed for physical facilities
at !,12.1:1 1,1111,4,1 to $15.21: billion. exclusive of the cost of additional
laid, t, ant! DUI1II1A improvement .

A study pi:1.11.111.st the ( futicil for Financial Aid to Education
in 11,1:4 .If rt t tl t Ill' Itt,etis of PiS leading colleges and universi-
ties during ;li deeade. The estimated cost of buildings,
eqiiii.olent, awl improvements for the 1420 inst itutiutus that responded

With this figure us a base, it is estimated that the
14,1.11 #if cow t rtit lull, e4ittipmnt, and improvements for all insti-
1 of 1. icy .at ion daring t he 10 years would be $11.5 billion.
or approximately $3.,43.1 per student increase in enrollment, exclusive
of the eo.t of acquisition and intpmvement of sites and of replace-
1,..,1 for tciritted buildings.

In the second of its five reports of studies" dealing with physical
facil is inst it in inns of higher education, the Office of Education
included a chapter on ppiject ions of buildings needed through 1970.
)11 the 1.3 is if 11.,,,amption4 concerning enrollments, additional in-

-I r .t i Dna I anti tiSnltit ad needs, construct ion costs, and rehabilitation
or replacement of 1 iliblings in 11)70, this report estimates that for
14.1-0; t lie ..tit of new construction needed to accommodate 2,828,000
;1,1.1it lona I ,t s 19111 will be 02.36 billion, or over $824 million
per r for the 1:year period. Of the 812.36 billion needed for new

.4 rail if Dn. it i. e tinlated that approximately $7.06 billion will be

*.t.diri I. 111:: t .1 It fins k. Scrticit Prpotaalan of Facilltics for Ntoker ithisstion,
.. If u.-ii ttiti It cwitt American enune11 nu Psdeseathsu. Washington. D.C..

9 vb 1 .r t .1 lea t t..t, for pr/qtell.tnu by Louts U. Conger.
c.11.., It f.r 11: I. 1-It .11.1 t.. 1::sest1ts. NveriNg she nreglithouph. New York,

11 I ...1 .1,t... 1..,',y
1%..k..1,,. In and 3,,tin ft Bork. allrya atia Paternity Await** Surrey.

/srt t f',./it Qv .1.1.1 I M.,er4lty Physical Plant XrpaitatuN, IOSII-70. r.a.
toei-irtnfritt or llot t h EsI t tun. and Weltarts. Intim ot Eghsvatlats 1880.
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Ttl.tt tsaase ..t.solesine and substandard eueditiotta, 12.3 perent
.r the Iu,.lr.t. rearm lorehlingq---A0.2 million square feet and 10.5 per
'PHI of r-tt.afai Illiiiiiillitt4 :HI IIIIIIIUII otare feet need to is'
rupiroaal.
Th.o. In ad.Ittilm to the obsolete and substandard imildings mentioned
nth !s% percent of instructional null related buildings I ife4,275,1140X
otos, ar..1 9.1 pereent or residential buildings 1229.02:i.taidX0.091)
an' ;1r...villy in 1111111sweas condition and functionally olomiete. These
mast to he returned to matinfautory condition as soon us possible. The
number of addithami square feet requintd fur instructional atm related
torddit.gs o ill amount to 411,911.017; for residentlal, tf0e921,17G.

I. That emir addithotal toll Mint hIlteleht Will require an average of IOU
srplar fot of opaue for instructional and related purposes. (This
shore k faked on 12% square feet per student us tieveloped by the tItlice
of Edo; rito.o's ('dleg. and Niterxity ParilittR Iturrrit, Part 1,11 and
liiitc111 '11111, to full-tinot students only.)

5. That any present exert's capurity In resildentlill Nllifier+ In some col-
lege?' and tudversitims throughout the country is more than balanced by
the. serious .o..r:aoling In many others- an informar based on data
front page 4 of the l'solleg stud ntirersity Futilities surrey, Port J.

al. 'Pict inglitotl..liv will rfoitiouo to provid hotisluit for onehird of the
fullthee stiolents. Thls4 fraction out+ des ived by analysis and extrap-
olation ed riNidentiulurollutent data also in part 2, *sage 4. of the
f'silg end I strrtsity Fdeilitis Nurry.

7. That tio puremo of the falidime tatolents will 1,1*
Pr. That lo percent of the additional student,' furnished Institutionowned

housi leg o ill be married.
9. That each additional single student hanged In inotItutionowned dortul

toles will require 237 gross square feet of apace; each student family,
572 gross wpwre feet.

10. That nnotruction costs of buildings will Increase at 'the rate of L8
percent per year. Tints a leulleling costing an average of 820 per square
foot Its 1900 will cast $21.041 by 11515, $21.90 by 1970, and $20.14 by 1075.

11. That other capital rusts. including costs of land, equipment and rural-
tore, and campus Impreveurents, will amount to GO percent of building
nstruetIn costs.

12. That the coot per square foot for rep lueement of obsolescent and sub-
standard building. Instructional and residential, will rise at the same
rate ass that of eonstritetIng a new futility.

13. That the eost of returning buildings to &wilt:factory condition will
average so pereent of the construction cost of new buildings.

14. That identifiable needs for specialized researchrelated tacIlitIes In
medicine. dentistry. agriculture, engineering. and other professional
!kids over anti above the growth aisentlIM for Increased enrollments.
will require capital outlays in eXcessg of 24.51411ton.

15. That obsolete and substandard InstruetIonal and residential buildings,
as well as futilities presently In rundown condition and functionally
obsolete', will be remodeled, modernized, or replaced by 1970,

ut hotel Mao and Rork, op. +at . P. 23.
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1; 1.1,14 111 lifljh t. t1i. tu401u1P, hut.,loolarl. and folellr113
t,.,1 fu tip re11144.1.111. 11114PriliiPIL or replaced. ls.

IIC.1 I j tit .r rho In Oslo leMet.11 itilil att 1970 will ritnr
:. 1. -I... ..r r. t1.i1i;.1,iti.11 year and the rule will mere,.'
t. 2 ;1.1 1..1.1 yea WV:tubing in 1971.

pritn, ht to enrollment projection I (trend projection):"
I t :,1 .% Ill lt.reiO4 front 34111.010 la 111111 lr 7,,27i7.01111

, 7 ,,7.1"4 1h IWO. 1.1411 to b.117 7,1410 II 197

T1,11 sir eranl, the In'taortIon of orIltowtot
%%1;1 ulferAge .s1 az, percent of total fall enrollment in
1' «:.11..1111.. Put Id I:75.

:t. Tha ru.V *I '..ir %%111 itivrrast (rola tt.:t17.11011 lu link) to
.11 1.3:,uom in 19711. aioi to 5,1:1soket In 1975. Compared

o lib Vo till. r411.:.i.n1% a pa/ tone eurollniont increase of 1.41.119101 by
". s.1... 1:4.1. and :2.7ti.N4o 1 I1t75.

ilonuntptin4 pertinent to enrollment projection II (lather's attainment
projection ):

1. 11, "1..11 ,ft % ill innnt*e fr.an 3.tito.nis1 19110 to 4.097.111U0
1.1. :'. t.. ; "I 1441 1910, Mill 1.17.1411.00 In 1975.

*1_ That !him 1:*-, Pm' 11104.. total fult.tinte enrollment will vary
40 4:7 pr-1.111 of tt:il Nil

total 10 2,11'111011 will therein* from 2.317.11110 in 11$I4) tothi :;,..1:1,lisill In 19711. and ti, .1.:111n.olso in W73. Compared
X11.1. 1 t".0°. rl,rt.-toilt4 a full-how Itterrell sit 741.900 by
1;«;:,, 1, 14141 1:17t. and .1112.II410 by 1975.

Issomptior.s pertinent to enrollment projection III (constant rate projection):
1. ial 1,1:1 'lir-AH.4.M will itirea.,e from 3.0141.0110 in IMO to 4,307,090

i, INN, in 1970. and . I 5.9.2.4a141 In 1973.

TI,.it Ow, 1:1year ',orbs& total full-ttone urtilltneut will average
fr, t" pereent 'If 1.04 fall PAIN1111tellt.

3. '1113. t,,t.il f 711 tin.. hrl:mat will !tiered:le from 2.317,000 In 1060 to
2.9.:;.1 t..:1;22.INN in WM. and to :1,9191.0110 in 1973. Compared

1w 11. 11114 rre-ent4 a full Hone enrollment inercuse of 590,900 by
1 2 7 .I4'41 t.1 19:44. Lou..44144 by 1973.

/ ty r 11 i), r1;0,14.-Nlany immeasurable Mu-
!.111 11111 1.I ilaVe 1 Marked elreet 1111011 the projections result-

ing f tl,s -us;,1,1i, 4f ;ilea. $offit' of these are its follows:
1. leators ibat way robt. e needs for fa. tittles :

%d., effort lee gluey utilization. through changes In mehedUling pa-
tents. pn:atter use. and, eekend use.

I le velupli if ire erimoullcal building materials.
e1.11,111t of more eelustultail construction techniques.

Alvan.e-r1 In !wilding de:4p.
Inierinpais lab sisal sharing of facilities.
luereaNei. use 44 new Isigtrucni,r,n1 media such as television and of

n.w thorn. in.nal mn.414.
11'1.4 t .1 II au tun time 11mrnt data from Louts 'H. Conger. eb. 1 of this
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2 treentr% that may Wei.. ese needs and coolant' raellines .
lanai it.n. as reflected increased costs.
Attilit it in sI rti wools% II-stintd by 1110 it ilbh% 1.r 114:11.T .nestion
sth uolIIt 0.1,1406m.

Emergent* of new areas of study and research.
itterea4ed niintlorstr tnrolgts 11tpletip4

In cll,idcrolg the possible effects of any of the foregoing itinovu-
tioo, in reducing the need for facilities, account must he taken of
th delays in communication, the lag in adopting new approaches
that is inevitably associated with human limitations, and the length
of t ime Evspoi1,10 otlii.ials will need to give careful consideration to
questions of change. They ra not, without abdicating their repon-
silitlities, sob,' it utt. entirely the experience of others for their own
in matters of capital outlay. Therefore, most of the factors that
now app ar a, rays of hume on the horizon are likely to become influ-
ential only in the later 7711g1S of the projections, Filetors that may
Int.r -1. facility nei1.4 are likewise intangible and 1':111 he applied
nidy to the longer range projection. Accordingly, projections have
been made for ,car intervalQ--1961-63, Weill. 70, anti 1971- 73.

Basel' on the astitliptions previously stated, table 7 indicates that.
approximately $::1 billion to $33 billion, varying according to the
ennslInient attained, will need to be expended for higher education

facilities from 19e4 to 197:4

TABLE 7.Projections of costs of needed facilitiem, cumulative according to
l861-75 enrollment projections

its 311111onsI

ti'.. Pv.jrctIon I

ISA ,.'. 1 i
I W.: I, 471
I voLi Ii. TrA
1014 9, 11.1
1 kr& . 11.244

101 n MB
I Ix' 14. 1,11
'WA Pi. MSI'.. 20.771
1070 22,44711

1311 2.1. :17
tv7..: :7,03..!
1471 23. I2
1374 31. 31N1
19:3. 713.312

Projection II Projedtun

11.0911
12. 771
II.
Irk WI

753

at
2!. f...0
23. NA
24.:7A
Z., ;13

!1.810
2.0141
4.034
6,070
76910

II, 4410
11. 1NG
12.100
14.M3
10.233

17.7115
19.191
2 170
21.701
23.202

The additional minium needed during any one yar naerval may
he expected to from a low of approximately $7 million foe etu'oll-
tucut in the 1971-75 period to almost. St" million for
enrollment projection I in the 196640 period. For the entire 15
nears the average of the amounts needed annually is $1.5 million for
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projection 111, $1.8 million for projection II, and $2.2 million for
projection I. The 5-year figures and annual uveragcs are given in
table S.

TABLE ft.Projections of costs of needed physical facilities by liyear intervals.
196145, amain to enrollment projoetions

tin slimuu4

. .

tut

:%

P-. OKI 7!

W Attiii.41 0.1
GO

Propelled I Projectled U Ptojectke to

X11.4$
211

14119

38.319

a711

48.1190
9, 7430
7, 453

24. 013

1,771

1991$
NO
SO

8.949

28.

1, 347



CHAPTER 12

Who Should Pay for American Higher
Education?
Marian B. Foisonse

THE FINANCIAL SUPPORT of higher education is a patch-
work quill.. This support is drawn front virtually every known

source of educational assistanceindividual gifts and foundation
grants, tuition and other payments from students, Federal land-grant
money* and State tax funds. In addition, many institutions receive
funds from private business and industry and a growing amount of
income from Federal agencies for research services rendered.

This patchwork quilt of financial support is no jumble of confusion.
Instead, it is a significantly complete list of the groups that form the
broad base of support for higher education in our society. Students,
individual alumni, philanthropic foundations, private business and
industry, and State and Federal Governments all share the responsi-
bility of supporting our colleges and universities, and this is as it
should b(..

BROAD SUPPORT ASSURES FREEDOM

I f it is true that. he who pays the piper calls the tune," the integrity
of higher learning is ensured by the fact that no one group is really
paying the piper and thus no one group can "call the tune." This
broad base of support ensures that our system will remain free of a
single, limiting educational creed. And this, in a sense, is the genius
of American educationthat there is no single interest, no one creed
or dogma, that might stifle the freedom and independence we as a
people cherish.

Another reason why each of these groups should help support
higher learning is that this is the only practical and equitable way.
The support of each group is vital if we as a Nation are to meet the
educational challenge in the years ahead. Just think of the immense
job that must be done! Enrollments in institutions of higher educa-
tion are expected by 1970 to be nearly 2% times the enrollments of
1957-59, by 1975 to be about three times as large. Costs will rim
even more. Even as we prepare to provide facilities and teaching

Manor U.S. $untan d gales. Seseatioa sad Wendt
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sta Its to meet the in enrulltmetits, o mast take action to enhance
tln quaiity of our national performance in higher education and tort.1 t! 1,tv etillege null university faculties
;in,' .0 !Iv:- tr.t..bitig Staff..

I11 r':07 $2.1 !billion was spent throughout the Nation for
tacn:t: .t boleti!: In public and private institutions of higher educa-
tion i including administrat ive acid operating expenses allocable to

fin,. rime.. but exeluding research, nonteitehieg activities, and
!iv :1,11.1111114141at 14111- . Of this total, $1.8 billion was paid for
profe-;iotial up at from research stalling and for other per-
:44A Ile ; (405,

Ilighr educe( ion teaching costs (as defined above) of $7-$9 billion
are likely for 1:70; by 1975 these costs may read' $8.5-$12.5 billion,
if ee esui-iivr only the increase in enrollment and in costs per student
neeessary to gain and retain a more competitive salary level for those
on faculty and other instructional staffs of colleges and universities.
Iltnsever, nia 11041 A:owes are taking place in the responsibilities of
the !lg; and universities, and the quality of these institutions will
11:1V 14) ht. 1.3i-ed commensurately.

Ten and fifteen yenrs from now the people of this Nation will have
.yreutIy inrea,ed ;114'4)1114 out of which to pay for higher education.

If high el of tui)1()yment is achieved, the gross national product
of Nation van be expected to be about double the 1957 level by
1970 and exceed trillion by W75. However, expenditures for
t cad; %% ill grow en ;telt faster and require 1111 increasing share of our
Hat (bin pm. Mven if average tuition payments rise proportionally
to ties iucras in family income, and if all other sources of support
are ci .13 rge. I in ant, aim s eonrlistPut with the growth in national output.
abblitional funds of over $.2 billion in 1970 and $ billion in 1975 will
have to be raised to finance current expenditure for teaching in these

Wit 11 t kind of tinaneing to he done, it would he entirely unrealis.
t rly upon Huy limited base of support. No one group can begin
ro .:11ouller the en, ire load.

It ;la been oed that students should pay the full cost of their
education. This is a dnngerously beguiling idea, and the

annual report of virtually every eastern university president played
upon this theme last year. There have been countless techniques pro-
pose., to make this idea palatableincluding some that come close
to indent uritlr t ;IP student for li fe.

TUITION CANT COVER FULL COST

The idea is not at new 4111e. President. Francis Wayland of Brown
lniveNity, over a century ago, tried an experiment to see if education
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CHAPTER 13

The Federal Government Role in Higher
Education

Rug R. Meer*

TIl 1, alsr examines the part which the Federal Government may
phty itt the story of higher educat Ugh in the I Tnited States *luring

the next decade. Basically, two questions are asked in the following
( On onotuie grounds, should the Federal Government as-

sist. higher education more fully t i) if more assistance is given,
abut types of economic decisions will be neeemary about the form of
a id t

The attempt to answer theso questions in an analyt kid manner
represents au interest i nga constructive --- intellectual exercise.
It siustus desirable for any society to examine the bask economic inter-
relationships het wn its government and its educational organiza-
tions.

However, no study an bit made of higher education in the United
States in the Ito es without recognizing one fact : this Nation is in a
Ft niggle for survival, and education is a principal source of strength
for that struggle. MI,bilization of intellectual resources in this dec-
ade van IN. more crucial to the Nation's future than was mobilization
of physial resources in World War 11. Without the mobilization
of intellectual resources, President Kennedy has stated, ". . . the
Federal Government will not be carrying out its responsibilities for
expanding the base of our . . . military strength."' Under present
conditions, these military ciretunstances seem almost infinitely more
significant titan any other considerations. However, the purpose of
this ehaiter is to examine the economics of higher education. Let us
turn, threfon., to the snore strictly emmomic aspects of the Federal
Governnietit's role in higher education.

Fl.eul piney ot:Ift eeenmlt tot ill. Joint F.eonmple Committee. U.N. Coagresa. Tbla
eholooe preleire.1 arh:1 the author was a Ileookloto research twoteesot at throottittP

o at.. Preto WI11:1Hw 11.11ece The estore.sd are thaw. of the author
iota .1.. net the poith.to :ny sit thew otaanItatIons.

at! 5. 11.nar tr.at the tlitent et the alted State. relative to Americas edueatION.
s71h It srs . Hoe. No. 92. Feb. :ttt. 1911. Ix 1.
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I. Economic Mpects
It iM hi rieiignize the extent to which the Federal

Government has already participated 111 the provi-ion of higher
e+hle:ttloll, Cunt rary to is pillar belief, the Federal tiovetonent has
t rad it *I. ma ly :-upported higher edoeati.ot soma. degree in the 17nited
Stairs Mill 11a:11111W SAI in 119'1'111 yl'arS1IS tin:lucid require-
ments have iinava:ed. N41 31ttelulrt %% ill be Herr' to deseribe all
the vaious Federal 1irogratos,2 but it is important to note their scope.
Federal aid to higher cditeat ion dates back at h'8:4 its far as 1 it17,
when Congress granted lath& for educational purpose:4 in Ohio. This
policy eontitine41 with alnio.t every new State that joined the Union.
The first and Seel Ind ANS in 1`1ed:11111 IS90 toSpatideil the policy
of tivanrial 9:61,4 :thee for landgrant collects, and this assisnutee con-
tinues today. During the 1930's many of the present buildings on
campuses of State universities 311141 ISIIII-grant colleges were con-
structed m ill* substantial tv,:istattee from the Works Projeets Ad-
ministration and other Federal recovery at...envies. The !lousing Aet
of 1:1:01 authorI/1,1 lung-tern, rtili :11 relatively low 11111,11,St rates for
roast rum non of faulty and Student Isom-lug, and a substant ial number
of colleges hare taken advantage of thew loans.

Felleral aid to edneat ion has ineltuled not only assistance to States
and inst it ut is itui blit ti1P11 slibsidies to stUilettls, Student grants were
initiated in 193:1 by the Federal F.titergency Relief Administration and
were continued under the National Youth Administration until 194:1.
.1fter 11.11rbl War 11 the sell known 111 hill of rightsthe Serviee-
!lien's Readjustment Act of 1911- -was enacted, and subsequent Iegisla-
t ion extended similar aid to veterans of the Korean war. Some
former servieemen are still eligible fur these benefits, and many war
orphans now reaching college age will also be laclix41.

EXTENT OF PRESENT FEDERAL SUPPORT
At the present time the Federal Government carries on at least four

categories of programs in the field of higher education.
The major category in terms of dollar amounts is, of course. re-

wareh. In Atli( Mu to the well-known researeh outlays of such agen-
cies as till' Departments of Damp*, of Agriculture, and of health,

eone volume no Federal Government programa tor the support of blither education. Alice
It NMI% The Role sip the Federal Oererainese in Finaneing Bieber BdarstIon, was pub.
!Oohed In 1100 by the Brookings Institution : another. by Bonier D. IlabbIdge, Jr., and
'town gocnnweig. emitted The Pei/ral /Werra is Higher Mention, be pub-
lished In 1911 by McGraw-BM Book Co.. Inc. Joe brief Osumi% of the entire binary,
aft Federal Aid yet Bitueotteos, by Han A. 11111er. prepared for the Committee on Mum.
dos awl labor. Boum of lapressatathas. Web Cent. let MSS* obseiten Mint Mar 1901.
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TABLE I.Federal expenditure. for higher education, excluding research, fiscal
years 1%9 and 1960
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TABLE 1.-Federal expenditures for higher education, excluding research, fiscal
years 1959 and 1960 '--Continurd
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t'ompiled by 1 prin.* J..4+.m. rdril Education Irroanaus liranch. Office '.1 Education. 1...13.
1 nilartincut ilealt artI Wolf.tr 113,411 nil r.-1114 t S f.i Froleral :were ire to the Office of
Filileation In its anmsal 4..rsf v 14-r1 r tt r4tica nlitel to educition and other sources. 19311 Maws
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TABLE Z.-Federal fellowship, traineeship. and training grant programs:
amount of grants and number of individual recipients, fiscal years 1959 and
1960'

Ty lie of proven
Attotnit ithoustinds Number of redpients

209 2959 1960

36.9111 47,070 12.667 14.738
Triuneealdps lg. 7.12 IN 321 8.147 20.787
Training grants a 93.885 319.028 60.391 71.120

Colnittled by PeArort Jaki.m. Fadval Education Procreate Branch. Mee of Eduction, U.S. Depart
went tat Width. Education. and Welfare. ba.44.41 on report.. of Federal agendas to the U.S. °thee of Education
in its annual survey of Federal setivitiey related to education. IWO figures are actual expenditures :
noires we estimated.

1 Number of recipients Includes only thaw identified a.. Individual trainers under training grants and con.
tracts. Most agencies did nut report number of indiidtials supported under such grants and contracts.

113310II--62-13
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I hie other st.itistival !omit 2,1mu alm be mentioned. The assump-
tion is ulierally lkit any additional Federal contributions to
higher ethic:0111H -htotiiti tinsist of the necessary residual amounts
after State and private sources 'of funds lat-e been tapped to the
fullest feasible 941114. 11 is, of course, difficult to measureor even
to Iletitio. I he 161 Alm ILI come from Stale anti private
sources, and it i, equally difficult to judge how much should be added
by t Federal (hbvernment. However. reasonable assumptions about
these 11t1ant irk-. such as lia.se found rlsewlwre in this publication,'
suggest that the additional Federal contributions might amount to
$:.41 !idiom lay 1971 awl $3. hillion by 197. The important point to
Mite I-; t -melt any aims while highly significant to higher eduea-
I lun would nut bulk large in the total Federal budget. For example,
the Itureat of the Budget recently made a series of forecasts of antici-
pated Government expenditure levels for the next decade! It esti-
mat,' that exitlailit in Win would total between $S-1 billion and

billion. I 'tirrent budget data suggest that the 1970 figures may
be closer to the larger estimate. Eckstein has made estimates that
are akin the range.' Even with the lowest estimated budget
totals, an educational expenditure of 8.4) billion in 1970 would be
only 2.1 Ii'rtit of the total. With the higher estimated budget
level, the plitta1 ilonal outlay would he .6 percent of the total. The
Mat i%e smallness of the potential educational expenditures obviously
Metes not in iti-4.11 Mire-41111 a justification for these expenditutes.
However, a eompari:,on with the estimated budget totals does place
the eilurational expenditures in their context and lends perspective
filthy billow in:: Ili -enssimi.

JUSTIFICATION FOR FEDERAL SUPPORT
'I'mo general types of justifications for Federal support of higher

eiluvatitot W ill he indicated here: those based on economic factors and
those iiiviIving equity considerations. The most fundamental eco-
nomic argument is simply that the intellect of the young is an essential
natural resouree that must be developed and used to the fullest if
the Nation is to maximize satisfactions for the citizenry. In this
eronomie sense higher education becomes a process that produces
.1014 in the form of improved intellectual equipment for future
service in the society.

If reliance were placed solely on the free market economy to deter-
mine the inputs into this capital process, hindrances could prevent

3 Se. cb 11 of Chid publicatlen.
nurenu of the 13ndift. Spero: Study: Tea-rear Projeetion of Federal Budget

1'10 .1:111.1.1rY 11151.
glom, 1-:.kotein Trends in ropaglotse A Ia the Newt Ierade Committee for

Eots.talc lierh.pnient. Wabington. De. April 1959.
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full deu-lopment of intellectual resources 011111 cause waste of such
rc-ource.. The tug obvious hindrance is inability to meet the costs
of immluction. Exploratory studies indicate clearly that intellectual
potential lies in many other hides of siety besides those that run
tilitMeN their own &Veil pllielit.° %Wen WY, it cannot be assumed that
the private MOM dily will hind nil oliey to Who wish
to iliVest in their own education, since the eapital created by edu-
cation i, within the mind tint a :zepUrate piece of machinery upon
wind* at lender can foreclose. In addition, private hams would create
undesirable discrimination among groups of potential borrowers.?
Finally, it should be mentioned that the leeision maker typically con-
trolling the flow of educational inputs is Jill 1.4-year-old who may be
least I oil pre hy t he I. we run ret aro- on ed scat ional invest mnt and
most sensitive to both the educational hindrances awl the alternative
lures of the private economy.

The economic justitieat hut fur Federal assistance to higher educa-
t ion is A ret4oliened by examination of the output side of the educa-
tional proee-s. Essentially this process involves the creation, stimu-
lation. awl elatsottin of ideas. Yet ideas are 114 11 merely the com-
modity 1.f educat ion ; they are also the basic ingredient for growth in a
soeiety. A continuing stream of new ideas eoncerning our world
sei-nis essential for continuing soeial and growth in the
Nation. lw more rapidly these ideas are created, the more rapidly
we acquire the ability for future growth. Rut ideas must not only
be produced, tiny must also be distributed. The wider the dissemi-
nation of ideas, the more extensive the benefits derived from them.
The educational process is the technique designed to create and
ilsetiiinale ideas.

The Federal Government nest concern itself with higher educa-
tion because the products of education are essential to the Nation's
growth and well-being. It has to be recopiizeil that the returns
front investment in education accrue not only to the individual but
also to the Nation of which he is a part. To effect, the swial bene-
fits front education exceed the private benefitsanother mason why
complete reliance cannot be placed on the free market allocation of
resottrees to el!neation. The benefits to the Nation mute in many
forms. The social costs from illnesses and ineflieietwes may be re-
duced. ifatsic research can be carried out that may itself yield no

Ree, for eaample. Charles C. Cole Jr.. Encouraging Sedentlfle Talent. New York: Col.
lege Entranee Examination Board. 1953: Glen &ice. William Mollenhopf, and Warren S.
Torgesson. Backgromod "dove and College Going Plena Among HighAptitude Public High
Reboot Senior.. Princeton. N J.: Educational Testing Service. August 19541: Elmo Roper.
Peelers Afeeting the Admission of Riga School Seniors to College, Washington. D.C.,
American Council on Education. 1950.

'Just as flovernment loans would. For a further development of this subject. fee
William Flare,. ch. 10 of this publication
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IL Issues
-st-vvrat tyist4 dwiAins treed to lye made about additional. Fed-

era! programs. I hie of these is whether the help should go to States,
institutions or Mt udents. Another set of issues concerns how the
fonds should be allocated among the applicants. A third problem
artit involves the extent of Federal direction over the We of funds.
Flintily, there are a number of questions about specific techniques,
once the more general deisions have been made. The following
paragraphs indicate some of the factors to be considered in each
group of issues.

ALLOCATIONS TO STATES OR TO INSTITUTIONS
The filleralion of whether Federal funds should be given to States

or to institutions hinges on the issue of efficiency and the role of the
private colleges. The advantage of granting Federal funds to States,
rather than to institutions, is that the States can perform a major
portiam of the budgetary function. A State OM assess the most
effeetive educational uses for the Federal funds among all potential
alternatives within the State. Hence, efficiency in the use of Fed-
eral (um& may be greater than if one Federal agency had to choose
among the competiug elaims of all the institutions in the Nation.

On the other hand, if funds are given to States, there may be a
tendency to favor the allocation of funds principally to State institu-
tions anal to give less consideration to the requests of private colleges.
Moreover, there are eonst it tit ionad restrictions on the States in reallo-
cating funds to private institutions. In order for private colleges to
obtain Federal aid via State agencies, the colleges might also be
asked to conform to certain inappropriate State requirements. There
have been many instances, of course, in which States have given
unqualified aid to private colleges. If, however, the use of State
agenies as intermediaries would result in a relative concentration
of Federal funds in State eallegrA, the effe'c't would be to weaken
the relative eompetitive position of private colleges in obtaining
reS1111reeS. nit. 41N ample. mom faculty personnel would presumably
be drawl, toward State schools. Because of the great difficulty in
measuring the quality of produet turned out by educational insti-
tutions, it is impossible to assess accurately the relationships between
costs and output or to assess the changes in overall efficiency which
%mild result front shift of resourees from private to State colleges.
'the products of the two types of schools r1111 probably be differenti-
ated, but both types of products undoubtedly provide economic re-
turns to the Nation. In the absenee of objective evidence concerning
these returns, it enty be unwise to risk discrimination in favor of one
educational product to the disadvantage of another.

mIpAg
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ASSISTANCE TO. INSTITUTIONS OR TO STUDENTS

The choice but %%mil im..sist at ice toile, institution and assistance to the
student invives it different situation. If the educational process is
viewed as cleat ing a capital good that is of value to the Nation, then
the inst I 1 III ia On I Wel di WS he producer of the capital and the student its
carrier. I In the one 11311414 111111114'10 aid to the institution may be used
to rede the re K-14 that are pas -'4l on to the student; on the other,
tinatioial aid t hr .4 e may be passed built to the school to defray
ist.. in either a-e. the aid wind(' seem to he used to meet the same
elP4iti 3111 !Wet' the 144'11111(111e used would be a matter of indifference so
lona a,: the aid rail 1'c4 ricted to the Clillealional process (including,
for example, board and room associated with the education).

me major qualuication exists, however. Either the institution or
the student may use tile grants simply to replace other funds that
would have bet u.-ed in the educational process. A college may have
WS 1114'0114N 14i for gifts if funds are available from the
bivertiment. and a student mar use the Government grant instead of

his own money. w hich iulil then he available for other uses. In effect,
therefore, the Government might be subsidizing noneducational ex-
penditures of a prospective ihmr or of the student. In practice,
colleges seem unlikely to depend solely on their financial assets, both
IN*411 114' etms of maintaining existing quality are rising steadily and
Iwcause colleges have the usual business and social stimuli
to increase output, both extensively and intensively. However, if
colleues ia.e Federal aid either to reduce student costs or increase
quality with the same student Posts, the Government will still be
subsidizing noneducational student expenditures in the same way that
it would with divert student grants. The only situation under which
this result would not oecur is if the college's charged full costs to all
students and then proridrtl Government help only to those prospective
students who ..add not otherwise meet the college costs. It seems more
likely that the ( bernment ran avoid the noneducational use of funds
if it sup airy ises the distribution of funds and insures that they go only
to st ',dents whim need t hen fig. college costa.

This conclusion raises the next set of issues concerning Federal aid
to education; namely, how to allocate the aid. If Federal grants are
made to students, there are several logical reasons that support allo-
cations only to those who are unable to pay the full costs of college
1411141110n. .V; is 11141031141 aove, grants to anyone else means payment
of noneducational costs. Furthermore, if the Pe011011111.1 justification
for Federal grants is accepted, that is, that the Nation receives eeo-
manic henetits from education, then the corollary should also hi'
aeeepteil that t lte Federal Government ought to maximize the benefits
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that the :Nation receives from cavil dollar of Federal subsidy. Yet the
net return that the Nation will reeeive from assisting those who can
finance their own eftlelitin is zero, since whatever national benefits
accrue from the IsItscation would have been obtained without, the sub-
sidies. Ifeause education irvides pernal as well as extrapersonal
benefits, the assumption can be l'ellSOIldhly 1111141e t hat those who have
both the' intellectual and financial paent flit eddlege work will obtain
Ow education for their own hest interests. The wage of resources
occurs with those who have intent01ml ability but Hot the immediate
financial ability to pay for the rusts of education.

The principal objection to a menus test is moral, not. economie.
In the case of educational assistance, several factors serve to blunt

the ii.'intl ojectiots to means tests. First, in colleges there is a long
tflulit ion of financial assistanee to needy students, and the procedure
seems to be generally !temted without sueial stigma. Secondly, the
inadert,.2; !terminal funds is not associated with responsibility for
the inadequacy, since the individual, because of his youth, has not had
an opportunity to enter fully into the labor force. Thirdly, not all
high school graduates who lack financial resources for college would
obtain aid. front the Government: presumably only those who have
the highest apparent potential for college work would receive the aid.
Therefore, some distinction is obtained by receiving the financial
assistance (especially if a euphemistic title such as "national scholar"
is attached to the grant ). At the same time, the slothful person is
prevented from capitalizing on his weaknesses. The conclusion can
he drawn that a means test in education would not represent so invidi-
ous a device as it may in other fields.

The administrative feasibility of a means test should also be men-
tioned. In recent years tests of means, that is, of family financial
ability to support a son or daughter in college, have been much more
highly developed in the education fiehl than is generally realized.

Not only do sonic colleges ask families to provide Federal income tax

informationwhirl' is by itself an inadequate indicator because it
excludes certain income and ignores assetsbut also extensive use is
made of means tests such as those of the College Scholarship Service
and the National Merit Scholarship Corporat ion. These tests seem to
provide a reasonably accurate measure of true financial ability, and
experience with them has been reported highly satisfactory"

If Federal aid is to he given to students, the same logic that supports
a means test in effect, that the returns to the Nat ion are of paramount

For Same reason this esprience has not been ezamtned much in the education litera-
ture At least 3:6 colleges and universities now participate In the College ScholarshIP
Service and the numbs,. Increases yearly. Modified means tests patterned after the College
Motorail* &Arrive computations are employed by a number of other !bentonite. and
seeeral States In the distrtbution of thet scholarship awards. Bee College Beard listless,
College Entrance &lamination Board, Princeton, various homes.
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time, the intelligence tests to determine the beneficiaries of Federal
aid would presumably he designed to measure potential ability to
benefit from college work, which may be somewhat different from
quality of highshool preparation.

SPECIFIC vs. BROAD BASE SUPPORT

Another range of issues in Federal aid to higher education con-
cerns the extent of Federal direetion over the use of funds. Granting
that the funds should be used for higher education, should the Gov-
ernment then go on to specify the types of education/ The logic
of the economic justification for Federal aid might appear to support
specific types of grants, since they ran be concentrated in the fields
that yield the greatest returns to the Nation. The eateh is: Who
has the omniscience to deride what types of education will lret serve
the Nation in the future? We ran say that history strongly sug-
gests the future %able of education in providing economic growth.
We cannot say that history also reveals which types of education will
yield the greatest growth in t he future. Yesterday, study of the
Russian language might have been considered a highly esoteric pur-
suit; tomorrow, a knowledge of Murat hi, Tlegu, or Ilokano may be
an essential preretinisite fur effective American foreign policy. In
the asence of knowledge. the best policy may be simply to allow
the "invisible hands" to determine the allocation of educational re-
sources. In effect. this places the burden on each individual, with
his advisers, to decide what the nature of his own talents is and
where they may he most effeet ively used in the future. The approach
also avoids allegations of Federal dictatorship over the educational

It may be amnia that the conclusion is not so clear cut as this.
For example, many girls who retpive a college education will marry
and withdraw from the work force. However, as informed citizens
and intelligent mothers. their contributions to the Nation's well-being
and growth could lie of primary importance. The same may be
true of the students who enter the humanities and the teaching and
ministerial professions. although the returns to the Nation may be
measured largely in psychic rather than monetary values. Even if
we assumed that the only immediate goal of our Nation is defense,
it would be extremely difficult to specify all of the types of bulwarks
that can he strengthened by education.

OTHER ISSUES

In addition to the three general areas of problems indicated above
in connection with Federal aid to higher education, a number of
specific issues also exist. Only two of these, which are economic
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141 11.41 .4 s's % I II I." lien. ()111 Co144,11S NIIMthei the
11:.1 he in the form of tax reduction or of ezpenditiur

sub-isly. If the 3,11,11141.m 14 made that the Federal Goventment
intend- to pin, Ilk a P,IP1'Iilli191 number of dollars for the support

either through loss of revenue or tllrext
then r, !HMI 141/110111iis awl equity grounds the case for direct

w..111.1 seem to h. struger. The aid can be roneentrated
nil II. whu illay yield the greatest potential returns to the
Natisal. This :1;1 an., :it the same time, be eoneentrated on the
-tieleot, %%Ie. hale the greatest need for the assistance. From an
admini-ti at ke standpoint direct expenditures also have the advan-
tag thu the rlaigress VIM obtain moo. information about how the
olril money h: being vent than it could if the ultimate decisions
were in the hawk of individual taxpayers and the results had to
IN, in felTr41 1)41111 13% returns. Finally, subsidies involve no qualifi-
catinws in the concepts of ineonie used to measure taxpaying ability,
althieh it should IN' noted that the income concepts might be sharp-

le.1 by vs sti-is le rat is so of IHrsonal educational outlays:*
-1 tee i lit ell 'I all gni 111611n is nscu ired on whether the assist-

allee %%mild lie in the form of scholarships or loans. The loans
%%lain pr.-Amiably have to be on more favorable terms than private
brri.e M., ill order to armmodate students who could not obtain
private loan; or who .uld not afford them. Both scholarships and
loan, %%olds, re!otinally stimulate+ additional education. If the mune
a nem nt of full were math. available each year through either method,
the net ..4 to the Government would he less under a loan program
beaii-e of repayments of princiial and interest. However, the net
rust to the student, albeit spread over time, would be greater under
lnans than uteler a sholar,hi program, and this would serve to
rvlliee Iitry into 'Attention to some extent.

m.r..ncr, tinder a loan program, the process of selecting students
for be automatically altered, since only thosv who had
31,11 it V. 111,1. and expeetat inn of high incomes after graduation would
111.1y. with ability, 11PP119 111111 a desire to enter
low pa., ma profes,lials le tliseouraged from getting an edu-
ca5inn h the tinan.ial burden of future loan repayment. At the
,:one 1, El 11 pr,,Tratit would perform all alloeative function.
11i.liteen year 01.14 who either have not established their goals for
the r are %%Ming to sacrifice them in order to get an educa-
tion are eneouraued by a loan program to aim only for the highest
pay iog er. rather than the ones they might choose under a gen-
eral slnlar,hi plan. fuller present conditions, a student prepar-

t. 14- .1 further 41. v .f thl. .411(. tiPP Illebard 044.141p. eh. 17 of this
atios.
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ing to enter a lime'. pay ant; luofe'Apiuu Inti.1 hit ve a lienkond Mod I% at ion
strong enough to off-4 sAlme thameial sacrifices. A loan program

ni hi .-et the ed. Is even IwIre again,t
It might he aiSIVII that the Nation needs most those who will con-

tribute mo-4 to t he gru.s national product, as determined by free
market monetary returns. Under the loan procedure, discrimination
w'111) re-mit :igainst tho..e who do not 11)161010 high monetary
iiitonw. Tills group *night include a wide variety of occupational
...rim w NIP :I IN'I:th Is .w !Mill, or 1% how ont ribin ions fail outside
the market system, inoluding ministers, teachers. writers, artists,
social workers, nurse -, and housewives. It is a social judgment
whet her ilkorilo111311101 `11411111 1Air.1 IliPM% One may enter-
tain the suspicion that on the %%hole they might eontribute us much
increment in rocial value otiwr segment of soeiety.

Some !lae taken the position that though sholarships are appro-
priate at thu undergraduate level, loam; can IN' used for grtuluate
students on the grounds that t 11 the time lug before repayment will
he less: 12) graduate study generally pays for itself in future pro-
fev.ioutil income: and (3) the work is relatively more oriented to
personal hetielit and less to piddle benefit than are undergraduate
courses. The iirst argument does not seem relevant if the problem
concerns low future monetary income. The second one does not take
into aennt the differences in future profess:onal income front alter-
native types of graduate work, which may st ill ereate at change in the
ordering of preferences after loan faetors have been considered. The
third argument cannot be documented either pro or enn, but. it recurs
highly sit min ftil if one thinks, ft or example, of the piddle benefits from
graduate research.

In summary, there seem to be sound economic justifications for
making additional Federal investment in the edneation process, since
the process provides essential contributions to the national economy
and the national welfare. In addition, such investments can also pro-
vide greater equality of opportunity without any reduction in 111CN11-
tivps for private efforts. The investment can be arrangedeither
through institutions or studentsto maximize the potential future
returns to the Nation. The funds can be allocated to recipients in
order to encourage students with both the greatest. ability and the
greatest need. The returns can be maximized without Federal direc-
tion over the specific educational uses to which the funds are put,
Direct Goverttnient PX1winlit tires seem more effect ive than tux changes,
and scholarships will probably he more effect he than a loan program.
If at least some of these generalizations are accepted, one final conclu-
sion may be drawn: the time to begin considering the particular
policies for future Federal aid to higher education is now.



CHAPTER 14

State Financing of Higher Education
Seim J. Muslikke

a TATE FINANCING of higher education has its origin in the
°values and necessities of early America. Thomas Jefferson,
father of the University of 'Virginia. argued that ". . . those persons,
whom nature has endowed with genius and virtue, should be rendered
by liberal education worthy to receive, and able to guard the sacred
deposit of the rights and liberties of their fellow citizens, and that
they should be called to that charge without regard to wealth, birth or
other lb...Mental condition or eirentn.tanee. . . ." The aims of public
higher education are by and large the same todayan educated citi-
zebry, social and economic opportunity, and development of produc-
tive talents.

The State governmeuts early established State colleges and acad-
emies. Before the beginning of the 19th century, State colleges had
been founded in Georgia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Vermont.
State governments in this period and later also encouraged the es-
tablishment of private colleges and aided them through tax exemption
and direct grants. Rudolph, in his inquiry into the nature of 19th-
century college financing, writes:

Both tradition and lack of sufficient historical investigation still stand In
the way of a complete understanding or the often crucial role which govern-
ment played in the financial life of the American college. But *here study
has been done. It becomes clear how much It meant to many colleges to have
large Injections of State funds added to their resources"

Bowdoin, Columbia, Dickinson, Hamilton, Harvard, Union, Williams,
and Yale are among the colleges enumerated in that inquiry as re-
cipients of early State grants. And there is some evidence that loans
from the State governments to the church-related colleges of the Old
South made it possible for many of these colleges to survive in the
1840's and 1850's.

"Seminary grants" under the land Grant Ordinance of 1785 were
made to Ohio and Miami Universities, and all new States got land

Sesame* consultant. 17.8. Mee of Education.
*Frederick Rudolph. Who Paid the Billet an faquirp Into the Nature of Ninetatatit-

enter, College Pluses. lisnossi Rdussfiettal lutes. tot. SI, spring Mil.
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grams for State universit beginning with the admission of Ohio in
Grants authorized y the Morrill Aet, now over a century old,

vu.straged the founding of additieal State colleges. Today there
vAritz; in Pirh SNIP tit 1,414 ode bool-grant institution of higher
elneat

in the older States, w leVe101Pel I from the original colonies.
private VOMITS Harvard. Yale, William and Mary. and others--
already were established at the time of attaining. statehood, and in
those States the private institutions still outnumber public ones. In
the Far West, by way of entrast, the major share of higher eduea-
lona' oppoIIIIIIit its is provided by public inst itut ions, although im-

portant awl prominent private colleges and universities are located
there. ltetweett the Atlantic roast and the Far West the instit minim!
pootene graanally shifts, this creating the distinct regional pattern
...haraeteristii. loglier education in this country today. This
regional pattern explains many of the underlying differences in State
polieies with respect to higher edea' ion, the variations in public out-
lays for colleges and universities, and the differences in approaches
to t he emergitig problems is of higher pillion ii en.

Alienist all the State governments are now searching out ways and
means to meet their threefold responsibilities for higher education:
( i ) to a ssure educational opportunities for the growing number of

students (',1) to develop manpower capabilities in numbers
adequate to supply vital public service's, and (n) to build the higher
education potential SO neet'SSay to ceonoutic progress in the State.
They are searching for ways to carry the thameial load which these
threefold respoosibilit ies impose upon them. Well over 40 percent of
the current expenditures for student higher education in the Nation's
colleges and universities now are paid from Stith! and !oral taxes. The
proportion in public inst it utienes is higherabout 1.5 times as high.
About Oft percent of the plant funds of colleges and universities in the
lTnite.l States comes from State or loeal governments, and for public
institutions this proportion rises to almost $0 percent. Although most
State and local funds for higher education go to public institutions,
. nine go to private colleges anti universities, either directly, or in-
dit wily through student scholarship support or tax exemption.

This chapter deals with some of the major financial questions con-
fronting State governments in meeting the three responsibilities in the
period ahead. It. draws in part On State-by-State comparisons of out-
lays for higher education and of tax support, and in part on the work
of recent State study commissions in States that have assessed their
higher emblem ion problems on a comprehensive basis. The range of
kelles repotiNd is wide. They run the gamut from such broad concerns
as financial arrangentents to improve the quality of higher education
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ts 411) 4111 0)&7: aS techniques of budgeting funds 2 and of coupon-
ing gib% villiiitizas for properties removed from their tax bat.r

for Ilse 19,, e4Plitigi,S.' Tile MINNA of this chapter is limited pri-
marily t he larger litiatirial issues.

A mind .er of tidy groups have been appointed in the States to ex-
plore for higher 'sinew ion in relation to emerging require-
t, lent, :o.1 to fortnitl:ite act ion programs. In addition to comprehen-
,i ,ai.vey- in s or lo States, a number of other studies hare assessed
pa is i..11 Jai' Sisiltis of higher education such as enrollment prospects.

year college :, *W arrangements among institutions within a
geographic aa, atoll special problems of financing. Martontna and

it h, in a 1960 analysis of studies made in the States, identify
`I ;It Ito iv. 11%6441 WY'S have authorized statewide or interinstit u-

t of higher education, and :).0 in which studies have been
conductoli miller fuller auspices. Only in Alaska, Delaware, Georgia,
I la %%Ali, Idaho, New I lattipshir, , and South Carolina were no studies
on igl r reisorted either us completed or underway.' More-
oer. in s States statewide cuordinating boards have been established
to 1,romote cont inning planning for public higher education, and in 37
States governing hoards have been created, which have responsibilities
for the rent rol of public institutions of higher education, or of cer-
t ain types of host it ut ions, such as teachers colleges.

Recommendations smile in the reports on the comprehensive sur-
veys follow a fairly uniform pattern. All the comprehensive studies
urge act ion to: 1 I t provide greater educational opportunities for
the grm% ins numbers of young people, (2) improve the quality of
higher IsIticat ion in the State, and (3) develop new educational centers
for instruet ion, ressmit, graduate study, and public service. All
urge t lint thus number of college places be increased, and most advocate
nolilitiolial gin:mei:11 assistance to students. To aid in improving the
optality of ellticatitel in the colleges and universities, these study groups
adeate ivory:I:4441 expenditures for faculty and equipment, introduc-

of new teaching methods, and expansion of facilities, either by
the State or through interstate arrangements, for training students
in ttl,fessionn I :anti teehnieal skills. To help foster centers of research
ate' graduate ,tuily, new or expand's' universities are proposed.

J. itrambaoub The Proper Relationships Between State, Government' and State-
Nur. llivir In.,' It ation 4. The Fituedttomet Rivard, 42:173-178. July 1101: and also

,,put trllis ftwirk. The oonpaa mud the State.. Baltimore. !dd.. Johns
11.pkotp. I:vd

* 4' I. and Pauline Mari' Mayo. CuPerie end Vaireraity Tar and "Is item"
nnsin thivipariiBe. ldenra. III.. Ametleatt ?fittulelpoI itaataintlion Report No.t: 1118%.

N. v. Marineau,' and Janie* C tpatrsinitb. Affrance Plohnhy To Meet Higher Edw.
eaten NeBits. kr-rnt Nosh. shale, 59. C.S. Ilepartment of Health. Education. and
WIrtor. I elf N.s. 4 33 1960.
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I. Providing Educational Opportunities
Perhaps the most urgent question before the States is, "How are

we to fiteance edueational opportunit:es for the growing numbers of
our young loopier

GROWTH IN ENROLLMENTS IN PUBLIC COLLEGES AND
U NI V ERSITIES

III the (kende of the 1950's, w hen the I ..S. spit lat ion of eollge age
ittreawii about 1 percent per year, eollege and tmiversity enrollments
rose by about 1.t; percent per year. In the last 5 years (1955-60)
enrollments increased annually by .2.0 percent.

A large share of the increased enrollments took place in existing
institutions, institutions with established traditions and aims. The
decade of the mars Wild not. a period of rapid increases in the total
number of institutions, although there has been a rise' in the number
of junior colleges and branches of institutions. In (looms', earlier
in our history, in the first part of the 19th cent nry, large demands for
college, going were frequently met by establishment of new colleges."

Bet ween 19:69 and 1960 the total number of institutions of higher
education listed its the Office of Murat ion's Direetory of Higher
Edueation increased front 1.805 to 02,911; these figures include junior
college's btu not branches. The number of colleges and universities
newly listed in a single year ranged front !o in 1955 to $9 in 1950.
Institutions dropped front the directory during this period also varied
in number from 7 in 1959 to 7$ in 1954. A review of the institutional
listings suggests that of the newly listed private institutions, all but
a few were seminaries or small colleges supported by religious groups.
Many of these schools were ongoing institutions that requested listing
for the first time with a view to possible use of the directory listings
as a qualifying condition for public or private aid. Notable excep-
tions to this pattern were Harvey Mudd College in California and
Brandeis University in Massachusetts. Most of the public institu-
tions added to the directory during this period were junior colleges;
only 11 degree-granting public institutions were newly listed. Six
of these were in California; two in Louisiana ; one each in ;corgis,
New York, and Oregon.

Wide differences exist among the States in the numbers of added
college students anti in the public institutions' share of these increases,
as is indicated iu table 1. In some States, such as Florida and Cali-
fornia, the public institutions' share of enrollments has been rela-
tively large and the number of added enrollees also has been large,
compounding the State's problem in finding ways to meet. its
requirements.

See Homer P. Dabbidge. Jr.. Introduction to tide publication.
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TABLE L-Ineresar in public college and univeretty enrollatents as a percent
of total increase in opening fall ennslintente, and percentage ebonite in enroll-
mote in 'while and private institutions. 5-year period 1953-60, by State

Percentage of
total IMMO'

State in operant bill
enrollownts

in public
insfltutlunq

NOVitia.
Wyoming.
Arisona.
North I

100.0
100.0
IWO
a4.a
tea 6Lounians 97.

New Menke *4
Colorado. . 92 5Oklahoma.. to. 8California- ..... 1.7.4

Montane... 67.3
Washington - NB. 9
Minnesota . Se. 8
Minlinippi
New Jersey

85.9
85.4

Oregon 1
11 Whiten.

81.6Kansas._ 81.4Florida. . 77.6

Indiana_...
.

76.6
76.3
76.1

Tennessee..
..... . 74.0

71.4
New liampsi.iro 71.4Idaho... ...... . ....... . 71.3

UNITED STATES ...... - 68.4

Mon 57. 8
South Dakota 47.8Missouri.- .
West .

.............. 85.9
65.6
as./

Kentucky.
North Carolina
South Carolina. 6(6
I *Liman 69.9
Maryland. 66.8

Rhode Island. Sa 1

U
Alabama.

tah
67.8
46. 8

Vermont 84.9
Oriorgia. .6
Ohio. 5451.0
Arkansan 4Tens 4652..7
Pennsylvania_ *1Iowa- Me ...... U.4
Connecticut
Meenclunetts

35.* 11

8
New York. 21.3
District of Columbia L S

Percentage Maio I

Public that- Private In.
lotions dilutions

100.1
17ft 7
at
78.4

o
48.8

56.1 14.6
0.6 2

4 34.461.
64.9 11.2
KG 8.9*4 12.11

42.3 33.0
490 19.9
68.4 18.8
OA 26.4

178.1 as
42.3

1
38.25.7 2.

74.5 24.0

41.7 17.9
41.1 30.1
f0. 0 , r,*2 A0
51.8 97.0
52.4 190
85.5 51.7

418 949

SI 2 19.2at
411147.4

ea I
25.0

rid
.9

.4 36.11

SA
118 ill
16.1
81. 2 el
1425..2

0 II
49.2 ISA
19.3 41.2

NA U4 9
90.1 23.
2L 0 21

U.0
.03.4

Alaska. Nevada, and Wyoming have no private histitutions. The relatively lame pm* of &sage 18
public institutions in New Jerry reflects the shift of Ruteen from apnea& institution to t Mats tudireesiti
during

donneNo donee-engin enrollment in private instituticmsteporterl in WS&
Some: Compiled by Justin Lewis from data on openhig fall enrollment (deluge credit, leant and

ertensioni, U.S. Department of Health. Education and Welfare, Mike el Education, Womb mod
Statistics Division.

The mounting charge on state governments has resulted not only
from undergraduate enrollments but also enrollments in professional
fields. For example, the expansion of training places for medical
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Inre.o.Ingly bviam. a 1111 resps nsibility. of tlw
1 ear I: e;11..31 estahl ished sinee 1931) -31, 13 an' pub-

lic :41111:. A.. lfl 3.1.1111"11- 1611blie shols have increased
t heir **Mt oilltletits Mt re than have the private ones. For example,
Illaring the period 19311 31 to 1 ;5-50, imhhe mwiieal schools ac-
outed for :0s7 new freshman plaeA and private medical schools for

t hall me- t hird till.; number, or 299 new places.°
we look ahead to the next 10 years, the population of college age

I' exptesl Ti, increase by 1.9 percent a year, or a rate of increase
alm;t t ke that of the 1 :es. Enrollments are expected to rise at
even a fa -ter rate, and again it is anticipated by most observers that
a major -Ilan of the growth will take place in public institutions, with
t on..4114am prollems of tinatteing falling primarily on State
governments. In the decade ahead, just as in the decade recently
ended, mane of t hi' States will experience increases in college-age pop-
ulation an1 in enrollments two to three times those in other States.
Projections of the population 1$ to 24 years of age made by the Na.

't Tonal duat .1ssoiat ion suggest increases between 1960 and 1970
varyine from low percent in West Virginia to perhaps as high

1;4.; 33, in .1'11.611a

(If )114.:zi varies widely among the States. As Harris has in-
dicated, there i4 very little correspondence between (a) the proportion
of the tot:11 St:tte populat ion that is of college age, (6) the ratio of the
State's I.ollege-going population to its total college-age population,
and (e) the proportion of its college-going population that is enrolled
in piddle college:4.

For example, Harris finds that West Virginia ranks first among
the States in the proportion of its popt:lation that are of college age,
but -Nth in the ratio of its total college enrollment. to its college-age
population: .7:. percent of this enrollment is in public institutions of
higher education. By comparison, Arizona ranks 12th in the pro-
portion of its population which are of college age, but sixth in the
ratio of its total college enrollment to its college-age population; 97
percent of this enrollment is in public colleges and universities. Mas-
saehtmett?., by contrast, ranks 36th in the proportion of its population
which are of college age, but third in the ratio of its total college en-
rollments ft) l'Oliegeage population; only 1'2 percent of its enrollment
is in piddle institutions of higher education'

or a. start iteort to lb. cummItter on Interstate and Foreign Common,. Medical
Reboot leltary. onunttteo Intertate and Foreign l'ontrnerce, Monne of RepresentatirOn.
nath Conn. 1.1 p n and 11.

'110-Pd 'Ti rislon .tats front strm,nr IlarrIti. Financing of !Haber Education :
Woad 1-01.4. to Vingn-14 Myhre i'durflun 11640 VI. linter M. Kress ed. New York
ft. :ran nitl it,..sk fao. vnto. i fut. xf.o. Ano.rfron Amoncintion of Coiloginto Itegltern
and AInotol ann. cr. Hone stilt.' nti.1 Itioration of 4ertean College Rhoinfa. Fall

199. for data on the londurntion noel outnolarnthin of student- amnia flub
trariou State.s

033105 Cu 14
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TABLE t.-- Percent chum in population la to 24 years of age, 19641-70

Stag

Call orris.
Nor Meow.
Delaware. .

Hawaii.
Utah. .

Mende

..
Montana
LenIslans

WasNew

Hammitt,* ...
hington. . .

Ohio

DMITRI.) IITAT

En4311301Dill

Roush Carotin*
Oklahoma..get: .....

Michigan-.
tacky-

einsebuidts
NoNorth Csiellne

I
I 11,4-4.tloa

11a

133.3 114.3

107
3 131 1
1 96.1

9K 2 914 a
on 4 K78

75.7 36 4
73 4 7* 8
7u.7 789
69.3 AK 9

116 io M6
64 A 61.11
64l 615
62 7 09 0
491 7 57.7
60 2 ;94 1
!.9 s 62 1
:114 4 51.6
57.7 59.3
1s7 3 65.3

_ . ......
573 578

... ...Mo.

571 fa 8
1 53.

3
3

53.
568

M.
M. 6 61.6
63. 2 35.11
53.2 54.8
58.0 40 7
52.6 83.0
51

0
3 46a 4

51 4

50.1 67
65

.7
48.9 2
48.0 3.6
47. 44 1
46.6

9
54.3

44 5 45 3
35 7
30.9
52.3
42.2

45
*0

.6
8

37.396
15 5
Et 3
80.8
131.0
30. 3
33 4

9.7 8.6

Manic

Teamed.
Rhode Island
New York-
Iowa.
Ne6raska....

A YWCA:ftsdird;2....
lungs.

&nth etc
Mittel el Columbia . .

43.9
46
43.97
41.9

40.
210.11
300
36. Is
32.4
32.2
81.6
28.4
2 826 2

West Visitnts

Based on Burr= of the Crm6W1i0Pulation ProlectIons II and HI and assuming that the sineimt of net
siledlon during each 5-per period, 19*-65 and 19434% will equal the amount whleli occurred in 1955-410.

Based on Bureau of I,* Census papidation woke** II and Ip and assuming that OP amount of net
=on dwIng each by period, I940-46 and I965-70, wIll equal )4 the amount 'bleb occurred In the
perW population census.

Roma: 1469 data teem Bureau of Catlin; Weirdly* prepared the National Education Association
la tan (unpublished).

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN COSTS

Not only does college going vary among the States but also the
amount of expenditures per student, A National Planning Associa-
tion study gives the estimated cost in the arademic year 1957-58 of
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stutli-sst 'oat per full t hue titilent or equivalent for the
1 .11il! ell St ;4:.-. ;mot for each of it; States ( table 3).9

1- E.Aimated expvnditure% of public and private colleges and anther-
sitars fur 'student higher education per intimated fulltime ntudeht equivalent,
tol.it 1 'wed Mateo and 14 selected Staten, 1957-38

Kstmlated student higher education es-
isittutes per estimate*. fulkime student

equidoent

Amount Poverty% of illaukorderof
U.S. amount 10 States

$179 1s
I., -! ! 917 101

94 10
I u. lit 140

1.070
WAI

172
use

4
a

790 91 la
1t-14.1 tno.-1 t 1.119 2

id.ou, 1.033 114 tt
%tn.!). i -II 101 al 12

7% 91 14Irw 103 9
%,,h TI 1,M0 Di a
!..."011 .4r.;11. I eta 92 11
'1111" IM

11,.% 41.1.6 913 104
73

7
Itt

79) 90 14

bpi.* 1.: I 01 I 1%'411. '.in $1 ()win, and Puerto Woo.
sot iig 4. limb J. 11u.hklu grfil 1,4,110 1'. %Trim/mt.. 811sient fit*, nocatioll: HIP= end

.44oirces no in /4 .:elected %Voile:cum. Notional Pluming Association, 1940,
1 1. IN

The le, Stilts; included in the study account for 70 cents of each
dollar spent for student higher education in the United States and
for t %%04161114 of llege ;And university enrollment. Approxi-
mmeiy pee student is spent for this purpose in the Nation as a
MI, de. The ost imated tort per full-time student or equivalent. ranges
from 944:3" in 'rex:Isan amount percent below the national aver-
aget $1..22s in t 'otineeticut--10 percent. above it. States with rela-
tively high costs per full-time siudent generally are those with
large number of graduate and professional school students. For
example, in New York, where such costs are high, 19.5 percent of the
resident degreecredit students are graduate and professional school

stoiktit diteatin espenditureo repressent the current coots of teaching and the
4111. 1, 1:%to.uditore. for sitUtletit higher eduratlon as defined here

Include expendit.sr..* for intruedon and departmental restated and the portion of es.
1wa4tIorp4 for Inera1 imini4tration. librariee. and pbystica1iant maintenance that to
11.1 tor ts It vslmli.4 ospentlItitreg for ottediln11 Colleges; for nundegree stn
ent, fir th !ar rvii4, and fir trganlred researrh and overhead connected with

rsp,ot, %toll i-syhti.11turPA relntril to organised activities and to edueational
.1.-p.. r toel.t I- .1, I Jr at. Ps ..11811 Ppenditarim of auxiliary enterprise** and

fur r.1.1.11 1 tit
"tom mq.,111,01, .8.1, rig..18e 1 MLone Sitars. Higher EfhleatioN: ArPetttircle

nn,) thatrera of Intiic is is scireted States. WIb11111tnn. lit'.. National Nanning Anna
clathoo. March tteht
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statlnts; and in Connecticut, another such State, 17 percent. less
that 1.5 percent of the students in Mis.souri and Texas, where costs
per student are low, are students in graduate and professional schools.
Similar estimates of costs per full-time student. or equivalent have
not ken computed for all the States, and the necessary enrollment
projections are not now available to apply such data in arriving at an
approximation of expend it nre requirements.

Some intlicat ions of the differenetbs in financial loads arising from
projected illcreilSen in 'stipulation can he gained from data on teaching
expenditures in colleges and universities per person 18 to 24 years of
age in the population. These expenditures for student higher educa-
tion in 1957-58 ranged from $54 in Alaska to $267 in Massachusetts.

Expenditures per person 18 to 24 years of age are highest. in the
New England States and lowest in the Southeast. Within the New
England area there are marked differences resulting front a variety of
contributing fators. In NIaine, expenditures per person IS to 24
years of age are 20 percent below the national average; in neighbor-
ing Vermont these expenditures are 76 percent above that average.
In the Southern States, both those in the Southeast and the South-
west, the average ex) WI id if 11 WS for student higher education are below
the national average. In 12 of the 16 Stint lwrn States such expendi-
tures are 2:1 percent or Imbre 114sloW the national ?"rciege, and in 5 of
the 12 at least 11 percent below it (table 4 ).

TABLE 1.--Estimated expenditures of colleges and universities for student
higher education, total and per person in the population 18-24 years of age,
SO States and District of Columbia, 19S744

Stars

tit itdil 1 ideal educat ion ospentIKUles

Amount
tits

millions) I

Percent.
wedime-

nUtion

Per person 114-24 Tears
of sae

Amount
per

persons

Percent-
of average
50 States

anted

Columbia

rn sT VTIP.!4

New F1 sit
Maine

ewN
.

Perm/mt.
Stanoctult.ini .

Rhode bilatt,1 .

l'onncrtIcut .

&finesse .

New y..rk
New Jers..y
l'cuns!, namil .
ilkswarn

)lstrit t of eolitiolis.

it lsTlurT Or Lt. WI.

199.2

10 1
12
It 9

114.4
12.1
M.7

50 2

100.0 $117 100

8.8 7.01 155
.

.4

.5

.4
&

.
0
8

I s

139
235ra
2117

182
212...._ ... _
100_
204
103
1A2
114
125
sts

..._..es==

80
1013in
182
103
144

11322 2

204
40 9

135 k
43

:1311
19.8

II. 7
2.0
& 14
.2

3. 5
.9

139
ili

103
Pi
95

102

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 1.-Estiniated expenditures of colleges and universities for student
higher education, total and per person in the population 18-24 years of age,
50 States end District of Columbia, 1937-5i-concinsed

State

. . -

°BRAT 1.aggs... $490.7

Miehigim 120 8
Woo,. . 114 0

07.5
143 6

Wisermon . 45.1
.14 :7-.=---=

rums . 210 a

Stodut higher education espenditures

Amount
fin

millions)

tn mints-
Iowa.
Missouri .

North 'roams
South Dakota .

Nebraska....
Kansas. ..... . .

47 8
38.9
52.0
N. 9

to 4
lv M

33.0

336.1

Per person
age
16-24 years

of

Percent-
age distri-

bution Amount

Virginia ... .. 38 0
West Virginia. . 19.7
Kentucky .. 14.7
Tenncotee .. 35.6
North Carolina 49.2
South Carolina I1 0
thorgia..... . 31 2
Florida .... 38.0
It beams 24
Mkoissippl 16 6
Louisiana.. 42.6
Arkansas 16 0- -- - - -

Borvirsise IMO 2----
Okloludos . Os 3
Tease ... .. 100 0
New Meilen_ 9 4
Arizona....... 12 5

Rom? Storwrace 67.1-

Montana.- --- 9.8
Idaho a 0
Wyoming- - ... 4.8
Colorado..... 25 A
Utah . 114.7

ha Will... 312.1

Washington .. 40.7
Oliviton 25.7
Nevada-- 2. 6
Cantabile.. . 237.2

Alaska.. .... 1.7
Hawaii 4.3

1110111111

Per
person

21.4 5162

63
0 129

872 1

0
2.9 164
6.3 173
2.0 140

....-..-_,-== ...-_-. _=..
9.3 162- - - - .-
2. 1 168
1 7 170
2.3 142
.4 158
5 NI

.9 166
1.4 173

:_.
7

.....- ...,....._.- -.ses.r....,--,..
15 06

1.7
125
82

.9
1.1 86
1 105
2.61 104
.9 75

1. 79
1.7

4
le

1.7 6el0.7
1.8 142
.7 106

6.6 I 112

Percen
of amigo
60 Metal

Districandt of
Columbia

..1010.1111i1.1

110

127

U2
113
9$

"St=t1INCISak
110

114
116
97

108
123
113
118

11

1 2 134
4.4

as
110

.4

.5 tog

2.8 1 170

.4 In

. 3 138

. 3 172
1.1 159
.8 210

13.6 159

1. 166
1.81 182
.1 914

10.8 170

.1 34
.2 re

68
35
68
71
71
61
64
63
66

97
72

SEM 0111111111217

70

et
73
67
70

110

116
94

los
142

ION

112
124
67

1111

37
46

Computed from r Department of Health, Educat on, and Welfare, (Mee of Educationt_unpublisbed
preliminary data compiled from ..Calistics of iltatier Education. 1087-A8, Biennial Survey of Education in
the United States. Ion- ts eh. 4. sec. 11, table 2. Does not Melville U.S. service sehoob and Canal Zone,
Unarm and Puerto !two. Comparable total for aggregate Potted States is 12.363,200.

e Population 14.24 years of age from 1060 Census of Population. B of Census. (001M18 dale Nate*
age populations sre made as of April 1960 and include nonresident stu attending (*liege in es State
and exclude residents attending college In other States.)
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iChile data on opprttilliti, for 4,11,ge mea-tircii
numbers in Ile' floPlatt toll h exetlit .tudent higher
education, emphasize variations among. State, all Stale are con-
fronted with the problem:4 of V% satliIIIIV 111:21i11' 011111114
problems are made more eimiplieated 111 mdtie Slates 1,1 1111' 11111112111.

tion of population, and in 'Awn., prinei oily in the po4irr and
sparsely populated States by the need to tome faAcr to snake up
for past. deficiencies.

STATE STUDY GROUP PROPOSALS

Each of the State study tIIIIIIIIPr:14111:, I it:It Iwith. colitlIrehensire
surre.; wk.( through its olmeetehtt ioli4 to loake efItleat itdud op
ptni unities available to young people who can henelit from advanced
edueation withut regard to wealth. birth or other accidental eitttlii-
Ohs or circumstances." 1S indiented earlier in this paper, the
Wily s proposed to achieve this objective are ( I 1 expao-ion of the
college Plant, t herebY assuring 1111)re rolls ge places: and )

of thittlichll Uhl to SitlItielItS to facilitate' their eollege going.
hicrm conyc Additional college plares an' sought

through a number of ditferent methods. One met hod IS to lmild new
Stale colleges and universities. .1not her is to eneourage the creation
of additional junior colleges, community nod brandies of
existing State colleges and universities. third is to enlarge enroll-
ments in existing institutions, nhliv and private, through expansion
of college faeilit les and more etteetive Ilse of exist ing faeil it ies.

Capital outlays for facilities of State institutions of higher edited-
t ion ant summarized in table 5.

TABLE 5. Capital outlays' of State institution* of higher education, 195040
tin

1950 .
1951..

1953 .
1954
1955.. .

nor

-
. .

:nos at
el/ rapleat

Ott1148

3 *.:40
'2911

'..!GO

t1,4 113°

292

1956

1957..
195s..

Year

1r ann:
of otpirai

eigkiva
380
-141

598
3 7119

3 675

I lneluds ettp1141 outlay's fltuhrol1 from private tottlle qourms.
Estimated Wen Ireputletl.1.4 of qpItne for *II P%4111.11. that pall.m *It for tdithrr p.tuois-

Om and milky marmite Compote* to Ileums fir h,p r yoarz.
Includes Masts (12 minion In ISM Jar! 11) 7 11111111M. 1160 and 11aan11. Si 3 m1111.41 for WA%

Orielh allPendlum 4 Mete 0 or, ra nt Fa taut a. onuts41 v,orts fur 19.111 rAL tt.y. th.p.sruncui of
commetve. Berm at the restut.

The Michigan survey report, prepared for the State's Legislative
Study Committee on higher Etlueitt ion in 1858 by John Dale Russell,
gives priority to community colleges as a way to meet the expanding
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toilithsI. sal 1I.;11:1, ;111.1 111.5tisrs1. a serivs trf steps designed to im-
pt..% v t tic 1.4 311 the amount of State support of local

iti ,--1.11#11-11Ing : sisal operating facilitie.s.t° For
11,1, linit a foulalat ion program of mut-

.i.1.1.11 asifipted, milli the State paying half the
f. Ill III. I ! I .! !; I 0-1 :1 111 1 tll:lt. tilt, existing program of State
titian. 1 tI 11.11I. .1,:1! 'pal iii ci ar-4 rue: ion of approved projects bo con-
t II I :t 111'g:011V pos.11.10111 011 extension of college and

1601M:11 4'AI blislimPlit of ninclies of the State-
e,.., 106%1-46es. 4)is the contrary, it urges that

11l:2. 1,i m.,!0., ill' St all..1.0111.0i led hut ions he reorganized
11.-I.III!iashs ;sisal that oew and university facili

ties sp.inkiely
The stite ei,up,: are divided on the best way to decentralize

colleo rm.:id:v.,. In Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Wisconsin, in Re-
...all:owe v. it II t hp.; r t u11y group recommendations, branches of the
Stat., -it% Irtfe, lava esttililsittul in different locations. The
New York awl Pennsylvania reports urge establishment of both types
411 11/4.31 ill-I it III 'pall, eommunity colleges and also branches
of the Sta!so lot

in* ':1111.u.iii:1 11 luil'1 porhar4 go n.4 fort her than the others not only
evech.,1 furore eurollulents and the resulting college facil-

ities fecillifeli, att11 illiiirating locations for new units, but also setting
eIrtn-jo Iowa ig types of institutions and specifying the

eiloat 'lima' flatlet i(hts: 1af each type and the minimum, OpfilDUMI and
\ anal!' fill tittle ltfollinelltrt in eacla.'2 'the report recommends

is al oaf t111 policy that no new State colleges or campuses of
the mil% el .-0 y. oilier t ;dready approved, shall be established
nttt ii adeoliare junior ....liege I.:teak km hare been provided" (p. 8).

.iteitically. this. report recommends an increase in the current
amoolik iambi to iiiiiiin oollegpA out of Sitar school funds from about
:to percent Is aluttit inolytont by iiiit later than 1975, and adoption of
a emu holing program of State grants or loans to school districts for
'lost nisi 1441 Of j11111111. (4 Mille ies. The report also recommends
creat 'mu of tglr now state eolleges, to be in operation by 1085; com-
Opt lit title,' State university campuses authorized by the

" i..tan 11.qh.r Eroersteon to Ittehtpoo, the Final Report of the Surrey
tar higher I. 1,0411,sa In Itirh./48 Mlehlatin LeidlutIve Study Committee on Higher Edo-

193%. p 17:1
N. vork ,to : enoltto 'di Higher Education. Meeting the Increasing Re.

Nellot.1 M. II fqhf r luostvoi is \'ru fork State. a Report to Ike °arrester mid the Beard
., top nt E.NoatI.n It.partmont. Albany. november MO; eke Peaneyleenta
.-tonuttoo on Eibattou The Final Report. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Bank-

note. April Owl
,Jranfsr.cit Th.. Lint...6 e.onattio ..f the State Mond of Education and the Regent*

.11 the ;! or ritd .1 it.t.tre Moo for Higher Education Is (taliforata,
J91:(1 ? 5 K.It a .tt-tst. 1*.iif 1.11 State 1.11 parltertht tat Education. 1960.
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State heard of !Weld S in ligo7; and, in the future, diversion of some
potential :4t1olents front the lkirkeley campus of the State university
to other university catique.es.

More effective and efficient utilization of college facilities is urged
in each of the major study group reports. The Michigan report, for
example, urges such improved utilization as a fiscal necessity, pointing
out that the estimated amount that would he required each year over
an is- ear perils! for physical facilities to keep up with the mounting
enrollments wombl be more than the tax-appropriating bodies and

lant hrotlie donors in the State are likely to provide on a continuing
basis, Tho report concludes that : AVMS to be only one solu-
tion pokssilole, namely to discover means by which the present ratio
of plant facilities to student enrollments can he altered, without
damage to the o-cope :mil quality of the 0111440 lona! program." "

The New York State rommittee, Henry T. Heald, chairman, report-
ing in November Moo to the Governor of New York State and the
hoard of regents, puts the problem of space utilization in this way:

If the State tinker4y were to continue to follow historically accepted
sluice utilization practice". dacha: the next 10 to 13 years. upproprlutlons
for new buildings to meet the ebroaltucnt &Mond %Mid have to be greater
than the growl total provided for college buildings by the legislature during
the pa.tt /Instant."

MethosIs 14 improving utilization of siace nrgeol iii State study
reports include greater use of classmoms in late afternoons and eve-
ningw lengthening of the Mead week and the school year, better
planning of the size awl distribution of rooms, and repackaging of
course units to tit better into inst met lona! periods available.

Aid to private institutions is proposed in a few States to facilitate
expansion of enrollment opportunities. Even when direct financial
aid is not extended to such institutions, they are regarded as an
integral part of the State's educational capacity, and their facilities
are relied upon to help meet emerging enrollment requirements in the
State. It is true that the high-quality private college or university is
a national institution which draws its students and its financial sup-
prt. from all sections of the Nation, but in most States the in- and
out-migrations of students are more or less balaneed. Notable ex-
ceptions are Massachusetts and New Jersey. In the few States that
give direct all to private institutions, under State constitutional and
statutory provisions, such seep takes th' form of support for (a) cur-
rent operations, (L) scholarships, and (r.) construction of facilities.

Pennsylvania, a State that has supported private nonsectarian col-
leges and universities over many decades, continues to stand first
among the States in the size of its financial payments to such institu-

seJsbn isle Rummell. op. elf.. p. ?7.
to New York Mat.: Committee on Higher 'Month's. op elf.. p. 32.
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tiin14. In 1a:7 ate, I I pliVate hist jig Priltillvaliht. rviviVit
State ,,a1 ati,l the aggregate of thew payments amounted to
almost $19 to ion. I 'ttyment s are made to the aided inst it uI ions on a
per .4 Went The Governor's 4.'01111110e; on Education in its
report out t unique eliaraeter !WW1:1111,
but that no "Ilieaslirable program goals for it. have been
established over the years. The committee recommends that goals hi
set for the licrUsi ahead pads that would give assurance of expanded
enrollments in the aided private institutions."

Eighteen States anti Puerto Him provide sudarships that stn
dents may tHe either at public or private institutions. New York
State has by far the largest of these programs, and further expan-
sion has been proposed by the Heald committee and also by the
State hoard of regents." In other States also, new and expanded
scholarship programs are proposed.

Assistance given to privately controlled colleges for construction
of facilities, %% hen suelt assistance is available, is as a rule limited
by the States to selftinaneing loans. However, aid to private insti-
tutions in meeting their speeialized facility needs has been extended
in other ways. For example, the new medical school at Seton Ilall
in New Jersey has been given the use of the city hospital for clinical
teaching, and the University of Miami has a similar arrangement
with Dade ('minty.

Phumehtl t1i.l lr. ...eleals.---The availability of facilities is only
part of the problem of assuring opportunities for college going;
another, is the financial ability to go to college. An important factor
facilitating larger college enrollments has been the improved acces-
sibility of collegesan accessibility that makes the student aware
of potential resources for an advanced education and at the RUM
tituet relhice4 the cost of his college going by permitting him to
live at home while attending. Report after report from the State
-Judy grolilwi imlill4111AZt4 that, if opportunities for college going are
to be provided to the greatest possible number of young people, insti-
tutions or higher education must be distributed widely throughout
the State.

Historieully the primary instrument used by States to insure edit-
rational opportunities is low or no student tuition. More recently
attention has beets given to the costs of attending college other titan
tuition charges, and policy issues have linked tuition charges and
scholarships. State study commissions generally reaffirm a policy
of low or no tuition, such as that set forth in the early State con-

" ennwifIvatile : Committo fin Etineation. up. eft..
14 Nes York State: The rolverolty of the State of New York. Dieeetmesit lit the Ai.

tore: The Repeats Propionate for the Espouses amid improremeat of Edoeafloo to New
Fork Witt 1141. Albany. N Y.. the State Education Department. December 1960.
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stitut ions of the Midwestern States n rpeunt,ttegnl drat tuition
$11011111 be gratis and equally open to all Tlw Cali fernia report
introduces its re commen.lat Ott Wield 64-4 Wit It : "Tite t Wit gov-
erning boards reaffirm the lnttestalished 1 rincile that State col-
les.e tool the University of California shall be tuition free to all
residents of the State. "" In most States where no st wield tuition is
required, however, fees are imposed as charge's for speeifie service:4 of
ltenefit to the st mien!, such as health, counseling, placement, housing,
and revival luau! services.

Essentially there is at issue, as evidenced by the State reports, an
important question of eligibility that relates not only to public higher
education but to most other public services: Is the service to be
available without charge to all qualified individuals who seek it, or
only to tltose who demonstrate linaneial need t The notion that tuition
charges be imposed where none had been levied before, or that they
be increased, is contrary to widely accepted edneational policies in
many States and cannot be expected to gain easy acceptance.

However, publicly controlled colleges, between 1953 and 1960, in-
creased student tuition and oilier charges each year on the average
about percent --a nits, only somewhat less than the inerease in private
institutions. In the 7-year period 193--60, tuition rates rose 4 percent
in all institutions etenbine41, and 36 IWreeld in public ones. In many
States increases in student fees came in response to the sharp pressure
of advancing costs of higher education, despite the institutions' ad-
herence to a general policy of charging no or low tuition.

Unlike other State reports, the New York report tines not bark
into a recommendation for increases in tuition or student fees, but
espouses a statewide tuition policy for all Italie institut ions of higher
education. it called for a uniform $800 n -year tuition charge "at
all public colleges in New York Stateincluding units of the State
university, the community colleges, and institutions in the New York
City college system." In recommending this tuition charge, the
committee has this to say : "Decisions on tuition made ten, twenty, or
even a hundred years ago are no longer relevant and should be changed
now that fhtanvial demands are mount ing. . . ."

A tuition-rebate plan and increases in scholarship aid were recom-
mended by the committee for students whose family incomes are low.
The committee noted that "a tuition-rebate plan administered by
student-aid officials of the various colleges in accordance with general
specifications laid down by the legislature, and making special prowl-
SWIM for hardship (Wes, can prevent tuition from being a burden on
students truly in need." This recommendat km was supported by

st raiment. The Liaison Comnittee of the State Board of Regents of the Cnivenitty of
rattfonsto. op t.. p. 14.

IQ New York State :-et.tansittee on Higher Education. op. alt.. P. 35.
so p.
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the N % Stale. ...al ti 4f iegefits :" by the legislature

While SI Ile- ,fe expanding p-tuiletit assistance by 111411111fi Hf
.lolar,lop .1111, co 'lieges and tionvr.ities,'" others.

elfrti Ate% I, I t I. ;14410141 al OA loll, IIIgra II IS ill it'll Rilklelitti
may t gnilits to litninee their attendance either at

to-t it Ili IITr lr it loll% ate ones, tea the student elects. 111 recog-
lilti'HI f icitoi 4' of till. 444.1S 4114.1. tllilll Nit kill, 144 141 UtlelltS 1111ellti-
1,,g 11.111g1., (1.1 hat 1111/1a4:44.41 toulosistence grants to State

tel. pivots, tip 1.' the alio mitt required to defray living
w hap t 7-1,1114'111 1,4 at entlege.

The 4.f state ?...holar,hi support is shown in table 6 for
State, i.r iinire for scholarship aid. Financial
::441 141 S111414 111S t fellowships, and awards tends
14 he Mach Itmer ill 11.1 SIMI II 1111111 111 11414 oilier areas of the Nation.
In 19: CO 4444111 e.f tilt' Southern States spent. Ittis than $3 per person
of .111ge :sae 111 the State for that purpose. Other States with low

r-11 ill expel itl it ines 10-1* person of college age weni Massachusetts
:1141 1:11.41e Wand, as Well as K1111:411g, Ohio, and South Dakota
tal.h. 7 I.

TAIII.F.; 6.- States spending $1 million or more for scholarship and other student
aid. 1959-60

tin 1641.413041

.ea 1.1 itt.: II lath 0.61,
V. V.91
4.111:A-14i

Altoto.:4o
ugum

Prouvio
Lou: .1 oi
oreit..h
El.11114
14411.,

lows. .
Now trrq..
Irunsi%...,
Inftin%
alaftwou

'f.Dt.d In.puhtle
olUrgeo 4

011wr
programs s

Pete *tap
&MVP

19574/to
1116940

140.271

9.006
4. :To
4.440
4.028
*.,4.2-.64

1.797
11.617

.35.3
1.406
1.350

1.3.49
1.316
1.14s6
1.110
1.011
1.064

$26.513

126
3,67,4
3.374
4.404
1.135

Eta
731

1.565
1.365
1.350

1.321
1,315

MO
1,019
MVO

501

1114.7a

..--........--
61

9.761
1.092
1.066

.... -
691

......
6046

41

8

416
41

593

18
99
79
20=
29
61

12112.
50
63

143
81

190
SD

at I awl 011..r stlut uIst Mee PPen.lit ireS Otfitl* toilettes and 41441v.11141144.
%.1.11t1.nul moe Q.-11.10'414p .4.1 an1 uludnItttfutIvr conneeird thPteWitb.

ri r. runipul. from ImtutIt4b1 ti:ita complIrd from guar fiscal oflloPra and from the Mace of
E :11.104..11 1... II... I bpi/Mull: 11 c.tuitutue. ISUreuil of the Census, 6.1r Cbtopendions gads Gar-
Voneeld ranalierm 4., 194,0.

re Now Vork Stow : The roteroify of the State of New York, op. eft. p. 81 -32,
to11114,..1 deuer11/41.41.4 of student aide are Included Is: Richard C. Mattingly, risimetol

Aid fur oltrue 1:41411rat1: /4414/m4te. I'll. Impartment of Health. Edueation, and Welfare.
4411044 or Edurattn. 110:1.in 1957 NO. 17 ; and Thereon Birch Wilkins, Financial did for

riele0e hilaldrata. Uuder0r041440fe V R Department of Health. Education. and Welfare.
Mee of 5:duration. Bulletin 1057 No. 18.

rn

re-.
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TABLE 1.-8tate scholarship std' to students, per person 18-24 years of ago In
State, 1155441

Mats

Vermont.... .

%Wyoming..

De were...

New Toth
Athena.

Mkbtsan
Now Mexico
New Hampshire
lo
Nebraska .

Lid Louisiana
Illinois.....
Montana ..5 Haw=....
oklaboma . .

Minnaota .
West Vtritinta
Wookinitten.

UNITED 14 rAl Be

Mar/land
Alabama... .

eigitorms.
................... .

Florida

laine
Arkansas
New Jersey
Nevada

Indiana
North Dakota
Idaho .
Mississippi
ronnecticut.
North Carolina
MIUNIIPPV.
Missouri.
Alaska

Georgia

Massachusetts
Bough Dakota
Pennsylvania
Kansas
Rhode

.
Island

Tema
Kentucky.
South Camino

Amount

rif-=
orate

O1&90
13.15
11.01
& M
& 16

6.
7.8481

4.25
07&

5.29
& 75

87
1.64
&
5.40

5.n
5.

77!
ni

4.60
4.49
445
& 92

=1M11111=a=92

3.65

& 51
3.48
3.4ri
3.35
3.23
2.99
2.95

2.74

3.40
Z 44
7.76
2.W
3. 13

1.
2.900

1
1.
1.7721

1.675
1.59

L24
1.W

1.W
1.20
1.00

.770v06o

PVT.'
avcrase

463
850
XII
243
224
302
117

171
1M
1111

155

153
154

14$

1411
146
131

sn
136

121
117
107

100

Includes wholsrablp aid and other student amirtswee amenditures of State and =Wealthy.
mid also additional State scholarship aid thiontli wtha PIM Panama and the a IdeSSIV* menses
connected therewith.

I Computed tuinp=en 16-34 years of ate from Om= of Populdine, 11.8. Dominant of
Commerce. Bureau

Semi! Computed from unpublished data oemplled from State Blest often and teem the Wee otlida.
mega bit the I'2. Deiartnemi of Camera, Buren ot the CHINA fiff Compsedium eltita Otwasa t
flittamee to 19170.

Improeed metkoda of student selection.-States continue to accept
the principle that all high-school graduates should have access to
higher education if they so elect. They recognize that opportunities
for advanced education are not only a matter of accessible physical
facilities and of student financial aids, but also of fitting the student
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to the college and the college to the student. Dropouts that result
from improper placements are wasteful, both of public funds and of
student energies.

The California study group goes further than the others in mann-
tnendirq ela-.sitieation applicants for adunasion and restrictions on
State eniversity enrollments. It recommends that (a) all high school
graduates be eligible fur enrollment in junior colleges, (b) State col-
leges select. first -time freshmen from the top one -third of all graduates
of California, public high schools, and (c) the University of Cali-
fornia select from time top one-eighth. In discussing the effect of the
proposed admission pulley on the opportunity of graduates o f f ali-
fornia !ddle high school s to continue their education in publicly
mupporte41 institutions in the State, the committee concludes that the
plan, with its complementary provision for student transfers, "will not
reduce the opportunity for students able and willing to meet the
requirement:4 for transfer to time upper division in the State colleges
awl the Criversity c,f (*alifornia."

II. Development of Manpower Capabilities

Not only do the States have a responsibility for assuring educa-
tional opportunities for their young people, the number of whom
grows with each census, but they also have a responsibility for im-
proving the quality of the higher education provided. The quality
of such education determines whether the talents of the students will
hit developed so that "they are able to guard the sacred deposits of
the rights and liberties of their fellow citizens." And because the
quality of higher eineat ion determines the effectiveness of the services
teo flat publicin nimbi:re, in teaching, in the civil serviceof persons
who are college or university graduates, State governments necessarily
have a vital stake in the quality of the graduates. It is clear that
maintenance of the educational levels of prior years is not enough at
this time of unmatched scientific. le-ogress and technological advance.
States seek to develop the capabilities of the citizens through a series
of measuresmeasures urged to improve quality of higher educa-
tion; namely, (a) a broad range of opportunities for study beyond
the high school, and (b) adequate financial support.

MEETING MANPOWER NEEDS

A number of steps have been taken by the States to help meet the
needs of their residents for the services of professionally and tech-
nically trained people, and additional steps are proposed by State
study groups. Although these action programs differ, they have

Caittornia: fl Liaison Committee of the 'tato Board of Education and the Ilosonts
at the tfolunoity opt California, op. eit., p. IL
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ethanol' purposes, and the ditferthees largely reflect the peculiar
flemographie, geographic, econtanic, and educational characteristics
of the States. Among the steps taken by the State governments, or
proposed tot hem, are the following:

- Expansion of facilities for graduate and professional training.
-An increase in fellowships and other financial aids for graduate
st udeuts.

Expansion of facilities fur technical and twiniprofessional
t raining.

- Interstate and regional cooperation in providing graduate and
professional education.

--Statewide coordination of facilities for higher education, to-
gether with identification of the functions of each of the types
of such facilities, and centralimtion of specialized high-cost
facilities for graduate and professional training.

Expanded faci/itiem. In a number of State: action has been taken
sinew the end of World War II to expand facilities and opportunities
for graduate and professional training. Because of the urgent needs
for profe,sional health personnel and the high cost of medical educa-
tion!, eonsiderahle attention is directed to this special area. I have
noted earlier in this ehapter the important part played by the public
universities in expanding opportunities for medieal education during
the past deeades. Establishment of new educational centers for the
training of physicians, nurses, dentists, and others in the health pro-
fessions is being urged by national, regional, and State groups."

In New York State alone, which now has 1 medical schools, con-
struction of ..two or three new medical schools within the next 10 to 15
years" is proposed by the Heald committee." Arizona, California,
Conneetient, Indiana, Maine, Mhssachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Montana, New Jersey, New Mey.ico, Ohio, Rhode Island, and Texas
have authorized or given consideration to new medical schools. State
grants to private medical schools also are recommended in New York
to enable suelt schools to expaud their teaching facilities.

The expansion programs are not limited to schools training for the
health professions. State colleges have been given university status
in inereasing numbers to emphasize graduate education, and addi-
tional graduate education centers have belie reeonunended in some
States. Teachers colleges in a number of States have been converted

niter Frank Rene. Organising Medical Education To Meet Health Needs. Mr Annals,
American Aadenty of Politiral and Social Science. 837 t 28-33. September MU ; oho
Repot of the Surgeon tleneral's Consultant °coup on birdied Education. Phesiefaus for
a growing Americo. r.S. Department of Health. Edueution. and Welfare. Public Health
Service. Washington. D.C.. 1859.

al New Torii State: Committee on Higher Education. op. cit.. p. 8T.
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into lilral rt ;.?tineral isurpose) colleges, ittq in a number of others
vet tautnutelat loos for act ion are heing

Felluer.vh: 01a ifhtsi pro9rani.- ovvral States have implemented,
or are ithisnlering financial unl programs designed to encourage study
in specialized tick's. example, Califon' his study conauittee urges
establishment of anew State graduate fellowship program to divert
more voile*. eTailliat..s into, teaching and graduate study. Ill New
York :41:0c %%hie!' has a small graduate fellowship program, the Heald

propo.ssl finaneial aid" for undergradttate medical
quilent ;mil for interns and resident physicians at hospitals.

Typi.,11 Hit' programs now existing in several States are
dt signed primarily to eneoarage training in the specialized fields of
teaching, and mediine, and in some of these States student
aid earries with it t ht. oligat Mil to work in the State fora designated
period after graduation.

te.14 14;4.'11 Me' It; tty proymac----The concern of State
govvromods wit It manpower needs is not limited to graduate and pro-

norker... The Onincil for the Study of Higher Education
iu Flort413, 11.1111ilits: to the Board of Control of the States institu.
t ions Of higher learning, says:

indkate the urgentpri.Je..teit ileveltiptitents of the Florida economy
toii for expatliAit)11 of 1041111111119 VfientiOilai, and semiprofessional programs

1..to.-,01.8 in supplement degree programs Ia order that wore Florida
1,1111: H.Ny qualify for it role In the developing technological evonoloy of the

:41:11e.z'

The junior or community college in many pia es is looked upon as
an appropriate ilisiitatio11 to provide training in technical and sub-
profes.it mat fields that require less than 4 years of college work.
Earlier I recommendations made to expand these facilities
as a way of providing undergraduate study and the priority given to
them in California, Michigan, and Pennsylvania. In some other
States deeentralization of undergraduate study is sought through
establishment of university hnuiches. The issue of State institutions
versus local ones becomes more complex in the light of the require-
Wills or technical atol sithprofessional training. For one thing,
operating and capital requirements of technical curricula are bU per-
cent to too percent higher than of liberal arts ones. 24

Mon et*, a relatively small proport ion of all students seek training
in any Iffie 1'11441 'luring a year. Anti programs for training in such

so .1. J. Ilmomleinalt 44 Slyruls It. Wee. Higher Education and Florlda'a Mum
eft. 1. iteromm..n.iations and General Staff Report. University of Plaid& Pram

18th: p to
i William P. 34,Clure Tranultion to Jwitur College Mulattos." In Moony Men-

ton for our !onging Pnprotatiao. Committee on Worsting** Phill/MO. National nue
lion Asovel.10n. 11'itshio4tun. D C . IWil. p. SO.
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The objectives of this coordination are many. Among them are de-
velopment of a greater diversity in educational programs, improve-
ment in quality of specialised training, and reduction of needless
duplication,"

Such coordination in a State, whether through voluntary action
or official rrquirements by a central board of higher education, re-
quires identification of the distinctive role of each institution. The
Texas Commission on Higher Education, for example, has continued
to emphasize the State's need for effective statewide coordination. Its
report defines the role and scope of each public college and university
in the State and suggests an appropriate allocation of functions
among them."

The California study report defines the functions of three types of
institutionsuniversities, 4-year colleges, and junior collegesas was
indicated earlier in this chapter.

In the North Dakota report the recommendation on statewide
eoortlinatiott among institutions of higher education is stated as
follows:

The State board of higher education . . . should define the concept of a
mingle statewide eystem and a policy for developing three types of institu-
tions for aeblerhig the stated objectives. These three types of colleges and
their primary functions should be: (1) complex institutions of the university
typo. predominantly responsible for providing graduate and professional
education; 12) 4-year. regional State colleges predominantly responsible
for providing progratiortThacher education; (3) 2-year colleges of the
community- Junior college type. predominantly responsible for approved ape.
*longed programs for technicians and semiprofessional personnels

In New York, a State that unlike California and North Dakota
has relied upon private colleges and universities for the major share
of its higher education, the task of coordination and statewide plan-
ning has not been neglected. The Heald committee urges a new
alinement of the organizational structure of higher education in the
State, expansion of responsibilities for planning, and creation of a
Council of Higher Education Advisors "to recommend publicly and
loudly what ought to be done to keep our system of higher education
in line with our needsstatewise, nationally, and in view of the world
situation." '2

ADEQUATE STATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Educational opportunities must be provided in the States for the
growing numbers of talented young people, and professional and

p. 55.
Comodsdon on Higher Education. lepers to the Governor of Team and the

Legtdatere of the State of Team. Austin. Ten.. the Contested:to, December 1958.
ss Ernest V. Holds. N. V. Martorana, et at., op. cit., p. 87-88.

New York State : Committee on Higher Education, op. tit.. p. 22.
11110101-611--IT
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hOittiftSssiltOil 1.41Wat iOn must be developed to meet the needs for
trained manpor. Itut college plaees of the appropriate kinds are
not Tim major bur confronting the States in the financing
of puldio hialicr education is: "flow are we to finance higher educe-
t ion of the quality required for today's complex society and tomor-
row's even greater complexit les r

The Txa, tomtnision on I I igher Education poses the question in
this way:

. . the commission foresees the emerging challenge to public higher
edUrntilin it, Tat In terms of qualitative rather than quantitative con-

. . . It ht not enough fur the State to concentrate Its attention
lot meeting. the flood 44 enfoll1UPtIt. 1411nlity must be etmidered, and Indeed
it must tw emphasized .°

S° ft,' pf rifirinttiore.-11ave the States in the past increased their
finals fur higher education in the amounts required to improve the
quality of education at the same time as they enroll larger numbers
of Andntse In current dollars, State and local funds going to
encgcs Ili i universit ies in 7-58 were 20 times as high as they were
in the early 11120's and 3 times as high as they were after World
War 11. l I t the 4 years from 193-54 to 1957-58, the increases in
these expenditures averaged about 10 percent a year, and the increases
in en vollintit iu puhlie institutions averaged about 12 percent a year.

I I ist°rival eon parison of State and local tax funds for higher educa-
tion, however, is hazardous. Neither the data for State funds nor
those for enrollinetds are statistically comparable. Definitions of the
items norted are different from biennial survey to biennial survey,
and the ettirkteness of reporting varies. 3loreover, State programs
change, and they affect the data 'reported in different ways. Also, an
appropriate base year is difficult to select because of the special cir-
cumstances existitlg in each of the years. (See app. C for further ex-
planation of est inmates of State and local funds for higher education.)

An analysis of the data for the most recent period, made by com-
bining the available information in different ways, seems to suggest
that State and local funds for higher education changed over the last
1-year period roughly by the amount required to accommodate the in-
creased numbers of students in public colleges and universities and
did not include a margin for improvement in quality. Using one series
on enrollments in Ow computation, I found that state and local funds
per student increased about 7 percent between 1951-52 and 195748.
Wit It allot her enrollment series, State and local funds per student were
somewhat higher in 19'.'4-54 than in 1957-58. And with still another

Toros: Report to the Ouvernor and the Legislature of the State, op. cit., p. &
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enrollment rerieN, Slate and local funds per student were 11 percent
higher in 1 :4' 5s than in 1933, 31."

Titus the States' performatnee in the past few years (measured by the
amount of State and loyal funds per student enrolled in public institu-
tions) indicates two things: tar States and localities inmased their
tax effort for higher education, and (t) the increase was pressured by
enrollment demo n, IS rather than by considerations of quality.

The larger scale of State and local linauwing fur higher education
corresponds to that for State and local expenditure for till tax-sup-
ported public servies. During the period front fiscal year 19-19- tat to
1947 -11S. St ;Ite and local expetalitums for all public services inereased
front $27.9 billion to $53.7 billion, and a further rise of over 13.5 per-
cent occurred in the next. 2-year period. Total State and leal ex-
!Hind n moie than doubled in the decade of the 150's and increased
from !I.:, percent to over 11 taircent of gross national product.

Filluer Stith! requ;reneents.---"Can the States finance higher educa-
tion in the quantity demanded by its citizens and in quality adequate
to nect the manpower needs of the State and Nat ion r In part the
:111:4.1' to this question lintclitly 411,0141s Upon the Costs of finality
education, taking account both of those quality factors that will in-
erem.o cuts and those which may permit reductions. The necessary
salary inereases in t he colleges and universities ereate an upward push
on east 1.33

State study report after report emphasizes the need for higher
salary payments to faculty. For example, the Arizona and West
Virginia reports urge better faculty salaries. North Dakota's 1958
report noting that North Dakota institutions were not paying faculty
salaries r 111111 1111111' to t hose' in 411 ln'r St all's, sit vs:

This tart bag serious ImpllatIons for the welfare of the higher education
in the State. . . The gravity ut the sltuatIon is made worse by the fact
that the IMO tot fin ally Naiades over the Nation at large Is coming to be
recognized am dangerously tome

The report nieommends that the legislature raise the level of faculty
salaries as rapidly as possible, and as a minimum "strive to reach and
maintain an average for its faculties that is equal to the average salary
level paid personnel of comparable ranks in institutions of like type in
the North Central region of the Nation."

The Florida report urges an upward adjustment of salaries as neces-
sary to attract and retain qualified stall in a highly competitive

1/iTho three enrollment whom tot public Montanans w.f.: is) tntal opening fall enroll-
ment*; tt opening tall ontolluotnik for resident and ettonolon otoolonta (desire and non-
dearro orodlt I : and lei nenflemleyear enrollments for resident *Indents.

Rodney G. Tidal*. remaking Rolries Thew mod NowA Second Look. New York.
The Lund for the Advanremont of adoest'on. Nay HAL

Ernest V. Hollins B. V. Martorini, it al., op. cit.. p. 87,
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market. The Cuneil for the Study of 11igher Education also recom-
mended such an adjustment." New York's Ileald committee puts its
findings on the snl ject this way : "Salaries have been too low for many
year,,, with topgade faculty members substantially subsidizing, in
effect, t be education of theirstudents. ""

While salary adjustments create an upward cost push, improve-
ments in methods of teaching, reorganization of runlet:lams, and in-
trduction of new techniques in the colleges and universities offer
some opportunity for modifying the upward trend. Much new insti-
t reseah in the colleges and universit ies of the St atm; promises
improvement Iss h in enieiency and in quality. However, it is gen-
erally recogni4ed that the ongoing efforts have to be stepped up. The
I leald commit tee, for example, recommends that the State help col-
leges and universities to improve their techniques of higher education
and urges that a new agency be created in the State to help the inst it u-
t ions create, develop, U1111 adopt new policies and procedures, and to
encourage prompt use of new knowledge about administration and
ed,1.ttinal !.r.ict ices.

Fitturt, financial requirements can be defined somewhat more pre-
ciply t han heretofore, within the framework of illustrative estimates
presented in chapter 11 of this publication. If States increased their
tax efforts approximately in proportion to the numbers of students
enrolled in public colleges and universities, as indicated in table 4,
chapter II, State and local expenditures from tax funds would in-
ellMA*, front wl billion in 1957-58 to $2.9 billion in 1970-71 and to $3.8
billion in 1975-76. If they just maintained their 1957-58 relative tax
effort for higher education, State and local support would rise from
$1 billion to $2 billion in 1970-71 and to $2.6 billion in 1975-76. The
differences between the amounts shown in table 4 and those that would
he raised if tax effort were maintained at a constant rate would be
added to the amounts required from other sources. If, however, they
finance about one-half the current expenditures required, States and
localities would have to raise about $4.5 billion in taxes for student
higher education by 1970-71 and more than $6 billion by 1075-76.

Recent studies of the changes in State and local tax bases in re-
sponse to changes in income permit us to translate these State and
local contributions into tax rate increases. The studies by Netzer of
the Chirago Federal Reserve Bank," by Eckstein for the Committee
for Economic Development," and by MeLcmne of the Office of Edu-

to Brumbaugh and Mee. op. eft.. p. M.
\Iry York State: Committro no Maher Eduradon. op. lit:, p. 14.

*Dirk N. "Financial Needs and Umiourees over the Nett AMOS write and
Local Governments" In Petite Pinasere: Needs, Soirees. sad COUtestion, a Report of the
National Bureau of Economia Research. Princeton. N.J., PM:estop University Pram
HOU.

al Otto Eckstein. Trends to Pattie Ropenditsres Is the Nest Decade. Washington. D.C..
Committee for Eeonomle Development, OM NM.
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cation " indicate the sensitivity of State and local tax bases to changes
In gross volume of national output. 'While these studies suggest
somewhat different changes in State and local tax yields (at constant
rates) in response to ehanges in State income and gross product, the
three studies suggest that the State and loml tax bases grow alma st
proportionately to the gross product. Hence a rise in State and loyal
expenditure out of tax funds proportionate to 'mom Hid Tonal product
would require no rate increase. A rise beyond this amount would
call for increased taxes, or, stated differently, the growth in the econ-
omy will permit at doubling of State and local contributions to student
higher education a decade hence without an increase in tax rates;
State and heal contributions in excess of these amounts will necessitate
higher tax rates or new tax levies.

Writers Gil problems of financing higher education express sharply
divergent. views about the ability of the States to meet, the mounting
needs of higher eilueat ion. Interstate compet it ion in a highly mobile
Nation, where people, goods, and property cross State lines without
trade barriers, impfses real limits on tax action by at single State.
Stales tend to he re,trited in their tax Hity by the taxe,; imposed by
their neighbors. MI irpover, there are large unmet needs for other
pnblic services of many kinds, and claims on the tax dollar multiply
with the rapid development of metropolitan areas." Because of the
major reliance on property taxes and sales levies, general or selective.
increased State and local taxation menus heavier burdens on the low-
and middle-income groups than would a comparable Federal tax
load."

hiterote //Wren/YR.Tables 8 to 10 present comparative inter-
state data on the thiamng of higher education. Table 8 shows the
wide variations in the shares of State and local governments in the
financing of eduentional and general expenditures (excluding re-
search). Table It shows the estimated amount of State and local tax
dollars for higher education per person 18 to 2,1 years of age in the
States and in the regions; and table 10, the tax money as a percentage
of gm -s personal income of all the residents in the States and in the
regifais.

Despite wide variations among the States in the share of public
funds going toward the teaching of students in colleges and universi-
ties, and also the variations in tax effort, each of the State study

U Eugene P. lirLoone. The Effects of ras Elasticity on the Phianetal Support of
Education. Portoral dissertation. Vilnius. Cnivernity of Illinois. 11100 (uutalbllsbed).

iloymour E. Harris, op. eft. p. 83. and Howard It. Bowen. *Where Are the Dollars for
Wisher Education Conduit Prom r In 1960 Carroll lawn IN Higher Education, Amami-
anua for Higher Education. National Education Aasociatiom Washington, D.C., 1000.

(loom A. Diahep. Tho Tait Burden by Income ChM. 1958. National Tea Journal,
14 : 4 58, March 1901.
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Lfro111-: 4.13114411111-4 that their St alio ran MLA to fhilLIWP an enlarged
two:,1.3?1, or higher (4111eat 14411. V411'411144 illtit'XP44 of the ability

Irf .1 :0v 141 144411411* Iii2fhtF rellie411 all' 11,441 in the reports on State
The-44 11141 ill IP (al State expenditIIA for higher education

-t ti.itfil Ira' 'or pit a 4 F.) St MP tNI*1141111 111144 for higher Nitwit( ion
!I -rtit:w of tidy! State outlays or of total tax dollars; (e) State

experclitime, fist' higher education as a pprentage of total pemmal
incfma, in til Stm. TO grain a measure of relative ability, the indexes
are coop:wed w if lt the State's own tax effort for higher education
liktoric:Illy, aid also with that of other States in the same region,
will, tiro I,f Stare, of similar size, and with the Nation as a whole.
l'o.ject is are made of personal insotne and of State resources to
finance 1i2ber education, and 1111111;2VA in tax effort are computed on

of the relation of the estimated growth in expenditures for
higher 1'lllratiiI I to the growth in the eeonomy of the State.

TABLE S.-Pornt of college and university current income for student higher
education from States and local governmente.1957-53
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48 Kr.. tits, Janirn W. Martin and Kenneth P.. tialndep. Southern States and
Xrw Nernar hetearell Monograph Series No. 1, Atlanta, Ga.. Southern
ltegional 1:duentiou ltuurat. 11n10.
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TABLE 0.- -State and local funds for higher education and scholarship aspendle
tures439 States and District of Columbia, 1957 -Sat

'Totals In millions)

Maio
Total cur
tent awl
capitol
funds

Si IITATItit AND DISTRICT or COLUMBIA 91.794.8

Now ItscuAND... 74.5

Main* 8.0
New liarupshire . . . .... .. . 4 6
Vermont 3.3
Massachusetts 11.1
Winds Wand. 14.8
Connecticut. 25.7

%togas? . . ..... ... .. ............... ..... ..... 218 9

New York ..... . . ..... .
Ness Jamey
Pennsylvania.
liolaare
Maryland.
Ilistitet of Colonials-

(111UT

Michigan
Ohio .

Iltnuts....

.

- ..................

Conant hinds. only

Per wrote
Amounts 18.14 yeI

07 ago
w

tl.rs 7 151

37.1 43

120.
28. 4
89.A

4. 4
313

1
Emmemertr..-.

151.3

a 8 43

& 3
3 7 vs

06
11.4 37
3.6 45

11. A so
...a....-_, smossmonsra

7
.

1

8
4617" 18
35

108. 7

36.6 41

51.8 76
2 83

1.a
22

os1M
377.6 02

107 4
778

49.5
101 4
44.9

168 8

Minnesota- 44.8

illsowrill
20.5
2 1

North Dakota. 9.9
South Dakota . . - 7.4
Nehraska . 17 1
Kansas . 27.8

EloeintrAll . Ife

WI .7 141 MC
40.9 10 MS
37I A 9$

=Am= mossom.s.
137.2

298

105

91
94

89.8 113
2ft 6 125
21.5 to
1 7 155

124
147.7

.2

210
124
120smnses

310.6 59

Virginia 20.9
West % irrinla . 16.4
Nenturby 21.1
Tenneswo 20 7
North Carolina . .. . ..... .. . ............................ 81.0
South Carolina.

19.
12.3

Georgia 8
S' India $7.8
Alabama. 11 9
MicoluiPP1 10.7
Loninhata. 42 8
Arkansas. 12.9

. 125. A

Oklahoma..
Terri.
New Mesita).
Adana-

Ragas Movittant

MWinans.ahn
Wyoming.
Cotorado.

.

IDs rootaotss at end of MI&

21.6
78.1
98

16.0

NI 9

13.11
7.4
4 8

21.9
11.3

31.4
119
12.0
18 5
22.7
12.3

917.
37.1
110
12.4
113.
$2.9

101 8 83

31.2 17300
814
9.0 94

10 9 RA

50.1 127

11.9 205
116 13
1

167 17302
10.1 113
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TABLE 5. -State and local hods for hither eduestisaances expendi-
ture% SS Staten and District of Coluishin,

......11.1...0e.

MGM
Total cur-
rent and
catAtal
rands

Currant tuadr. anti

Want

Washingtonopion
Ne..e,he
Califnmia.

Ihswau .

AmountilY
PotpolIMD
111-21 Dago UN

of

Mont NA II $141

48 SA 2 142
1103 23.0 11610 1 6

140.7 SU 4 1417

96

G 1
5.7

as
4.5 .6

41181=11.
$ !wholes State and local funds other than womb as current Income or plant rebtrby=

and milvereith, met also RM. schobuship aid Mgmed and Mew 'vetoes of Stala
eaeolleo. tare app. P. table 1, for estimates of local Iamb MakerofS Computed using population Its-21 years of age from 1910 Census of Population, Bureau of Consul.

ttninthipshrI data rumnaird fnr Mafia*" of Miff
ftorove Computed from CR. ricPartment 11.4altb. RducSolkageglinvtaire,Omee of 'Mutation.

Gump at Zdmulon In
th I h$I. I glo % 1916-38, eh. 4. sec. U. tables 1 nod 1, and un_publielad data compiled from 'fate
11.0 al taffkl1 Ly the PrparUtient of Commie. Bureau of dm Comm for the Climpradisua of SW
gown/nevi "Domers at MSS.

TABLE 10 -State and local 'Wort" for higher education,intluding scholarship
expenditures, 30 States and District of Columbia, 1957-58

State and region

Canons fund
apsodltures 1

Pe
wits*

40 STATICS AND DISTRICT OP COLUMIll

Eiw ENGLAND

M
New

aine
limpet**

Vermont
Massachtmette

CRhode
Wand

onnecticut.

%Imam

NOM

New York
New Jersey.
roonsyl yenta
Delaware

Maryland.
DIstrict of Columbia

tialtat Latter
Michigan.
ObIo
Indiana. 000

S.&

PLAIDS. ...

Minnmota.
tou a
811 mourt
North Dakota.
Routh Dakota 0.0
Nebraska. 01
Ranant.. 0.I

rant tooluotss at ad of table.

ta-nt

&

0.4

.2

.a

.1

.2

.2
72

.2

.1

.2

.2

.1

.1

limilm2=74

.8

.2

.4

.3

.4

.6

.4

.8

.9

.6

.0

all
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TABLE 1A-titate and lead *Were for New edocatimidaciadint nellabaoldp
ingienditaree, be States and District off Ceinadda, 1167-611-Coatinaid

MAI

*ate sad region

Culvert Mud
expenditures

Perectut at
pommel

evils inrome
bole,

*Selena! IMIN1.00.000.6* 0.00 WOO 0.4
Virginia .... ..... HIMOMOINHimf 01114.111. 01.11
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North Coolies. ..
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% t WSLIMPIC 0.11110 NON.,
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dt.VTWW at
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oleo

%eve Sloan .....................
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....

Ie...
.........

11100.0
.1.04.0.

............
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Wad Josue
,e1011
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IL 01
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.4
.0
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13. 40
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10.110 .5
1123 .0
ELM .0
t0.0II .4
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101.111
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1411 ttePnitiana and amount 47 01Pendituree, me M*p.
Computed tiling estimated detUan popahrlon on inn 1,1187. Thum of the COM, Cannel Pipe&

Vas Rood*, genes P-261 No. 2011. Dec. 7, 1900.
equate:1rd from V.S. fepertment of Commerce, Survey of Cunene linsinem, Awn tea many

teases Is ceirtalor year 195748.

autacbIldsAl dam esmidird Sy Satisfies of MO'? Fdigollon, INN& DIMd Sine of ildatChe
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1.'nfted 24tsta, 106-5s. are. it, talks I auti le and hem unpublished data complied area Mete
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oleo/sr' is MIL

III. Fostering Economic Growth
We have previously discussed the financial problems facing the

States in providing higher education opportunities for the rapidly
growing number of students and in developing the necessary man-
power capabilities. We turn now to the impact of higher education
on the economic development of the State and the way in which this
inipaet alters the financial problems. Increasingly, Governors, legis-
latures. and educational agencies are coming to regard higher educe"-
(ion as an important component of economic planning in the States,
and the financing of higher education as an investment in economic
development.
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'tepid advances in science and technology give new perspective to
the role of colleges and universities. New industrie., with their
proud e of accelerated growth, originate in the research laboratory.
Iteseareh and development outlays of industries are growing rapidly
and evidence the payoff of research. The facilities for this develop.
meat work often are located in areas where the manpower and re-
sources for research are most favorableuniversity centers. The
U.S. Department of ('ummerce's Office of Area Development, in
reporting a discussion among officials of problems of industrial loca-
tionincluding officials from the aircraft, pharmaceutield, and elec-
tronics industries listed characteristics of preferred sites for research
and development facilities. Among the characteristics of these sites
were a ratio of at least 2 engineers per 1,000 population; 1 Ph. 1). per
1,000 population; good library facilities; and opportunities fur con-
tinued higher education."

University centers attract new industries by providing a community
environment favorable to cultural and scientific activities." Such
centers facilitate the recruitment and retention of professional and
scientific personnel by a company located close by. The centers afford
employees of the company access to opportunities for continuing their
education and also provide a pool of talent to draw upon for consulta-
tive services."

University centers thus are linked with industrial development in
the community and State in which they are located. The State's
contribution toward the financing of these centers becomes a part of its
contribution toward economic growth in the community and the
Statean investment that pays dividends in expanded fiscal resources,
improved public services, and employment opportunities.

The gains to the State's industrial development from university
centers of graduate study and research are a further justification of
State taxpayer support of these centers. Brumbaugh states the prob-
lem as follows: "The real challenge in Florida during the years ahead
is not to find ways by which the economy will be able to support
higher education, but rather to devise ways in which programs of
research, service, and instruction in higher education can support
potential developments. "" Perhaps in a more detailed way than in
other States the report of the Florida Council for the Study of Higher

Q. Deportation of Commerce. Bastuees and Defense Services Administration. "-law
trial Location DIvisloa, Factors lallainseiss, the Lacatioa Research and Develops.. at
PaellItioa (mewed). Mar. 19.1939 ; also Sates as Plant &wanes litetalnar (peucesard).
Nov. 9-14 1959.

Ass S. Knowles. The haupace of Industries on Local Academic Programs. The Eds.
Wilmot Record, 42 : 179-192. July 1961.

M IL T. Martoraaa sad Archie IL Ayers. Industry Likes To Locate Near a College or
University. Canoga sad Valtvroity Beelswes, 29: 29-32, October 1960.

Brumbaugh m: Rise, op. cit., p. d.
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iIii tleaL with t he economy of the State as a backdrop for its
survey of higher eilueat ion Deeds."

I direct eoncerti to the State officials is the magnitude of funds
granted to research centem in universities by private and Federal

Concentration of private and Federal research funds in
prestige hist it ut has set of a chain reaction that intensifies the
urgi.ut flees' for attracting and retaining well-recognized scholars and
research workers, particularly in the physical and biological sciences.
The financial requirements of the State university centers are in-
creased ns a consliquence. But the support from sources other than
State taxes is increased as well."

Alt hough most of the State groups concerned with higher education
have not emphasized the economic benefits of higher education, few
lso sight of the fact that higher education itself is a growing
"industry." tia

In summary, most States in the past few years have explored the
developing problems of higher education within their borders; less
than one out of eaeli live States has made a comprehensive survey of
higher educational opportunities for their residents and the financial
problems involved. State tax funds for higher education have in-
ereawil rapidly, but the higher taxes have not been sufficient to gain
quality ethic:It inn in the quantity demanded. State interest in college-
trained manpower and in industrial expansiori based on scientific ad-
vances suggests the possibility of new methods of financing, including
long-terin borrowing. However, faced with the growing financial
load for higher educat ion, States in some instances are turning to the
cities for a larger share of the costscities already burdened with the
complex public service needs of metropolitan communities.

al Wtho KiontrIrit. florida'a Bronon --Poet Treads and Premeds foe 1971, vol. 2
of Mellor Education and Floridn'a Posture. Oldllettline. University of Florida Press. 1888.

The effort of reiteareb on the finances of higher education is discussed In eb. 18 of this
publication.

IL: :cr. for puttnrote R V idartorana. Wand V. Millie. et. at., R(/her' Idsoffis Is Roughotrofp 1 prim. I of fp po10, vol. 1. r Ft. tippartnient of Health. allocation. and Welfare.(Ore of Education. inoptonshor lasin: and James W. Harvey. The Daimon, and II. City,
Study of Pranimie Rebeflooihipo Retreen the Calamity of Coliforolo and Its Mir of

Byrkoiril. Hetkoty. Pnivorioity of California Bureau of Mlle AdMillittation, December
11E04 sprocemods and various roport, by the New England Board of Risher adocation,
lb* Southern Regional Education Board. end the Western Interstate Cesunissioa tor
Maher Education.



CHAPTER 15

Corporate Support of Higher Education
Rasa I. Mk* li

CORPORATIONS increasingly have recognized the importance
la of institutions of higher education as a base of research and a
source of trained manpower. Post-World War II shortages of man-
power, particularly in science and engineering, have emphasized the
close ties of business corporations with the universities and colleges.
Corporations have expanded recruitment in the colleges and par-
ticipated in programs designed to attract additional students into
science, engineering, and business administration. They have reached
back into the high school to encourage young people through scholar-
ships and traineeships to further their education. And they have
helped in raising the scientific preparation of high-school teachers
through exchange and other programs between industry and col-
leges. Many corporations have financed advanced education for some
of their employees as a way to aid in the recruitment and retention
of needed trained manpower.

Tito role of research in industrial development has long been recog-
nized. Some of the more important industrial laboratories date back
before the present century. But since World War II the accelera-
tion of scientific advances and technology has produced new require-
ments for industrial research. Indeed, industrial research and
development have been accelerated by more widespread recognition
of the profitability and payoff of research. Industry's research and
development bill amounted to $8.2 billion in 1958; it is estimated
at $10 billion in 1980.,

There is every indication that the pace of innovation will be
further accelerated in the decade ahead. While research conducted
by industry in its own laboratories is concerned principally with
application of knowledge to specific improvements of products and
processes of production, expansion of basic research is recognized
more and more as the cornerstone of applied research.

aleetate oilmen, Bunn of tiovenswest Ressueb. beau Vs bereft:
I National Mow Possladoa, &Mom of Datil is Bomerei Dareloposet, Rd d.

Dee der 1NO.
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'rho story of corporations and higher education is not unlike the
story of government and higher education, or that of any other
segment of our society and higher education. It is a story of in-
creased dependence on colleges and universities and greater respon-
sibility for these itist it ut ions. The more complex the base from which
we start, the greater the complexity of advancing further. The
knowledge of simple mechanics and mechanical arts needed in the
19th century is no longer the basis of technological progress. The
transforntation is dramatized by man's achievement in outer space
and is brought coldly home in the destructive force of his splitting
of the atom. When machines are constructts1 that think and remem-
ber, the challenge to human brainpower becomes not less but more.
And it i4 in this climate that business firms are reassessing their
benefits from investment in education and their obligations for con-
tributing to development of the Nation's brainpower.

'Elio financial contributions of corporations to higher education
take many forms. Some corporate funds go out in the form of
edoeational fringe benefits to employees or even more directly to
training of employees to an expense of business. Some represent
contractual payments for research performed. Still other funds rep-
resent charitable giving. Some of the corporate funds spent for
higher education go directly into the financial accounts of colleges
and universities. Others are given as financial aid to students directly
by the corporations and do not appear in the financial accounts of
the colleges anal Imiversities as corporate funds. Some corporate
funds are contributed through foundations; other amounts are paid
directly without an intermediary. This brief description is not in-
tended to set up a precise classification of forms or methods of cor-
porate emit Hutt ions, but to suggest that the data available on amounts
of corporate contributions to higher education often relate to specific
forms of support and exclude others.

EDUCATION AND TOTAL CORPORATE GIVING

Corporate giving for all philanthropic purposes. (defined to accord
with the definitions of "contributions" reported by corporations under
the Federal internal revenue laws) amounted to $395 million in 1958
and is expeeted to almost double by 1970 (table 1). In the prier
1:1-year period from 1940 to 1958, corporate giving for all philan-
bropie, purposes rose from $214 million to $395 million. Charitable

and educational giving amounted to 1 percent of corporate net profits
before taxes.

The amount of corporate funds used for educational and welfare
purposes is greatly understated by such data. For example, corpo-
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rations have been expanding their provisions for health and other
insurance protection for their employees at tlw same time as they
1111V0 been itsereasing educational services and benefits fur them.
These activities properly become an expense of doing lartiness and
are not charitable or educational "giving," but the impact and effects
in the community as a whole are not very different from the effects
of philanthropic activities.

TABLE 1.- Corporate philanthropic contributions, amount and as percent of
profits before taxes, by year. I936-55

(Amounts In milmitml

Year
Total

corporate
profile

Contributions

Amount Percent
profits

1936 37.771 Pi 0.39
7, Mu 33 .42

1vM 4.131 27
Ivitv 7.179 31

.9a

.48
1940. 9.319 38 .41

1941. 16.075 ts .38
1142. 28.399 944 .43
11143 28. 1.41 159 .87
1944 '.347 234 .88
1945 21.315 266 1.24

1946 23.399 214 .84
1947 31.015 241 .78
IMO 31. rovi 239 .69

29.397 220 .78
19.50 42.913 252 .50

1961 4.3.495 341 .78
1962 ...... 88.733 899 1.03
19.53 30.911 403 1.24
1044 80.7'21 314 .80
1958 47.910 413 .87

1938 47.413 418 .88
1067 45.07.1 419 .93
1968. 39.221 1193 1.01

Bonn: 17.8. Treasury Department. artlitks of Wow, Corporation Income Tait keturne.

Figures that are directly comparable, showing the distribution of
these contributions by purpose, are not available. However, survey
data throw some light on the pattern of corporate giving (table 2).
The major share of corporation funds goes for welfare, health, and
educat ion. Changes in the dist ribut ion of corporat ion cont ribut ions
since 1947 and even since 1955 indicate that education is getting an
increasingly larger share of total corporate giving. The relative
share for education has almost tripled since 1947. Moreover, a part
of the giving for other purposes, such as gifts to voluntary health
agencies, are in turn devoted to purposes that channel funds into
colleges and universities. In 1958, for example, about $80 million
of the income received by voluntary health organizations through
contributions was devoted to research, and a substantial share of this
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Alumna %. 3 f11 l'V.41'1.11 in college S Ma universities. About $9 mil -
litul -In,/11 for research by the American Cancer Society, and a

amount the An ierican 1IeartAtitociation.'

TABLE Z.-Percentage distribution of corporate contributions, by area of etsp-
purt,1947.19411.195.5, and 1959

OwIx
n..1 n

111%40 71

.1-c!CrIt):44
Ail utners

.11iVIS of suppnrt 190 1 19N NO NO

1010 100.0 100.0 100.6

1-1 unit..11.min . III 40.$ *4 99.1Iii . 2.4 1.7 L $ L6
l& I It 5 S 6 10.2

. 90.2 A 7 112.4 21
I I) it 1.'11% -.1 osrv- vonhieted 1.y the National lnehtstrial ronfrre1103 Ward NA rp0r1011 30f

114 Ul I I tl /.4C C ./1Weal e itu.sret /quanta Retort Now York, National Industrial antennais. 4r I. Ili. .tat 1 e. p 0. ill Jun,. 12111, p fur 12331n Cinarang Conbitalotelii. Mk*, Old
wihtorthl tto II 1111Iti 4 No. NM,/ York. Sentinel /Mamba Con co Board. ten,l't 14.41 by thine data noveftql 71 corporations In 1947.79 corporations

In 1233. Lan.1 12311.

The Council for Financial Aid to Education has estimated that
tkollielliing over it million was given by American business con-
ecres ( 'Deluding' company foundations) to higher education in 1958.°
This intluib extensive grants in the form of fellowships and scholar

given directly to students. Business gifts given directly to
institutions of higher education in the college fiscal year 1958-59
amounted to $9S.5 million, according to the council. Of the total,
$64.9 was given for current operations and $20.6 million for
eftpital 1)111 tves. The money was contributed for the following
purptrses.3

Astons.
Peegooe (.stillose) Persist

Total $98.5 100.0
t'nrect Hoed use 26.2 26.7
l'brit cat plant 24.7 25.0
Besmirch 20.8 20.8
St wlent alit 15.8 15.5
Faculty 11111111'11,41111.111 8.7 8.8
tether Inielornio ... 8.1 8.2

A roughly similar picture emerges from data compiled by Selina
Sfuthkin and Eugene P. N1cLoone of the Office of Education, U.S.
1)eigitt meta fit' Ilealt h, Educat ion, and Welfare (table 3).

Previous survey by the Council for Financial Aid to Education in
11)51 ira unit two; -57 indicate that the proportion of unrestricted gifts

The run/. I.. nee /1..urd ittmlnras ?heard. New York, National Itodnetrial CeniereSse
etas rd. J mse 11)411.

Valuation; NaPPort of Antertee's Colleges and Ilnirl1121411, 19$11-1929. 71,11 Ter1ts
eols urn tor rInanelal Aid to liducatIou. 1959. p. 69.
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from business concerns has been increasing, as has that of indirect
gifts given to colleges and universities through State, regional, and
other joint fundraising associations, which then redistribute the gifts
to the member educational institutions.

TAUB 8.Cifts and pants by foundations and corporations or other business
firms to talkies and universities. academic year 1957411 '

Po thousands)

Purpose
All rolleps

and
utilerraltho

Public col-
tears and

saishtersitics

Private col.
bum and

tudiroisnloS

Gifts and MIAS lin
All purpose*

Corporations and other businesses
Foundations

Current opProtlim

Corporations and other businesses. .....
Foundations

Plant funds.

corproations and other buidnesses
Foundations

Endowment funds

Corporations and other businesees. .
Foundations

ti ther special funds

Corporations and other businesses
Foundstimis

$1106. no asa. Teo 9145.739

76. HR
122.352

72.30
30.371

M.746
91.991

105.619 39.537 M.112

M. Mx
49. Nil......:-._--...
46.115

19.012
19. MS

35.1M
29. 936.--o--- --.,..-..........

10.031 M. 102

12.566=Via 1.270
6.701

11.234
23.924

47.035 2.9119 44.140

7.890
89.445

L 395
1.514

6.198
37.951.......79

212
401

51
241

150
190

1 Computed Mostikin and Eugene P. McLane* from ontinblislied luentlibilic, data compiled
the .SIturatiesof / Migration. 3937.66, Iihntrdal Survey of Education In the 1 'nitcd Sham 11156-511. ob. 4.
Ow. 11. tame I. .S. Dopartincnt of Health. Education. and Welfare. Hilloo of Education.

The council also reports that corporations and business concerns
increased their contributions to higher education by 149.7 percent
from academic year 1954-55 to 1958-59. However, most other groups
of donors increased contributions at a higher rate than business con-
cerns (table 4). Perhaps the most interesting and significant part
of the table concerns the high level of contributions from individuals
and from *government. Alumni and other individuals contributed
$281.9 million, or 37.5 percent of the total, in 1958-59, and voluntary
contributions from governments amounted to 16.6 percent of the total.

Corporate and foundation giving (table 3) amounts to less than
5 percent of total current-fund income of institutions of higher ed-
ucation. In contrast, total payments from government amount to 42.7
percent of current fund income. Overall, corporations appear to be
increasingly aware of their responsibilities to higher education. They
are increasing their contributions. Yet their gifts do not constitute a
large share of total funds for higher education, and they remain one
of the great, largely untapped reservoirs of support.
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TABLE Ile-Voluntary contributions, by groups of donor. to institution' of
higher education. 19:445 and IWIS-59

(Amon. In millions!

Muni 1954.33 1936 -89

°lunge

Governments
Indtvidusis end1or families

onihtionlin

N nonehurch poops
I governing -mils
Ihrduwe concerns
Ocared welfare foundations.
keliglous denominations.-

-.............-
02119
80.9
52.1
18.7
9.7

39.4
50.3
42.9
11 3
47.0

8424.8
129. 8
152.6

53.4
24.4
teg 4
as. 3
64.2
11 9

(5)

-..-........
316.1
311 1
IMO
180.2
151 1
149.7

8
10.5

is)

-
Other sources. .
Bawds. trusts. ennultlee...

Told.
Emanations reporthIL

331 1

728

751.3

1.071

1215

I Imo not include appropridinns or other specific grows made by statute.
Omen indivietush and Mulles not included In other groups.
These glfia were credited to donors in other categories In 1958 -30.

Morta: Council fur Financial £14 to Bduosilon. l'oligetery Support of Analog's Clasps and tints
amigo& nelf-ndo. New Yong, The Coundl, 1919. p. 9.

TABLE L-Correntfund income of institutions of higher education, by control
and source of income: 1957-58'

(Amounts In thousands]

Rowe
Public and Pinto PUblio Private

Amount Percent
of total

Amount Foment
of told

Amount Parnt
diste al

TOTAL CITERENTSVMD IN-
COMB $4,673,513 100.0 IA OK 401 100.0 12.019,113 100.0- -- -

3, 762,103
=mom

80.8
oc==co

4,171,074
111111:=0=1

81.8
111110172,===

1.888,1,581,458
-
78.7Iduestional and general income

Tuition and tees ban student& 939.111 20.1 174.181 10.3 661,929 32.9

Federal Government 712.431 113 192,821 11.8 311 910 118
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PUBLIC-PRIVATE COMPETITION FOR CORPORATE
FUNDS

Ellett crop of new entrants to our institutions of higher education
greatly enlarges the needs of these institutions, and the amount of
funds required to finance those needs. The facts of 1. financial
problem of higher eduation and of mounting enroll!. is are as
commonplace as is the concern that the lack of support may prevent
eolleges and universities from meeting their responsibilities to indus-
try and to the Nation.

Private it nt ions of higher education have been plagued by !mac-
tient limitations on tuition charges and by the overall inadequacy of
ahunni support and of !private gifts, large as they may he. Public
institutions have borne the brunt of the student population explosion
and the increa.-ing competition for State funds required by programs
for mental health. welfare, and highways, and by loot! communities'
tfemmii, for increased State aicd to relieve the burden of local school

.1 A viking diameter's, ic of higher education today is competition
compet it ion for students, faculty, and money, and competition in cur-
riculum offerings and public service programs designed to achieve
excellence in teaching, stature, and influence. Such competition has
been 64 rnmental in raising faculty salaries, attracting more able
,.onog people to the aallentie world, increasing the quantity and
quality of the college student population, and expanding the public
ftercice fnnct ions of our colleges and universities at. home and allf ad.

This comlpetition has generally been on a school-to-school basis,
except in financing. In fundraising, it has been natural for the
schools to split into two groups, private and public. Public institu-
tions have t raditionally received the bulk of their support from State
funds, while private institutions have relied on tuition charges, alumni
support, and gifts from wealthy individuals, corporations, and
found:it ions.

As the need for funds has increased, public and private institutions
have invaded each other's financial preserves. Private institutions have
turned increasingly to governmental sources of revenue. Aid from
State and local sources has been limited for the most part to traditional
exemptions from property taxesexemptions that have been expanded
in some States to include exemptions from other taxeson business
enterprises owned wholly or partly by educational institutions. At
the Federal level, private schools have broken new ground by partici-
pating equally or snore fully than previously in most Federal programs
for grants, research, and other aids for higher education. The latest
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bo rahlfted to diseovering best metiusia. A Rimier unsolved consideration is.
of course. now usual of our historically successful dual system of private and
public education 14 to be !laid for privately!

Corporations and foundations have responded in a variety of ways
to requests for funds to support higher education. Some selectivity
with regard to recipients has been inevitable. A common selection
criterion has been proximity of the institution to corporate plant and
office locations. Corporations also seem to favor the institutions
their employees attended. Increasingly they are making large grants
to fundraising associations of private colleges.

Tho proximity criterion has several advantages. It is not difficult
to define: it gives rise to favorable local relations; and it allows small,
poor selmols to receive aid that they might not otherwise obtain. Yet
many corporat10115 appear to be searching for other criteria, especially
WI contribution ldgets increase.

Contributing to the schools that employees had attended affords a
satisfactory rationale for the selections. It can be presumed that a
recce' -All corporation is receiving benefits from the college training
received by its employees, and the system is an obvious aid to employee
morale. Sonle corporations, such as General Electric, match em-
ployee donations to their 11111a nutters; some, such as General Motors,
becaose of its large number of college-trained employees, contribute
to schools of which a specified minimtun number of employees are
graduates. Others, such as the Colunthia Broadcasting Sy Stein. con-
tribute may to the alma meters of a select group of key executives'
Administratively, one of the built-in virtues of this general technique
is that in most instances the selectivity criteria are either automatic
or generally acceptable and self-limiting.

Foundation grants for special research and corporate grants of a
similar nature, which would be of particular benefit to the donating
corporation. have raised no comparable problems of allocation. Such
grants usually go to persons selected on the basis of special compe-
tence or to schools having adequate staff and facilities and a willing-
ness to undertake special research.

Broader grants for scholarships, fellowships, faculty salaries, gen-
eral research projects. or other general purposes have raised problems
of selection. Typically, private giving to private institutions has
been favored as a way to preserve a balance between privately and
publicly supported institutions. The largest of such grants was the
multimillion-dollar Ford Foundation grant of 1958 for faculty
salaries, which excluded public institutions of higher education even

miaow indontrtal Conference Board. The Way end Bow of corporate Ottihap. Nye
York The boort 1958. p. 26.

*Ford's prostate. beaus In 1980. matches employees' gifts to any university or high
school up to 55.000.
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though many public institutions had lower salary scales than similar
private institutions. The presumption obviously was that public
institutions could get equivalent salary money from their State
legislatures.

Similarly the major program initiated by the Ford Foundation in
19CO with a grant of $16 million to live specially selected universities
was, according to foundation president Ilenry 1'. Heald, part of a
speeial program to consist of large, unrestricted grams to a few
privately supported universities. Announcing the grant, Mr. Heald
said: **It is essential to the welfare of the Nation that each part of
its traditional dual system of higher educationthe privately and
publicly supported colleges and universitiesremains strong and
readies higher levels of performance." ° The total exclusion of public
institutions from this program apparently presumes that public funds
will always he adequate to enable public institutions to achieve their
aims.

Many corporations have followed a similar pattern and have cut
off support to public institutions. The Columbia Broadcasting Sys-
tem's Frank Stanton, announcing the corporation's original higher-
education-support program, which limited aid to private schools,
said:

These institutions have a special problem which separates them from
the taxsupported State and other public institutions. . . . But because of
the different basis of support on which our privately endowed institutions
delimit!, we are concentrating our contributions in this area. . .

Although General Motors scholarship plans are not limited to private
institutions, its foundation program was conceived as exclusive as-
sistants. for such schools. A General Motors spokesman, explaining
the company's decision, stated that

The public institutions can meet these costs through higher taxes. The
private institutions, on the other hand, face a more difficult problem and have
turned to the corporation as tUIP P011ree of additional support. We believe
it is sound to provide such assistant* and in this way aid In preserving the
historic balance between enrollment In private colleges and universities
and that in taxsupported institutions!

The 1955 --59 data of the Council of Financial Aid to Education are
revealing in this regard. Excluding junior colleges, public institutions
hail about half of the enrollment of reporting institutions, but received
only a fourth of corporate contributions. The comparison is even
more dramatic between the major private and public institutions on
a per pupil basis:

Umbel/ft eserter-Josraal. Sept. W. MO.
Nation/a Industrial Coahronoo Board. op. eft.. p. 95.

alba. p. 108.
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TABLE median, and low of average gifts per student, 193849
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Gifts from all sources show a similiar range among private and
public inst it ut ions for the setae year:

A verde. pin
Typr of school per student

reorensinnal and sperielired sm75
MaJor private universities
Private men's ea alleges rpti3
Private roednestional institutions 453
Private women's eolkses. 444
State Itastlt ut ions 174
Manieipai vilenes and universities 138

If nP Wok la institutions tinalicial accounts, we find that 29 per-
cent of gifts and grants from corporations and business firms were
received by public institutions in o-58, and 71 percent by private
ones (table 3). These data include contract funds for research.

For ,.onie corporations the rationale of cutting off uil support for
public inr.titutions has been: 'WW support you through our taxes."
Other corporations have taken the middle ground. They continue
to cilia tibiae to both private and public institutions of higher educa-
tion, but redact their grants to public institutions to compensate for
their contributions to such institutions through State taxpayments.
At lea.st one itiaji corporot ion has worked out a formula under which
it makes such an allowance for State tit spayments when making grants
to public inst itntimis. Many, however, make no distinction between
public and private institutions in their gift and grant pmgrnms.

What is clear about this situation is that no one has adequately
solved the problem of measuring the amount of support that corpora-
tions contribute to public institutions through their taxes. Is it more
or less than their grants to private institutions? The corporations
that contribute only to private institutions because they contribute to

institutions through their taxes obviously are not aware that of
their Federal taxpayments which go to institutions of higher educa-
tion, 15 percent are received by private institutions (see table IS).
Similarly the corporations that contribute equally to all institutions
of higher education are not aware that private institutions receive
only 2.4 percent of all State and local appropriations for higher edu-
cation. Even where a formula is used to make an allowance for tax-
payments, there is no well-developed basis for measuring corporate
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taxpayments or the proportion of such payments that are received
by public ins: it lit ions: and at It the results would he applicable only
to t he ...orpot al Nan making t he calculatlult.

As corporate grants grow, the fundamental quest iota of allueat ion
atoolig public and pH% ate schools will assume greater importance in
the financing of higher educational institutions. This would appear

jaFtify a more detailed examination of the situation, us follows:

MEASURING TAX SUPPORT BY CORPORATIONS

.%s far as the Federal tax dollar is concerned, it is clear that there
IS little groan(' for a corporation's differentiation between public and
private In-a it in ions of higher education in making private grants
when all la lr f actors anal loot ivat ions are equal. Private Institutions
whib have approxituately half of the total enrollment in the United

ate's. rovitull a 14tti leers than half the total Federal grants to
higher eduem iota in 19:4' tot, the latest year for which data are avail-
able. Since Federal tax laws are uniform throughout the United
slate-a, t% hate% er proportion of the corporate tax dollar goes to higher
ealuelt ion is !..bared by public and private institutions. In this sense,
public anal I,rivate instillations as a whole are in equal 'wed of income
from private sources, corporate or otherwise, although there are
important differences among individual institutions in both categories
because the largest in.iversities receive the bulk of Federal moneys.

Tlin ali-tribution of the ti .. dollar at the State level is in sharp
colonist to that at the Federal level. Only .4 percent of all State
and lord public apropriatimis for higher education are received by
private 1,.. ; az nt ions. It is at this level that it will be fruitful to ex-
plum the problems of differences in corporate tax support of public
and private i list it ut ions.

State corporate taxe; are not uniform; nor are State appropriations
for higher education. Corporate tax burdens vary by State, and
the propon ion of corporate tax dollars received by each State's pub-
lic institution:; also varies. It is therefore necessary to compile data
in each of the :al States in order to pinpoint whatever differential
exists in public and private support.

The answer to the limited question of corporate tax support of
1)0)141 colleges and universities involves three basic. sets of data in
each State. First. we must know how much tax money was received
by each public inst;tut ion of higher edueation in a given period.
Soeondly, we tou=t calculate the total pool of tax money. This infor-
mation enables us to determine the percentage of tax money the
institution received, which can be used as a basis for measuring the
extent of public support for the institution. Thirdly, we must deter-
mine how much of the total tax pool was collected from corporations.
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This is the raw data for computing the corporations' proportionate
burden of the state's tax collections. From these data it is easy to
calculate how melt all the corporations subject to the State's taxes
have contributed to the support of each public institution of higher
education in that State. At. that point we shall know what percentage
of each corporate tax dollar in the State goes to higher education.
With this in a particular corporation can calculate its own
tax eon, ril na ion to higher educut ion in the fut are.

The gathering of these data is beset with many pitfalls. Problems
of definition, methodology, and availability of reliable data abound.
And compl;cat ions arise front different accounting procedures and
front variations in Stat tax smell's. Some approaches to a workable

ant ion tip the overall problem may he suggested here.
When we speak of higher education in this context, we mean the

academic activities of institutions of higher learning, not their "out-
side" or commercial ventures. In some colleges this implies instruc-
tional activitie4 only, but major universities today have three recog-
nized arademic functionsinstrud ion, research. and public service.
These funetions are carried out not only through student in-
struction and g her faculty activities, but also through agricultural
experiment ,tations, agricultural extension services, hospitals asso-
ciated with medical sehools or devoted to the treatment of students
or staff, speed, and hearing clinis, extension 'enters (including
courses for college credit and those not for credit), athletic plants,
dormitoric., faculty housing. bookstores, studet.t unions, laboratories,
and reseawli failities of all kinds. Noneducational commercial en-
terprise-: of any kind would obviously not be academic functions even
though they are administered by the institution, but they may be
important revenue produees.

AMOUNT OF TAX SUPPORT

The annual State appropriation cannot be considered equivalent. to
the amount of State taxes spent for higher education. In some States.
by constitution or by statute, all moneys including tuition received
by public educat ional institutions must be deposited in the State treas-
ury, whereupon they are usually appropriated back the institution
by legislative act. To get a meaningful and comparable figure for
Pleb State, we ealulate the net legislative appropriation by subtract-
ing the amount of the appropriations for all nonacademic functions
and of any nontax income received by the school which has been
deposited in the State treasury and appropriated for the institution.
limier, if any of thes..e activities are partially supported out of tax
revenues, that partand only that part is chargeable to the tax-
payers.
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We air 114,1 iota of the %nikIS yet. StatrA often litlatie edumtional
net ivit ie., out of bond revenues. There are not tax revenues, except
When tux moneys ate ii-eel to fay interest or prineipid on such bonds.
IM the other hand, public n el fare moneys paid to university-operated
laspitals for handling charity cases are in effect taxpayments in
support of one of t he university's academie functions.

A special problem arises for capital appropriat ions. In most States
sult appropriation,: are made only as urgent needs arise. To make a
fair test of tax support of higher education. an average figure of
capital appripriat ions over an extended period of from 4 to 10 years
may be neees..say.

SOURCES OF TAX SUPPORT

It is relatively easy to deterIllilie how much tax support a public
inst it in ion of liigher etlueat ion revel% es. It is more dillieult, and more
crucial, to define the total pool of tax revenues out of which appro-
priations for higher edueat ion The t have components of
this proldiln are: I I the separation of public revenues into tax and
nont a x eat egories ) the ilistinrtiun, if any, between genentl-pur-
poso taxes an .axes levied for regulatory purposes or special uses;
and (e) the inclusion or exclusion of local tax revenues.

We run easily set apart front other revenues intergovernmental
receipts tlnel ieveipts from State-on ned or locally owned public facil-
ities. Also not cla-sitiale as taxes are fees received in the operation
of medical toll roads. utilities, garbage and sewer systems,
and 'MI11411'1'19 enterpriser:, Sneli as liquor stores, as well as insurance
fru.. eipts (including teuehers' tun! State employees' pension
fund,), intere,t, and miscellaneous receipts from fines and the like.

.t more vexing problem emeges after tax revenues are properly
defined. Some taxes :ire obviously imposeil for general revenue pur-
poses; others. suet, as gagline taxes, may he imposed for special pur-
pes benefiting the taxpayers and the revenues put into dedicated or
earmarked Nulls; still others, such as professional and business
firmse fee; and severance taxes, may be levied in token amounts and
ulesigneel speeilleally fur regulatory purposes.

11'hen the Stale lialoosts a levy on a particular group of persons for
the exclusive benefit of that group, or in the public interest as a
tegttlittory masure, there is illSt ifieat ion for treating such revenues
separately from the general pool of State moneys available for educa-
tion and other general purposes, just as it IS necessary to exclude from
the pool of public funds tuition fees paid by students, even though
such fees are part of the funds available to institutions of higher
education. Tuition fees are used for the exclusive and direct benefit
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of the payees just as motor vehicle taxes are used to build highways
for motor vehicle taxpayers.

Caro must be exercised. in dealing with this problem. It is one
thing to exclude severance taxes on oil when they are used exclusively
to control the rate of production of oil and gas, and it is another to
exclude such revenues when they are used wholly or partly for educa-
tion or other general puller-vs. The rule would be, then, that to the
extent that tax revenues or fees are climifiable as user taxes or regula-
tory taxes, they an. not part of the venue pool out of which public
institutions of higher edueat ion derive tax support : to the extent that
such revenues are wed for other purposes. they would have to be
eonsidered as part of the total revenue pool, even though earmarked.

!Tent. all sources of general revenue sueli as property, sales, income,
and transfer taxes would be part of the revenue pool, except. where,
as in the eve of motor fuel taxes dedicated for highway purposes or
nleoholie. beverage taxes used for control of the alcoholic beverage
itele-try, they would come under the exelusionay rule explained
above. The same would apply to special business taxes, such as
franchise, privilege, and neenpat ion taxes, and to miscellaneous taxes,
such as poll, parimutuel, and admission taxes.

Usually when we refer to State taxes we mean just thattaxes
imposed and collected by the State. Since almost all regular appro-
priations for publi institutions of higher learning are made by the
State, the total pool of taxes as defined above could be expected to be
limited to revenue from State taxes. Yet even the most. superficial
analysis of State tax structures reveals that States differ widely not
only in the proportions of taxes collected at the State and the local
level but also in the amount of State aid given to loyal eommunities
and in the dependents. upon business taxes to support State and local
functions. In Ind idea, for example, many corporations pay extremely
light State taxes and heavy local property taxes. In West Virginia,
the State taxes are tinsel heavier and the local taxes lighter. In
Nebraska and California the total burden is likely to be more evenly
balanced. Where State aid to local communities is extensive, the
proportion of State taxes to local is high; and where State aid is
minimal, the State tax burden is eomparat ively light. In States where
local functions are locally financed, the total of State taxes will be
materially lessened and the appropriation for public institutions of
higher learning will amount to a larger proportion of State tax reve-
nues than it does in States where a major primi ion of local functions
are financed by State ahl. Under the latter conditions most taxes will
he levied by the State: and the appropriation for higher education,
even though the same as in the first instance, would appear to amount
to a much smaller proportion of the total tax pool.
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For all of these reasons no valid or consistent data can be derived
uttleSs t he amount of a States total tax pool is calculated by including
both State and local taxes. This does not amount to a paper reduc-
t ion in eorporation support for higher education because corporate
taxpayments to State an41 bleat governments will necessarily be in-
cludd in the total of eorporate taxpayments, from which their tax
support of hig!ier eihicat ion is credited.

TAXES PAW BY CORPORATIONS

determined the amount of tax support of an institution
in it State and the tax siirves available for this support, we still must
seek an answer to -flow much is paid by corporationer On the
surface it i% will appear that corporate tares are easily distinguish-
al front floosIttVorate taxes. The corporation income tax and the
per-zonal inc,alle tax are obvious examples. But does the corpora-
tion nitimately pay the corporation income tax! The economist will
argue hat t it X arc nit imately borne by the shareholder through
reduced dividetels or are shifted to the consumer through increased
prices, or to the employee through reduced wages. This problem
need not el Ineern us here because whatever the ultimate incidence of
corporation taxpayments, the same incidence would apply to corpo-
rate contributions to private institutions of higher education.

If we limit our analysis to initial tax payments, we need only deter-
Mine let) which tax payments are drawn from funds from which
the corporat ion contributes also to private institutions, and (b) which
payments art made by corporations while serving only as collection
agencies for taxes imposed directly on individuals and other
consumers.

The collect ion - agency criterion is a simple one from a legal point
of view because the law, in virtually every case, will specify whether
it business entity is serving as a collect ion agency. Whenever the legal
liability for the tax is on the consumer (as in some sales, use, excise,
and gross-receipts taxes) or on the income earner (as in withheld
taxes), such taxes would not be counted as taxpayments by the cor-
poration, eh hough the corporation may be required to collect the tax
and turn th e. money over to the State. But sales and excise taxes
paid by corporations as consumers of taxable goods would be treated
as corporation taxes.

Legal liability should not be the only criterion for determining
who directly pays a specific tax. The legal liability of a sales tax
may, for example, rest upon the retailer primarily for administra-
tive convenience. If, however, the law allows the retailer to collect
the tax from the conutner, and retailers generally do so, that tax
should be considered a direct. tax on consumers. For determining
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tax payments attributable to consumers or ineome earners, other
Ariteria would be (a) the allowances to business firms for collection,
and ( b 1 eligibility for tax refunds or for tax dedications.

In 1.reneral. sales, use, and excise taxes as well as withheld income
taxes would be allocated to consumers and income earners. Manu-
facturers' excise taxes, paynielit of which is a legal obligation of
the ntanufact aver unless there are matlatory provisions in the law
for shifting them, would be attributed to business firms. Gross-
recei pt s. hi is i mess - a et iv i t ies, valne-added, gross-margin, and insurance
gross premium taxes would he counted as business taxes except where
the law explicitly requires or allows shifting of the tax to the con-
sumer. II ility gross receipts ran be assumed to be consumer taxes
without regart1 to the legal obligation to pay because of the special
ci monist WWI'S of rate fixing.

Even if these concepts and definitions provide an adequate and
sat Mactory basis for determining the extent of corporate tax support
of public institutions of higher education, there remains the question
of the availability of required data in State and local records. As far
as is known, no State segregates taxpaytnents by corporations with
regard to all State and local taxes. Data on taxes that are paid
exclusively by corporations ran be readily obtained from official
reports in most States. On taxes paid by corporations and noncorpo-
rate taxpayers. rocporate payments must be segregated and totaled.
On taxes paid directly to the State, it is possible to examine adminis-
trative records to make this breakdown.

Local taxes, especially the property tax, present formidable prob-
lems, because property taxes on corporations are not separately
tvcordell and administration is usually decentralized. Sampling pro-
cedures would normally have to be used.

These tire the major considerations in calculating the amount of
corporate tax support for public institutions of higher education.
A rundown of the -it nation in one State A will perhaps give a clearer
piet tire of the reef numended technique .°

Total revenue I I f State and local governments in State A in 1959 was
$1,1:17 million, of which $106 million was intergovernmental revenue
from the Federal Government and $213 million, nontax receipts,
making total State and local tax revenues $818 million, as follows:

mount Alienist
Items (Willuas) Item (watitoise)
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famine J 170 inheritance and gift---- 12
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a *The tanodog data are preliminary figures in one State from a pilot study of revenue
hi Owe States in whirl' the author Is currently engaged. The States will be Identified when

Cla the anal report is made.
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Motor vehicle, employment security, and all but one-half million
of the occupations and license taxes are classified as user or regulatory
taxes as defined previously. I tepee the State and local total tax pool
out of which the State university reiived its uppropriat ion that year
was almost OM', million.

Surveys of tax records revealed t hat corporations paid $100 million
in property taxes, $18 million in income taxes, $20 million in utility
property taxes. and $ million in insurance taxes for a total of $1S2
million, or slightly over a fourth of the State anti local tax pool.

The net appropriation from State and loettl governments to the
State university for academic purposes (operating and capital)
amounted to $28 millionabout 4 percent of the total revenue avail-
able for general State and local purposes. The university therefore
received the equivalent of about $7 million from corporate taxpayers
in the State. Furthermore, 4 cents out of each corporate tax dollar
was allocated to the support of the university.

Each corporation paying taxes into the total tax pool in State A
could easily calculate its contribution to the university by multiplying
its total taxpayments by 4 percent, being careful first to deduct motor
vehicle, employment security, and occupational taxes from its total
tax bill. Similar calculations could be made for each public and
private institution of higher education receiving appropriations from
State and local governmeetal sources.

These data could be combined with known information about volun-
tary corporate and governmental support of public and private insti-
tutions and about enrollment, out of which meaningful comparisons
could be made by educators, public officials, and corporate and founda-
tion officers in planning for equitable financing of institutions of
higher education in the United States. To be useful on so broad a
scale, it would be necessary to calculate corporate tax support in every
State or at the very least in a representative sample of States, and the
results would have to be revised whenever significant changes were
made in State and local tax burdens.

VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS OF CORPORATIONS

This chapter has left unanswered the question of how much corpo-
rations should contribute to higher education. We have emphasized
the problem of how corporations should allocate contributions because
the record indicates that corporate support is quite low in relation to
other sources of voluntary support, and that corporate benefits from
institutions of higher education will coptinne to increase rapidly.

As corporate contributions increase, need for a solution to the problem

of equitable allocation of support among institutions of higher edu-
cation will become more urgent.



CHAPTER 16

A Proposal for Student Loans
William Wafer

IT IS ONE of the most striking failings of the affluent society
A that it seems to be unable to find a way to finance to anywhere
near its potential economic limits the most productive investment
opportunity open to it: the education of its people to the full extent
of their capabilities. Expansion of State universities with no or
low tuition fees, though a large step, is not the complete answer:
It fails to meet the needs of students whose families cannot afford
to provide them wit's the complementary support in terms of board,
lodging, books, and other supplies. It fails, also, to strengthen our
private colleges and universities, whose role is so vital to educational
achievements in the United Stake.

The classical individualistic economic answer to this problem would
be to arrange for loans to individuals who show such promise that
it is reasonably certain that investment in their further education
would he an investment capable of yielding at least the normal
rate of return on comparably risky investment."rhe present chap-
ter is designed to outline a proposal that follows through on the
major premises of this classical economic answer. While this pro-
posal is here developed in some detail, it is not suggested as an
exclusive solution to the problem of financing higher education.
Rather it is a scheme which, if implemented, would supplement other
institutional arrangements for such financing. While the more
familiar sources of support for institutions of higher education need
to be expanded, and aid to students greatly enlarged, there is also
need for new financial arrangements to facilitate the flow of capital
into development of human resources through education.

The trouble with student loans in the past has been that students
have on the whole been understandably reluctant to saddle them-
selves with a fixed repayment obligation, and to a lesser extent that
potential lenders have been reluctant to make inv'stments where the
risk is so highly variable and subjective and where arrangements

Professor of economics. Columbia C111'1'1.410.
Stilton Priedman. -Tad Role et Government In Education." ts Robert A. Solo. ads
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for enforcing claims for repayment. over a long period of years are
so tenuoui and potentially costly. The fact that many of our larger
universities Mel that student loan funds are under very light pres-
sure, if indeed they are not in some instances going begging, indi-
cates that something is wrong with the terms on which these loans
are being matte available.

The main difficulty seems to lie the fear that the obligation of
repayment might under some circumstances prove a severe burden'
Though on the average it .van be shown that the student's additional
earning power that is generated by better education can by itself
take care of this added burden with a wide margin, individual stu-
dents may have a 4 fear that they will not come up to this
average. Furl hrm. .he pressure for repayment tends to
be minimal, many o ntial beneficiaries of such loans feel
that the bunk, of repaymeta might possibly beome a heavy weight
on their shoulders which they could not. conscientiously repudiate.
'Co be sure, there N sometimes specific provision for remission of
the debt if the encliciaq enters the ministry, or teaching, or some
similar line of public service that carries a relatively low salary.
Mu the line between such public service and other less specific lines
of lowpaid service is difficult to draw. The funds available on such
terms are fairly limited in any case; and the mere offering of such
funds would hardly meet the problem even if unlimited funds could
be ols flitted for loons with special remission provisions.

Another difficulty is that such funds are still provided largely in an
atmosphere of phil;uathropy rather than of financial investment. Sub-
sidized interest rates tend, on the one hand, to limit the availability of
the funds, and on the other, to fix the charity stigma the more firmly.

A third factor. stemming from the first two, is that such loan funds
are rather severely rationed, both as to the level of scholarship achieve-
ment required for eligibility and as to the amount to be supplied to any
one person. Where the Iurden of repayment can become substantial,
it is natural to protect the applicant from getting in too deep; where
there is an element of subsidy in the loan, the worthiness of the appli-
cant becomes a consideration. In many cases the amount potentially
available is inade(rtate to meet the needs of a student under heavy
pre,, ure to begin earning to met. family obligations.

In spite of this equivocal experience, given the high profitability
of investment in educat ion both to the individual and to the .:ommtmity,
it should be pssi'le, by a combination of the techniques of mutual
investment, the limited-dividend corporation, pension funds, and in-
come taxation to provide whatever funds are needed to finance educe-

See Kleiman* ch. 8 of Me publication, for mention of IiiieteiNente of the tie
of barratries by different income groups and In different regions.
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to the point where the marginal returns are comparable with
those from other Airtus of investment. With ingenuity, arrangements
ran be elegy Ned that will promise reasonable returns and sisaark) to
the investor, while at the same time uttering the student terms that he
can aint us readily us he mortgages his house or borrows to buy an
automobile.

ESSENTIALS OF TILE PROPOSAL

In brief, it is suggested that funds for the finatleing of the student's
education he made available hi liberal amounts hi return for an agree-
ment to return dividends, computed as a share of later earnings
according to the concepts of income taxation. The exemptions and
the rate scale of the dividend repayments should be so arranged that
the dividend with respect to the amount advaliced at any stage of
isluat ional advancement would ritIP out of that portion of his income
above the level of earnings that would be expected if education had
stopped at that point. For example, for loans taken out to finance
I he freshman and sophomore years, the return dividend could be com-
pitted as a share of involve after an exemption of, say, $4,000 this
exemption being determined to reflect the average level of earnings to
be espeted by a student who is intellectually eligible for college but
who goes no further than high school. At the other extreme, funds
:Ovall'sd to pay for a third year of militate training might call
for a dividend share to begia only after an exemption of $4,1100. In
this way the typical student who is on the verge of stopping his edu-
cation for financial reasons can continue it. with very little financial
risk. Even if the educational investment fails to enhance his earning
power, he will be no worse off than before.

The principal except ion to this would be a typt student who sees
himself earning, Aity, $30,000 a year through his native genius even
if he goes no further than high Mimi, but takes such a dim view of
the value of a eollege education that he believes it would boost his
earnings only to is1.2.000. In this case, if he were to finance his educa-
tion in a manlier that entailed the payent of a dividend of, say, 12
percent of $6Pito, he would be financially worse off than if he had
not pasud his education beyond high school, whereas even in this
ease the investment would have paid off adequately from a social
point of view. Situations of this sort should be rare enough not to
constitute it serious problem.

One of the main difficult ies with any such plan for student loans is,
of ntirse, that the projeetion for -14) years or more into the future of
the relation between education and earnings is so uncertain that it
would be impossible to determine in advance a system of earnings -
di, idend rates that would return any specified yield on the investment.
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Yet it is iweessury to achieve at least some minimum yield in order to
preserve from undue impairment any endowment funds that might
be diverted to this form of itivemtioilit and possibly also to obtain
addit lona I ',tibiae (iamb 41Il a canret it ire basis from lenders of various
types. Too high a return, however, eh her as an "ex post" experience
or as an expeetat ion, warranted or unwarranted, might give rise to a
feeling that the student borrowers were being unduly exploited.

APPLICATION 01" MUTUAL-FUND PRINCIPLE

he problem of timuring a net. yield that is fair but not excessive
eau be met by adapt int; the mutual fund principle, in a form slightly
different from t hat used by coop. st Ives and mut and invest cent funds.
The eathings-diviaend febedules email be initially so set as to yield,
on eonservat ire assumi ions, a yield of at least 6 percent, and possibly
as ull111 as S III percent. The higher rates would be desirable at
least in part as a wears of providing fur the growth of the scheme
through internal accumulation, as well as making it possible to at-
tract ont,itli. on a rear:nably low-interest basis. Subsequently,
as PXpern4nei, makes it possible to evaluate the equities of the various
participants in the stetne somewhat more closely, it would be possible
to adjust matters by the payment of "patronage dividends" or the
downward adjustment of the earnings-dividend rates in such a man-
ner as to reduce the net yield to whatever figure is deemed reasonable.
This figure and even the procedure by which it is to be reached could
be specified, if desired, in original contracts.

Even here, the divergent aims of lowering the net eventual cost to
the students and at the sante time accumulating capital funds for
expansion can to a considerable extent be reconciled by deferring the
payment of these patronage refunds as long as possible. Indeed, an
appropriate form of refund would be in the form of a death benefit or
a retirement. annuity. Then, in effect, if the net yield aimed at were
set somewhat high for the sake of rapid expansion from internal funds,
this would be less of an inequity. While students on the average
would be required to pay fairly high' rates of interest on their loans,
they would latter he compensated by being able to invest in their turn
in the education of succeeding generations at similarly high rates of
interest so as to obtain their annuities at relatively low oust

COORDINATION WITH INCOME TAXES

The fact that the repayment takes the form of a share of income
above an exemption raises the problem of the relation of such re-
payments on earnings-dividends to Federal and other income taxes.
It would be at least awkward if the combined rates got up near 100
percent for any substantial number of persons. The simplest remedy,

11135105-62--19
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:ltel one. that should prow it adily acceptable, would be to make. the
earnings-dividends a eleeluet ion in computing net income. for tax pur-
pweis. To the extent that this might be considered to constitute a
breach of the basic principles of income taxation, it could well he
jacctjtied on the basis of the lgeelits derived by the community at large
from a rise in the educational keel of individuals.

Actually even the strictest interpretation of the situation would call
merely for considering the original payments to the student as taxable
income to him at that time, presumably taxed at lower bracket rates.
Sid,seeluent earnings-dividend payments would then dearly be com-
pletely deductible. The analogous situation would be that of an

ct ian who lorrows money to pay himself a salary to construct an
iliconnearn asset. I Ilterest and amortization payments on this
loan would then be deductible, either directly or as amortization or
depreciation of the cost of the asset over its life. However, it would
Ise proper to exclude from the student's taxable income the payments
going to defray tuition and other expenses that are clearly for train-
ing and similar enhancement of -earning power. Such exclusion
would not apply to educational costs undertaken for current satis-
faction or future cultural enrichment unrelated to earning power.
This is analogous to the exclusion from the artisan's income of the
part of the proceeds of his loan that is used to pay assistants or buy
materials rather than for his own living expenses. It is clearly diffi-
cult to draw any sharp line between technical training and cultural
ettrichtiwnt. Her' again the general public interest in cultural en-
richment would probably justify a policy of excluding all tuition
payments and similar fees from the student's taxable income, by al-
lowing them to be deducted where appropriate. Whatever is done
would in any case be coordinated with the tax treatment of educa-
tional outlays timinced by the student or his family. The principles
involved here are closely related to those set forth by Richard Goode
in chapter FT of this publication.

one could go further than this and exclude from the income of the
student even amounts advance.' for living expenses. This would
indeed have the advantage of making whatever funds are initially
available go farther. However, such a treatment would raise the
question of the degree to which subsequent earnings-dividend pay-
ments would properly be deductible. To make them fully deductible
would clearly be something of a breach with the basic concepts of the
tax. A satisfactory solution would be to allow deduction each year
only for earnings-dividends exceeding, say, 10 percent of the aggre-
gate amount advanced tax free for living expenses. When the non-
deductible earnings-dividends have aggregated 110 percent of the
total tax-free advance for living expenses, all earnings-dividends
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thereafter %%mild be deductible. The u. of 110 pereent rather than
lts/ ',preen! i, to allow fur the fact that in some individual cases the
earning4 dividends will fall 24 bort of the advance. The figure is in-
tended to in -pre that for the group as a whole, the aggregate amount

in 111\3140 irn.nue is approximately cornwt and that there
would tlua. he no -ex ante- expectation of ultimate tax avoidance
through the u,k, of the iLtu.

There is also the of deferring the payment of tax from
the student year to later years. In grtler31, this Will shift income
from the low baekets of tlw -Indent year to the higher brackets of
the later year. The computations involved in a procedure such as
this should l.e nu oh-taele, as these can easily be taken care of by the
agency to which the dividends are to be paid.

Sane question may well 1*' raised as to whether it is the entire
later-life income that should he made the basis for the earnings-
dividens, or merely the earned income. Although again there would
seem to grontidni for requiring higher repayments from a student
who l'reei% vs a large inheritance subsequent to hi gnoluation than
from one %%bib .leas not, there is good reason for including unearned
income in the ea,* of the individual whose income comes through stock
options or similar quasi-earnings, or who ac quires a fortune by stock-
maket train, using skills acquired in business school. In practice
the t«o type: of ea,e would be difficult to distinguish sharply. On
full examination the argument for fhe more inclusive base seems com-
pelling. Them are, of VI PlirSe, other prladems relating to the treat-
ment of family incemie4 fir this purpose, but such details need not
detain IS in this preliminary discussion.

Enforcement should not lie too difficult. A condition of the orig-
inal advance would presumably be an agreement to provide on request
copies of Feleral incnw tax returns, with stipulations that such in-
formation Wf11111 lie rotieutial. It might be necessary to limit the
scheme to eitizen of the rtlitt9i States. Even so limited, it would
lie a benefit 14 foreign students in that it would permit more of the
outright selielarshi!, funds and other student aid funds to go to
StIldenta not eligible for advances under this plan.

IMPACT ON FINANCING

The amounts available as advances under this plan should be as
liberal as the available financial support permits. Ideally it should
extend to sums intended to cover not only the ordinary costs of tuition
and hooks but also, in cases where even minimal evidence of such need
can be shown, amounts needed as a substitute for the earnings that
the student is foregoing to meet obligations for family support or
other necessities. A student should be enabled to complete his educa-
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tion to the limit of his abilities without financial hardship. Ideally
this would mean being prepared to advance to a student amounts
ranging up to $4,flOU for a freshman year, and sealing up to $8,000
for a t hi rd year of graduate st udy.

Unfortunately, few if any colleges possess endowment funds suffi-
cient to meet the potential demand on a scale such as this, even if
the institutional and testamentary obstacles to the diversion of funds
to such use can be overcome. Conceivably a university might be able
to borrow in the financial markets on the security of the earnings-
dividend contracts that it would enter into, or perhaps arrange for
the setting up of an auxiliary limited-profit corporation to do this.
The novelty of the proposal, however, may make it extremely difficult
to finance it adequately on reasonable terms unless more substantial
backing is given to it than can be supplied by most individual col-
leges or universities. Somewhat more promising might be the setting
up of one or more "educational finance corporations" sponsored
jointly by groups of colleges and universities.

It. is rather hard to say just what the schedule of earnings-divi-
dends for the various types and amounts of advances should be and
how the insurance or pension benefits should be arranged: It is
possible, nevertheless, to indicate some of the general principles that
it would be desirable to follow. It is of mum important that, when
considered in relation to associated pension and other benefits, the
repayment terms not be so onerous as to appear unattractive to po-
tential students. On the other hand, the schedule should provide
adequate security for the suppliers of the original funds, even in the
face of considerable initial uncertainty as to the magnitude and dis-
tribution of Ile_ income base to which the schedule would apply. In
addition, it would be desirable that the derived funds provide scope
for a substantial amount of internal financing of growth in the magni-
tude of the operation. To IL considerable extent these objectives can
be met by borrowing front the insurance field two well-established
features: rating and mutuality.

MINIMIZING ADVERSE SELECTION

As with any risk-pooling plan, in the absence of risk rating there
would be a tendency for a certain adverse selection of risks to develop.
Applications would tend to run heavier from students who felt their
future income prospects to be below average for their level of educa-
tion and who, in anticipation of future repayments basedon compara-
tively low incomes, considered the advances a bargain. Conversely,
students with great confidence in their own economic future would
tend to minimize their use of the plan, stretching their own resources
to the limit, possibly to the detriment of their studies, to avoid any
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large share in ni.lking up the deficits produced by the less successful
students. A cumulative adverse selection of risks might so burden
the plan wit!: mediocre students that it would be attractive to the
Leiter students only as a last riksort.

The more liberal the amounts available, the more serious the
tendency toward iulverse selection would be. Even tunong students
who did use the plan, t here would be a possibility of wide variation
in the m110,11'14 applied for and advanced, and thus for adverse selec-
tics' of amounts, as well as of students. The amounts advanced can
he limited administratively to estimated needs in individual cases,
to.tess the administrative standards are so stringent as to discourage
,fstati students from continuing a potent Tally profitable course of study.
Thin standards would have to bt flexible, rather than specific, so that
considerable range would remain for individual clioire. in any case,
imposition of any such standard of need would infringe on what is
intended to be a basic philosophy of this proposal, namely, that funds
should ultimately be available on a sufficiently ample scale so that each
stn.lent eteilil he left free to determine for himself the amount of the
advance that he wishes to apply for, up to an amount equal to the sum
of his tuition fees and his estimated current earning capacity.'

While adverse selection of risks can seldom be eliminated entirely
in a vollintary risk-sharing scheme. rating of risks usually can reduce
its plectra.. I f the nit ing pmeess is an effective one, this can be done to
the point wl adverse selection is no longer a serious problem. The
mutuality eletlietiiy4 of they whence can also be made to contribute to the
minimization of adverse risks if th© "ex post" adjustments are made
in a way wide!' reflects individual experience. But as long as there
is an important risk-sharing element, the rating of risks must bear
the major burden of guarding against excessive adverse selection.

In the ease of student loans, we have available a readymade basis
for risk rating in the form of grades, test scores, and other evidence of
edueat ifinal potent gal. At the time of application for an advance (O.
the applicant might he assigned a rating in terms of which an estimate
could be made of the expected earnings E(t) at each future time t
that the a ppl inint might obtain if terminates his education immedi-
ately, and also of the expected earnings potential P(t) that the appli-
eam might obtain at each future time t if he completed his education
to the full extent of his currently apparent potential. The student

*Rifleman Bummer. Jr.. In the June 1061 Tate Akins* Mewls* (p. 113-141. advances
a proposal PT ottoient loans very similar to Ibis one. Re. however, would limit loans to
antipasto Mufilcietat to rover all students expenses MVO tuition. Re excludes tuition costs
bee a dm.

. It to prohably impossible to draw up loan or grants scheme which would
subsidise the payment of tuition without driving very harmful wedge between our
public and private itintitutIons. That Is why I would Holt the subsidy to what can
he tenably calculated as the costa tit highor alueationreeluding tuition.
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would then be offerml a con: met under which he might obtain an
advance with reeet to tin twinning school year of any amount he
ch,wses nit to a maximum equal to the sum of his tuition fees and the
atiesmt E(ti) that he could be expected to earn currently if he termi-
nates his eihicat ion. The cont met Ayoub' then specify that the corre-
sponding future earnings dividend to be paid back at time t would
be computed on the basis of an exemption equal to le(t), with mildly
progressive rates applied to income in excess of this exemption, such
that if the future income is actually !'(t), the earningsdividends
will, [Wier the lifetime of the student, amount to, say, a 9-percent rate
of return on the amount of the advance.

Each succeeding year a new contract could be made available, based
on the rating provided by the further record made by the student, with
a new exemption level and schedule of rates dependent on the amount
of loan requested. In this way at each stage the student who shows
tiny promise of being able to benefit ailiquately from further educe-
s ion would be offered a chance to finance this further education on a
virtually "no cure, no pay" basis. The redistributive element in the
scheme would be lini:t44 roughly to the unpredictable element in the
variatio of future incomes. On an "ex ante" basis, the applicants
might well be brought to feel that the potential advantages of the plan
are reasonably comparable for All concerned. Adverse selection would
thus ho limited to cases in which the-student has a genuinely better
basis for the appraisal of his prospects than that provided by the rat-
ing. The number of cases in which students have a superior basis of
appraisal should not be anffieient to cause difficulty. At the same time
a direct and tangible incentive for scholastic excellence would be pro-
vided, both as to the amount of advance available and as to the terms
offered. This incentive would not be limited as it is at present to the
students who are now prospects for scholarships, but would be ex-
tended to a major fraction'of all students.'

It might be desirable to move somewhat cautiously in this direction
lest more pressure be placed on the grading or rating system than it
can stand. lint if the plan is to remain voluntary and he liberal in
grope, some degree of risk rating would seem to be easential to pre.
serving its financial integrity. It might be necessary to borrow an
element from the field of property taxation and have some form of
grade equalization process among institutions or even among instruc-
tors. This equalization in turn might have its own salutary effects.
But these are ramifications that would take us too far afield at this
stage of considerat ion.

thlv esPPet of the proposal sounds a bit regulationt of the meths. of Upper
tIpentabaci University. as reported by William R. Mueller. this Is not entirely a random
coincidence. See -Report from Ulster Upanishad." &ACP anitet1i, Americas Amchitka
of University Professors. 43; 411-453. September WO.
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MUTUALITY AND RETIREMENT BENEFITS

t our-e, the 9- percent n'turn aimed at in the setting of the earn.
ingsdiveletel schedules mould not represent t In. ut.t cost oft he advance
to the student, by sea .-n 41f the mutuality element in the seheme.
Records well,' be kept 41f the total amount-. advanced to, and the earn
ings-dividetels returned by, arious groups of student henefiehtries.
and Iwylol a certain !Hind further earniogs vidend payments would
generate rights to retirement pensions. For example, amounts ered-
ited to t he 101'0111a of it given 41 short of tidents could first be used to
amortize the amount avaned ley investurs at A iterceni interest.
When thi amen ization has been completed, further earnings-divi-
dends could be divided in SMI(' Speci 1441 proportions, say one-third
for the aeeount of investors and two thirds to a "cohort equity ac.
count" moil such time as the Ica meets to investors have become
equivalent to au nelorlizittioh at 7 percent interest, after which all
further 1'31111a- 4111'414141A W4111141 he credited to a cohort equity ac-
count. Amounts t nee1111111110ed in the cohort equity account would
then bee.ime available to Ise invested 4111 behalf of this cohort. in the
making of advanes to further generations of students. The older
eolirt t has assumes t he role of investor vis-a-vis the younger cohorts
of -4 'silents, and Ole vanees thus made would in their turn 1* capable
of yielding up to 7 percent in favorahle circumstances.

As the members of the original cohort reach retirement age, earn-
ings W011141 cruse' to be subject. to the earnings-dividend payment,
and the -.mount standing to the credit of cohort would become the
basis for the payment If retirement benefits. If it is desired to
keep the redistributive element of the scheme to a minimum, a step
that would assist materially with the problem of adverse selection,
these retirement benefits could be made proportional to the excess
of each individual's earnings-dividend payments over the sum needed
to amortize his advanees at 7 percent. In this way a student who
felt that his ecoeotnie prospeets were considerably brighter than his
scholastic record indicated would then be able to feel free to make
full use of the scheme, since even if his earnings-dividend payments
turned out to be mach larger relative to Isis advance than for the
average student of his rating, he would in turn benefit through higher
ref i renient payments,

If the numbers of student beneficiaries in some of the cohort or
groups are too small to prevent significant random fluctuations among
the experiences of different cohorts. it is desirable to provide for the
fitting of smooth curves to the experience of the various cohorts,
and for equalizing intereohort transfers to bring the funds into line
with what would have obtained if each cohort had had an experience
equivalent to that shown by the smooth curve. This is essentially
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no different in principle, but perhaps somewhat more complex in
application, from the nwthods actually adopted for the determina-
tion of dividend schedules on mutual life insurance policies.

AMOUNTS OF LOANS AND REPAYMENTS

The possible variations on a plan such IN this are, of course, mani-
fold, and there is room here only to sketch out roughly some typical
possibilities. As an example fur a stlithlit of average capabilities,
one might set the exemption level Eft) for the freshman and sopho-
more years at an Moonlit averaging about. $4,000 a year over his
working life, varying teeisibly from one period to another from
!perhaps $8,4$W) to $8,000. The exemption level might be raised for
the junior year to an mount averaging $4,5.0; for the senior year,
t) $5.400: and for the silk: 4114.m 3 years of graduate work, to
$6.0o0, $7,100, and $s,noo. Then as a neigh order of magnitude.
fur each $1.0o0 advanced during any part icnlar year of study, the
earnings dividend rate might. le 0.5 percent of the first $1,000 of
income above the corresponding exemption level, 1.0 percent of the
next $1.000 of income, and 1.5 percent on all income in excess of
E(t) +$2.000.

Such a schedule is at least of the right general order of magnitude.
Miller estimates that the lifetime earnings of the average college
graduate amount. to $435,000 at MS earnings levels.' Taking
account of advances in average earnings, a lifetime-earnings figure
of at least $500,000 or tut average of $12.500 a year over a working
lifetime of 40 rears seems reasonable for students graduating in
1903. On that basis if an average student were to borrow $2 ,000 to
complete his senior year, he would be paying an earnings-dividend of
$195 on an income of $12,500 (: 410 on first $1,000 above the $5,000
exemption. VI) on the next $1,000, and $185 on the remaining $5,500,
the rates being of course twice the rates for a $1,000 advance).
After allowing for lower earnings during the early years, this should
provide a gross rate of return of between 9 and 10 percent, so that
after the amortization of the advance at 7 percent interest has been
completed, there should be a substantial margin for the financing of
tetirement benefits through advances made to misreading generations
of students.

An average-rated student completing 4 years of college and draw-
ing an advance of $2,000 for each of the 4 years, or a total of $8,000,
would on this basis be contracting for an earnings-dividend payment
of 3 percent on the first $500 of any income above $4,000 (in a year
of average exemption level). of 3, 0, 7,10, and 11 percent, respectively,
on the succeeding $500 brackets, and 12 percent on all income above

*dm Berms P. UM& chapter 9 of this publication: also Richard Goods. chapter fl
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$7,004); on an average inemne of $1:4500, this would amount to OW.
In an extreme case a student who went through 7 years of under-
graduate and graduate training and contraeted for the maximum
advance obtainable would be receiving advances ranging front $4,000
fur toAmine year ($3,thst as a substitute for earnings forgone and
$1,0041 for tuition fees) to tiZS,110 for the third year of graduate work,
a total of Sasjam; in return for this he would be contracting for
earnings-dividend payments on a stale ranging up to :74i percent on
that part of his income in e ICI'S% of $10,000 for the years in which
his earnings are expected to reach their average annual lifetime level.

The income level above which this rate would apply would be some-
what higher in the years of his peak earning power, and somewhat
lower in the years before his full earning power is expected to be
achieved. Also, for students showing the degree of promise typical
of those for whom graduate study is usually considered warranted,
the exemption level and the income brackets might tend to be some-
what higher than in this example, which applies to st udet its of average
scholastic rating. While this may even so seem at first glance to be
a fairly stiff price to pay for an education, yet for students who have
no other means of thawing their education and whose immediate
financial needs, whether arising from family obligations or other
sources, art' such as to make the completion of their education difficult
or impossible without. advances of this magnitude, even such a sited-
We should not be a prohibitive obstacle to the full use of the loan
plan, particularly as the oiler is practically on a "no cure, no pay"
basis and is likely to pnwide as a byproduct a substantial amount of
additiona: old age security. There is, of course, the possibility that
the t4-percent dividend rate on the excess over Mood when com-
bined with rates of the income tax proper would add up to a serious
incentive problem at the higher earnings levels, even after allowing
for the deductibility of the earnings-dividend in computing taxable
income. Hut the number of cases in which this amount of financing
would be required is likely to be small enough not. to make this a
serious problem. The example is useful chiefly as un illustration of
the lengths to which educational finance on a liberal scale can profit-
ably be pushed.

ULTIMATE SCOPE

If funds can be nuoie available to students in adequate amounts on
such a basis, then, of course, the way will be open to raising tuition
fees to levels that will make it possible for faculty salaries to be raised
to levels more nearly in line with earnings in other comparable
occupations. (This would eventually make it possible for professors
to make significant earnings-dividend payments on the cost of their
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education.) If the preservation of private and independent colleges
and universities--a signitieant segment of our edneational system
is important, as insurance against impairment of the spirit of free
inquiry and as an element in the basic freedom of our culture, sonic
such welled of financing may well be an important means to this end.
To continue to rely .solely on private philanthropy, plus the payingof
fees by students on their own, is likely to keep private education from
fulfilling its proper role. Besides, such reliance places a heavy strain

philanthropic resources that can be used effectively in many other
areas. Even if State support for private higher education can be
arranged in a manner that will preserve the independence and specific
character of these institutions, it seems doubtful whether the amount
of sub :.uppurt actually forthcoming will prove sufficient and timely.
Equity investment in education may well provide a major part of the

ut ion to this problem.
lint :t phut such us this need not be limited to private universities

and collettvs, though this is perhaps the area of most intense need.
The financing of nontuition expenses and of family maintenance
requirements for students in State universities is an even greater
problem in terms of the numbers and amounts that could eventually
be involved. Given the availability of such a plan, there would even
be the possibility on equity grounds of making higher education more
nearly self supporting in terms of tuition fees. An individual whose
earning power or social position had been enhanced through public
expenditures could well be considered to owe an extra quaeqm of
finaneial support. to the State, as compared with an individual reach-
ing a eumpar:thie status by his own relatively unaided efforts. Such
financing might also induce a more liberal attitude toward the fulfill-
ing of educational requirements on the part of budget-minded and
taxconseitis legislators.

Such equity investment in the education of individual students on
a mutual basis that is nevertheless fully competithe with other invest-
ments will not provide the entire answer to the financing of higher
education. but it would seem that the.availability of some such proce-
dure on a wale limited only by the demand would be capable of greatly
improving the financial basis for utilization of a vast store of potential
intelligence.



CHAPTER 17

Educational Expenditures and the Income Tax
Richard Goode

ATAX ON NE. INCOME should provide for tax-free recovery
of the expenditures entailed in earning income, including invest-

ment outlays. Although this principle is generally applied in the Fed-
eral income tax, it is not applied consistently with respect to the costs
of acquiring an income through personal services. Among these
costs are educational expenditures that increase earning capacity or
that are made for that purpose. In computing taxable income, no
allowance is made for the costs of general education or of basic pro-
fessional or vocational education, and only limited deductions are al-
lowed for other educational expenses.

The present tax treatment of educational costs gives rise to inequi-
ties and is especially questionable at a time when the need for highly
trained persons is growing. The income tax discriminates against
persons whose earned income represents in part return of capital pre-
viously invested in education compared with persons who have invested
little in preparation for their occupations. There is also discrimina-
tion against persons who invest in themselves compared with those
who invest in physical assets. For example, a person who attends
engineering school is usually not allowed to deduct his educational
expenditures front his earnings, whereas a taxpayer who buys a truck
can recover the cost through depreciation allowances. A physician
who takes graduate courses to qualify himself for a new specialty
cannot write of the cost against taxable income, though he can amor-
tize out lays for office equipment, laboratory facilities, or waiting room
furniture. When income tax rates are high, discrimination against
investment in education may discourage entry into occupations re-
quiring expensive training, and may discourage persons already st
work from preparing themselves for more skilled and responsible jobs.'

ofienior staff member of Brookings Institution. The anther calls iterations to the feet
that intProtations and opinion. are hi. own and do not necessarily reflect the lowo of
Wirer, or otbot otatf Inotabot of tbr Stooklotto institution.

Rlebard Goode. The beam, Ts: and the Pimply of Labor. Journal of Petted
Roonnafir. 57: 42A-437. Oetnhor 1949. Reprinted in American flennomie Antactadoe,
Readings to the frraweales of Taxation. Richard A. Musgrave cad Carl S. IRMO. OM.
Raniewood. 113.. Richard D. Irwin. 1555. p. 456-455.
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110 us great ly 'mit igute the diseriminat inn against education.
Fir,a, and fees are nut charged in public elementary and
w.nsiaty ,ellools; and in colleges and universities the charges are
o.milly loeve than this emits of iin with the difference
htina op by State and loal government funds, gifts, and
endue meld SO4011111y, a large part, of students' investment
in vilticatilbil 4.11!;ists of opportunity costs in the form of foregone
earnings. These costs are already free of income tax.

Many reel.. -al. have been advaneed in recent years for Lefluctions
eren,, 111141(.1* tax law for certain educational expendi-

ares. Mo,t of thew proposals are intended to grant tax relief to
parent: of collegt. httoleots. There has been little systematic discus-
sion of broad questions of tax policy respecting educational expenses

teeliniea I problems that would be involved in development of new
i el t s pri.v relating to edueat ion.

Tlii :4 pnalwr revie WS the present treatment of educational expendi-
tures under the Federal income tax and sonsiders the possibility of
permitting certain educational expenditures to be c'...rged against
taxable inefune through current deductions or amortization allow-
ances.* Attention is given to the technical difficulties of devising a
feasilolo plan for this purpose and to the probable effects of such a plan
on (hvernment revel:um:, on enrollments and tuition charges, on the
amount of ellisnt ional expenditures, and on occupational choice. Pro-
posals for dednetions or tax credits allowed to parents of college
students are briefly compared with the more general approach to the
problem.

I. Present Treatment of Educational Expenditures
The Federal income tax makes no provision for current or future

delluet minis for expenditures incurred for education or training under-
taken to prepare oneself for a vocation or profession or to meet the
minimum qualifications for any employment. Deductions are allowed
for expenditures for certain kinds of supplementary, continuation, or
refresher courses. Official regulations adopted in 1968 provide that

thiwndituren made by a taxpayer for his education are deductible if they
are for education ill:eluding research activities) undertaken primarily for
the purpou of:

I 1 Maintaining or improving skills required by the taxpayer in his
empinyment or other trade or business, or

s"Amorthintion" 1** procedure by which the cost of an tweet ebarged against booms
over a period of time through snood allow:lures or charges. The word Is often need u a
synonym of "depreciation,- but Is more commonly applied to !namable, than to tsoldble
property.
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421 Mythic the Owns** Pegldriniwills of * ItMosyer'S employer, or
the rrytfireturtits of applicable law or regulations. Imposed as a muta-
tion to the retention by the taxpayer of his salary, status, or
employment'

The regulations state that deductions will ordinarily he allowed for
the cost of education fir the purpo-45 of maintaining or impniving
skills "if it is customary for other established members of the tax-
payer's trade or businem to undertake such education." Deductions
for required education are restricted to expenditures "for the mini-
mum ethwatitat required by the taxpayer's employer, or by volieable
law or regulations, as a condition to the retention of the tyer's
salary, status, or employment."

On the other hand, the regulat ions provide:
Expenditurea made by a taxpayer for his education are not deductible if

they are for eduration undertaken primarily for the purpose of obtaining a
new poaition or substantial advancement In position, or primarily fur the
'maltose of fulfilling the general educational aspirations or other personal
purposes Of the taxpayer. The fact that the Nitration undertaken meets

, express requirements for the new smi ;elm or substantl advancement in
'position will be an huportntst factor indicating that the edueation is under-
taken primarily for the purpose of obtaining such position or advimeement.
Woo stleh education Is required as a condition to the retention by the tax-
payer of his present employment. In any event. if education Is required of
the axpayer in order to meet the minimum requirements for qualification or
establishment in his Intended trade or business or spelaity therein, the
ex' ease of such education Is personal In nature and therefore is not
deductible.'

Illustrating flag meaning of these rules, the authors of the regula-
tions mention the case of A. who is employed by an accounting firm
and who takes courses to enable him to qualify as a certified public
accountant. Expenditures for these courses are not deductible, as
they were made before A became qualified as a CPA. B, a general
practitioner of medicine, takes graduate of narses in order to become a
specialist in pediatrics and is allowed no deductions for his expenses.
C, a less ambit ions general pract it inner, takes "a 2-week course review-
ing developments in several specialized tiehls, including pediatrics, for
the purpose of carrying on his general practice" and is entitled to
&duet ions for his expenws. D is a schoolteacher who is required by
his employer or by law "either to read it list of books or to take certain
courses" in order to hold his job. After completing Ow prescribed
eiINCS, he receives a master's degree and is given an automatic salary
increase. D can deduct his ethical ional expenses. 0, a gnithutte
student at a university, aspires to become a professor and must obtain

Retedattous. 1.162 -S (T.D. 8291, lute, sot Remote Suffrage, Cutuolatlyr Bulletin.
1955-1. p. AT).

Mit
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aft toiv:1 hi 141 I leerVet In lb, stn. «11itN 11 I irk 14ward the degree, CI is
Imrt t line teacher at the universit.. It is edueational expenses are

not deductible rillee he ha; not completed the education required to
I,ecome qualdie41 as a regular faculty member.

In 11110111d ing to limit 11ednet iionti to educational expenditures that
are clearly related to tine 1111:111.r.S 4111111U frIIIII his current employ-
molt, the authors of the regulations have ex..luiled edneational out-
lays that contribute to future earning capacity and which for this
rea-on have great reonsimie significative for the individual and for
soeiety. if a similar attitude were taken toward physics'' capital,
deductions from taxable income presumably would be allowed for
maintenanee expenditure.: am' capital reilaeentent costs, but would be
denied fur depreciation on eapital outlays intended to establish new
tirtn,i, to enlarge existing enterprises, or t1 introduce new products.
The regulations concern.tg educational expenditures discriminate
again-t the new man mei the ambition'. eompanil with the estab-
lished atel the timeserver. l'xisati,fnetory as the proem rules may
si,em, reader; may wish to '41,1440 judzinent on the regulations until
they efowider the difficult ieQ ,hat would he involved in formulating
more liberal rules without opening loopholes. These problems are
examined in a later ,eet ion of this chapter.

Two other features (,f the irmne tax that relate to educational
expenditures are tin provision excluding seholarship and fellowship
aid from taxabhe and the provision allowing parents to claim

i41;oo ximpt ion for a .-on or daughter over 19 years of age who is a
student and who receives more than half his support from his parents.
even though he would otherwise not qualify as a dependent because
his gross ineomeexeeeds $1;00.

II. Possible Plan for Deduction or Amortization of
Educational Expenditares

The logic of the net income tax seems to imply that persons who
make expenditures for eduention that increases their earning power,
or t hat is intended to in sn, should be permitted to capitalize these out-
lays and write them off against taxable income through depreciation

innikrtizat ion allowances. Ineomeproducing educational expendi-
tures art' investments with a limited life and, if it is feasible, they
shdd be given the same tax treatment as other investments. Failure
to it lhow tax- free MOWN 'S I if edueat Tonal outlays means t hat the income
tax ;ails in pint on the return of capital rather than on net income.

Though they may suffer diserimination under the income tax,
persons who obtain much formal education benefit from the fact that

hitornal Iterrant Code, see. lit
°Internal Revenue Code, elm 151, 152.
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tuition chargs are generally far lower than the costs of instruction.
(In balance, tle)se who attend a i.lletze university no doubt receive
favorable treat merit society. The present income tax treatment,
however, does not refleet of alto vIlihSitly
received by tullents. The hie( line tax discrimination is most severe
against those who receive the smallest subsidy in the form of below-
eost tuition charges. Nov average tuition charges do not wipe out
inequities that are due to failure to allow educational expenses to be
written off against taxable income, but the lowness of wit ion charges
does reduee the posihle adverse effeet of the income tax on private
investment in education and 4.11 ovviiat ional choke.

Although an allowance for iticiane-increasitg educat:onal expendi-
turs is consistent with the theory of 1144 11140111P taxation and might
hei highly dp;irahle from the point of view of social policy, great
!tract ieal difficulties would be encountered in devising and administer-
ing an invert:11de 11311 to lint the principle into effect, These tliffi-
eulties are attribinable to the mixed nature of educational expendi-
tures, which include consumt ion as well ne investment elements, the
Ink of legal nod account ing eolivent ions formalizing the economic
aspects of ediseat ion, and other complieat ions, In order to bring
out silosy tls. mole :44:Mrs.:int i,,sues, I shall attempt to give the
broad outline,: of it plait that might prove acceptable. My suggestions
am highly tentative, and on some points I have not {tern able to make
defini reeommentlat ions. I reeognize the need for further debate
and technical work on the ,-taljeit.

ALLOWANCE TO WHOM?

The general principle is that costs incurred to acquire a taxable
'mewls+ should he charged against taxable income. Applied to edu-
cation, the principle Italie:nes that the personal costs' of that educa-
t which increases earning cupiteity should he written off against
the taxable income attributable to the education. This means that
the writeoff should be available to the i)erson receiving the education
and the income.

Students might properly be allowed current. or deferred deduc-
tions for their own educational expendit Urea anti for outlays on their
behalf by their parents, Mat 'yes, or friends. Expenditures by par-
ents or other persons could be considered as equivalent to gifts to the
student. Ile would he allowed to rivoVer free of income tax the'
value of these gifts just as he ran now write off against income the
enst of a depreciable net aequired as a gift or through the epentli-

'The phrase "personal costs" Is intended to mean meta met by atudents or by parents
or other tiottsidanto ou brh,tif i f stailent*. a* dtatinguistspd from coats met by publicly or
privately controlled educational institution& governmental booth% foundation, or other
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sure of iiiny reeeied as a gift' As a rule, no gift-tax problem
wool' be iii%ohed beet111:44/ the amounts advanced by parents and oth-
ers for am..1.1,43hle expenditures would ordinarily fall within the

.11410 annual xviiiittioil under the gift tax. (Logically, this ap-
prah wool iiiiily that eligible educational expenditures should
not be considured -support" in determining whether a student is a
dependent.) The privilege of writ ing oil against taxable income the
value of gifts in the form of education probably should not extend
to the value of scholarships and other aid received from educational
institutions, governmental units, eorporations, or other organized
!smiles. Th -c awards are presumably intended to promote the gen-
eral welfare rather than the economic interests of the recipient.

Must past dis,an-sions of the relation bet weer the income tax and
mine:114mM expenditures have centered on the question of who pays
the pi.r?.11:t1 cots rather than who receives the return. This approach
113: led to propo..als for ineotne tax deduct ions or tax credits to par-
ents or others 'oho IiuunrN wlutattiuta. lAKiurtione or credits allowed
to i :twills, him caniug be justified on the basis of a general del-
nition of itionle; they must be regarded as a means of subsidizing
and encouraging family support of students. Proposals of this
nature are 'briefly examined in a later section.

ELIGIBLE ITEMS

If an allowance is to be made for educational costs, decisions will
have to he :liale concerning the kinds of education that will be eligi-

ble and the components of total educational expenditures that will
he charged against income. (ienend income tax principles suggest
that bleitut hob. si multi be granted, either currently or through amorti-
zat ion allowances. for education that is undertaken for the purpose
of sibling to earning power. The emphasis on the purpose of the
espenliiiin.s, rather than on their results, is in accord with estab-
lislied practice. "t)rdinary and necessary" business and professional
exte,es are bleduetible without a showing that any gross income is
tlittly attributable to the particular items of expense. In doubt-
ful eases and in respect of nontrade or nonbusiness expenses for the
production or collection of income, the intent of the taxpayer is
highly important in determining deductibility, although not always
controlling. Usually some reasonably objective evidence can be
adduced to corroborate or refute a claim that an expenditure was
made ill order to obtain income.'

latprocl KPAVIIUP Code. ores. 167. 1011. 1015.
internal Rvruila code. wee. 1821a1. 212: Reculatimta 1.162-11. 1.215(1). The Intent

of the fa:Flyer is highly signilicaat to Indicating whether an activity Is a business or a
bobby and to determining whether deductions will be allowed to expenditure' for items
such as professional simulation or club dues, speelaileed boob and Sousa% attendance
at conventions. travel. entertainotent. and rental of aste deposit bons.
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In determining whether expenditures for a class of education
should be considered costs of earning income, primary reliance might

plaeeil on the intent of taw taxpayer. The apparent influence of
1 he 4.4111eat ion on ranting rapacity W011141 constitute On important
..ceondary criterion that might he decisive when motivation was =-
vermin. A reci-e nwasure of earning capacity would not be required,
but mendy an indication whether a signifieant influence could reason-
ably be expete,' on the bank of the experience of other persons who
have acquired suit l ar 1,11nnt ion, or id her evidence.

Basic professional, technical, and vocational edueat ion may be pre-
sumed to 1w motivated primarily by economic considerations, and the
:41ftet may be said of a refresher coutwe and supplementary training
relating directly to the ocluipation of the person taking it. The eon-
Iwo ion iset %wen such etilleat if HI and earning eapaeity is fairly clear,

4111'00 11041110114M sir amortization email properly be allowed so
long as tile amounts were reasonable. On the of her hand, elementary
ethical mu seems to have little economic motivation and to have no
claim for consideration as an investment for illeollhb tas plin1014ett. It
14 hinds wow slitfiellit to class:fy college liberal arts education and
high .whool education. General college education increases earning
emmeity and is surely motivated in part by this consideration even
when pursued primarily for its cultural and civic values. An attempt
to distinguish clearly between general education and vocational or
prfessional edueat ion in colleges and universities, furthermore, would
~fainter serious difficulties. Undergraduate students in business
mlniiiiist rat ion, testcher-t twining, engineering, and other professional
fields take general cur-zes as well as speeialized courses, and many
eourses are hard to classify. General education, moreover, is less
subje.-1 to olr.n t han highly speeialized training and may often
constitute a better investment from the strictly economic standpoint.
The high,e11001 curriculum also combines general education with
vocational training, but eeonomic considerations seem less important
in high - spool than in college. llising standanls of living and corn-
eils(lry attendance law4, together with the development of public

high schools, have greatly extended secondary education and reduced
its iersonal eosts. Although high-sehool attendance is still not uni-
verale ehilrn eau go to high school in their home communities at
little direct int met ary cost to their parents.'°

',Theodore W Schultz outlines a aomewhat similar ranking of attitndra toward 'Werra!
Mande of elineatinn. hot piney, no* emphasis on the Investment aspect of high school at-
tendance 4-Rdaestion and Eenomie Growth." In National Society for the Study of Educa-
ting'. Both yeloh.,.4. moll ft Henry. el.. mortal rovers fajturnebtp Asscrietra Edaeoffen.
Ipef. hot 2. lineage. l'alverwity of ehlengo p. 112-531. In his 111110 preehlentlal
address to the Atnetleall transmit Amoriathoi and In private correspondence. Schulte ink
pets that duentIonal eitpenditures be classified as Investment or consumption by reference
to their Influence it earnings rather than by the purpose of the outlay. ties hls 'invest-
sent Is Human Capital.' Amerdean Economic Review:0,31 a 1 -14. Mardi 1901. I hesitate to

4135103. 112 20
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l'erha; t l ss. !pst plan would lie to allow the deduct ion or amortiza-
tion of edaat ional expenditures Paul hug to: ( 1 ) any program of study
leading t.' aril a degree from an accredited college or university; (2)
voateaml t at a reeognized irk& school, business college, or
similar institution; and (3) a Sillopit'llICIdary, ets1111111111110119 or re-
fresher ur:e of a pred(aninantly professional or vuslit halal nature
taken 111 a l'awoolizvd or accredited institution. Presunialy t lie new
treatment should apply only to expenditures made after its authoriza-
tion. 6.1)egree-credit students" at colleges and universities, in the
terminology of the I are of Education. would qualify regardless of
whether they obtained degrees or alit. Part-time studies and eorre-
spionlenee wrws IN well as full-time resident study should be eligible.
Expenditures for ordinary high-school studies would lie classified as
persnal tApvit.ies rather than co t4 of earning 111041111P.

As regards college and university studies, this plan would err on
the side of liberality. The allowance for all kinds of college and
university courses would cover some educational expenditures that
are in the nature of rIalisImipt ion, as judged by presumed motivation
or Apparent influenee on hie Mlle. At the present timP, however, most

and university education seems to add to earning capacity,
*ltd it 1-, difficult to rule out the possibility of eemannic motivation in
connect is si with any part of it. The rate of private monetary retinal
on total private costs of college education appears to be high- -about

;2 percent net of income tax in 1910 and 10 percent in 1950, accord-
::10. to Itecker's estimates." If a large fraction of college costa were
clams-ified as CtitiS11111111I011 expenditures, the calculated rate of return
on the remaining outlays would be high indeed. The imperfection
due to a liberal allowance for college costs rectos less objectionable,
trout the point of view of income theory and broad public policy.
than that due to the presvnt practice of permitting virtually none of
these expenditures to be charged against taxable income.

The diversity of trade schools, business colleges, and similar insti-
tutions soul the absence of a comprehensive accrediting system for
them would romplivate the application of administrative cheeks to
assure that the expenses of study at these institutions were legitimate
educational exile:Wit tires. 1 -rider the veterans' educational program

cee.nunend this approach for as Purposes for fear that It would dbacrttalonte Ititalast
edoe,otion. part.culielc new and unusual kinds of education. and becalm, moot edotlas
DIP I.UTP/I of ed,lettionai leld are very crude. Saone @adhesive Indicate blither rut.* of
retu.n on ..1omentary odoention than on blaboehool and college *duration 41tattaits,
"litlorathan and Ee.enum'e Growth." op. cit. P. 81); this finding seems implausible and
of reterinee f.r tat

Ilsry P Decker. roderinvesteteat in College Education/ Amerfeas Reonolnie Reciter.
raper+ and Procved.n/t4 of the Amer1can Economic Amami:atom 50: 1116.434. May 19110.
livker's etlrotor.1 ire f r white mater. Ill* figure* on couta Include forgone
earning*. and return% are adjusted for differential ability. The decline in the rate or
return between 1910 and 3930 la due stood eattrelp to higher twosa tax rates.
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the Iliject ive of relleet lug difference; in normal el intribution to futu
earn i tars. For example, tin. proportions to he capitalized might. range

follows: l+un percent f it* professional schools, imostgraduate courses,
and vocational training; 75 percent for general college and university
4telics: and 25 pereat fur high-school courses. This approach
has the merit of eccognizing t he mixed nature of educational expendi-
tures. Any alit of itereentages chosen for the schedule, however,
would be altoo,t as arbitrary as the all-or-none rule previously sug-
gested. 'rho difficulty of diA i nem ishing between professional or voca-
tional studies and general studies would remain.

Current or deferred deduct ions might be allowed for expenditures
Air tuition and fees. books and equipment, and necessary travel relat-
ing to eligible Murat ion. No deduction should he granted for normal
liyint expen,es ,.ittee these expenses would be incurred in any event.
Although additional living expenses necessary to the educational pur-
pos should in principle be deduct Hap, the diffieulty of distinguishing
tiece,sary until expenscs from normal or optional expenses weitid
la+ tvat. Mill it :trios afiisait to deny deductions for living expenses.
Alternat ively, a small, fixed allowance for additional living expenses
might to dedurtiblo for students while they are away from home.

Although foregone earnings of students are a large part of the real
rust of edueat ion, it would not be necessary to allow this item to be
written of against taxable income. This part of educational costs
is already free of income tax. students and others who directly
invest their time and energy in the creation of an income-yielding
asset, in effect, enjoy an immediate writeoff of investment costs. Be-
cause of time discount and uncertainty, an immediate writeoff is more
vabill.h 6311 a series of charges. Furthermore, the income tax does
nsd directly malice the capacity of a student to invest his time in his
education. In contrast, a person who works for wages must pay an
iticintie tax, which leaves hint less to invest."

INCOME AGAINST WHICH EXPENDITURES ARE
CHARGED

A st rio rule would be to allow educational expenses to be charged
only against income earned in the occupation for which the education
prep to the taxpayer. This degree of refinement does not seem feasi-
hie or dtbAiraltle in view of the great difficulty of establishing a clear
connection between different kinds of education and activities. Pro.
&minim! ethical ion, for example, may be adaptable to the requirements
of work in fields that are only loosely related to the specialty. A

A. I sal Indebted to Prof. Theodore W. Rehalte for thin suggestIon.
Is The studente advantage is reduced IL as Is likely. the marginal tag rata that would

have applied to his earnings while be Is a student he lower than the rate that applies to
Ids later earnings.
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ilk Ili:: 11111-irai al is haul educat 11111, u hick has often been the route
to Itadr-hip i11 1.,1 -ine,s and pidit ics. If a specific linkage between
the hull of docat nun and the source of earnings is not required, inter-
rupt e in of prof,,,nal or vocational studies before completion of the
e4111*-4 or failure to pursue the occupation for which one prepared
should not disqualify one for the allowance for educational ea-
t:milt II FPS.

It. %%4011bl seem a-on.ible to limit the deductions or amortization
charire... to P.1111.1 i It:01w. A It hough education may make one a better
in% em or. t Int MI:1111111 141u-ern property income and amount of educa-
tion is rather 141:11..u-,. If educational expenditures timid be written
off apTainsi pe..peety income, this might give an undue advantage to
per....s w ;tit inherited wealth. Even with the earned-income limita-
tion, the applicable marginal tax rate and hence the value of the
deduction would be influenced by the allIOWIL of property income
recei vet I.

A politically sensitive problem would be presented by the case of
hea,ewie, who do not work out -isle the home. It is suggested that
no amortizat ion allowance be grained for a housewife during any
period in which she has no taxable earned income. Although the
housewife's services have economic value and her contribution to the
family's economic welfare is enhanced by her education, the value
of lair services does not enter into taxable income. Ilenee denial of

writeoff fur educational costs that qualify the housewife to perform
her services more effectively cannot Lie regarded as discriminatory
in the same way as failure to take account of costs of earning a tax-
able income.

TIMING

By analogy with the treatment of the cost of physical assets, edu-
cational expenditures should be capitalized and written off against
taxable income over the tieriod in which they contribute to earnings.
Ordinarily this period would be the whole normal working life of
the person. This approach, however. might be cumbersome for major
expenditures and ridiculous for small items.

It is tempting to suggest that the taxpayer be allowed to write
off expenditures at any rate he chooses. This would leave him com-
plete freedom in selecting the beginning date for amortization and
would permit him to dednet his expenditures currently if that were
most beneficial. Most students do not. !ewe enough income to be
liable for tax, and in professions such as medicine and law, earnings
are often small in the first few years of practice. ITsmally therefore
students would wkll to postpone the beginning of amortization until
they left school or perhaps a few years later. On the other hand,
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billiblitS %It earn pionigli to be sillqe41 to ta.% would find it
especially helpful to deduct educational expenditures currently. If
the didiseli,ins wen. taken currently, nitwit of the reetirdkeeping that
utaibl let' 'molt-v.1 in amortization over a long period of tink. would be

flvedooll to like taxpayer in tinting the Immo iza-
at of ethical a mal ex ponlit tires, however, may be considered too lib-

eral so ir; as similar t real mem is not Recorded to those who invest in
hysical as.-ets. Reeanse of time &would, an immediate writett of

the cost of a capital investment may he nitwit more advantageous than
w weld extending user :t long period Of time. At it etanimmul

interest rate of percent, for example, the present value of a series
of annual deductions of equal size extendiog over '20 years in the

. future is only 4;.! percent of the fare amount of the deductions. A
precedent for liberality respecting the timing of deduc ions exists
in the treatment of research and experimental eXpetisys of a trude
or business. These expenses may he currently deducted, or capital-
ized and written a over a period of tt years or mom at the option
of the taxpayer."'

A .sile compromise would he to allow persons incurring major
eucatiimal expenses to capitalize their outlays and amortize them
over a fixed period of say .!. years, or the period ending when the
taxpayer reaches age 6 if that is shorter. The taxpayer could ap-
propriately hi' given some leeway as to the date at which amortiza-
tim would hegio. Taxpayers incurring minor educational expenses
might be given the option of capitalizing their outlays or deducting
them currently. Major and minor expenses could be defined in terms
of perentagea of eurrent income. Outlays by full-time students
would nearly always be major expenses. Most expenditures for sup-
plementary training or refresher courses would qualify as minor
expenses I11141 thus would be currently deducted or capitalized at the
taxpayer's option.

Persons who die before the end of the amortization period would
not have eomleted the writeoff of their educational expenses. In
such eases it would seem reasonable to allow the unamortized balance
to be deducted in the last taxable year." If this deduction reduced
the income below zero. a earrybaelt of net loss might he allowed and
a refund of taxes for prior years granted. Similar treatment could
be justified for a person who becomes totally and permanently dis-
aled. It might be urged for women who marry and withdraw
from the Libor force, but the termination of the amortization period
would tiot be clearly appropriate in these cases since many married
women leave their jobs but later resume employment outside the home.

80 internal 1tyronno Co4o. we. 114.
N rnotor proont low. *hos 4.prootats1. properly itahotb1. nr inton441. Ign44Pnly lose*

Its notaln..a and Is dwenrdird, O. dIffolonte between Its deprvelated mit and Ravage
value. It any. may be deducted from Iowan (Income Tax itesulatIons 1.15710-11).
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III. Effects of Revised Treatment of Educational
Expenditures

The etTeets of allowing educational expenditures to be charged
again,' taxable meanie may be considertel from the standpoint of
Government re% eime-4, college and university tuition charges and en-
rullnwets, and occupational choice.

REVENUES

Government monies would be reduced unless offsetting increases
in tax rates were adopted. Under a plan allowing current deduc-
tion of minor educational expenses and amortization of major out-
lays for education, the full impact would be felt only after a period
of years roughty equal to the amortization period. Over the transi-
tion period the annual charges would build up year by year. They
would increase thereafter to reflect the growth of population and of
eilucat ;mad expenditures.

The available data permit rough estimates of expenditures for
education in colleges and universities, but not for trade schools,
correspondence schools, and other educational institutions. Reliable
statistics are available for tuition and fe?s paid to colleges and uni-
versities, including tuition and fees for extension courses, adult edu-
cation, and instruction by mail, radio, and television. There are
data on which estimates of other expenditures of students at col-
leges and universities can be based. Some of the relevant informa-
tion is summarized in table 1. The estimates given in the table for
books and supplies and for travel may be somewhat too high. Mean
expenditures of full-time students were used in developing the esti-
mates, but were applied to enrollment figures that include part-time
students as well.

In estimating the revenue loss, an allowance has to be made for
the expenditures of women who marry and withdraw from the labor
force I wfore completing the amortization of their educational outlays
and fur the expenditures of those who die before completing the
amortization period. In March 1957 one-half of the women in the
age group :25 to 64 who had one or more years of college education
were in the labor force." Rates of participation in the labor force
were higher among younger women who had attended college but who
were not currently enrolled, and were also higher among women with
4 or more years of college attendance than among those with briefer
attendance. Many college women who were not in the labor force
in 1957 had previously been employed or would be employed in the

.11 2 flosrpao or the Come. Current Poindeffes Reports. Settee P-20. Na Tr, Pop.
utnOun Charseterlottos 4Dee. O. 1957). and Series P-50. No TB. Labor FereL November
1957.
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TABLE LItatillsaled eflaaditurea of student. for sleeted item: eollenee and
staivenitiea, United Stater 185344; 1955-56; 195748; and projected. 186840

Ito imatonsi

Ilea

193344 1
Tend. 111137

Puffing and Ws I 55
GM Books and supplies I... 120
op../ Travel II IOUCe

IOC

Expenditures by year

1999. 36 1997-62 1440-70

'Lon 11.324 93.101

GC 973 2,209
193 114 NI
219 947 821

I Nstimete41 from V A lIepartmenr of Health. 1(.1ueetton. and Welfare. Offtes of Educe_ ,tion Bienohd
Survey of SducaUdo to the United States 19$3-34. Matlentrof Unite, F.duerflow Reesipfe. F.rpoulderm nilart; . We Si. and umbel statisIke for t955-36. and front unpshllsbnl data nomplied by the ()Mos of=rah fetr the ni!,:-Ss edition The demo represent tuPlon and tiers from student, for MUMMA= and

sac tor plant Pula:twat or de retuemeot. minus the *mount of tuition and foto moored by fellowships.erlsoler.
show. and prices windage-NJ bl endear' and universities *estimated at two thirds of the Institutions'
expoirlitores for theve *warden. Nee.ludll F. Meek. testimony on behalf of American Connell on Bdistaties,
House Ways and Means Committee. //nolees on General Revenue Hakim Illith Conc., 24 seas. (198111,El pt 1, p to sii 'I ht. total Iticladtli college and tualversity tuition receipts from estenstou mums and lostium

on by mail. radio. awl tele VIJon

10. eelittai t-tioverniwnt Suptiort of Illehrr Education" In Meowing 1 ligher kdarefloa. 1910-76. Dealersi Kremer ells Now Turk, Menyaw.11111 Co.. 1939. P. 197i, tedttoed by estimated sums from scholariblPa.

The 141040 moue is bare,1 m the estimate of 12.217 million tot total tuition and has proleeted by Robert

Mil heehaw ale. and loses *bleb are issatinied hi amount to 9 permut of total tuition and los (the 1257411poleni meet
tied% vol by multi i ilytn, the number of students enrolled by the amount of estimated mean esponditerell

tut toe nom Kno.11eoent %tows are from the U.4. Odlee of Ilducation anolende year enrollment was 1/11.
portal I., the pietaeat survey at Education WU 44; and by Seymour K. I birth' hi Pimento, IR*? ellir
Iwo. Ira;' 70..4i tit., p. 74. Mean espeolituree are estimated from survey dela fur 1922-63 ratljtieled for
pito etPingest by Ken's V. 110.11+ and associates. Cbste or .41inufino Mime (U.S. DepertMent or Health,

durentas, ant %%rib'''. Oleos of Ibluestloo, Bulletin 1937, No. 9.1 p M.
Fur tvoult4 and ...mottles. t tw pi& tortes used is tile" Reading and recreation" eomponent of the Unfilled

Labor stiondies Consumer Petty Index; for travel. the" Transponation" component. Ilm MOMS AIM IS
bawd on mean expenditures computed at 1959410 prim levels.

Trost' billows how and Wine or unIserdty; esclude. travel between Mime eddrem sad campus mid"Wee travel.

future. On the other hand, some of those who were employed would
work only a short t infs. I assume that one-fourth of eligible expendi-
tures of women students at colleges and universities could not be
amortized under a general plan because of lack of earned income
against which to claim the deductions. In recent years women stu-
dents accounted for about one-third of college and university enroll-
ment."0 On the assumption that average expenditures of women
students are equal to those of men students, it follows that the
"wastage" of amortization deductions of women students would
amount to about H percent of total outlays for eligible items by college
and university students. Even with a final-year adjustment, as sug-
gested above, death or disability would prevent some men and women
front completing the amortization of their investment." An allow-
40,44 for unemployment should perhaps be added, but this should not
be large if prosperity is fairly well maintained inasmuch as short-...-.

11.8. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, iltoSteliesi Ihefreel of $5.
United States 1931', p. 1041.

On the barite of 1936 mortality rates for white males (Statietlest Abstract of She
/lotted Stoles 1955.p COL it may he eoleitlated tbat, at a may tided 25. abort 4 percent
wood 0110 before reaching age 43. and that on the average about 98 percent would be
1111118 during the 20 year period. I ban not found comparable statistics of illeabillf/r.
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INFLUENCE ON TUITION CHARGES AND
ENROLLMENTS

Tile adoption of a plan allowing educational expenditures to be
written off against taxable income would probably encourage colleges
and universities to raise their tuition charges and fee& Tuition
charges are well below instructional costs at most institutions, and the
institutions face financial problems. The extent of the increase in
(gouges cannot ho forecast with confidence, but informed observers
have gynerully agreed that tax relief for parents of students would
lestiell the reluctance of colleges and universities to raise charges.
Amortization for students is less closely related to the ability of
parents or students to meet increased charges, but the adoption of an
amortization plan would no doubt increase to some degree capacity
and willingness to pay to it ion charges.

The anion int Mu plan would complement an arrangement providing
higher tuition charges and long-term credit facilities to enable needy
students to pay the charges. That system would formalize the re-
sembhuie bet iv' edneational expenditures and investment in physi-
cal assets. If liberal credit and tax amortization were available, much
could be said for a policy of raising tuition charges high enough to
cover the full marginal comas of instruction in courses that are pre-
dominently vocational or professional in nature." The argument for
higher t nit ion charges would be especially persuasive in regard to pro-
fessional fields such as medicine, where educational costs and earnings
are much above the average. Students in these fields now pay only a
small freer ion of the costs of their edueat ion.

Any action that reduces the net cost of tuition payments or facil-
itates borrowing to cover educational expenses should induce some
..tinlnts who would otherwise have attended public institutions to
aiiply for admission to private colleges and universities. Adoption of
an amortization plan would result in tax savings ultimately amounting
to perhaps one-fourth of expenditures for tuition and fees and other
eligible items. As already noted, however, the fact that the tax
savings would be realized in installments over a period of years
would considerably reduce their significance. Although it seems
clear that the plan would stimulate enrollment in private institutions
eInupared with that in public ones, the probable extent of this influence
is hard to appraise.

Ifriedmon. "The NAM of Government lo EduentIon." Is Doosomfee end the
Nubia. imerreat, Robert A. Solo. ed. New Dronswlek, N.J., Rotors Moffat, Prem.

p. 111444.
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INFIXENCE ON EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURES AM)
OCCUPATIONAL clIOICE

In present circumstanees, it scents unlikely that adoption .tf a plan
for amort izat ion of educational expenditures would have a great
illuen0 Ott the total investment in education and on the choke
I. oven ociillatt ions requiring different amounts of such investment.
The role of economic calculations in educational and occupational
lis is mwrtaitt, and the tax benefits of an amortization plat. would
eepetl only a Shilll import ion of t total personal costs of college and
oniversity education. Forgone earnings of college and university
entreats, which are a part of personal costs but which wouht not he
annul izahle, are notch larger in the aggregate than expenditures for
items w !licit might properly be subject to amortization (tuition and
fees, 'sinks 11111 supplies. and travel). In aeademie years MI. tut and
1974' the anion izablt items Recounted for only about 15 to 17
!salia of st Melted total personal Cla.ts of college and university
0111W:11 inn, PV1114% ye of any additional living expenses of t4tudents;
the Ma:1411W 63 to .5 wrelent of itersonal costs consisted of forgone
NSI 11 p."

On the assumption of a :!;:.pereent marginal tax rate, it appears
that the tax saving attributable to amortization of educational ex-
in anI it tres would have equaled only about 4 percent of total perstatal
e si tS of college and university education under conditions prevailing
recently. This figure should he discounted because of the distribution
of the tax saving over a period of years. An item as small as this can
hardly he a strong influent..e on the amount of educational expendi-
t tures or on own pat ions{ choice.

The tax benefits ftvuti amortization would not represent a major
fraction of personal costs of even the most expensive kinds of educa-
tion. Although students outlays for tuition and fees and other
expenses at certain prestige colleges and ut professional schools of
rriVatt41111iVersitiPS are much larger than average expenditures for all
colleges and university students, forgone earnings are still the largest
item of personal education costs. For example, I estimate that, at.
approximately 1M-61) prices and wage rates, the total personal cost
of a Medical education at private institutions, including a 4-year pre-
n wheal course at an "Ivy League" ollege, 4 years at a private medical
ehooh and a 1-year internship, averaged roughly $45,500. (Many
physicians also serve residencies in order to qualify as specialists.)

a Se. manatee of ezpeadlturea for tuition and tem boobs and supplies, and travel.
table 1. Tho/bite W Mebane eatImatve forgone earatort of College and acilverelty eta-
dents at El.n21 million In 1955 66. Bee 'Veldt.' POIlliattna by Edueation." Journal of
SitAlittrat *recent,. am: 660. December 1960. Applying Sebulte method. I estimate for
gone escnatutu Is 1957-6a at 96.510 million. My estimate, believer relief on the Debate
meet of Labor figure for unemployment rather than on the merles colagglad by Clarence
D. Lug, enacts Schulte name for 1161111-116.
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Ift; :t the !louse Ways and Means Committee
selected collc4ve and educational epelnes api one of 40 topics for
Mindy in preparation for a revision of the Internal Ilevenue ('ode."
The Piv,ident's tillation litty01141 the High .$C11001

1141111111e1141e41 in I t hat

. . the Federal revenue Iowa be revised. with appropriate safeguards.
in ways ehlh will permit deductions or cretins on Misuse tax returns by
students, them parents or others, who etsstribute to itieetilla the expend!
ttiPeri necessarily incurred in obtaining formal education beyond high school
and. further. that prorbtious be ineluded which will grunt proportionalel
greater tan twuclit to those least able tee afford those exptistituren."

The 040 plat form of one of the major political parties favored
..coo,idecat of means through tax laws to help oil' -et tuition costs"
without si ie.. i fying the form of the sussi.st mice."

.1 Liege slumber of hills relating to expenses of attending college
He unit er-ity have been introduced in C'ottgreas in recent. years. Al-
though the hills commonly provide ft deduction or lax vrtsiit for a
pcson inenrring expenditures for himself or for a dependent, the
following comments relate solely to al- tax relief that would be offered
to parents of college students. The analysis. although incomplete,
deals with the more important aspect of the bilk Parents, on the
avrav, pay a larger fraction of the money costs of college educa-
tion than wields do and parents also have higher taxable incomes?

Proposals for the deduction from taxable income of educational
expenditures have been criticized on the gmunds that. they would
araut proprtionately more relief to high-ineome families than to
Ow-0 with low incomes. The tax saving attributable to any deduc-
tion varies directly with the marginal tax rate, and in the graduated
seloshals employed in the United States, marginal rates rise to high
levels for large incomes. Critics have pointed out that a deduction
fur colleire expenses would give the largest benefits to families with
the least need for financial assistance, and they have expressed the fear
that slid, a plan would accentuate the tendency for college enrollment
to lee ilrawn from families with incomm much above the national
average.

ora. 514 (*Ann. let ant, part T. Semi Revenue Reettlan. Meatless before the
Commute* on wins and Means, Rotes at ltopeotentseeees, sona p. 177-201.

I . vb. Prreident'a Committee on Edneatioa Beyond the Blab School, Second Re .
port re es, Preelftret, July 1057. p. 11.

er Pttitfarou of the Priovorratie Party sad the ReptsbItems Party, INC (Ralph R. Roberta.
r X it..s nt nomosststivss. seetemaPr 1981. p. elk

Tpplitttnetst set nealth. ltdoeation. and Welfare. °Mee of Edwin's, Coate of
Attrihtteg College. utmost V. Salim toad astoclatee. 0011 Ball. 1037, TU. 9. p 40: Jobs D.

Mama. Lsrbsor. end rbikaebi btorignebi, Rote People Pap far Colligt. Ann
Arbor. Web Pam" Iteeareb Center. Institute for Social Seeeareb, thdeereltp of Web.
Wan. INA : American Dental Assaetatian. Rats annienta Masse Their Motel Reatelfii,
IBM p 40: 13.11 Department of Health. Maranon, and Welfare, Public Health lorries,
Astsetans for 0,01 Aaurloo. Report of the Wain 001111111'11 COU111111111 WOO
an Medical Meath*. PBS Pub. No. 709,103!, St. 20.
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These objections have prompted the suggestion that parents or
ther4 be allowed a tax credit equal to a stated percentage of certain
expenditures rather than a deduction for these expenditures. A
credit k subtracted from the tax liability otherwise due rather than
from taxable income. To illustrate, a 8t)- percent credit would give

$300 tax reduction to parents who incur $1,000 of eligible expenses
for a on or daughter in college. For persons whose tax liability
would exeved the amount of the credit, a uniform credit offers benefits
equal to the same fraction of eligible expenditures regardless of income
level and marginal tax rate. Parents whose incomes are so low that
they flay nu income tax would receive no assistance, and those whose
tax liability is less than the amount of the credit would not be able
to take full advantage of it. It appears, however, that only a small
minority of parents of college students would he subject to these lim-
itations under most of the tax credit proposals. A considerably
greater part of th tural tax rethtet ion would accrue to low- income and
middle income families under a tax credit than under a deduct ion plan
costing the (internment the same amount of revenue." The credit
approach has been endorsed by the American Council on Education"
and has been embodied in several bills introduced by Members of
("Iingress.

The proposed tax credits or deductions allowed to parents of col-
lege students would provide immediate tax relief. Government reve-
nues would therefore he mimed more quickly titan by an amortizat ion
plan eovering the same expenditures. In the long run, however, the
revenue effects of current deductions and amortization allowances
would la. much the same, provided the sante items were charged
against income. A tax credit for particular items would bring about
more or less of a revenue loss than a deduct ion of the same items,
depending on whether the credit rate was higher or lower than the
weighted marginal rate of income tax. The two approaches would
have qualitatively similar influences on the amount of educational
expenditures, enrollntent at public and private educational institu-
tions, tuition charges, and occupational choice. But ir. all these
resects an immediate deduction or credit allowed to parents would
doeleless be more powerful than amortization allowances for stu-

*For s statistical comparison. see atimulating Valtnetarg tHt4ng to Higher Revettion
and Other Progress. prepaftd for the American Association for the Advisement of
tetoneo. waintscton. Surveys and Research Corporation. 1959, p. 10S-130.

The eounell'e proposal called for 50- percent credit for college tuition and toss. sub-
ject to limit of $450 of 0141411t per student Year. nee U.S., 95th Cong.. 2d Pew.. pt. t.
&semi kerma* Recision. bearints before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of
Representatives. 1959. p. 1061-10014: and John P. Neck "The TaxCredit Proposal." in
Higher Reveal.** to the Veiled Stoles: the iCOSONIO Problems. Seymour R. nerds, ed.,
supplement to Review of Reononsies and Statistics, Cambridge. Masa. Harvard University
Press, 1960. 42 : 93-95. August 1960.
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dents that would lrig about the same loss of revenue over a period
of vears

As already asserted, tax eretlits or deduct ions for parents or others
who Meet the expenses of students cannot be regarded as an improve-
ment of the definition of taxable income. Granted that certain edu-
cational expenditures should be considered an income-producing
investment, general ineome tax principles indieate that the costs
should be charged against the yield over the life of the investment.
Credits or deductions to parents are inconsistent with these prin-
ciples be'ause they apply to the tax liability or income of the par-
ents rather than to the investment yield in the form of students'
earnings. Neither the Internal Revenue Code nor popular opinion
treats parents and their adult sons laid daughters as a single eeonotnic
unit. . seem' criticism of eeiFts or deductions to parents is that
the tax relief would accrue before the receipt of the investment in.
come. .t less fundamental objection is that nearly all of the pro-
posals that have received public attention have been limited to college
and university expenses and would therefore discriminate against
other kinds of training. This defect could be eliminated by broaden-
ing the credit or deduct ion.

The proposals for credits or deductions to parents are intended to
subsidize and encourage socially meritorious activity. For this rea-
son, questions about the efficacy of the plans in stimulating additional
expenditures, the distribution of benefits among income classes, and
the needs of beneficiaries are more pertinent to these plans than to
the proposals for refining the definition of income by allowing stu-
dents to write off certain educational expenditures." A deduction
or tax credit granted to parents can he justified only on the grounds
that educational expenditures are more meritorious or more burden-
some than other socially desirable expenditures that. do not receive
special tax treatment. It is also necessary to argue that tax relief is
more efficient or otherwise more acceptable than additional Govern-
ment expenditures 1 1 a means of encouraging education. Some such
considerations seem to underlie the approval of deductions for chari-
table contributions, and several personal deductions have been at-
ta'ked for failure to conform to similar standards. Deductions that
are recognized as necessary for the computation of net income, on the
other hand, are not usually expected to meet such exacting
requirements.

The difference between a current deduction or credit to parents
and a deferred deduction to students may not seem important to
most of those who are eager to do something to help education.

C. ferry tabs. Persons' Deductions to the Federal /wow Tu. Princeton. XL.
Princeton Colverdty Preto. 1960. p. 15-16.
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mthugh the general public can hardly be expected to be as con-
cerne.1 ai tux eXimIti are with refinements of income concepts, the
piddle should recignize that then. are important advantages in ad-
hering to the general principles of the income tax. These principles
s4t up I. desirable bulwark against erosiGn of the tax base. Many
of our difficulties and discontent with the income tax can 1* attrib-
uted to the lack of adliernee to a logical and consistent definition
of income. Slodificat ion of the income tax for the purpose of sub-
sidizing a desirable activity invites proposals for more questionable
tax subsidies.

No great 4litlivultitis of administration or compliance would be in-
voked in the tax credit or deduction plans if they were restricted.
as is usually suggested, to tuition and fees and perhaps a few other
1..s;gnated expenditures of full-time students at recognized colleges
and universities. If an effort were made to extend the plans to
expenditnres for part-time studies and for courses at. trade schools
and t her institutions, ninny of the same difficulties would be en-
e011111111 1 Ul Pier the amortization and deduction plans discussed
in a preceding set ion of this chapter. The same marginal distinc-
tions between elitrile and ineligible expenditures would have to be
made. Any plan pnwiditig current deductions or credits would have
one administrative advantage over the amortization plans: it would
not. require the maintenance of accounts for individual taxpayers
over a lone period of years. This advantage may become less sig-
nificant with the installation of automatic data-processing systems
by the Internal Rev Service.

V. Conclusion

More liberal deductions and amortization allowances for educa-
tional expenditrps can be supported as a refinement of the income
tax and as a means of encouraging investment in education and
entry into occupations requiring expensive education. Current and
14444141 de,Inetions for students pursuing education that. increases
their earning capacity are consistent with income tax principles,
WliPhia.; 4141110 low; or tax credits for parents of students must he
regarded as a special subsidy or incentive device. The design and
administration of an acceptable scheme of current deduction and
long-term amortizat ion of educational costs would be difficult but does
hot. Fella impossible. The case for modification of the income tax
would tremor stronger if tuition charges were raised to cover a
larger fraction of college and university instructional costs. Even
in those cirentustances, forgone earnings, an item which could not

.1.1310S -412-21
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properly be amortized, would he the major component of the costs
of education beyond the high-school level. It seems unlikely that
the adoption of a tax amortization plan would greatly influence
educational expenditures. Nevertheless, the recognition for tax pur-
poses that certain educational expenditures are investments would
help e.tablisli an important principle that is often overlooked. Fur-
ther study and public discussion of the subject are desirable.



CHAPTER 18

Research and the Financing of Higher
Education

Herbert H. Reembere

LAST YEAR the Nation spent about $1.4 billion for research
in institutions of higher educationan increase of $800 million

over the $1.1 billion level of 1960 (table 1). This represents $1
out of every $5 spent for higher education in 1960, as compared
with $1 out of $10 in 1950 and $1 out of $25 in 1940. Between
193 and 1060, expenditures for research increased 5.5 times as rapidly
as total expenditures by colleges and universities. This trend clearly
indicates the mounting significance of research in the financing of
higher °ducat ion.

Higher education in the United States has been defined as "that
convenient abstraction which permits one to deal coherently with
not far from 2,000 institutions of learning, diverse in character and
involving millions of people engaged in a bewildering variety of
activities."' This abstraction is not, however, very convenient for
appraising the impact of research upon the financing of higher edu-
cation because 186 universities and technological schoolsless than
10 percent of the 2,000 institutionsconsistently account for 97 per-
cent of the research funds.

Research activities do not now affect in any major or direct sense
the financing of other equally vital institutionsliberal arts col-
leges, teachers colleges, theological and other professional schools,
junior colleges, and technical schools. But research does play a
powerful role, Howl:meg the dominant one, in financing the activi-
ties of the 180 unicersaies and technological schools. These insti-
tutions award more than one-half of all the bachelor's degrees granted
in this country and constitute the Nation's main resources for grad-
uate and professional training. In these institutions, research in-
fluences the intellectual climate of graduate and undergraduate
education, the character of physical facilities, the rise, composition,
and ambitions of the faculty, the nature of instruction, the fidpira-

Valet of the Rosoureos Analysis doetion, Moo of Program Pimping, National Ins*
tattoo ot Welt&

*National liannower Come% lidamtiest end Nangower, Mary David, ed. New Tort.
Columbia Mayoralty Prow 1960. O. 290.
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tiuna of students; it affects significantly the financing of all their
other educatiorud (activities.

Someone has likened reading Proust to peeling the successive layers
of an onion. In this chapter I intend to peel away the gross im-
itisions derived from aggregate data and qualitative speculations
in order to describe the impact of sponsored research upon the financ-
ing of higher education.

TABLE L- Eapenditurea of institutions of higher education: total, for educa-
tional and general purposes, and for organised research, selected years,
1930-60

1%011 .
IWO

lb.i1 . . ..... ...
104.
111.bi . .. ....... ....
likiN
1940 (viz i mate) .

tPal (estimate)

Kau 196011930

1cvdr

Espen.lit ores in millions

Fdtwa. Orgardwil
Total I Min d and resell:eh Total

general

Orauninhi research us
portent td-

Edam
Ward and

emend

Vim 8 $179.1 114.1 3. A e.9
674. o WA a .44 I 4. 1 4.4

2. *Am u 1.717 9 le. 3 If,. I 13.2
2. 4141. 2 1.1133 ti :. '1 4 U.S 16.4
.:. ion. 3 3.? 4 3,4.. 12.9 16.0
3.324 7 2. 7,04 a um. i 11.3 14.1
4. 31.i. b 3, tat 1 733. v ltk 1 212

*Lim 0 5 40111.1.0 1,
46
luo. I) Pi. 3 14.4

1,0.9
11:1 12:1 410: l 6:1 11:1

I In addition to (*ducat, mai and general espendittires, includes student aid eiwndituree, other current
espend Wars. oil Elpendltun s for sunliary enterpriers.

Author's wain' ate. Viking iota account the itICTi.JSC in espeuditurrs for organised research and the growth
curve for t.a expenditures between 1952 and 19.94.

I Authors vdimate. computed from data on Federal support of rewarvh in universities (National Science
Vita:elation. Fedn11 Inds for &tenet X)-1960 actual SM.. pm million. lard 1,1tituste 0/64.11 Minion-by
assuming that the Federal share continue, to approtuoate 7u prrvent of the total.

Sorrow: Date for 1930-88 for the asitteante United States from MS. Iverirtment of Health, Education,
and Welfare. °dim of B4903114" 1.1011414 liP4rery 4 kliscabom Data for 1900. aukiturl estimates.

Growth of Research
As a component, of university expenditures, research was of little

consoluence prior to World War II. In 1940, the institutions of
higher education in the United States spent $28 million for organized
research-5 percent of their total expenditures for educational and
general purposes.'

For the three periods for which data fri no the Office of Education
biennial surveys permit closer scrutiny by type of institution and
control, 1953-5, 1955- 56,1957 -58, it is evident that: (1) Universities
and technological schools consistently account for about 97 percent of
organized research expenditures by institutions of higher education;
(2) the distribution of research funds among public and private um-
versit ies closely approximates their numerical relationship, 81 public,

pendltures For educational and general purposes do not include items sueb as stu
debt aid and ancillary enterprises not directly relevant to financing educational activities,
per 86. sad therefore provide more appropriate base for comparison with expenditures
tot organised mew* than do total easoodltane.
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no private; (3) the 21 private teehnologieal schools receive substao-
ially run' re,e:trch funds than the 21 public ones; and (4) the pro-

portion of Unifi for edueat Mum! and general purposes devoted
to re,e3r4.11 is Inge-.4 for the technological schools, esiteeially those
privately runt rolled, and it is substant icily larger for universities than

br t he remaini ng types of institutions (table 2).

TABLE 2.Etpenditures for organized research in institutions of higher edu-
cation. by type and by control of institution. 1951, 1956,1955

kfnolInti In

'if

.

UntveNthis .

pat11. %II .
Private .as

Teehn ohiel ^at school:.

F selltures for organised reward)

-
Orgatilred research 4

permntageofedueutIonal
and general epensmufro

1'44 1 1986 1988

sits .cat J'ereentl Amount rereent Amount Percent
. s

s.s.71 u I MI 0 $A00. l 14101 0 6733.9 WI. 0=
Afj 3 I I41 crj 544 OS 6 82

Isi rs 1 411..1 I 2s4 3 52 3)11.4 82
117 7 1 3-.! IM A 33 219 2 31)

sr 2 I IS 87.7 13 107.8 Ili
rot.sie . ; % o 2
1111..t 1'4 2 13

I

All other.. 1541 4
IMMI.011.

1 r,s 0 13
q 2

i '1,0.1 3

1964 1980 I 1958
percent percent percent

16.4 18.1 20.2

24.4

33.0 37.4 41.3
s,

104. 7 14
7-7:

23.7 3 3.0 1.8 3.2

porner neonsrees Analyst% rt. et lon, 00k',' of Program Planning, National Inanities of !Icahn Special
analsda of 'tit* reis..ned hs the U.S. 1 Iepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare, 00 co of Educations
Illensdal Survey of Education.

During this period of gnm th, research has expanded in two dist inct
patterns. One pattern is represented by the creation of large-scale,
off-campus research centers wholly supported by the Federal Govern-
ment and t-t a ffed almost. exclusively Icith full -time researchers. About
one-II:Of of all the expenditures for organized research is concentrated
in a few major research centers such as Los Alamos, the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, the Applied Physics Laboratory, and Argonne La-
boratories, operated and managed as off-site installations by the Uni-
versity of California, California Institute of Technology, Johns
Hopkins rnirersity, and the University of Chicago, respectively.
Thee university-managed operations contribute significantly to the
Nat Doti research effort. They do not, however, usually engage in
the instruction of students or impinge upon the use of classroom and
laboratory space.

The other pattern provides support for the work of individual
faculty members, usually engaged in research part time, on campus,
usually in the traditional departmental setting where graduate and
postdoctoral training is tightly integrated into the warp and woof of
the total research activity. This pattern also provides support for
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11111 research staff, rrieally in a departmental or earch insti-
tute framework, and involves a substantial number of graduate stu-
eleuts and postdoctoral research fellows. '11w distinction between the
large scale center operation and the faculty research pattern is not
It matter of black and white; there is a substantial gray area where
neither etas-itat inn tits precisely. Nevertheless 1 have focused upon
support of the research being carried on by individual faculty mem-
brs and have excluded university-managed research centers from the
first t%n si.etintis of this analysis for two reasons: (1) Only a few of
dm leading educational institutions operate research centers, but
almost all of the major institutions sponsor faculty research; and (2)
faculty research affects the financing of virtually all departments and
activitics within a universitythe recruitment, compensation, and
relent ion of faculty; the utilization of facilities; and the instruction
of in lent s and the training of scientists.

In its quadrennial surveys the National Science Foundation identi-
fies the support of research carried on by individual faculty members
as 6,4p:iately Budgeted Research by Colleges and Universities,
l'nper." Exinenlitures for such research increased from $205.5 mil-
lion in 1954 to $327.5 million in 1958-4 years ago (table 3). The
number of inst it ut ions reporting such research jumped 75 percent be-
t ween 1951 and 195s, while research expenditures rose 60 percent.
Analysis by expenditure interval (table 4 and chart 1) shows: (1)
Increasing concentration of research expenditures in fewer institu-
tions: about .5 percent of the institutions accounted for 57 percent of
tilt% total ill 1958 as compared with 45 percent in 1954; (2) growing
part input ion by a much larger nwnber of colleges and universities
with neeles expenditures for research: 48 percent of those reporting
spent under $100,000 for research in 1958 as compared with 27 percent
in l9 1: and (3) substantial increase in the number of institutions with
research expenditures exceeding $1 million and, in particular, in the
number exceeding $5 million.

TABLE 3. Expenditures for and number of institutions re separately
budwied research by colleges and universities, proper. 1954 and Mini

r 111,1 At? molt to i
N OM! f

Item 19$19 19Sti I
Iftereare

Amount Percent

miltan' WW1 3 PO. 8 0110 VI
low reisvting 173 310 179 73

t EA, NM" ,larkultural esraviment staccato' and Federal contract .I) centers.
: . wham! .1ence Foun.lation, Metallic Rewards and Derlopmeal In eges and Ualrnaitki, Plptudi.

eA ow. Monsmoor. 1141 1934. table 9, p a.i
%mini, Retinue Foundation. "Funds tar RIIIPIVCA and **velment to Colleges and Universities,

Fo441 Year ierak a l'reUminary Report," Regius .I liaison Roseate and Dessispeersi, Na. M. April MOD.
tabh. 2. p a
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MAST I
TRENDS IN DISTRIBUTION OF SEPARATELY BUDGETED R i D IN

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES PROPER, 1954.55:

CONCENTRA? Icos RISES, PARTICIPATION 8ROAOLNS

TOTAL
%rebut of

isstitutioss
RAD E imoditutes
I in Millions I 1

0 1954 173 ; $ 2013

111 1958 JOZ S 30.5

unser 1100.000 $ ter
$100.000 hue $5,
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$50 under $100000 $5,
Wadi $ 100,000 $i $5. West

& D EXPENDITURES

TABLE 4.-Espenditures by colleges and universities, proper, for separately
budgeted research and development. by npendltere interval. 1954 and 1958'
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1 Evtiptem tptrku1Iurel eporiment stations and Federal.orintrart reaesrc*i centers.
lislA fr,,itt 171 lin.litutioto reporting 2.115.5 million expenditures for research_and development; from

%otioil.11s. warp R..tifie Pesearch and Predoenetti la (Von end Unirerrilin. Erpenditurn
gm/ A/ge)-for Igiv I. table y, p. £1.

3 Into tr.iti .0r: institutions npilting 2217.5 mil ion evenillturen for research and development; from
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CHAR? 2

TRENDS IN FEDERAL SUPPORT OF RESEARCH AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, 19b2.1961

1 952 I 9 el I
Notional institutes

of Monte

$1S1 Million

Feder.,
Agencies

Seaton Dooms nee. Psalm Feeds ter Sclesce,116
hlation01 Same 1104.116111on, mushimtp.

$ 563 Mallon

Shift in Character and Composition of Federal Support
Between 1940 and 1952, Federal support of this research in balk*.

t ions of higher education increased tenfold: from $15 million to over
$150 million. In 1940 the Department of Agriculture provided the
hulk of all Federal support for such research. In 1952, the academia
community depended heavily upon the military agencies for sponsor-
ship of research. Since 195, this situation with respect to Federal
support for faculty research has changed graduallyalmost imper-
ceptiblyas these facts show :

Support by the military agencies has dropped from 70 percent to 112
percent of federally sponsored research in universities;

(2) The nonmilitary agencies now support more than two-thirds of the
total; and

(5) The National Institutes of Health has emerged as the leading federal
sponsor of university research; the National Institutes of Health and
National Science Foundation together now provide nearly one-half of
all Federal funds for separately budgeted research by colleges and uni-
versities, propermeaning research by individual faculty members

table 5 and chart 2).

This radical but little-heralded shift in the composition of Federal
agency support has been accompanied by an equally significant shift

This analysis le limited to support for faculty research. It excludes univenity-autte
aged research centers such as them described earlier.
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in the mechanism by which support is provided. Today the dominant
mode of support is by grant rather than by contract. This change has
influenced the eh:trader of review, the freedom of inquiry, and the
stability of support. Research proposals are usually reviewed by the
applicant's scientific peers, employing the criteria of win* ilk merit,
prom i se, and feasibility. The terms and conditions of research grants
It :we been liberalized to give the seientist greater freedom of inquiry.
What is more important, most research grants now pro% isle long -term
support, it..uring greater stability for the investigator and transform-
ing "soft" into hard money for the institution.

TABLE 5.-Federal support of separately budgeted research and development
to colleges and uoirendliel, proper, by agent, selected year% 195241
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a F.Aritnate publIshe.! In Federal Funds/at Seinen.

Linked io the:4e two changes has been a third development of equal
significance. The agencies involved, their advisory groups., and lOn-
gmssional eommittees have taken the view that support of resea Mt in
universities encompasses support for research facilit ilvF1 and the train-
ing of manpower for tomorrow's reward). To implement this objec-
tive, the National Tn./Mutes of Health. the National Seienee Founda-
tion, and other agencies have initiated manpower and facilities
re:4,1111'MS programs designed to st rengt hen the Nat ion's re-ea reh bt rue-
lure and to increase its capabilities for future growth. Taken
together, these three developments --the rising tide of civilian agency
dominance, the swing from contracts to grants, and the initiation of
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substantial resouree progatns aimed at enlarging the supply and
improving !h quality of seientifie manpower and providing research
Grafi les and equipmenthaVe exerted a profound influence upon the
financing of higher education.

Impact
The general impact of mean+ on the finaneing of higher educa-

ting is selfevideet. 111 some institutions the cost of this research
represems nacre than half of the university's total budget. It accounts
Gar over one-foul-11i of the Nation's expenditures for educational and
geueral purpwes in universities. But to determine the impact of
researeh funds upon the financing of higher education, we must
look behind them aggregates and examine their influence on costs,
stalling, facilities, and students.

TILE ISSUE OF PAYING FULL COSTS

Many university officials claim that the funds received for the sup-
port of research do not cover the full cost to the institutions of such
activities.' To remedy this condition, universities have sought by
negotiation with the military agencies to: (1) Obtain reimbursement
for the full indirect costs, and (2) devise formulas which are now
emlse ied its the **blue book" for establishing universitywide rates that
would vary with the unique cost comfit ions at each institution. How-
ever, a new situation has arisen as National Institutes of Health and
National Science Foundat ion research grants have Immune the domi-
tuna mode of reaml support for faculty research in universities.
Such grants provide a flat rate for indirect costs as a percentage of
total direct costs. This procedure differs from the military practice
of paying a separately negotiated rate that varies from institution to
lust it ut

The issue has shifted from reimbursement for indirect costs to
reholmrsement for the full costs, both direct and indirect, of grant-
supported research. By and large, this issue has been answered in
the affirmative insofar us the Federal Government is concerned, with
the reservation that cost sharing is always subject to negotiation. I
say -1)y and large" for these reasons:

(1) The House Appropriations Committee, unconvinced that a Oat 16
percent rate io inadequate for indirect costa of research supported by the
National Institutes of Health grant& has rejected proyuaals to raise
that rate: and

(2) The National Science Foundation has consistently favored a eat rate
for all grants instead of varying rates negotiated with each Institution.

Admittedly. this lust/meat owereireptiass a complex problem. which cannot be trans
unraveled within the %mine of tide ehaPler
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'rho reservation of the House committee rests in part upon the
know ledae t : s I ) Finals for direst ousts May be used to pay facially
salaries, ttioliling the i it lit ion's contribution to florin) seeurity and
other insurance and annuity plans; (.2) title to equipment purchased
for use nn a research grant project is vested in the institution, and
such equipment is likely to he used by many scientists and science
graduate students not coma..led with the project ; and (3) advance
payments pro% ale a tangible fringe benefit in the form of short-term
invesmients. The relliet awe of the committee is roOted deeply in
the conviction that general aid constitutes a !better solution for bridg-
ing. the gap bet even incimie and expenditures than raising the indirect
cost rule.

Thus, the isp.tie with respeet to full costs is Hot whether they
are to be paid by 1 he Federal I government, but hour they are to be
determined and how much they may amount to. Approximations
that are roughly equitable, mhoiui.initierly feasible, and politically
areeptahle may prove adequate. on the other hand, it may be neces-
sary to re-ort Ii, .clod &termination and negotiation proedUres such
as ti1.Ise current ly a !oldies! to r4):4,:i reit contracts.

STAFFING

The terms and coedit ions of sponsored research in universities hare
influenced college :Mil university stalling in a number of ways. They
have-

11) Attracted research-oriented scientists to academie careers, but pre-
dominantly in tiontenure positions;

42) itirele81 the Wiliam" f faeultyresearcb staff tar out of proportion
to enrollment growth. especially at the graduate and professional levels;

43 Itedueed the waiting workload of individual faculty members:
44) Increased the propfirt Ion of faculty time devoted to research as COM.

pared with tn.lint;
(5 shifted n larger share of the salary burden to the sponsors of research,

unit espccally to the Federal flovernent. (To POMP extent this Is
mocha bookkeeping pure and simple. To the extent that universities
use this opportunity to expand their faculties. then each dollar of the
institution's Niels bays as larger quantity Of total faculty effort) ;

40) nodded the iteoltution% to cope more easily with the 4percent annual
Increase in faculty salaries. especially where a rising proportion of
olen.'salaries is paid thrumh research grants and contrasts;
le added cam's are absorbed by a third party not Involved in the
twoulat bite) ; and

171 Facilitated the recruitment of Junior faculty members through Rah.
shifting their !wri' of postiltoral training either through employ-
ment as research associates or more 4111101F as postdoctoral research
fellows,

Research has had a substantial impact in terms of the sheer number
of an versity seient Ws and. engineers engaged in this activity either
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part tms. ea' full time: between 1954 and 1958 the number of scien-
t i a,f including graduate students in faculty research)

t3,3 N 61,635, a total increase of 40 percent and an average
illiiii1.11 i net 1,:1-4. I 1 approximately 4,5410. (See table 0; to insure com-
p:a:LW], y, 1 ktVe illel toted graduate students employed as research
:1--iStants in the totals for both years Im.causv it is not possible to
iii.t then* within the aggn'gate for 195$). The number of

members engaged full time in research rose from 7,000 to
noughly a ;.o-pereent increase-between 1954 and 1958!

)1.1* i 'leant than the sharp increase in faculty menders engaged
full tinsel in FtSeillvit is the steadily rising proportion of faculty sal-
aries p3i11 from research funds. In 1958, the salaries of nearly three-

flits f 3 11 university scientists in research were paid from grant or
shut funds. either wholly or partially, and note than one-third of
t heat vitt i rely from grant or runt ract budgets. The figures are given
in table 7. Unfortunately, these data indiscriminately mix faculty
wit 11 erridnate students, and a further breakdown is unavailable at

TABLE 6.-- Scientists and engineers engaged in faculty research at colleges
and universities, 1934 and 1939

Type of perennial MN lies 1

d.s1 42.1111

SM. di I al personnel $31.4113
11ta 14.1. to 1. 01- 414IND

Increase

Number Percent

161.1111/1 10.320 42

Iv, d 4411, .1.10nee Foundation. "gelentista and Engineers EIMIn Reersich sod Developnt.to I I '8,1,..nItle4.10104. Preliminary Roped," Melee* on Bawd and &Mop.
-a .1 %in veti. I,041. 3. p 4.

: .4 de stll wits encagrd to research were included to the total but nut Identified separatelf.
I I 1..11 pr.d-44..o.,1 personnel from National Ocienea Foundatlan, aglow and

1. . P ,P. '4.1 It 14k-trig, 1113.4 se. p. o3.
1 I , se" CIII t.nr %Mount Sclero Fousdatics, Graduate Mutest Alffilment out ippoll In

iglefl .14 1..11 et gums dog (Wimp, 1304.1r 38.

TABLE L-- Scientists and engineers engaged in research and development in
377 colleges and universities, by source of salary support, 1938 s

Souses of salary support Number Percent

10.204 100.0

rt.111,:v I.. Olga enntriet
*% 44.1 t,tilturt. and partly by Institution.

17.665
mans

34.5
23.0

il.stit, 21. 42.1

41 +. I. 41.0 F.4111.1.1t1on. "Aelpnilsta and Snetrieers Swaged to Research and ievekpment in.11 I 't Iii!" roiiminury Report. Revlon q Deis ea Reward sad Dffslopenat, No.r .1, I. 4.
! , . maestri) centers and agricultural experiment stations.

Nn 11. tint Selena'. Foundation, "Scientists and Engineers Engaged in Research and
thcoesi.11..nt in e..114111.9 not Videersities. 1945. a Preliminary Report." Review of Dots
.5 veecoeers God Dereiopeerst, No. 27, am' 1961.
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NUMBER OF FULL-TIME MEDICAL SCHOOL FACULTY RECEIVING A
PORTION OF THEIR SALARY FROM FEDERAL TRAINING

AND/OR RESEARCH GRANTS
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60. 174: 1442, Nov. 12, 1960.

Information fur a breakdown of faculty and graduate students in
research is available for medical schools. In the academic year, 1959
60, about 25 percent of the full-time faculty members in medical
st'liools were paid partly through support from Federal research or
training grants; more than 50 percent of the salary of roughly one
out of every seven came from such sources (chart 3). These data
indicate the average for all 85 medical schools taken together. Such
an analysis does not differentiate between those institutions that paid
faculty salaries from Federal grant funds and those that prohibited
this practice. If the analysis were limited to the former group only,
the proportion of faculty paid more than half their salaries from Fed-
ed grant funds would increase, perhaps substantially.

The wkdom and propriety of paying faculty salaries with research
funds were touched upon only gingerly by the National Science Foun-
dation in its 195$ report, tiovernment-University Relations. How-
ever, in 1960 the Seaborg Panel of the President's Science Advisory
Committee firmly grasped this nettle when it recommended that uni-
versities, as a matter of national policy, should "strengthen their fats-
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ulties for both research and graduate teaching by accepting and using
Federal as well as nonFederal support fur faculty salaries.'"

In the interim between the two reports, many institutions had el-
ready changed their policies with respect to payment of faculty sal-
aries from grunt or contract sources; others may be expected to follow
their lead in the direction 11,01111111elilled by the Seaborg Panel. As a
consequence, the continued availability of research funds for the pay-
ment of faculty salaries is crucial fur budgetary planning in a steadily
increasing number of institutions of higher education.

FACILITIES
As research activities have expanded and exerted pressure upon

limited space, some institutions have responded to this space squeeze
by allocating to research some space previously utilized for other
activities.

In recent years this pressure has been alleviatedthough by no
means adequatelyby the availability of matching funds for the con-
struct ion of health research facilities and computer facilities, and the
purchase of costly laboratory equipment. The Health Research Facil-
ities program, fur example, has awarded more than $180 million in
Federal funds to universities since 1957. This program has resulted
in capital expenditures of nearly WO million for health research
and related facilities, and assisted more than 300 academic and research
institutions, in every State, in constructing or renovating approxi-
mately 20 million square feet of research space. Thus, every Federal
dollar has stimulated the investment of nearly two non-Federal dol-
lars. The construction of modern, well-equipped research facilities
not only enables the institution to expand its research effort but also
provides -,orely needed space for graduate research training in the
sciences.

On the one hand, the availability of matching funds for research
facilities has channeled university building funds away from con-
struction of new classroom space. On the other, this availability of
funds has stimulated large-scale fundraising campaigns so that many
institutions have been able to take advantage of the booster effect of
matching funds. All in all, however, there can be little doubt that the
university's building priorities have been strongly influenced and per-
haps distorted because Federal matching funds have been available
for research space but unavailable for classroom space.

STUDENTS
The rapid growth of research activities has generated fellowship

and training programs designed to expand the supply of research

The Presidents Meat, Advisory committer. Reitattjto Progreso, Unireiftlea dad the
PederaS Uoverossent, 160. p. 21.
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scientists. These programs, which are inextricably linked to the sup-
port of releareli itself, have revolutionized the financing of graduate
eilueat ion. For the Most ahie students in the seiences, graduate educa-
t ion is a Inest ent i re iy stil osid ;zed. More than 30,000graduate students
in the sciences in litt were employed as research assistants on projects
supported by Federal gratot or con, flirts.' About 5,000 full-time pre-
doctoral students in selected science fields were receiving stipends
through fellowships and under training grant programs at 80 leading
schools.

These programs have--
(I I Moneyed tinker) es of a substantial burden of support of graduate

students:
(2) ltlesoted funds that ran be allocated to support students In nonscienee

fields;
43) Aecelerated the How of students through graduate training and thereby

expanded the supply sooner than it could have been expanded without
such support: and

(4) Prfvidell in Nome Programs a costafeducation allowance paid to the
institution. and thereby directly aided the university In financing Its
graduate training programs.

IMPLICATIONS

Available data indicate that federally sponsored research programs
have brought tremendous benefits to universities and technological
schools in terms of staff, facilities, students, and fringe benefits, and
that such programs now constitute a vital form of aid to higher educa-
tion. However, it must be noted that research has been purchased by
the military agencies as at service or commoditynot to aid higher
education, but rather to utilize the most competent suppliers. Simi-
larly, research of interest to the sponsoring agencies has been supported
on the basis of scientific merit or promise in the arena of national coin-
petition. Support of revarch in higher education strictly on the basis
of competence or merit has avoided the issues of racial discrimination
and religious preference that have stymied nearly all attempts to pro-
vide general Federal aid to higher education.

There are many indications that Federal agencies have dropped
their laissez faire attitude toward the effect of Federal sponsorship of
research upon higher education. Civilian agencies such as the Na-
tional Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation
have become increasingly concerned with the "university as a whole"
and with the total effect of Federal research programs upon the

!Weft of the rotted Matta Clorentment for Meal Year 1001, Special AnaIy of
Federal Research and Development Program. p. 10.

Department of llealtb. EduratIon. and Welfare. Public Health Service. National
foitItotim of Health. -Trends In Oraduate Enrollment and Ph. Ix Output In Selected
Mew* Fill at 50 1,o.ling Schools. 19316-00 and 11/30-01. ltegovreee Analysts Memo.
No. 3. J10. MI.
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hl motive. character, and financing of higher education. We can
understand their concern if we consider the probable future growth
of research in higher education and the problems that will very
likely result from it.

P17,0,1ECTION FOR 1970

This projection treats higher education as a sector of the research
economy. !fence, it includes research in university-managed research
centers as well as the type of faculty research which has been the
main focus of the preceding discussion in this chapter. A 1970 pro-
jection of $3.5-.14.0 billion for such research expenditures by institu-
t ions of higher education seems reasonahle. The projection is limited
to current expenditures for research. It does not include outlays for
research plant and equipment or the costs of research training, both
of whine are classified as capital expenditures for research resources.

The 1970 projection has been developed by assuming that (1) the
Nation's expenditures for research and development will continue to
ri-:e as a percentage of the gross national product; (2) the proportion
of higher education's expenditures going to research and develop-
ment will increase slightly, from 9 to 10 percent of the total; and
( ) extHinilitures for research in higher education will continue to
grow at the rate of $250 to $800 million annually, whether or not
total expenditures for research and development grow as rapidly as
my projections indicate.

Such projections are useful in establishing probable ranges of ex-
penditures in terms of general orders of magnitude; they are essen-
tial in appraising the potential impact of research upon the financing
of higher education in the decade ahead. Inevitably, such projections
draw upon past experience, take account of prevailing trends, and
then reflect the judgment and the bias of the person making the
project ion.

The at ion's total expenditures for research and development more
than quadrupled during the fifties, from $2.9 billion in 1950 to an
estimated $13.5 billion in 1960 (table 8). Expenditures for this re-
search in institutions of higher education more than kept pace, rising
from $4.:27 million to $1.2 billionan increase of 480 percent as com-
pared with 365 percent for total research and development. College
and university research expenditures fluctuated as a proportion of
total research and developmenthovering around 8 percent between
1950 and 1955, dropping to 6 percent in 1957, and then moving up-
ward steadily to 8.9 percent in 1960.

Expenditures for research and development have increased steadily
as a share of the gross national product, from 1.02 percent in 1950 to
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CHART 4

ALTERNATIVE PROJECTIONS OF 1970 EXPENDITURES FOR R 8 D
AND FOR RESEARCH IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
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AamorlatIon. LongRunge Priafretivisa for Economic Growth, Oct. 1950.

lt.6s percent in 1960. Simple extrapolation of this 0.166 percent aver-
age annual ineeease would raise the research and development share
to .1.3-1 percent by 1970. I have taken a more flexible approach by
developing a range of projections, assumini,v that expenditures for
researeh and development will approximate from 8 to 5 percent of
the gross national product by 1970 (chart 4). For this purpose, I
havo used the $790 billion judgment model published by the National
Planning .tssoeiation. If gross national product stated in current
priees reaches $s$0 billion by 1970, as suggested earlier in this volume,
the upper range of the projection shown in chart 4 would rise roughly
1 percent to $4.4 billion. Application of the same projection technique
suggests a range of $5.7 to $7.5 billion when carried forward to 1975.

National security needs provided the impelling force for the
growth of researeh and development during the fifties. Conse-
quently, 1 have assumed that any reduction in research and develop-
ment expenditures for national security will be offset by increased
expenditures in other areas such as space exploration, atmospheric
seieneet-z, o e'anogrupley, autonuttion, protect ion against environmental

0a5103---412 ----22
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and the development of new products for the civilian market.
Admittedly, t nis asA1111111 ion cannot easily be tested .°

We can, 114m ever, examine the feasibility of the derived projections,
WI 64'11 31SIIIIIP that 14Warril expenditures by institutions of higher
educatitai w ill approximate It) percent of the total. The ultra-low
project 'um of .37 billion ant ieipatee a doubling of college and uni-
versity research exiaattht tin% in tile next decade, in mitre to a five-
fold exitt,ion in the fifties; it would call for an average annual
itierenient of $11)0 million as compared with tlw present increment
of $2:4) million. For all practical purposes, both the ultra-low projec-
tion of $2.37 billion anti the low projection of $3.16 billion are prod-
nets of 11 arithmet lea! exercise. 1 regard them as outside the range
of probability.

The high projection of $3.95 billion would require an increase of
$.s billion. or an a rehltre minted increment of $280 million. Even
if the Nation's total expenditures for research and development
should expand less rapidly as a proportion of the gross national
!brothel than iK projected, it Wills likely that expenditures for ro-
se:lt itl instittit ions of higher education will cold hate to grow at
the rate of $51) million to $300 million per year.

While I On personally inclined toward the probability of $4.0 bil-
lion or mom for college and university research expenditures by 1970,
a rang.' of $3.5 to $4.0 billion takes into account the growing partici-
pation of more and more educational institutions in research, the
continued expansion of research facilities, the future supply of man-
power now in the graduate and postdoctoral rese') training pipe-
line, and the mounting attraction of research careers for the Nation's
youth. Serb a projection offers a feasible framework within which
we can identify the issues likely to confront college and university
presidents, faculty, and research staff, on the one hand, and Federal
agencies with major investments in university research, on the other.

THE TASK AHEAD
Rapport between higher education officials and Federal adminis-

trators lets greatly improved as they have recognized the bone. between
seiemv policy and higher education. The national interest in research
is firmly established. These considerations increase the Nation's
ability to confront the issues posed by a continuing expansion of
req111reli.

Sly a.....omptin differs. for example. from Tipster Keyse* as repressed in "The Ont.
leek for Expend:tures on Research and Development During the Newt Derade." dowries*
Reoneeor Reeler, 333-247. May 1940. Reeser's **Renate of $22.2 billion for total
research and development espenditurea in the United State!. In 3155 Is strongly Infhieneed
by the ssumnption that defense research upending will decline and not me compensated
for In Increase in nondefense research.
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TABLE IL-Growth of gross national product and of espendit urea for research
and development in the Nation and in colleges and universities. 1150-60
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1963; fur OAFS 1404 friou Naha:sal Science leoundethrn, "Funds fur Kele wets and Development In the
United Rate% 1490-39." Regius of /nits on Resenreh and Deceloplaelit, No 16, !Wernher 1929, chart 2,
p. 2. 11911. National Science Foundation. "Funds for rerfortuauee of Itervireh and Ikvelopment Itt
MINIUM industry. 1960." Rolm) of bolo on Research and Development, Nu. 30. September/ 1161.

&For veers 14.411 sad 1932. from U. d. irtment of Ile dth, Mar Mon, and Welt ut-. Office of Education,
Statistics of 81seittlos, ch. 4. sae II; HMI and 1163 derived from straight line projection hated
data from 44441, 1952. mid 1424; 11S1-61. National &Wiley Foundation, "Funds for liescarch dnd Develop.
mint to Collates dot t,nivrmIttee. Fiscal Year 106" Raters of Dead os Reword and beodopoient. No. 19,
April Wilk table I. p. 3:1939 and 1460, author's estimates.

FULL COST

Payment for the full cost of research by sponsoring agencies is the
immediate bread-and-butter issue that dominates the attention of col-
lege and university business officers. The more pressing problem,
however, is how to bridge the gap between the mounting costs of
higher education and the revenues received from research and all
other sources. higher indirect cost rates will help, but I strongly
believe that action taken on other issues inherent in the expansion of
research will alleviate the situation sooner and more effectively.

MORE GENERAL SUPPORT FOR PROGRAMS AND
INSTITUTIONS

Support for individual project applications on the basis of scien-
tific merit without reference to institutional considerations has devel-
oped a top quality natiotud research program. However, exclusive
reliance upon the project system has engendered some problems with
respect to the optimum development of research in colleges and uni-
versities. To overcome these problems, several Federal agencies have
moved toward new and less restrictive forms of research support,
bearing in mind the President's Science Advisory Committee's admo-
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n it ion that : only the Nation's seurity, but ha long-term health
and coie welfare, the excellence of its scientific life, and quality
of Ameie:in higher education are now fatefully hound up with the
yam anif thought fulnem with which the Government supports
11.vitrch."

TI lewi* new forms of support provide general assistance to programs
:mil institutions in a variety of ways: (1) training grants, (.2) pro-
gram grams, (:i) institutional grants, and (4) general research sup-

rt grants.
The training grants, for example, provide general support for

re-ar.h training in specific fields of science. These grants, awarded
tee a ldemi departments, include provision for faculty salaries,
equipment, supplies, and stipends for graduate and postdoctoral stu-
dnts. Trainine. grants invest in academic strength at the point of

leverage in the sense that the faculty transmits knowledge,
in -t i11- ompetence, and evokes the spirit of inquiry that must provide
the s,ntial foundation for research training. A strengthened uni-
%rsity department not only gives better research training today, but
at ill also he better prepared to take larger numbers of graduate and
professional students in the future and to give them better training
t 1. In it world otherwise be able to. In this connection, the Senborg
Palle] took note of t he successful pioneering experience of the National
Institutes of Health and urged both tha Government and the univer-
sities to take energetic action to broaden the scope of training
programs.

Program grants are another mode of more general support for
research in a broad field of science or a problem area. These grants
have been made, for example, to biology departments and to centers
for the study of aging. Such grants may also arise from the pack-
aging. of individual projects that have been awarded on a piecemeal
basis over time and have come to constitute a coherent, integrated
!igrant of researeh. Program grants provide a broader, more flex-
ible basis of support than grants for separate research projects and
reduce the administrative minutiae encumbering both the sponsor
and the institution.

Perhaps more significant than either of these two is the movement
toward institutional grants and general research support grants. This
movement recognizes that (1) institutions have encountered difficulty
in maintaining control over the content, emphasis, and direction of
their research and training activities; (2) lacking any significant
amount of unrestricted money for research, some schools attempt. to
expand in areas where funds are readily available, while other prob-

I°The Pre.idetit's &genre Advisory Committee. inrengthrsiog Americas Science, 1959,
p
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lents of a h.,: Jrn mai oat tut but of no 1ms scientifie sign ifieance have
heel' rionty; 0) strong departments with outstanding
re,eavher, attract grant hupport and grow stronger, while weak
departments cperience greater difficulty in obtaining research support
that could Bite them the necessary impetus for improvement.

The real is,e is not that restriction of Federal funds to certain
areas ha4 caUwil soffit, SON& to develop programs that they do not
emit. It k rather, that there is it lack of linaneial resources to develop
equally important aetivities that may he of lea interest. to Federal
agencies, hut whieli the 'Wit, faculty, and IVSN:AVII Stair know would
give greater Inilanee and direction to their resea.ch and training pro-
strain,. Iu resp. ele ti this need for more general support, t he Nat ionid
Science houndatie.n has initiatedan institutional grant program aimed
at st rengt hen lair I lie It MC potent ial of colleges and universities re-
111 % eemear,h :mints Irian the Foundation. The Nat halal luctitutes
of l leult}t is authorized by Public Law S6-798 to set aside an amount
1101. eveediEg percent of its research project funds to be used for
grants-in aid for the general support of research and research training
in the sciene4 related to health. Under this authorization, XIII has
auardcd general research support grants to strengthen research and
reward' training capabilities of institutions of higher education and
other 1111111'11)M research organizations.

In the early years, these two general support programs will pro-
vinr snlv,t ant funds----$40 to $50 million in fiscal year WV.
fur universities with lore e-seide researeh programs, but only %oa-
st ra r money for lesser institutions, because the prOMIIIIIIS currently
govrrniog the amounts to he awarded to eligible institutions
are closely geared to the level of current research activity. In sub-
sequent years, however, as the total amount available rises, grants
for the general support of research and research training may well
heroine one of the more significant forms of aid to higher education.
Each of these new developments illustrates the significant strides that
have already been taken toward meeting the need for more general
suillwort of researeh in institutions of higher education.

Selma ifie mritthe criterion of excellencegoverns today's de-
cisions to support university research. If the projected expansion
of researh in the university sector is to be realized, many new centers
eef ezellene must be developed. To some extent this development will
take place in the iatural course of events as weaker institutions are
enabled to provide opportunities for topflight teachers and scientists
and their younger proteges, who in turn will attract better students.

noire eer, the Nothm eon ill afford to leave this critical transition en-
tirely to the tomes of the marketplace. No Federal agency now has
a mandate to farilitate either the upgrading of faculties, buildings, and
equipment of weaker institutions or the creation of new ones. This
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coudttitutes ft Jo rigour yap in ation4d policy which must be bridged
if we are to prooSle pomitire support for existing institution,. with
1Hatto°;411 Mot ru 'weer the erection aid deeelopment of new renters
of hg.. rovritrehroMpetetter.- -eapeeillPY in the more rapidly

I.. !lions of the country.

EXPANSION OF TIIE RESOURCE BASE

Aehievement cef :t $1 Willow college nisi university research effort
by mu will dimi311,1 sub-tin:10M expansion of the Nation's facilities
and trainetlniatiptover fur research. Fortunately, the device of match-
ing grant!: lets pr.Acd it worth as an incentive to encourage timely
construction of heeded research faeilities at colleges and universities.

iit ions fur such assistanee, however, clearly indicate the need
for wider Int it tel fur tnatehing requirements, for more nearly adequate
authorization. and for longer range planning. The prevailing 50-40
matehing ratio now imposes severe burdens on the less affluent schools
and States, and often diverts funds from construction of educational
facilities. This drain upon institutional finances will be reduced as
matching requirements are modified and the inseparable relation be-
tween research and research training is recognized.

The matching incentive, however, is not appropriate for financing
costly, highly sicialized facilities, constructed and operated in the
national interest. Such facilities, adequate for sustained and complex
research activities, are becoming increasingly strategic for the ad-
rimeemeet of science in an ever-widening range of fields. Although
these facilities are utilized by university scientists and contribute to
graduate and postdoctoral training, they are wholly financed by the
Federal Government. and, in all likelihood, will continue to be so
financed.

With respect to the expansion of manpower resources, the outlook
generally favorable. There are abundant opportunities for careers

in research. flowerer, it will probably be necessary to modify existing
meehanisms for the support of fellowship and training programs in
order to iovide a more nearly adequate and flexible framework for
expanded activities at the graduate and postdoctoral levels. More-
over, the potential pool of talented youth for research (and for all
other intelletual endeavors) could be dramatically expanded if the
incentives mid opportnnitiea now available for graduate education
were extended to the undergraduate level.

MORE SPECIALIZED ORGANIZATION OF RESEARCH
ACTIVITY

Universities have sought to encourage research as a necessary and
fruitful complement to teaching by encompassing it within the aca-
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dartmetital structure. However, us the volume of research
exploit's, it bellooes universities and their sinaisors to take full cog-
nizance of the eniergehee of research as a full-time, highly specialized
activity. Nearly a decade ago, the president of the Massachusetts
Institute of 'recline logy cogently stated the need to evolve new or-
ganizut tonal arrangements fur research that would foster optimum
ut I izut ion of static talent and costly facilities:

We would ne lacking in our responsibility if we were to tuft to push the
organialtolt of scieutith research to ha ultimate euttelusiuu. This road
apparently loads to larger laboratories, a growing costliness of facilities,
and au Wei. alug treed for 11w plauulug of programa.

Thera la a basic incompaUbility between the true spirit of a university'
cud thstor elements of managemeut which tend to creep tutu the organization
of prs, the planuiug of twill/rums. and the utilization of costly facilities.
One taust recognize that there may be an ultimate nerd to establish central
institutions to supplement the universitlea In fundamental research ....
If we strive to contain the widening scope of research entirely within our
largo UlliVeNtirs. we shall cud by changing their character and purpose.
In so doing, we Audi nnder the greatest possible disservice to the cause
of research Itself."

This problem will become acute in the years ahead. In some cases,
the best solution will be to establish research institutes affiliated
with universities or research centers operated by groups of univer-
sit ies; in other cases, to establish independent research organizations
outside the academic environment. I cannot agree with those who
counsel universities nut to regard ouch institutes as competitors; they
will compete for funds, talent, facilities, and recognition of excellence.
The real challenge is how to develop research institutes that on balance
will complement, not weaken, the Nation's structure for higher
educat ion.

FEDERAL POLICY

We are witnessing a basic transition in the role of the Federal Gov-
ernment in the advancement of research in higher education. Moving
from a limited base of operations concerned with project-type research
support for individual scientists, the Federal Government is under-
taking a more difficult role aimed at bringing into being a new concept
and framework for the support of university research in the years
ahead. This more (Teat lye role involves anticipation of future needs,
stimulation and development of research resources essential to future
growth, concern with terms and conditions that increase the vigor of
institutions and foster the freedom and productivity of investigators,

1 J. A. Stratton. It000areb mad the rolcoroity rasoleat and ifismerfog News.
31 la2. Jose 22. 1953
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and expansiim of international research activities in consonance with
the National interest.

In this new role, the Federal Government will have to
(l) Reconcile the virtues of diversity of sources of Federal support and

multiplicity of programs with the growing necessity for central pulley
direction and control of Federal programs within the ezecotive branch;

Ir.) Develop mechanisms that will provide a continuing, effective appraisal
or the total impact of research upon all major aspects of higher educe-
Hon. including financing;

(3) Provide a focal point where universities can present their total needs
and res4mrces;

(4) Develop a method of communication whereby all institutions of higher
education may he informed about the status and prospects of all Federal
programs directly involving the academic community.

I shall not labor the first three points concerning which there is
safficient consensus to permit me to assume they have become self-
evident propositions. With respect to the issue of systematic com-
municat ion, it has been said that

To realize the possibilities for Federal support, a university needsand
a small college cannot afford onea full-time specialist in Washington,
perhaps more than one, who has entries into a dollen or more agencies. The
university lacking such a ubiquitous figure is not represented u
university."

Although this view may exaggerate the situation, it is true that
many institutions hare been linable to keep abreast of rapidly evolving
opportunities scattered among many agencies and spanning a wide
variety of programs and mechanisms. To help cope with this problem,
I would propose an annual assembly of university representatives and
Federal officials. Such an assembly would: (1) enable Federal offi-
cials to brief university representatives on major new developments,
and (2) provide each institution with an opportunity to obtain com-
plete information on programs of special relevance to its interests
and capabilties. The assembly perhaps might also convene in work-
shops, each devoted to a major topic; for example, facilities, coopera-
tive studies, international programs, research centers. When com-
pared with the potential benefits of improved communicatiol, wiser
choice, and more effective utilization of university research resources,
the obstacles to staging such an enterprise seem small incised.

GENERAL AID

Educational institutions desperately need new sources of support to
meet steadily rising operating expenditures. Although federally spon-

la Tits amsriesn Assembly. The Federal Goresonent and Maher Edscalios. New York.
eolumbla Volverelty Press. 1960. p. let.
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tiered nw.:it.eli contributes a cash Now of considerable dimensions and
has a erciAl impact upon the financing of many institutions of higher
hurtling, it is tio substitute for general aid. However, as the Federal
thwertimit moves toward general aid, accumulated research experi-
HMV is both reluvunt and ream:miring. It has demonstrated that Fed-
eral futis eat' be provided without restricting the freedom of aca-
demic institutions.



CHAPTER 19

Financing Higher Education in the United
States and in Great Britain

Dennis S. Lees

THE DEMAND for higher education is rising sharply. In the
United States total college and university enrollments rose from

1.5 million in the academic year 1038-39 to 3.5 million in 195849, and
are estimated to rise to 7 million by 1970. In Great Britain enrollment
in universities alone doubled to 100,000 in the 20 years before 1958-59
and may rise to 170,00) by the early seventies. In part this is a natural
response to the postwar rise in birth rates, higher per capita real
incomes, and increasing awareness of the payoff of college education
in terms of increased earnings and status. But these factors are power-
fully reinforced by a growing realization on the part of governments
in the free world of the fundamental contribution of higher education
to strong and growing economies. This gives urgency to the current
quest of free societies to secure adequate resources for institutions of
higher learning and that makes international comparisons of more
than academic concern. Its most recent expression in Britain is the
appointment of an official committee under the chairmanship of Lord
Robbins, formerly professor of economics at the University of London,
"to review the pattern of full-time higher education in Great Britain,
and in the light of national needs and resources to advise Her Majesty's
Government on what principles its long-term development should be
based."

FINANCING EXPENDITURES: POSITION IN THE
FIFTIES

It is a remarkable fact that there are in Britain no consolidated
official statistics on higher education. The data are scattered in numer-
ous published documents, both official and private, or tucked away in
the files of governmental departments. To get anything like a com-
plete picture would require a major piece of research, and this I have
been unable to undertake. For the most part I shall be concerned with

Mentor lecturer la etnaosolea, Valverdty College of Nortb Staffordshire' Enema

:04
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the inmersit les.* As thiem account for over half of the total annual
expeielit lire by inst it tot ions of higher learning and are the main focus
fur ite-reasing student numbers over the next (knde, it should be
possible to identify t he major differettees in the finaneing of such

in the I 'tilted States and Britain and to establish their
sigmfiance.

In 1::-s :":, the latest year for which adequate data are available,
the number of students aged Its and over in all institutions of higher
learning was million for the United States and 19090110 fur Britain,
representing 0 percent and pt.rcent, respectively, of their young
people aged Is to ;II years.2 From this point of view, Britain in
that year was in the posit ion held by the United States in it and
it. had the mil:tile:A rolortion of young people in institutions of
higher learning in the major countries on either side of the Iron

1)ifferences in quality may narrow the gap somewhat but,
with that tak11 into scmunt, there can be no question that the
quantum of higher education in the United States is far greater than
in Britain.

The ,:anie eau be seen for expenditure. Again in 11)58 -59, current
eetelitures of colleges and universities in the United States were
alproximately 1 Whom, representing almost 1 percent of the gross
nit is inal product, or $:.!: !er head of the population. The correspond-
ing figlirs for Britain %%VW £112 millionrepresenting 0.5 percent
of the grips national prisluct or rather more than fa per. head.' In
taller words, such Iola it lit ions in the United States spent twice as much
iu phopiirtion to its gross national product. and four times as much
in till portion of population 3 as did those in Britain.

There are marked differences between the two countries in the way
this expndit are is financed. This can be seen from the table 1. For
the United States the latest year for which complete data are pub-
lished is 19: -:t4; this is compared with 110-59 for Britain.

Norm) oh, oniremdties and three connive. Thin greatly understates the number of
Fur eta:mole. totturd is mode up of 31 selgoverning college%

.411.1 of 22. The University of London includes 33 self-governing colleges and
to institutes girlear controlled by the onlvereity. Institution of higher sanitation other
than sm.-erg:ties include 20u teachertraining colleges. 8 colleges of advanced teebtiologt
22 restos:0 colleges of technology, and In additOms almost DUO other reeugubed institu-
tion* of higher education, which vary considerably in oiso and importance.

The student 'slim:anon of tiritbb universities amounted to 100.000, of whom all but
*Room mere rr..hlentn of meet itritoin I Great Britain. Central Statistical °Mee. Aensal
.isol at of Stothatirq. 114. table 124). The figure of 50,000 students in other Institutions
of higher lariang Is a neceeeartly rough estimate, converting what are mainly part-time
cwirses into aear equivalent rouser.

See 7 he Reunionist. London. lin: 1211, lope. 17. 101111.
'The methods of potimation of the British drum are indicated to table 4, notes and

sources. given id the end of this chapter.
At the current rate of mtebange 492.80). British expenditure per had is approximately
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The major differences lie in the roles-of students fees and govern-
mental payInetItS. In the l'uited States a quarter of the institutions'
income is derived from fees; in Britain, less than one-eighth. Pay-
Metits by government at different levels make up slightly more than
half of the institutions' income in the United States as compared with
mer two-thirds in Britain.

TABLE 1.--Percentage distribution et current imam of institutions of Haber
learning in United States and Crest Britain, by source

Boum Wham= rafted States,'
1037 116

Moat Britain.'
146640

N n ....nnal . 100.0 100.0

$1114. nt a a, 23.0 12.3
11u%. rti:li. Ill:

N.01.4441 ..
St-de

16.9 1 321
LAsal 3.4 26

En1.1a w. otit...te 13 a KO
tither. 11.5 10.0

Wm.. tit 1nNeo. .twee fur all educational and general purposes and Is not limited to income for
.anent r t:t

1' :4 1...1, elm nt Health, Education, and WA" Wise of Education, Biennial Surrey of Educe.
,11 .bst4 fo. iv.; 54.
..te.st Ortt-un. cateenity tironts Committee: Rehm from frairereitier and redrerelty Conga fe

Tre &tog Omsk Academe Ye" i13043. London. Her Shitstes Stationery °Moe temmt.
11,4% vire. Utile W. amounts npurted plus author's estimates for wages at Oxford and Cambridge
Universities,

'the contrast becomes even sharper if we exclude the Oxford and
rambridge colleges (as distinct from the universities), whose income
is derived solely from fees and endowments. Student fees in Britain
then fall to one-ninth of the institutions' income, and governmental
payments rise to nearly three-quarters. Endowments fall from 8
percent to under 5 percent, compared with 13.5 percent in the United
States. Furthermore, these proportions are virtually uniform for all
the universities. Except for Oxford and Cambridge, no university
tirpeitilS on student fees for more than 10 percent of its income, nor
on endowments for more than 9 percent, nor on governmental pay-
nwnts for less titan two thirds. In the United States, on the other
hand-

Foe 10.0 privately sponsored colleges and universities, it Is estimated that
in the academie year 1037-58. student charges provided 40 percent of edu-
cational income. For 364 publicly sponsored colleges and universities, the
proportion of income for educational purposes obtained from student charges
has been estimated at 8 percent!

The variation in governmental payments for operational budgets
can he inferred from the fact that less than 4 percent of such pay-
ments goes to private institutions.' Thus, although British univer-

'John It. Milieu. "The Role of Student Charges." Is Fistatteingr Hfpfler Education,
1010-70. Deafer N. Reeser, ed. New Toth. illalleast1111 Bank Co.. 1959. p. 102.

* W. firmer Turner. "The ProspeeM for Prissto4lootor Support of Higher Education?
tM 114c1 p. 244.
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sities are private, autonomous institutions, all but the Oxford and
t 'ambridge colleges resemble U.S. public institutions of higher learn-
ing in their sources of finance. !low, in spite of this, they retain their
indema7 knee of governmental control is an issue to which we shall
turn in a moment.

This extremely heavy reliance by British universities on govern-
mental payments is a post-1145 development. As table 2 shows, in
prewar years fees and endowments together provided over 50 percent
of the universities' income, with governmental payments constant
around one-third. Since 1945 the position has been revolutionized,
with governmental payments tieing to two-thirds of income in 1959
and fees and endowments falling to leas than a quarter. Further,
the Central Government now accounts for virtually all governmental
payments, whereas before the war its share was less than four-fifths.

There has been a similiar trend, though far less marked, in the
naited States. Front 1929-30 to 1955-56, revenues from student fees
fell from 30 percent. to 25 percent and endowments from 20 percent
to itt percent ; governmental support rose from 86 percent to 50
percent' And a growing proportion of governmental support has
come from the Federal Government, principally in payments for
research. This last is the opposite of the position in Britain, where
Central Government support takes the form of grants to meet oper-
ating expenses in general and where payments for research equal only
3 percent of university income as against 12 percent in the United
States.

TABLE L-Percentage distribution of income of British universities, by mose .
specified academia years, 1924-25, to 1988-89 '

Mures of Income 1924-25 1 1934 -fib I 1017-48 I 1934 -65 I 1963 -59

All amen

PRRCENTA0B DISTRIBUTION

100.0 HBO 100.0 NO 0 100.0

at wing tees_ 28.3 110 22.2 19.5 12.3l'orltonentiry mots 28.9 36.0 47.2 (12. 64.0Local die:ethnic ntil. -. 8.9 7.3 4.2 3.2 26EttfiliWIltrati. etc
Other Inetonie

28.8
39.

8
18Z.0 llaa b

8.
12.2

7
138..1

0

AMOUNTS IN MILLIONS)

Total lOooMo Ott pounds) 8.8 9.0 18.2 35.1 87.0

For 1994 -n to 19.14-115, Ma ended Mar. 31; for 1038-69, the yea:ended Sep. 30.
lneludes payments by central Government for resowcb, amotmUng to 13.8 mlWon In 1958-59.

anyaroc: Data for 1924-28 to 1934-35 from John Vette& 77/* nab of Eiseabos, London, Genres Allen &
trnoln, 193s. p. 2w; 193849 ammo given In table 1, WSW* & this. chaplet.

Robert U. C'alkloe. "Goveinsient Support of Mahn Education," In Pieuteeleg of
WM. adveatioil. 1010-70, boater 35 Mow. of. Now York. McClean-018 Book Co.,
1959. p.199.
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FINANCING STUDENT MAINTENANCE AND FEES

The amount of public support in Britain is understated in table 2,
as the figures tip not report governmental payments to persons as dis-
tinct from institutions. In 195849, 79,000 resident British students
were taking find-degree courses in the universities, and over three-
quarters of these had received awards from public funds that paid
full student fees.' Although fees differ somewhat as between uni-
versities, we shall nut be far in error in assuming that three-quarters
of the institutions' income from fees comes from public funds. This
works out at roughly £5 million. Governmental payments to uni-
versitiesdirectly or through student feesin 1958-59 were made
then as follows:"

genres of Meow,
Total

Central Government:
Parliamentary grants
Payments for research

Local governments
Students ten paid from public funds

Payment. to saireraitten
Winona of poundal

44.7

86.4
1.8
1.5
& 0

Since British universities' income is equal to their estimated ex-
penditure of J:57 million (see table 4 and notes), they as a whole are
dependent on Government for almost four-fifths of their current
income. When the figures for the Oxford and Cambridge colleges are
excluded, this proportion rises to 85 percent, and for some universities
it is over 90 percent.

The total cost to public funds of university awards in 1959-59 was
£17 million." Deducting the estimated £5 million for student fees,
this leaves fl2 million for maintenance. Any figure for anaual main-
tenance emts of the 79,000 first-degree students must of necessity be
a guess, but £300 per student seems reasonable, atnotmting to an annual
total of f24 million." Thus public funds bear something like half of
student maintenance and 55 percent of maintenance and fees combined.

Likewise, the amount of payments to institutions in the United
States understates the Federal Government's support for higher edu-
cation. In 1957-58 these Federal payments for student. education

Great !SWIM. Groot, to Student.. Report of the Committee appointed by the Min-
bury of Rdocation and the. Fleeretary of State for Scotland in Amp 111311 (the "Anderson
rcpart- 1,oa4oa. tier Mojeuty'a Mationery Mike. Mai. 1051. May 1560. par. Sit and
appendix 3

1" rarest Britain. ratverotty Grants committee. op. eit.. table 11. Fees for universities.
El:chiding Ostord and Cambridge colleges. amounted to 15.7 million. One and three - troths
million pounds ban been added for Oxford and Cambridge Mines. mating a total at ST
million. Three-quarters of this amounts roughly to 15

11 "Anderson report." op tit.. par. 11.
"The est* In baited on data on term -time maintenance Matt. ghee in gAnaeroon

report." op eft,. app. IL
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purposes are estimated at less than $100 million." But Federal con-
tributions for higher education excluding research are estimated at
$816.4 million, of which $363.3 million originated in the Veterans'
Administ rut ion and consisted largely of payments to veterans." The
proportion of this and other public funds that went for student fees
is not known, but it is clear that, in the financing of students' main-
tenance and tuition expenses, the United States differs radically from
Britain.

In 10:41, 10 percent of U.S. college students' expenses came from
fatally income, :NI percent from long-term faultily savings, 25 percent
from part-time and summer earnings of students themselves, and the
remaining 15 percent from scholarships, veteran benefits, and loans."

It seems reasonable to suppose that a small proportion of student
expenses came from public funds in the United States, compared with
our estimate of .95 percent for Britain. The British proportion rises
sharply beginning October 1961, when the parents' contribution to
maintenance and tuition costs will be reduced and the governmental
cont ribut ion correspondingly increased."

FINANCING EXPENDITURE: OUTLOOK FOR THE
SIXTIES

The requirements of higher education in the United States over the
next decade and alternative methods of financing them have been
widely discussed, and a brief summary is all that is necessary here.
Enrollment is esti nutted to rise from 3.6 million in 196041 to 7 million
in 1070-71. Current expenditures for student higher education are
estimated to increase from the $2.4 billion level of 195748 to $9 billion,
and total educational and general expenditures to increase to about
$10 billion without inflation and to about $14 billion with a price rise.
(See ch. 11 of this publication.)

There is wide disagreement on the best or most practicable ways of
financing the increase in expenditure. This is brought out in table 3,
which summarizes projections from four economists.

Harris, for example, argues for a steep increase in tuition fees,
financed mainly by massive long-term loan programs. His grounds
are practicability (sufficient finance cannot be expected from the other
sourcesgovernmental payments and private philanthropy) and
equity (higher education is a form of investment in human beings
which pays off in higher future incomes and is thus moat appropriately
IMIMINII

Ho* eb. 11 of tbls publication
" He« ph 1 a of this puidkatiou

Uenreus C. Juaepbs. College on Credit. Think 25: 8. KV 1888.
"latest Britain. Portionteereeg DOW** 111annisd). Howe of Commons Michel B.

port. IA 834. NO. 80. rob 9. 1981. INnadoo. 1941. cola. 88-90.
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tinaneed by loans rather than grants). In his view, tuition fees will
rise from .2 percent to 40 percent of the institutions' income, and
goveromental payments will fall." Even so, the absolute amount of
governmental contribution will more than double.

TABLE 3.Pereentage distribution of income for educational and general par-
pews anti fin student higher education: United States, 1107-59, and projected
1969-70 and 1976-71

itourre of Income
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Reverul 1070-71
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e.g. I woortment of Ilealth, Education, and Welfare, 081ao of Edam on. Biennial Sarver of Educe.
lion..14ta t.r 1937-6)).

liasell ,tri eh. 11 of this publication.
11 se t, :war E. Harris. "Fin.ineing Maher Education. Broad hones" In irfeanchir Meter Education

gam) to. :lower M. Keesark ed. New York. Steirow11111 Hook Co., 1969. table 9. 1 ?2.
4 water& 1). Calkins. "noternment Support of Higher Bduciti^l* UM.. table p 197.
$ ittehod A. 31usgrave. "Higher Education and the Fsderal Budget." &Now of Eersorikt 844

t,7atuties. 4: is) (sup. August 11)00. pt. 2).
)60 e.1 from deloused lu ch. 11 of this publication, and based on percootage distribution of first approd

within of income. WUstration 1.

Musgrave also expects fees to provide a larger share of income
(though he does not expect so large an increase es does Harris) on
the grounds that "Not only will rising family iheomes be available
to pay for tuition, but a growing awareness of the profit of higher
education may be expected to increase the parents' willingness to
contribute." " In contrast to Harris, he expects the governmental
share to remain roughly constant, with a sharp tendency for the share
of the Federal Government to increase. Again differing from Harris,
he expel... the bulk of the increased Federal support to be in the
form of contributions to general operating expenses rather than
payments for research.

Calkins, on the other hand, is at odds with Harris (and by infer-
ence with Musgrave) in assuming that student fees need do no more

it nenor N. Harris. "trinanelas of Bleier Bduattkra l Broad holm" In Monocled
Higher Eduegtio*, 1940-70, DrItter IL Reeser. ed. New York, McGraw11111 Book Co.,
111:9. p.35 -71+.

u Richard A. Muegrave. " Higher Education and the Federal Budget," Bedew of
Fretwork.. and Ettatiotica, 421: 98, (Sup. August IWO, pt. 2.)
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than maintain their share of the institutions' income. "Professor
Harris,- he tilty14, "assumes tuition increases for private itist it ut ions
that are higher than will lie neeemary or likely, if present forms of
public support are continued and his assumed tuition increases for
public institutions are higher than seem to be feasible or probable in
view of the low-harge tradition of many of these institutions." " lie
differs again with Harris in asswning both that the share of the Fed-
end Government will fall (though biased more in favor of general
contributions rather than research) and that the share of State and
lueal governments will rise." Indeed, the only settled point in the
controversy seems to be that income from endowment will double over
the next decade and will do rather less than keep pace with rising
expendit are.

The projections of expenditures for student higher education as-
sume that income from the various sources will expand roughly in
proportion to previous income, with the substantial proportion of
needed additional funds being supplied from the other sources, public
and private."

Harris, Musgrave, and Calkins emphasize the need for growing
Federal support of a general kind for higher education. The obstacles
in the way are set out by Musgrave:

. . . Federal aid to education involves collateral issues of a highly con-
troversial sort. These Include concern over infringements of centralised
direition on educational freedom and with it the States' rights issue. There
Is a tear that Federal aid be made contingent on compliance with policies
for racial . . People are aware that publicly financed educa-
tion will be supported by more or leas progressive taxes if the finance is
Federal, and by more or less regressive taxes if the finance is State and
local. Hence, questions of income distribution are Involved. Also, there
is a further aspect of redistribution between high- and low-income States.
And last but not least. there Is a question of how Federal aid will affect
the relative positions of public and private Institutions."

To the extent that obstacles to Federal aid to colleges and universi-
ties prevent an adequate flow of such aid, tuition fees will need to

itiereaced further. As the increase is likely to be more pronounced
in private than in public institutions, the effect will be to divert more
students to public institutions, thus aggravating the problem of State
governmental support.

Britain avoids most of these problems through its unitary consti-
tution and a responsibility for higher education placed firmly in the
hands of the Central (iovernment. There is not, as yet at least, much

*Robert D. Canino. "Sentiment Support of Higher Education," In Pisusneino eJ
Higher Eduretinis, 1900-70, op cit., p. 196.

"ibid.. p. 1o3-219.
"Pee projpolone bp Selma J. Mualtkin to 4h. 11 of this publleatIon.

Itletutd A. Mokgrave. op tit . p 100.

4135106-62-----91
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in the way of real cmpetition betseen the private universities and
public lost tuitions such as technical colleges. And the threat to the
indep.telenee of the universities that is implicit in their heavy and
growing lependenee on central funds has so far been averted by an
institution unique even in Britain itself, the University Grants Com-
mittee.

The "UGC," as it is known, acts as an intermediary between the
Central Government and the universities. The 1$ members of the
C(11111114 top are appointed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Some-
what more titan half of these are university professors and the rest
also are prominent figures in the academic or the business world.

committee is directly responsible to, and works closely with, the
Tn.:Ls:try ittni advises the Chancellor concerning the financial needs
of the univerAtift. The Treasury and the universities have no direct
contact with each other; communication takes place via the UGC.
Likewise, government aid is channeled through the committee. Aid
for operation of budget (recurrent grants) i t based on a. ti -year period
awl takes the form of general grunts to the university. Within cer-
tain hrotel limits, agreed upon with the committee (for example, range
of salary scales and staffing ratios), each university is then free to
allocate the funds as it thinks fit. Aid for capital expansion (non-
reeurrent grants) is agreed upon annually and, unlike the recurrent
grants, is earmarkedlarked for specific purposes."

The large postwar growth of parliamentary grants has sharpened
the -inevitable conflict between the general desire to maintain the inde-
lientlence of the universities and the need for the exercise of proper
financial control both by the University Grants Committee and by
Parliament."" For the 10 years after 1946, the Public Accounts
Committee was persistent in its efforts to induce the Treasury to open
the books and accounts of the universities to inspection by the Comp-
troller anti Auditor-General, in line with the practice in other institu-
tions that revel veil the greater part of their income from public funds."
This the Treasury successfully resisted on the grounds that

... the relationship between the Universities, on the one band. and
Parliament and the Government, on the other, was a very special one.
The Treasury bad never examined the universities' books and did not aim
at detailed ontrol. If the Comptroller were brought In, the Treasury
W1111111. before long, be compelled to expand their Intervention in university

Nonrcarront omits. with which we aro not enneornod in this paper. totillod 11411
minor' In figia-an

tr Great Britain. The firma to Aid of Collesea and Vtilreraltiee. In the Fifth Report
Own the Beira Conitnittee ow Nationates, Heap. 1961-112. Rotten of Commons Ink London.
1942. par. w.

For &tatted amount of this episode. see 11. V. Wiseman. Parliament and the tint
vanity (knit,. Committee. Pwarie Adenheintretio. tioadon. 34 : TS-WI amino' 1064.
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matters aud to enlarge their control In a way which would certainly Aimee
lust the Treasury believed, be prejudlelal to the present harmonious rela-
tionships between the univervitlea and the VW..

And there for the time being the matter rests, with the committee
funs totting as sueessfully as ever. But we shall have cause to doubt
in a moment whether even this remarkable administrative device will
be capable of withstanding probable future strains.

SiUtielits in the United States are fortunate in having a plethora
of estimates of future requirements about which to disagree. in
Britain there are no estimates at all; in some way, to look ahead as
far its 1970 is to be thought lacking in proper pragmatic spirit. The
tignres that follow are thus necessarily rough, though they should
illuminate the major issues.

The Government's aim is to expand university enrollments from
their present Paola; to 170,4)15) (not including enrollments in other
inst it ions) by 1970." The financial implications would seem to be
acs follow': If east per student remains constant, current expenditure
Iry univrsit it's will rise from 257 million to 2100 million. But sal-
aris will need to rise sharply if a sufficient number of faculty of
quality are to he recruited, and the emphasis on science courses will
raise operating emits. It seems reasonable to assume that cost per
..indent will inerease by percent (a similar assumption is being
made in the I'llited States), bringing totalexpenditure up to 2150
million. This assumes no inflation; if prices rise, as they are likely
to do, the expenditure will be so much greater.

I low will this stun he financed. Let us assume provisionally that
tuition fees will remain unchanged at their present average of £70 per
student will produce 21:: million in 1970. Endowments, and so forth,
now amount to approximately 25 million and they have barely doubled
Awe min (eompared with a more than fourfold increase in the
United Buttes), they are unlikely to do more than this in the next
19 years. I kt its put them at 110 million by 1970. All other income,
excepting &rovernmental aid, will do well to mair'ttin its present pro-
Prort ion of income and might reach 218 million i 1970. This leaves
a gap to be tilled by governmental aid of 1110 minion, or about triple
the present nnionnt of such aid. The great bulk of this would come
front 11w Centnil Government. This means that over three-quarters
of the universities' income would be derived from direct govern-
mental aid, compared with two-thirds today. Payments for research
and public support for student fees bring that proportion to over
four - fifths. If the colleges at Oxford and Cambridge universities

52.
tiveat nntafo. reiseesity Grants Committee. Reline, from Universities and dui.

versify eqflege in Receipt of Tree Ivry Grant, Aeedeetio year Ilite-ttlit. Loudon. Her
Majesty's Htattonery °Mee. Cmod. 1158, tee% pee. T.
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an excluel, the proportion of expenditure financed by Govern-
!, lent sib! les nine - tenths. For all practical purposes British
universities would be wholly maintained out of tax-linaneed public
fllitti-i and 1,1111 be akin to F.chools and colleges financed directly by
the NI joist ry of ducut ion and local governments.

It is extremely doubtful if the independence of universities could
survive these circumstances, or, from the constitutional point of view,
whether it should do so. The curious mystique of the UGC, so suc-
cessful up to now may prove an inadequate shield. As we have seen,
the Public Accounts Committee grew restive as parliamentary grants
increased from their prewar level of £2 million to £27 million in
19:15 711 Since t hen it has been quiescent while grants have been ris-
ing to 1:36 million. But it is difficult indeed to believe that it would
not insist on detailed inquiry into the spending of well over £100 mil-
lion of the taxpayers' money. From then on, detailed state con-
* rol of university affairs would followand constitutionally should
follow-- as a matter of course. The deep-rooted forbearance of state
interfererim with universities may hold this up for a time, but it is
hard to see titat it 0111(1 be long delayed.

Nor would the pressures come solely from parliamentary concern
with the proper use of public funds. There is a growing and articu-
lte demand by the general public for a rapid expansion of university
places to promote equality of opportunity, to diminish wasting of
talent, and to lift Britain from the bottom of the list of wealthy
nations. Even the expansion to 170,000 students by 1970 will pro-
vide a unbierkily education for only 3 percent of persons aged 18-2.1- -
little more than the 2.5 percent of today. Institutions almost wholly
dependent on compulsory levies from persons making the demands
ere in no strong position to resist. At best, the pace of expansion
will be out of their hands; at. worst, a type of expansion may be
forced upon them which they deeply believe to be against the long-
run interest:4 of the universities. Only the colleges of Oxford and
Cambridge, see ure with their fees and endowments, would be immune.

The obvious answer to this threat is to raise student fees. If the
prewar share of 30 percent could be restored, the present need for
Central Government aid would be cut from 238 million to £24 million,
and the estimated need in 1970 from £110 million to £75 million.
Although large in amount, this latter sum would represent no more
than half of current income. Universities would then at least have
more of a chance against parliamentary control. But, while this
course is evidently feasible for the United States, it is not for Britain.
The reason is tha. the bulk of the fees are themselves paid out of
public funds.
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The amount received from this swir* (fees] has remained relatively
stable because there has been no general change In the rates of fee in
form during the period under review (1952-571. In general, the im
versities would he glad to develop any mauve of income which would redue
their growing detolenee on Treasury grants, but they have hesitated to
vary rates of fee when the greater part of their fee Income Is derived from
public funds . . .11

To raise fees in these circumstances is simply to replace one form
of governmental aid by another. Thus the universities are in a cleft
stick: governmental grants are high because fees are low, and fees
are low because governmental grants are high.

There is general agreement that the independence of the universi-
ties should be preserved. It is in real danger of being lost through
inappropriate methods of financing. New methods must be sought.
The solution is to he found in a program of loans to students to replace
the present system of tax-financed grants. Universities could then
raise !heir lees to whatever level seemed appropriate. Dependence
on the Treasury could be sharply reduced. The cleft stick would be
broken.

This an unusual argument for student loans as against. grants
and may well be tectiinir to Britain. It strongly reinforces the more
orthodox argument that a college education pays off in higher future
income amid is best regarded as a personal investment. The general
principle was stated long ago by Adam Smith. One part of fixed
capital, he said:

. . . consists . . . of the acquired and useful abilities of all the inbah-
itaub4 or members of the society. The acquisition of such talents, by
the maintenance of the acquirer during his education, study, or apprentice
ship. always costs a real expense, which hi a capital axed and realised, as
it were, In his person. Those talents, as they make a part of his fortune,
so do they likewise of that of the society to which he belongs. The Im-
proved dexterity of a workman may be considered In the same light as a
machine or Instrument of trade which facilitates and abridges labour, and
which, though it costs a certain expense, repays that expense with a
profit."

l'nfortunately, this notion never became part of the main stream
of economic thought. Instead, economists placed almost exclusive
emphasis on investment in physical capital to the neglect of invest-

A West !MUM. University Grants Committee. Unieeraity Dertioputept, 1953-17.
1...nolon. bier Majesty's Stationery Mier. Cond. 534. 1555. par. 150.

A Mime Smith. The Wraith of Nation/, Sib edition. Edwin Cannon. eft., 1550. Bonk II.
Oa 1. I. 21 2415.
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nient ltd bottrutrt capitala neglect, which is now fast being remedied."
The le.rsoteil profitability of an investment in a college education

has been established by several studies." When due allowance has
been Made fur such factors as the greater natural talent of college
graduates and editeation by experience after leaving college, college
education would still seem to yield a substantial monetary rate of
return on investment, and it may readily be presumed that the isy-
chie rate of return in terms of more congenial employment, higher
soeial htatliA.M:11 SO forth is even greater.

It need hardly be said that higher education is eminently defensible
un noeeonomic grounds. But the hard fact is that most students go
to college primarily for economic reasons. Thus, even if higher edu-
cation eonferreil large benefits on society in general as well as on the
hell% Wind in particular, there would be no justification for a subsidy
as long as the rate of return was attractive and was known to be so.
"Neighbothaxl ettets" are a necessary, but in my view not a sufficient
condition, fur public intervention. But the fact that the majority of
students take vocational degrees means that the benefits accrue over-
whelmingly to the individual. It is for tiles*. reasons profitability,
RP Ve, 21141 imlivitlual heoelitthat the costs of higher education ttre
alpropriately financed by loans.

Two ions be needed to enable the loan system to work
well. The first is adequate information given to students on the
expected yield of the various courses. Only if this were provided
could rat ional hoices be made. The second is adequate capital. It is

t hat private capital markets would be capable, for some time
at lea-t, of supplying at reasonable rates of interest, all, or even the
majli part of the money required. It would be up to the Government
to snake the funds available.

In l:ritain there has been virtually no discussion of a student loan
program." The Anderson committee on student grants dismissed the
idea in a paragraph:^-

#t itoplv The.dr W. 5I140117. investment In Man: .%u Ecoululpt4 View.
oolat Re.ow, :::t too-I17. Jane 1950. and Capital Formation by Education.

.f routieal : 371 51.2. Deember 1000: Moses Abramoritt. "ltesouree
nrel 4 414,4.1t Trawl* In the nited States since 1570. NIW York. National norms of fell.
now, Riorarrts. tieeost.inal Paper No. 52. 1900: Solomon FabrIcant. "Basic Facts on

Clothge." Nataatal Rareav of f.moonily Research, Occasional l'aper No. 03.
Shoot' Esnet4. -1..word a Theory of Economic am:1h." In National Polley for

l!ra We W. ?tire. It. 1.ek.lehinan. ed., New York. Doubleday k Cu., 1953. p. 30-42.
I, For enaeopie. .1 R Nal.h, ipttal Caerpt Applied to Man. Quarterly Journal of

Jr noos:cg, 411 t:445. February 1935: 5111ton Freedman and Simon Minuets. Income
trio* !whip wired etio isionat Tractive, New York Nationol litireou of Economic litepeurch.
1913. 1.r a veutraey view. see tiory S. Hecker, Underluveetment to College FAN.
rati)? Asurrcoo c.osontie 104714w. 50: 3441.354. Slay 1900, tapers and PrIeeedtaltit

'1:v4111.031k .11.4.itItitl.
al 1.11* ma) references 1 ran dad on this subject are 3. Witten's% The Economies 4

t:dueatIt.n. s4itish .1,uroai Economy. (February 10301. and A. T. I'eaeock.
1 he Wight c Swirly I aserrlic State (irony, London. Both favor a student loan pr gram
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We were . . . struck by the taifa use of the system of loans to students
in. imolai.: vountriem. Norway and the United States, and we felt it
right to consider the merits of futttle system; hut, though we recognise
that a 1.att may orcusionally be a reasonable way or tnertitul a partieular
difficulty. wr lane bud no hesitation In rejecting loans as an integral part
of the nathwsl awards system. The principle of using loans as a standard
tlie.itis of !Wantng stnoirists has lam hewn abandoned by public authorities
in Itinnif Britain. and our evidence dIslsell no wish to Sip It revived. The
sinifialtit to ropily. no matter how easy the terms, must represent an tin-
timely burden at the Outset of a career. We far prefer the system of out-
right grunts th the safeguards against misuse, contained in our recant.
n Iowa I I ..IvA."

majority of the cgatimit tee recommended larger grants to students."

CONCLITSION

In both Britain anti the united tates the current expenditure of
institut ions of higher learning is estimated to increase by approxi-
mately three times or more during the sixties. While large in abso-
lute money terms, the sums required are comparatively small when
related to growing national products and governmental budgets.
Raising them .fluty should present no fundamental problems to in-
ereash gly specials soeieties. The difficulties lie rather in the devis-
ing of appropriate means.

In the simplest terms, the principal danger is that, in the United
States, government will provide too little money, overstraining pri-
vate squirms as they are at present organized; and, in Britain, that
government will provide too much money, threatening the preser-
vation of academic freedm. In both countries the most hopeful
measure of reform is a loan program for financing student costs.
This would enable tuition fees to be raised sharplyin the United
States to iltrt the expected deficiency in governmental payments and
in Britaiu to redne a growing and unhealthy dependence on public
funds.

Nor, as we have seem is the proposal for a loan program tied to
the,e rout illgtIleiPA. Higher education is in large measure a personal
inve,tuseut, and, while there would continue to be ample scope for
public funds and private philanthropy, it is therefore right in princi-
le that hans to students should play a major role.

al Anderoloon report.** up. it., par. 24.
11 Through the alwittioti of the parents* contribution.
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TABLE LFatimated current espeaditures of British laditatisis St Woe
eduestlok seademk: year 1168-59

Rot lead
eased

traanitipassivi
Iluis yMntitiSin dgmadu

All lustittitIons 111.6
1111=111

A. Universities 58.9

1. Colleges at Oxford and Cambria 5. 4
2. Other universities 81.8

D. "Further education" establishment' 48.7

1. In England and Wales 44. 3
2. In Scotland 4 4

sosimmi

C. Teacher-traluing colleges 6.

Narita min sancta
Al. P. I. D. N ilea estimates usandittais ter 1012-51 at el million (The MINA, Intollthtnal Invest.

guest. Heiletie of his Orford fAboteng bontode ni Malinke. It *WM Alma Me. Wi MOWN that
esPon'lltilrrn by the alleges at odors and Caplet's. Incesosod at the am rate balms 1963-118 and
sou so lie did those of the universitka

Al. Great Britain, University Mina Committal% Rom Frew Unbasitia sad trolowsill Clara le
liempt of Teary Great, Andes* vat ass-nw, Load" Cond. OK 1110. table 12.

Bt. Great Britain. Central Stabiles) Ogee, AssadAistreele 8Istkiko, MN, IPA nags 106. OW
tasetstion of "further education," use A Gelds to Its Edriestired Ilystne of Wand and Wake (itlidstey

of Iiducation Pamphlet No. 2, Great Britain, 115580. London, 190$, pan. 117-1094
B 2. Assumed to be 10 perusal *finch espendlturte In lbsgsail aid WM. Bawl ell the total number

of students in "further edneatkm" ettablbhmsnts (Annul Adam y astlitks, Ne. FA WA op. Ott.,
tables 97 and IOC

C. The published amid teacher training Inducts maintain*. froadetsbattnalyda,Valeop sageste
a figure for expenditures by teseber-tielning anew, entutfal nulntenanco.of maks for ths maim*
year 1954-55 (hum Vainly, The Cade ej Edwaffoo, London, Gorge Alio linwin, PSI table M. 111sIng
eons thong a Sam approaching £0 million In 191149.
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CHAPTER 20

101 Questions for Investigation
Willard Mee

QOM E ASPECTS of higher education have been ezplozed eaten-
sivly, tit hers have had only limited examination. Thus the

acaLlvetie 111,r:try leIves eulilaiu lo luny more printed pages about
the philosophy of education than about the management of educa-
tional institutions. There is a much more nearly complete public
record of railroad conductors' salaries than of college professors.
And we have In:my Owns sociological interpretations of trade union
behavior titan of faculty mores, unless fiction is included.

The social seientiA has tended to concentrate his attention either
upon the individual or upon the economic and political aspects of
society, and to overlook education, although it could qualify under
all three headings. The economist also has looked away because
the pecuniary calculus is not readily available and there is great
difficulty in defining and measuring the "product." Many of the
economists technical devices, such as marginal analysis, demand
elasticity, product differentiation, cost behavior, comparative advan-
tage, and input-output analysis, would seem to be relevant to various
problems in the education field, but they seldom have been applied.

Similarly, the political scientist has concerned himself with only
a few fringe problems in this field, perhaps because higher education
has such a tradition of being a private operation even though State
universities now carry the heavier load. Some few, like some soci-
ologists, have studied the similarities of academic communities to
other groups, and their differences, but the study has been more
casual and episodic than systematic. The psychologist has been more
deeply interested in the learning process than in the working condi-
tions of the teacher.

This state of affairs is changing rapidly. Although the problems of
'ducat ion were important in the past, it seems dear that we are faced

*This paper was den drafted after dioesesions held at the Merrill Center for Economies
la Southampton. !CT.. to Joao MEE Temate-tere emaessiate aid elecatem assembled
for a werb yodel the sesplees of Amherst College and The Veal for the Advaammeat of
Eduratios to Mental problem areas Is the geld et @doodles where It was believed that
research might be nimble. ?he wither. 4.2"leter st the eater, who Noddle at the
modoes, made hie ova Dammam at the thee. and has sow alemsded and elaborated It
eemewhat farther.

3414/ /845
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today with educational choices of increasing importance and difficulty,
in terms both of public policy and of organizational structure and
behavior. Greatly increased resources of capital, labor, and manage-
ment are being demanded to carry education forward and to raise the
standards of the weaker institutions. We cannot disregard the impli-
cations for education of the rate of population growth and the ac-
celerating expansion of knowledge. The accumulations of data of
variou4 types, development of new research techniques and methods
of analysis, and the recent availability of funds for research all suggest
that much will be done to shed light on these problems during the
present decade.

It seems clear that higher education is and must remain a process
with wide differences among institutions. Although they may have
quite different objectives, they do compete for students, faculty, and
financial support. The wide spread in amounts of tuition in public
and private institut ions tends to create another source of conflict. And
the national process of growth is pushing all of them to increase their
productivity, whatever that means, within their limited resources.

These conflicts and pressures raise problems and some of them are
listed below. It is obvious that it is an economist's list, although
luckily the interdisciplinary boundaries among social scientists have
rather low visibility. For the purposes of the list of questions given
below, a number of broad and basic problem areas are not included,
such as "What are the objectives of higher education rtor "How much
higher education should there be and for whom?" or "What prepara-
tion is essential for teaching at various educational levels and in var-
ious types of institutions ?" Problems concerning the nature and scope
of the curriculum or the actual teaching process itself have been dis-
regarded. Finally, the i&ifinite possibilities of comparisons over time
and space (especially international comparisons) have not been in-
cluded in the list, although some of them might be very fruitful.

Many of the questions may be asked in terms of all education, of
some type or level, or even of a single institution. It is important to
note that research does not need to start with a broad coverage and
an electronic machine. It is quite likely that some of the problems
can only be stated properly after some individuals have made local and
limited studies at their own college-level institutions, or in their own
communities with respect to the public grammar- and high-school
level. Analysis of costs, for example, needs to be developed in a num-
ber of individual institutions.

It is also important to realize that many of the questions asked
should be considered with reference to various time intervals. A
problem can be stated in its current phase, or in terms of a historical
perspective, or in terms of forecasting the future. All these elements
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need to be considered, for the spot survey is likely to he difficult to
evaluate unless one has sonic notion as to what the trends are.

The 101 questions do not present a complete or detailed set of prob-
lems in the field of higher education. They are intended to start the
process of inquiry, and often a dozen or more questions are hidden in
a single one. Although an attempt has been made to group questions
that seem to be closely related, other schemes of arrangement would
probably do just as well.

I. Extent and Structure of Higher Education
1. What is the direct contribution to national income which is [has

been, can, should be] made by education / how should it be defined
and measured?

'2. To what extent does the demand for higher education reflect
general business conditions and employment How does the business
cycle affect the resources availablethe yields on endowment, legisla-
tive appropriations, scholarship needs, alumni gifts, and so forth.

3. What shares of various types of economic resources are devoted
to educational activity in the rnited States? It might be useful to
develop such data both in a product and in an industrial classification.
Data as to capital employed are weak or nonexistent. In fact, capital
goods like buildings are often not treated like capital; that is, with
respect to depreciation, earned return, and so forth. Labor input needs
to be examined in terms of degrees of skill and of divisions such as
teaching, managerial, administrative, and maintenance.

4. How are resources (using national income subdivisions) distrib-
uted through the educational structure by level and type of education
and by type and size of institution? At what points would additional
resources be most productive I

5. Is there unused capacity in terms of plant and faculty? Where?
Why! What appear to be present standards of use? Where does
[should] obsolescence come into the picture I What motivation is
there for change?

6. What is the relation between various inputs (and combinations
thereof) and the level of student performance and accomplishment?
Is it. possible to develop meaningful concepts and techniques that
would permit comparisons of performance among educational units,
making appropriate allowance for differences in student potential?

7. What assumptions should be made as to future demands for
higher education? What assumptions should be made concerning
quality, quantity, and types of education ?

8. What are the relative economic and other costs involved in
creating a new institution, setting up a geographically separate branch
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of an established institution, and expanding an established institu-
tion I

9. What are the relative economic and other costs involved in
carrying on higher education in urban, suburban, and nonurban
!orations

W. To what extent can the student "bulge" be met by expanding
trade training and junior colleges! What effect would this have on
resouru requirements?

11. At what level should various subjects be taught I Can any
appreciable saving be made by shifting the level and timing? Are
extra costs incurred through not doing the right thing at the right time
in the right place? What shifts and changes can be made in language
study/ Inset about remedial work and its proper location!

ht. What adjustments may be needed at the college level if more
"college work" is done in the high schools? How will this affect costs!
Is there a similar adjustment problem between the college and the
graduate or professional school I

13. What resources are now used in nonformal types of education;
for example, music lessons and clubs for young people of school or
college age?

14. What will be the future economic requirements for graduate
and professional schools! how do their resource requirements and
costs differ from those of college level institutions! How sensitive are
graduate and professional schools to changes in demand!

15. How much specialized training is given and never used! What
elements in past training have proved obsolete!

16. To what extent is there [will there be] further training added
after the completion of formal education? What alternative methods
are possible for providing specialized training and "refresher"
courses? How would the costs of these methods differ!

17. What is the relation of research to teaching time and to avail-
ability of faculty to students! What is the basis for the financing
of research and how much is contributed by the institution! To what
extent is research a source of supplementary income to faculty and
graduate students? What is involved in providing research facili-
ties! How can [should] research interest be maintained in smaller
institutions!

18. What peripheral activities affect income and cost and in what
way athletics, dramatics, university press, soil testing, employment
agencies, and the like!

19. Who participates in the decision-making process in various edu-
cational institutions! In what ways do individuals or committees
or other groups participate, both inside and outside the institution!
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is there any relation between faculty participation in decision making
and allocation of resources as well as in the obtaining of resources?
What are the limitations on freedom of planning in publicly supported
instittitions? In private institutions?

2. What is the effect on colleges and universities of such market
Hit uations as location and competition? What are the competitive
elements in the picture! To what extent and with regard to which
matters are there trade agreements and interstate compacts? Do they
emit auto to more efficient resource use?

IL The Student Body
21. How can one define enrollment? What is the trend in enroll-

ment by type and level of education t
It.!. What factors affect the demand for college entrance? How

important are the tuition charges and other COMB to the students?
What is the likely trend of student costs? How is college entrance
affected by changes in the level and distribution of family incomes?
!low many students are unable to enter because of faulty preparation?

23. What is the extent and character of the enrollment. in private
preparatory schools? What are the charges for tuition and other
costs?

24. What is the basis for student choice among various types of
institutions (public and private, rural and urban, large and small,
etc.) I To what extent and at what levels of education du students
first leave home for schooling?

25. Are there established geographical controls indicating that a
locality requires an institution? To what extent do students go to
State universities outside their own States, despite tuition differen-
tials! Should there be a national travel allowance for students?

28. How much do differences in tuition charges among institutions
affect the distribution of enrollments? (In connection with the more
obvious facts, there might he an examination of multiple applications
to see to what extent applicants apply toand choose among-- colleges
of varying tuition levels.) Similarly, how much does the amount
offered for scholarships appear to control choice?

27. How extensive are scholarship programs? On what should
they be based I Ability I Need? High-school record? What should
the scliolarship cover? How does the development of national scholar-
ship programs aff-vt the operation of individual institutions' pro -
grams? Are sufficient fellowships available for graduate study?

2$. How would substitution of low-cost, long-term loans for direct
subsidization of tuition (low or no tuition charges) alter the college
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entrance of students in various economic and social groups! What
are the good and the bad elements in the various student loan plans
in operation I What is the potential of a loan program and what
is its likely cot, on a national scale, under various assumptions of
eoverage I

29. To what extent are educational institutions able to make intel-
ligent selections among applicants! What are the existing methods
of Sts led ion, their effort ivenesa, and their cost (in dollars and in tension
among iiiiiliyants) I What is [should be] the extent of formal edu-
cation obtained by the high-school graduates of the highest brain
power ( iwrhaps the top 20 percent) I

80. Disregarding tuition and scholarship differentials, what other
methods exist for competing for sti.dentsi Advertising! Bonuses?
Entertainment .Solicitation! Alumni persuasion or pressure! And
how much are all standards distorted by special abilities such as for-
ward passing or oboe playing!

31. Is there a tendency for prestige institutions, including graduate
schools, to develop preferred sources for students? Are there ob-
servable geographical, racial, religious discriminations!

32. To what extent, when, and why do students drop out! How
many return after an interval! What would be the saving if the
attrition rate were higher or lower?

38. What is the possibility that junior-college graduates will enter
4-year college? How much does [can, should] this happen?

34. flow extensive (and how desirable) are transfers?
35. What organizational requirements and costs are involved in the

giving of advanced credit or of advanced standing or of acceleration?
36. What is the relationship of military service to the educational

process? What can be learned from the GI bill experience! Any
insight into college education and age, marital status, and experience?

37. What significance, if any, does the summer vacation have for
students as to economic costs or earning& and experience? Could it
he utilized to greater advantage!

38. To what extent do college students work on the side? Would
it ho possible to substitute employment for scholarships to a greater
extent !

39. Are there any observable consequences when the educational
process is delayed or interrupted! What about intervals between
college and graduate school!

40. What is the effect of early marriage on the students' financial
needs and financial resources! On attrition of students in the col-
leges! On the education of husband and wife!
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41. To what extent is there a trend for a semester or year abroad to
be included for college credit flow is this inclusion organised?
What costs are involved I What are the faculty requirements? What
seholaruhips are required I Is such inclusion feasible on any consider-
able scale?

4. What are the apparent trends in the enrollment of foreign stu-
dents in American educational institutions by level and type of insti-
tuition I What special burdens are involved! How much special
support is (should be] provided for this activity? Should it be more
concentrated in a few inst it ut ions Can these programs be evaluated?

43. What controls the enrollment in graduate and professional
schools Can one compare the number who go on with the number
who might meet existing standards yet do not continue? How is
selection made by students? !low is their decision affected by tuition
costs! Scholarships! Opportunities for employment? What is the
attrition rate and why? Is there any apparent change in the quality
of applicants and if so why I Do they tend to make multiple appli-
eat ions

44. Is there any way of rating graduate and professional schools
on an objective basis rather than relying on historical prestige? What
information might improve student choice? Is there a danger of too
much concentration of the better students in a few institutions?

III. Educational Costs
45. Ifow adequate are present cost-accounting definitions and meth-

ods for educational institutions in terms of their relevance for mana-
gerial purposes, for comparative purposes, and for social evaluation?

4o. 1Vhat controls allocations of funds between departments and
among various funct ions / How can costs be ascertained when teachers
instruct at both undergraduate and graduate levels? Is there any
basis fir comparability / What variations in cost exist? Why are
high -cost. activities tolerated/

47. What has been the trend in the cost of education of various
types and at various levels in recent years? What has been the trend
in physical requirements, such as for classroom space, laboratories,
library books? How has administrative cost behaved? Are there
some resources which are more fully utilized than others?

48. What is the relation in marginal terms between cost and total
number of students for various sizes and types of institutions? What
is the relation in marginal terms between actual resource requirements
and number of students?

49. What is the minimum cost of a 4-year college education and
what are the added costs resulting from additions, decorations, and

135105 -42 -24
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diversions! What is the added east of cuttununity living (dormitories
Lunl eating hulls;

511. WIlat is t hr cast of operating a college for each of the academic
years I I low do junior-college costs compare with 4-year college costs?

I. What can hi' learned about the economies of class size?
52. What costs are involved in administering "independent study"?

Reading courses I 1 lonors work? Doctoral theses?
5 3. What are the material requirements for college operation I How

ea n re, His i ig methods be improved ? What about methods of buying
and handling books?

51 What is the relationship between cost and multiunit operation?
55. Are there improved methods of space utilization and control?
5tf. What are [cam be, will bel the effects on the cost of education

and on faculty requirements of various innovations in instructional
and administrative techniques and in utilization of new media of
1:011311111111ellt iota wail as television?

57. IVIntt are the economic implications of a changed college cal-
endar! Of an accelerated college course reducing the time to 3 years?
The 11:-.0 of reading periods on or off campus? A year abroad as a part
of the formal educational process?

5s. What is the actual elapsed time for graduate work? What is the
est Minted cost of a Ph. I). and of the various professional degrees to
the individual ( To the institution? To society?

59. ('an costs be reduced by additional cooperation between schools
wit bin a university and among universities?

IV. Teacher Supply and Salaries
tut What can be said as to the derived demand for teachlr services,

it terms of predict inns as to enrollments?
1. What in fact does a faculty member do? What is his real

teaching load ?low much service does he give to the profession?
I low much t imp is devoted to personal scholastic maintenance and de-
velopent To what extent are nonteaching demands made on the
faculty by the educational institution? What are the noncompensated
demands made by the community? How equitably and by whom
are these claims on the teachers' time distributed? To what extent
are teache4 required to perform tasks that might be performed by
less expetisive personnel ?

N. What factors affect the supply of teacherssalaries and fringe
benefits, degree requirements, social position, and so forth? How es-
tet 'sive is the !luxe of high-school teachers into college teaching?
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63. To what extent have faculties absorbed foreign scholars, and
at what lot.' of the college course have these foreign scholars been
absorbed permanently or temporarily I In which tieldsf At what
rank I Ilave any special costs been involved I

64. To what extent are graduate students engaged in teaching?
In march I Are they teaching elementary or advanced courses?
With how much supervision! At what scales of pay! How dues this
affect the overall budget? Does it delay the graduate work of the
teaching fellow?

65. Where do graduate students finally go and why I
66. What has been the historical record of teacher salaries, with

appropriate allowances for fringe benefits, condit ions of work ( includ-
ing availability of outside employment), and theage and qualifications
of the teacher!

67. How adequate are retirement arrangements for faculty and for
other employees V

6$. To what extent do teachers earn additional income through
other employment How do institutions safeguard effective instruc-
tion? How much variation is there in their procedures on outside em-
ployment And why V

61). Now are faculty administrative positions handled, such as that
of head of a department? Is extra compensation granted? Reduced
teaching load V What should be the division of labor between faculty
and administrat ion /

70. What would be involved in more "refresher" or developmental
activity for teachers? How costly, how necessary, and how valuable
are sabbatical leaves/

71. What are the trends as to leaves of absence How important are
fellowships and grants for temporary absence from the campus as a
factor in reducing the supply of teachers on duty V

72. To what extent is faculty housing provided? How are housing
provisions administered I What is their economic role?

73. What salary differentials are [should be] found within in-
stitutions, and among institutions? By subject area? By character
of preparation By seniority/ By type, character, and location of
the institution! What would be the result of substantial increases in
the top salaries?

74. To what extent do civil service requirements reach into public
colleges and universities?

7. What costs would be involved in expanding the supply of
teachers for junior colleges!
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76. What is the nature of the labor market for teachers! Can it be
improved/ Is there enough, too much, or too little mobility and
turnover?

77. To what degree does academic tenure prevent the management
of an educational institution from behaving like a rational employer,
mmoving "expensive" or incompetent employees!

78. To what extent do mature individuals otherwise employed
shift to the academic world, and vice versa! What fields have the
most mobility 3 Could not more women over 40 be attracted back
to teaching or research!

V. Financing
79. What are the trends in the sources of financing of privately

and of publicly supported institutions, including tuition as source!
80. Are any considerable number of private institutions under

severe financial strain! What is the death rate of private institu-
tions I Is the problem caused by competing low-tuition public insti-
talons! Is there similar pressure on junior colleges! On graduate

-tthools!
81. What is the economic effect of church sponsorship! On con-

tributions! On faculty recruitment! Are special costs involved!
8. What is the actual burden on the taxpayers of public educational

institutions! Of private institutions via tax exemption of gifts!
83. What is likely to be the future trend of private gifts! How

is this related to income levels! To tax levels! What economic
considerations enter into gifts from individuals, corporations, and
philanthropic bodies to private institutions and to public institutions!

84. What is the record of alumni contributions? How do they
vary by age of donor and by type of institution? Do they bear any
relation to capacity to pay I To what extent do alumni contributions
represent the equivalent of a delayed payment!

8.. How are educational endowments administered! What eco-
nomic principles should be applied!

86. To what extent are State and local governments in a position
and willing to finance educational expansion at the junior-college or
the 4-year college level! At the graduate and professional-school
level / How would the situation be changed by various Federal pro-
grams of guaranty, credit, or grant I

87. How much income is the result of using facilities for nonedu-
cational purposes (campus for summer conferences, and so forth) !

88. What has been the experienceadvantages and disadvantages
of Federal programs relating to education! What has been the
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experience in land-grant eollegeNf In GOVellittlt. contracts! In
the Reserve Officers' Training l'orpst 1Vhat bases ntight he used for
allocating Federal aid to higher education I To what extent and on
what basis sleuth' publie funds lie mailable to private colleges!

59. Ott the ha-14 of estimated future enrollments, what plant eon-
4rnotion will be required in the future! What costs are involved,
broken down into public and private, geographical location, and type
of facility f

9. Willi particular reference to capital requirements what meth-
ods of financing, including tax sources, should be used for public
!whoa, and public colleges/ What has been the financial experience
with dormitory and other financing up to the present! When and
for what parplois do (can, should] various types of institutions of
higher learning engage in borrowing?

91. What forms of aid from foundations appear to have had the
greatest inquiet tipott educational institutions? Can directed aid in
fact be prevented from spreading through the budget?

VI. Evaluation
92. Are liwre criteria anti measurements of the historical develop-

ment of education which might indicate its relation to American
society? What seem to be the forces that controlled the development
of education I Has education adapted itself speedily to changing
meth? In turn, what was its impact?

93. is it possible to break down the "product" into such elements
as training for citizenship, general tools for living, and specialized
tools, and then measure the allocation of resources to each purpose?

94. What part have institutions of higher education played as pools
of skilled manpower and research resources in time of national
emergency/

95. What resources do educational institutions devote to the ad-
vancement of knowledge? What is [ought to be] their future role
in view of the expmision of industrial and governmental research
and development programs?

98. What is the cost, or the benefit, involved in keeping young
people off the labor market

97. What part can education teducational institutions, educational
resources) play in the development of less developed countries? How
can this activity best he organized? What are the chief costs in-
volved? How much priority should it be given as compared with
other demands

98. What is the level of educational input and output by States
(with particular reference to possible criteria for Federal =tau-
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Lions) t ('an !Twilit!. lwitelits anti results be attributed to publicly
supported itisttutinst What is the relation, if any, between the
level of vIlivaItiit Ut the State and the level of productivity and of
itt. 1f out migrat ion or Mtn igration

L:*. What is the Mat ionship between the degree of education and
the level of personal incomet (This not only involves the estima-
tin of prevent worth of various levels and types of education, but
also the dtqclopment of a method of imputation to education when
corrected fur different initial endowments and economic and social
ail% a ntagt.A.)

1Vhat i the relationship between education and other meas-
ures of per ...dial ill'ideVelltent I (Here also "value added" concepts
nitt-t 1,e tiev..lopetl along with methods of measurement.)

1111. 1VII:tt is the pre:-ent amount and produetivity of resources
now being in studying problems of education/ And how can
a greater number competent scholars he induced to apply their
skills and techniques to answering some of the above questionsand
raising other,

the bast question Amid be the first.



CHAPTER 21

Research in the Economics of Higher
Education: Progress and Problems

MILE ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION is a new field of study.
Until very recently most economists viewed the problems of educa-

tional enterprises as outside their sphere of interest and competence,
and educational decision makers showed little disposition to call on
economists for help.

This situation is changing. Within the last few years the economics
of education has become a respectable, even a fashionable field in which
to write a doctoral dissertation or direct a research project. A presi-
dent of the American Economic Association has even devoted a presi-
dential address to the subject.* Economists have begun to investigate
the return on investment in education, the demand for and supply of
persons with specific types of training, the economic advantages and
disadvantages of alternative means of financing education, the com-
parative costs of different ways of organizing an educational system
and so forth. Those who make decisions affecting education have
also begun to realize that this type of research may be useful to them
and to call for more of it.

Several conferences have been held on the economics of education,
both here and in Europe, and some of the papers delivered at these
meetings have been published. A few articles on the economics of
education have appeared in professional economic journals. Much
work, however, is still in progress, and the results have been distrib-
uted in processed form, if at all, or published in journals not easily
accessible. It is the purpose of this article to review as much as
possible of the recent research in this field, mentioning some studies
in progress, as well as some which have been completed, to assess
roughly what has been accomplished so far, and to suggest some of the
problems on which future efforts should be concentrated.

As in the rest of this publication, the focus will be on higher educa-
tionthat is, education beyond the high-school levelalthough refer-

*Research associate. Brookins' Institution.
*Theodore W. Moults. Investustat in Booms Capital. America* Rcosanato Bedew.

St : 1-17. Berets 1901.
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encee to other levels of education are necessarily included, since higher
education cannot meaningfully be viewed in isolation from the rest of
the educational system.

What Good Are Economists?
The reluctance of educators and educational decision makers to

turn to economists for advice and counsel has by no means entirely
disappeared. Some research in the economics of educationespecially
attempts to compute rates of return on investment in education, or
consideration of the costs of alternative teaching methodshas met
with protests from educators. The protests have been directed not so
much against the methods and conclusions of the economists, but
against the whole idea of doing this kind of research. Education, say
some educators, is far too precious to be compared in crass money terms
with the ordinary commodities and services that are bought and sold
in the marketplace. The instruction of our children is, or should be,
so important to us that we are willing to devote to it whatever re-
sources are "required," regardless of cost. Not all educators take such
extreme positions, but even those who do not are often fearful that if
economists are turned loose on educational problems they will recom-
mend cheaper methods of doing things even though these methods
produce inferior results. These educators have visions of economists
pointing out that it would be cheaper to teach students in classes of
400 than in classes of or that money t rn be saved by substituting
television tapes for live teacherswithout bothering to investigate how
much the students really learn in these different. situations. Or they
imagine economists estimating that the rate of return to an individual
on investment in a college education is lower than on other invest-
ments (a conclusion not supported by any evidence so far) and
advising that fewer students be sent to collegewithout considering
the cultural and spiritual values of education to the individual or the
benefits of his education to others besides himself.

The answer is that if economists behave in this irresponsible fash-
ionand almost none of them havethey are not being good econo-
mists. The educators' fears are based largely on misconceptions about
what economies is, and hence it may be useful to spend a few para-
graphs considering just what it is that. economists may be expected to
contribute to the solution of educational problems if they do their job
well.

It is not the job of the economist to tell people or nations what they
ought to want. Rather it is his job to assist them in making choices
which will bring them as close to what they want as possible. It is his
job to point out what should be obvious, but often is notthat their
resources are never adequate to do all the things they want to do and
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Ind they tnte4 make choices among alternative uses of these resources.
materials and labor and machinery and time devoted to one use
be taken away from others. At a given moment more of one

thing Lreiterally nwns less of another. More in the present generally
means leN4 in the future. The bask function of the economist is to
shoe. 1uu make these deeisions what alternatives they fare and
w !sat the ileum...int.:ices of various choices seem likely to be. l le should
point out which eumbinations of objectives are not feasible (in the
sense that they cannot lie attained simultaneously with the resources
avail:J.1e), which methods of using resources are inefficient (in the
sense that the same objectives can be attained at a smaller cost), and
what are the consequenees of applying various explicitly specified
criteria Id chi 'ie.. to the alternatives that remain.

I f a nations ref retaintatives ate deciding whether to spend a certain
amount of tax money either on schools or on superhighways, the
proper role of the economist is not. to express his own subjective
preferene, but to marshal what evidence he can about the probable
consequences of paeh choketo point out what the immediate and the
eventual benefits of each seem likely to be and to whom they will go,
and to show what the impact on the economy as a whole might be in
the near and the distant future. It is not obvious that the Nation's
representatives should choose the alternative that maximizes expected
national income, although this would be one criterion of choice which
att economist might suggest, but it is clear that the impact on national
income, among other things, is relevant to an intelligent choice.

Some educators have the idea that an economist cannot be of any
help with a problem unless all the elements of the problem are easily
translitable into money terms. This is not really true. A problem of
choice is 11,11:ally easier to handle if all the costs and benefits of the
various alternatives can be made commensurable by expressing them
in some rommon unit such as money, but this is not always necessary
or even useful. If an economist were addressing himself to the prob.
hem of how best to utilize the existing resources of an educational in-
stitution, he might not want to introduce the subject of money at all.
He might just concern himself with the educational output that could
be produced by making us of professors' and students' time and of
buildings in different waysthe output being expressed in test scores
or in mea:ures of student satisfaction. The main usefulness of an
economist in this kind of sit uat ion is that, being in the habit of thinking
about alternatives and measurable costs and benefits, he may ask the
right questions and get other people started thinking in these terms,
too.

The difficulties are much greater when the costs and the benefits
came be measured. Nobody thinks we can measurein money or
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in any oths t unitsthe cultural and spiritual benefits of education to
a pers or to a nation. These benefits are certainly very great and
they hionthi pot be ignored just because they cannot be measured.

t other hand, their existetive should not preclude all objective
thinking about costs and benefits in education. Many of the benefits
of e.bicat ion ,arc measurable, at least approximately, in achievement
Nests, expresseI satisfaction, job performance, and income. Almost
all of the to used in education are measurable --in physical
milts and their monetary equivalents. Since these resources are far
from unlimited, it certainly makes sense to think about their efficient
use in achieving the measurable benefits of educationas long as the
tneasttrements are not taken too seriously and the immeasurable bene-
fits are not forgotten.

Somewhat arbitrarily, I have divided studies in the economies
of higher education into three groups. The first group consists of
studies of the Nation's total investment in education and the return
on that investment. The second, discussed somewhat more briefly,
consists of studies of the supply of, and the demand for, educated
personsstudies of college enrollment and manpower. The third
includes research on the financing of education.

I. Total Investment in Education and the Return on the
Investment

(.'Herat ions of economists, going back at least so far as Adam Smith,
113Vti paid lipser . to the importance of education, not only for
its own sake but contribution to economic growth. There are
a great many motives for getting an education, but clearly, when
people take resources away from present consumption to devote them
to training mid education that enable them to earn more income in
the future, they arc. whether they plan to or not, making au invest-
ment in themselvesone that has many similarities to an investment
in a factory or a machine.

*nt it quite recently paying lip service was about all that economists
did with regard to investment in human beings. In order to sim-
plify the world with which they had to deal, economic theorists
generally assumed it to be peopled with homogeneous laborers working
with a fixed technology. Output in such a simplified world could,
of course, grow only as the number of workers grew or as the amount
of capital or Hatt seal resources per worker increased. With this simple
picture in mind, economists concentrated much of their effort on
studying the prowess of physical capital accumulation, neglecting
changes in the skills and knowledge of the human agents that work
with this capital.
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Regrettably -at least fur the economists, iocreases in the amount
of physical capital per worker proved only a partial explanation of
the funtast lucre:HO in production that actually iccurreil io the real,
u,imple %%mid iu which we live.

Some remit hard work on ilintlitical Statistics for the rnited States
has made this particularly obvious. Among the most quoted statistics
aro those brought together by Fabricant, who indicates that the total
physical output of our private domestic economy grew 3.5 prceut
per year het ween Issil and 1957.° Part of this growth, he found, was
at to an increase in the size of the labor force, but by no
11114111:4 all of it, for output per man-hour increased by about 2.0 per-
ent !tr year in this period. SOMP of this increased productivity per
manhour in turn, he can be attributed to increased capital,
hat not very umh of it, for output per (weighted) unit of capital
and labor combined grow at a rate of 1.7 percent per annum.

(Ithers have come to similar «mansions. So low, for example, ap-
proaching the problem somewhat differently, estimated that only
about 141 peieeuit of the increase in output per man-hour in the period
he was observing (1109-49) could be attributed to increases in the
anemia of m010

The failure of physical capital accumulation and increases in the
number of workers to explain economic growth has forced economists
to look for other possible explanations, long mentioned, but hitherto
largely neglected. They have turned principally in two directions.
First, they have begun to study the mechanism of technological
ehangehow improvements in the methods of production come about.
'the econon ieti of research, invention, and innovation are now the
subjects of a rapidly burgeoning literature. Secondly, they have
begun to st udy changes in the quality of the labor force and the process
of investment in human beings, especially investment in health and
education.

Thu first step toward determining how important investment in
education is to economic growth is to find some way of measuring
the amount of such investment. Defining and measuring educational
investment is every bit as difficult as defining and measuring physical
investment, maybe more so, and a great deal of recent effort has gone

*f4oletn.en teahrleont. haste Poets oat Produclieitp Change. Nntlenal Bureau of Ecn-
ootnie lte-,urch. eetedonal Piper No. 63. New York. The ltarenu. 111:19.

Robert M Ni4ow. Technical Change and the Asteregatp Production Function. Iferkic
of relmontls and stfatbalvi, : 312 323. UMW 137.

Pot o complitntlnal prreetion. see Written P. Mona. Technical Progress and Produe.
fin 1'onetims4. Resole of Economies and blatistiee. 40: 411- 413. November Mask roc
Amlur iluJimv. are also Denton F. llfoa. ii. Capitol Poramilon and Teehnololeal Change
in Visited State*. Monnfaet1111104. Review of Reanantlea and Mollifies, 42: 1*62-163. May
1101. and AIkrust. 0441. and Marko. Junl. Heal tupltol unJ Economic Growth In Norway.
loon 197.6. In the Measurement of Notional Wealth, Raymond Goldsmith and Christopher
$3uuders. rd. iineome and wealth SeHPM, vol. 7. London. gowe,, A Bowes. 1055. p

114.
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into simply finding ways of measuring investment in education in the
United States and other countries at different points in time. Various
possible approaches to the problem and some of the difficulties are
elucidated by Bowman and by lickaus.

One difficulty is that while factories and machines are seldom wanted
for their own sake, apart from the goods they can produce, much
education is considered desirable in itself, as a contribution to the
good life rather than as a means to future income. Education is
partly investment and partly consumption, and it is very difficult to
separate the two. It is so difficult that many economists have decidoci
to ignore the problem and treat all education as though it were
investment.

The simplest way of measuring this investment in education in
given year is to add up the number of years of schooling acquired
by the population in the period. This, however, is nearly as unsatis-
fltory as measuring physical capital investment in numbers of ma-
chine-I. It makes about as much sense to equate a year in second
grade with a year of advanced chemical engineering as it does to
equate a himill lathe with a turbine generator. The school years,
like the machines, have to be weighted in some way if comparisons
between different times and places are to have any meaning at all.

One way to weight them is in terms of their costsa procedure
often used in measuring physical capital. The costs used may be
either costs of production or costs of reproduction; that is, a unit
of schooling acquired in a past year can be %.11113ed either in terms of
the resources actually devoted to its production in that year or in
terms of the resources that would have to be devoted to replacing it
with an equivalent unit in the present.

Another distinct possibility is to focus on the yield of the education,
valuing a unit of schooling either in terms of its espectel contribu-
t i.st to productive activity at the time it was acquired (its capitalized
expeeted earnings) or in terms of the expected contribution of an
equivalent unit in the present.

Schultz has taken the cost of production approach in making esti-
mates of gross investment in education in the United States in the
period 1900-58.° He limits his attention to formal schooling at the
elementary, secondary, and college or university level. His estimates
include both the direct cost of education (outlays for teachers' sal-
aries, books, equipment, maintenance of buildings, etc.) and the indi-
rect cost of the earnings forgone by students who would have been
working if they had not been studying. The main outlines of the pic-
ture emerging are that since 1900, gross investment in edikation has

eatery Jean Bowman. and R. 9. Mau. ehs. 41 and 8 of this publication.
Theodore W. Molts. Capital Formation by Education. Journal Political Economy,

45: 511489. Deeember 1980.
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been fur from an insignificant part of total investment in the United
,Staters and that it has been growing rapidly relative to gross physical
investment, ra,ilig front 9 pereent to 34 percent of gro physical
investment het ween Woo and 1956! Also income forgone by students
has beet: an inerea.-itigly important part of total education:I: invest-
ment, partly because enrollment has grown faster at the high school
and college levels than in elementary schools.

$miw refinements of this general approach are suggested by Blitz.'
In particular, he has attempted to include in the cost of education
the value of the free services rendered to tax-exempt educational insti-
tutions by State and local governments--sueh services being assumed to
be roughly equal to the estimated value of the property and sales taxes
which these institutions would have paid if not exempt. Blitz also
be lieve:4 that Schultz' estimates of income forgone by ..,flege students
are too low, since they are based on the average earnings of college-age
workers act luny in the labor force. College student..., with their gen-
erally superior ability could presumably earn more than this on the
:overage' if they decided to quit school in search of permanent full-time
j-4 Blitz offers some alternative estimates. Schultz, incidentally,
lei: imbued out that his own estimates of earnings forgone may also
have in upward bias, since he did not subtract the earnings of students
while they are in college (income not forgone)"

There has been some confusion over the question of whether food
and maintenance of students should be included in the resources de-
voted to education. Clark and Sobkov estimated the total cost, of
education in the United States in 1950-57, including onthe-job and
adult education, as $59 billion, or 17 percent of the national income"
her 40 percent of this startling total consisted of an estimate ($600

each) of the minimum cost of feeding, clothing, and sheltering the
more than 40 million students enrolled in the regular school system
from kindergarten to college. That cost, however, is not properly a
cost of education. It is simply a cost of having these young people in
the population. They would have to be fed whether theywere in school
or not. On the other hand, the contribution to national income which
these young people would have made if they had been working instead
of studying it a proper cost of education. It is a real cost, not only
to the students but to the economy, which is deprived of a certain
amount of production (roughly measured by the students' forgone
earn itunN) if part of the potential labor force is in school.

Shit. p 503.
itudolph c. Slit,. cis. 10 of this publication.
Fur some other disemmions of Bridle' estinnitto. me R. B. Eagan, eh. S and app.Da fig plibitratIon.
Herold clerk aid Ruth R. Sono,. How Stub Cu the People of the Milted litotesAfford To Spend on education? New Tort Teachers College, Columbia Ustvotoltr.
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It is a real cost to the economy which should be considered in
deriding whether it would be economically advantageous to increase
the 'lumber of young people going to school. The only question is
how this forgeue income should be measured. As we have seen,
Schultz and Blitz take as their measure the income that an average
person with the eltarameristics of a student can presently earn if
he is not in school fah hough they differ in their estimates of this
income), moltilied by the manlier of students. This approach will
yield a valid enough approximation if there is little unemployment
and if one is concerned with measuring the amount of national
investment involved in mall or gradual changes in the number of
students. It is not valid if there is substantial unemployment or
if one is concerned only with large or rapid changes. If half our
pnisvnt college population suddenly left college, for example, na-
tional income' would not increase by anything like as much as the
Sehultz or Blitz est imates of income forgone by these students. Many

t item would lie unemployed and would be absorbed by the economy
only sl w1y and at lower rates of pay than now commanded by
persons in the same age group.

To go Lack to Clark and Sobkov, another reason why their esti-
mate of the total cost of education is so high is that they include
not only the costs of formal education in schools and colleges, but
the issas of other types of educationbusiness and industry courses
for employees, study in organized groups (extension, adult educa-
tion, labor union and club courses, etc.), and "systematic

nt' (rreqmolenre courses and the like). Clark and Sobkov
stress the unreliability of their statistics concerning these other kinds
of education, but their study at least directs attention to the fact
that muell educational activity goes on outside the regular school
and college 5ystent and to our need to know more about these activities.

One should not leave this subject without mention:ng that parallel
efforts to measure the resources devoted to education are going on
in other countries besides the rnited States. In estimating educa-
tional investment in the l'nited Kingdom for l9:139 Wiles attempted
to include the ItS of ill(InStrial apprenticeships and of adult edu-
cation." His study was followed by a thorough attempt by Vaizey
to pieee together estimates of total expenditures on education in the
17nited Kindgnt in the years 192045.11 Vaizey has also attempted
some tentative international comparisons in a document prepared
for the Organization for European Economic Cooperation."

P I' .1 1. Wile* The Sunnier 1ntelleettud Investment. Battens of the neforet rel.
rermilto loolitutr of Redtt.tirs. 14 219-90. &nowt 1950.
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and ItIV1.0111,11t In &Written. Paris Organisation for European Cooperation, 1959,
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$, far we have been talking about attempts to measure the gross
investment in education or the value of new education acquired in
a ivett year. 'There have also been littettipt$ to measure net invest-
ment, or at Wit inns to the stock of edneation, minus depletions of
that stock in a git en year, and to measure the stock itself. There
are some dittioult problems here, just as there are in measuring the
stock (or net additions to the stock) of physical capital. Among
other things it is neeesary to distinguish between the stock of edu-
cation eitibodie(1 in the labor force, which might be called the active
Atik, atilt the -tuck of education embodied in the whole population
or the population of working age, some of which is not actively
in use.

Schultz makes a start by simply aggregating the number of years
of education embodied in the labor force at different points in time,
adjusting for changes in the length of the school year.'' (He makes
a .innilar eomutation for the population over 14.) He evaluates
different storks in terms of the cost of reproducing them in 191i6
prices. The differences between these estimates for successive years
would yield estimates of net investment in education in the follow-
ing sense: the Ilea of education of new entrants to the labor force,
minus the cost of the education of those dying or leaving the labor
force. This is the sense in which Wiles continues net investment
in education in the United Kindgotn."

Schultz and Wiles do not allow for depreciation of human capital.
They treat a man's education as having a. constant value over his
lifetime, a value which drops suddenly to zero when he dies or
leaves the labor force. Physical capital, however, is generally treated
as though it were used up, not all nt once, but gradually over its
lifetime, its value falling to zero over a period of time. Human
capital ought to he treated in the same way if meaningful comparisons
are to be made, either over time or with physical capital. Clearly
the same number of completed school years is more valuable if
embod4s1 in a relatively young labor force than if embodied in a
relatively old labor force, since the young labor force will he produc-
ing for a longer time in the futurea point that Schultz recognizes,
but des not adjust for. Moreover, educational capital, like physical
capital, not only depreciates, it obsolesces. Some would question
whether the quality of education has risen over time, but. few would
deny that recently acquired knowledge is most. applicable to current
problems and proeedurm

"ITticifilarc W. Rcn 911 Education and Errinonde arowth. In Nett tonal Ro.t. let, for the
Mindy of Ni location. Hilt loth Trachnok. N.t.nn ed.. part 2, Rarfe Pours Os
fivenring Al swrierIts rittrentige. 1911. ratcana. EnlItcrldt, nt Mean* Prelim. lost.
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Hansen computes the value of the stock of education in the united
States at the college level in 1049applying Schultz' cost of produc-
tion Estimates to the college education held by each age group and
then allowing for straight-line depreciation (but not for obsoles-
cence) .'

One uay of avoiding the depreciation problem (and acquiring
some of hers) is to abandon the cost -of-product ion approach alto-
gether and to estimate the value of the stock of educational capital
on the basis of its expected future yields, discounted at some appro-
priate interest rate. The, value of a given amount of education em-
bodied in s young man in this type et 'reputation is high because it
is expected to yield an income ore rriod, while the value of
the same education embodied in L :tn is less, since much of
the income yield is a thing of the p: t. .1 re are at least three diffi-
culties. however: (1) The only measure we have of the yield of wit:-
molts: is the average difference in income between persons with
different amounts of schooling. This may riot be a very good measure,
because amount of education is closely related to ability and to other
things that affect incomes. (2) One cannot predict future incomes
according to education with much confidence and must generally rely
on cross-sectional distributions of income by age and education at a
given moment. (3) The results depend heavily on the discount rate
chosen.

Renshaw has made some rough calculations of the present value of
the educational capital embodied in the labor force by this method
anti finds that they do not. differ drastically from Schultz' cost-of-
product ion est imates."

Along the same lines a recent paper by Weisbrod suggests so'ne
interesting comparisons between regions on the basis of the value of
their human capital." He makes the point that for some purposes
the value of human capital in different regions as measured by ex-
pected future income is a better gage of economic well-being than is
current. income. A region with a high proportion of young people
may bare a comparatively low per capita income., especially if a large
proportion of the young are enrolled in school anti college, but it

may have much better income prospects than a region with an older
population, a higher proportion of which is in the labor force.
Weisbrod computes expected income per capita for four cities on
the assumpeon that income, survival rates, and labor-force partici-
pation rates by age remair. c4,..stant. He does not explicitly intro-

W. Lee Banes. Rates of Return on Boman Versus Non-human Investment. Zen.
nonlife Department. Cniversity of California at Los Angeles. draft mown' Oftolter 1000.

*Edward E. Renshaw. Estimating the Returns to Education. Review of comolides
sad ilteisetke, 42 : 215424. pt 1. August 1280.

w Barton A. Weisbrod. As Ilkpeeted-Ineente Yemen of lemma& Weiler,. Rt. Louis.
Washington Qnlvenlq. Economics Department protease& Mardi 1081.
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duceeducat ion into his eomputatiOIN although this would be a logical
improvement and might yield mane interesting suggestions about the
incentives for interregional :Mgr:164)1k by people at. different age and
edneat ion levels.

Although the "expelled income" approach has not been employed
very much in estimating the total value of educational stock in being,
it has frequently keen used in computing the value of a specific
amount of education to an individual planning to undertake it. Sev-
eral years ago Glick and Miller wrote an article in which they esti-
mated the lifetime incomes of persons with varying amounts of edu-
cation, based on average (mean) income by age and education in
1949." They were not the first to look into this question. Walsh,
for example, had written an article in 1935 in which he estimated
lifetime ineonkes by education, including specific types of professional
edueation, from an assortment of cross-sectional age-income studies."
The (iliek and Miller study, however, received a great deal of atten-
tion and set off a eltain reaction of other related work. The most
quoted figure from the Glick and Miller article was their estimate
that the lifetime income of the average male college graduate was
about soomoo more than that of the average male who never went
heyonol high school. Despite the explicit objections of Glick and
Miller to this interpretation, $100,901) was widely referred to as "the
value of a college education."

S01110 of the arguments against this interpretation were stressed
by others. Ifouthakker, for example, pointed out that estimates of
the (Bid; and Miller type were bawd on income before taxes and
that no attempt hall been made to discount future incomes back to the
time lit which the derision to sequin. the education was made.** A
dollar now is clearly more valuable than a dollar 10 years from now,
and the rate at whieh the future income is discounted is important.
The Meow of college graduates is more heavily concentrated in the
later years of life than is the income of high- school graduates, so
that the college graduate's adantoge dwindles as the rate at which
the future is discounted goes up. This is very clearly showo in
lout hak ker's i 11 ust rat ive computations.
Bridgman forayed on another difficulty : the fact that college grad-

uats have higher average ability than highsehool graduates?' This,

+ Paul C. Inlet and Merman P Educational Level and Potential Meanie.
.4 tomiris Homological Rerletr. 21: 397 312. June 1959. Ree also Retinas P. Miller.

ft thl, puhileatIon.
mnd Wald'. Capital Concept Applied to Man. Quarterly Journal of Rea

*tonics. 49: 255 2441. February 1925.
" If M. II.athakker. Education and income Reefer of Economics and titatiettea,

41 : 21-25. February 1959
m n M. lirlihrtnan Problems In EvtimatIng the Monetary Value of a College Education.

Hegira, v./ Reonotalre and Marlette*, 42 :150 1%4. August 1990. pt. 2.
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the income produeed b% the education aw.ru,s to the individual who
obtains it.

The first 'mint is easier to rope with than the second, sine' reast)n-
ably good estimates ran be ninth, of the total resources going into
higher education. I hi the second point, one component Of the social
return on educational investment is the income tax intid by an indi-
vidual on add it Iona I income attributable to his Murat ion. (h her emu-
'salons, such as the val.:vet. effects On the incomes of other people,
an. not t'SsY lovaellre. iuui Becker does Mot td141111t. to IiteltStIre
Cheat. lle shill' 1411111/1fieS the rate of return that equates the average
total cost of college education per student with the value of the average
Mosinee in lifetime incomes of highsehool and college graduates be-
fore taxes ( after adjustment:4 for ability and other differences).
Becker 4,64111tottbS that for urban white males, this rate was about 9
percent both in 1910 and in l9:10, and that for other population
groups it was probably lower. The 9 percent does not seem very high
w hen compared with Becker's est inane of an average rate of 1.44 urn

on business capital of about t4 percent. Becker concludes that, if his
contputat ions are substantially correct, persons who argue that increas-
ing investment in higher education relative to other investment will
enhance economic growth will have to show that this increased educe-
tional investment is likely to contribute to raising national income
through effects on the incomes of others than those educated.

Even thotiaBeeker's full study has not yet. been published, it has
already aroused considerable discussion. The discussion centers on
the implicit ions for economic growth of his comparisons between rates
of return on educational investment and rates of return on business
investment. Becker has been criticizedperhaps somewhat unfairly,
AMP he explicitly limits himself to consideration of direct returns
for neglecting the indirect economic benefits of educational invest-
ment. If investment in the education of individuals raises, not just
their ineome, but the whole income dist ribut ionthrough its effects on

search and development or through other indirect meansthen the
total rate of ret urn on education will be higher than the private return
,,seasons' by Bmker. Attention has also been culled to Becker's omis-
sion of the fact that education is desired as a puldie and private con-
sumption good for its own sake, not just as SO investment in future
income. If a part of the resourees devoted to education is intended as
consumption, then the rate of return on that part, which is intended
as investment is higher than the rate of return on the total."

In this e01111PCI ion, )enison has pointed out. that whether the persons
Tending for education think of themselves as consuming or investing

Huth 44 then panto ate wade to Wary 1/111ard'm dtmeontoo of Decker's paper
to the Ar.eriram Bramante Beam SO; 256-378. May 1980.
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1,4 not as important a- %%holier these l'eAliVeri Minh! IMO been used
for el HISMI114 i4 or investment if they had not been spent on eduation.
Families that millet. their elinsiimpt ion in order to pay for education
might 11,4 dip -o to mak'. Ober types of investment veti at a higher
return; and the taxes that suppini pulic spending fur education re-
'," enimmillt iv; well :IS iftVesIllielit. Illellee.11111116011111 investment
nn C4111e.0 ion may make a !Nish ive net contribution to eeonomic growth
even if the nat of return on this education is considerably lower than
that on business investment:3i

On simiewhat neore technical grounds, Ih.cker's juxtaposition of
different types of rates of return has been questioned. Hansen points
out that Beeker averages the return on the stork of business capital
(current income expressed as a pereentage of the value of existing
business eapital 1 and eompares it with an internal rate of return on
eminent ion Idle nibs that estimates the present value of expected income
from *question with: its 1'04 ). .teenrding to Hansen's computations,
the average rate of return on the stock of educational capital is con-
siderably higher than the elim amble rate of return on capital in
main fact tiring."

It should be noted that even if One muld compute comparable rates
of return in education and in business for the recent past, one would
have to be cautious in their interpretation, not only for the reasons
already stated, but also eeause the 'Attention "industry" is not com-
psed of profit-maximizing firms. When one compares rates of return
in two segments of the business sector to see which one seems to be
more profitable, one is assuming that the firms in flue industry are
already exploiting the most profitable opportunities since they are
forced to do so by the neeessity of en npeting with each other in the
marketplace. This assumpt ion is dubious, even in manufacturing, and
it is much more so in edueat ion. Heavily subsidized educational insti-
tutions are not forced to eompete with each other to increase the
economi benefits passed on to the student, They may be missing
oportunties on Maki' the rates of return are high.

Taking quite to different approaeli, Denison has attempted to meas-
ure the role of education in emnomie growth in the united States
from 1929-57 anti its possible role in future growth." In a series of
computations ton eomheateil to deseribe here, he uses adjusted income
differentials between ishmeat ion groups in 1949 to convert changes in
the amount of formal islucat ion embodied in the labor force into
ellitligeS in I lip size' Of the labor force that are estimated to have the
same impact OH output. lb, assumes that a given imsrcentage change

m Edward F. Watson. The Source* of Seeneente emeltl to the Coiled States and the
titernaldrr4 Retort- 1 a, draft t a 1.41.k. march toot

flaming. no Mt. PPG foataote 15.
Deol000. op. eat.. eb. 7.
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In the of till' labor force nti in the value of capital produes a
,.mtatit percentage eiringe in output t hroughout the periodwhat the
tlotutUl :'t' call rt ins! alit i,turns to wale. On these assumptions he
:tit Ili sot over a lift hi 1 If t he ;0 -111brellit aVerage annual growth rate
the period I9.9 to increases in the quality of the labor forte as.

penned Wit It num. Irma' etliteat ion. 11e also imlieates that prospects
for further eontribut ions from etluration to raising the growth rate
in the future. while by 110 means negligible, are IPS% spectaeular than
in the past, ton arm aint of the high level of Attention already achieved.

Before leavitit the siihjeet of human capital, we should mention
sillier studies that have looked at somewhat the same information from
the oppowite point of viewnamely, studies that attempt to explain
features of the II1St rano ion on the basis of differences in educa-
tion I generally assuming einistant returns to educational investment).
In tt t heoret i al article, Mincer lei, shown that, some quite plausible
assumption,. the fart that different occupations require different
amounts of tr aining! 11111 he ustrd to explain the well-known but mys-
trilmAy misynimetrieal shape of the ion of personal income."

It hers bine looked at (141114!:It14111 as an explanation of income differ-
ences bet WPI11 particular groups. Zeman, for example, found that
II ifferenees in education went a long way toward "explaining" (in the
stati-t wilsel the ditieretiees in income between white and non-
white. in the rtlited States" Friedman and Kuxnets' efforts to
ex ph. iti iiiirerenres in i neome bet wren different professions on the basis
of eduration have already been mentioned. A recent article by Keat
focii.,e, olt t he narrowing of wage differentials between skilled and
mi-ki 'led workers which has occurred in this century and the possible
rtile 15 1 e.I tiritt ion in ex Ida lid lig this phenomenon" Keat indicates that
the rusts asssiiated with apprenticeship to a skilled trade (mainly
income (tiro are lower than they used to be, prestintably because
ittoch o f t het 111111'11g fortserly given to apprentices is now acquired by
thilo4 everyone ill srhool. If rates of return on these apprenticeship
eo-t: brill been einiq ant. one would have expeeted the differentials in
la! er life insular' I set aeon Skilit'il anti unskilled workers to have nar-
row' 11% er 11111e %visit+ 1S exactly what has happened.

MI !hi. adds up to lob more than a WW1 start on a very difficult
t tif pmbleitis. A flee years of neglecting the obvious. economists
ivie ...ii.overed hive-411111u ill human beings. They have
hewn, to think of tile remoirees devoted to *Attention as, tIt least in
p:111, a type of in vt.-4 mem, to be conAdered alongside other types of

s. 1:1 . r 1,, %...1 itievit In Ullman 1.41,11111 and 1Perwmal Income faktrthuttou.
1,10 wit GI: *:%1 .flusfu.t 11058.

...I Z. malt' f matt /Want r toniorri* of White Se.nsehite larome Mifereariesta to the
r nit..1,e.,,, itch -PT 1.11 noler.Ity Id 1111norn. 1955. eh. 4.

11.31 Wm Ili mg.. In 4611411.411.mM Naga' Structure. 1000-1950.
Joumir nt /...11 l../1 .14.011/. sis . 54' 1 Iteeember
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investment ati n !MMS of achieving enoinie growth. They have
Inazutt to 11 kbil, fl #1. S, iot.:tAitiog inv.tmetit in education at

mid fiat. %% (If I, iffilt ilia U.:yield-
.% great deal rmains tat ite done. Much of it will I. grubby,

iinghtmortais work it "V! 1 le *WS and making estimates of
gross and net vestment in education anal the value of the edueational
stock in t by 1'1)11141 S1:114.-; :11111 oslier clitint ries for a suflicient number
of years to permit -.all, real analysis. Very runts work will also
have to al, into obtainite, better Ificaslirefi of the benefits
of /moth to the individual who gets it and to society as a

E.tiniating private returns is the easier !ldew, but. we
11114 have touch better information on eaniings ace °riling to type
of ptitication ability, and other eompli 'Ting factors before we can
have much confidence even in th-se estit.ates. Estimating social re-
turns is mite!) harder anal it will probably never Ile possible to do it
very satisfactorily. NevetlieleKs the sccial returns must nut he for-
gotten anal an 01.1)11 111114 be made to .dent ify them and to find at
11414 311)11)%illialive ways of estimating their magnitutle. This is
absolutely ticessnry i f economists want to give any guidance to policy
makers aatl 114.4r:114 levels of tint ion.11 itivostmetit in education.

II. Supply and Demand Problems: Students and Trained
Manpower

The first question which those who make decisions about. education
generally want answered is: i low many students tin we have to plan
for Wlmt will enrollment be 5 or to years front now t Perhaps
bemuse college enrollment has grown rapidly and fairly steadily for
a good many ye:11.s. etbelttor- have row to think of it as having an
inexorable trend of its own with whirl they have to cope, rather than
as solillthillr illiskr their etnitt.01. They have elinnoret1 for enroll-
ment prijct which to base their future plans, and the Office
of Etineat ion and others have attempted to produee such projections.

11,ipti wohi ha= 1.4.11 to estimate enrollment ratios (college
enrollment as a percentage of the populationion in the college age group,
sometimes laliken down by sex) for the recent past, to fit a trend to
these ratios and project it into the future. and then apply the pro-
jeted ratios to estimates of the ollege-ng population in future

Slleh trend projections can be useful if they sire not taken too seri-
ously. but several things ;Omn them should be remembered. One is

an IN.e some refinement.' of Ram method. are Look Canner. eb, 1 of thin publication
Earlier esamplrg Include Fund for the Advancement or PAueatIon, Timelier* for To.
morrow (Pistol fl. the Advancement of Inention Itullean No. 2), November 1955: Din.
atienal Plleles l'etnattsetIn ither rditeatidat be a Dread? of Orciatoa,Waohlritton, the

t`emmlovlon. 1957. p. 31: Ronald D. Thompron. "Projeeted College IPInroltmento, 19511
1975" ths, Metes). olletir Rime Nook, ninth edition. 1959. p 1119-934.
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aetually or reently in college, the incomes of their families, and the
ways in whirl, the epenses were paid.'"

These studies of illge going, although numerous, hare been of
limited usefulness breates. fie.st of the samples have been too :mall
to support ,tat istical analysis of several variables at onee, and no one
study has colleted lamination IN it I1 front the students and from
their families." Hence we are still a long way from bring able to
estimate the separate effects of ability, achievement, family resources,
nearness of a co diem.. costs of different kinds of colleges, and so forth,
no the probability that a student will apply for college cut ranee, and
from being able to use these estimates to make projections of what
enrollment might anemia to if certain policies were adopted. In other
word:4, we have Hot sip...km.44.d in illzikItig 11:4111 Psi.1111111P4 of what
(slim mists would call -the deinaml for college education."

Wt have been talking about the market for college educationa
market in which potential students furnish the demand and colleges
and universities furnish the supply. When the studentsi complete
their edueat foil nitst 11f t hem move on into a new market the market
fur labor tilirrices in w high they are among the suppliers. A good
deal has been written in reeent years about "shortages" and "sat-
pluses" in this market, not all of it enlightening.

Harris published a hook in 1919 which he predicted that by the
end of the Mfrs, there would Ike n substantial "surplus" of college
graduates." IV this he meant fluff !time numbers of college graduates
WOUlti he rigiiiing professional and executive jobs, would be unable to
time them. and would have to sof le for lower st ;dim jolk; winch they
would be underutilized and dissatisfied. Harris estimated that 70
percent of all emloyisl college graduates m 1940 were in professional.
orrupations. Ile assumed that 70 preP11( of future graduates would
continue to seek professional employment. If they were forced into
other occupations by lack of professional openings, they would con-
stitute it isurplus."

Harris was right in predicting that as the ember of college grad-
uates increased, the propfirtion going into the professions would

trend already diseernible at the time he wrote, But there
is no Pt' t hat many of the college graduates now going into other
tkeelipat ion: are disa ea seekers of professional jobs. What llar-

46.1.bn it 1.19,9.r. Itoninq 1.41r9nrr and Vhilnisht MurIgur111, Mate Prtopie Pay far
11114111c39. Stirrer 1:...ortreh Center. September 11m91, gee atita,

Erne., V 111.1114 ('net* of ittfla.ting (lave at Eldorado% Bulletin 11954.
N.. 9 fl I slitNef.41. I II-v..rntt:It l'entiut: I 'Mei% 19:1'.

t4"in" Of thr mnr i.e 14110111Pd hg /I atialy In progrrio4 at the 111nlvermIty
Pitt.borch. rerred tO A "Pro)iPil TrliPryt .4. 114 bal4ed on a large national

..r high ..to,bot.
ottesmur K. Bart++ The Market for ittege graduate*. Cambridge. Maas.. Baryard

1'oher.11/y Pre... 1949

0131115 -01:
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rig .1;.1 not forsee was the growing iteceptance of college as prepara-
t ion for a u id. variety of occupations outside the professions and
th teconstatil .ost shift in rollegu curriculums toward preparation
f. t hese twen:iat ions wit miss t he growth of business education at the

d lege level.
Evert if college., rained persons in jobs outside the professions are

nett manifestly dissatisfied, one might question whether their educa-
tion is being fully utilized. This suggests the possibility of trying
to n1 8,01 re the amount of education required to operate the economy
at its present level and comparing that amount with the education
actually embodied in the labor forte --a problem to which Maus
addresses himself."

Ireait ions of "surphrQes" have been much less frequent in recent
years than predictions of "shortages"particularly predictions of
shortages in partiular professions such as teaching, medicine, and
engineering. -shortage" is an ambiguous term and has been used
in several different SHIM'S, often without adequate definition."

itt a -shortage" of a particular type of manpower, an economist
usually o'nu's a situation in which the demand for this type of spe-
cialist at current wages has suddenly increased so that some jobs are
going untillell. Unless there are wage controls or other restrictions
imposed on the market, this situation will not persist for long. The
firms or clients to whom these specialists are most valuable will bid
own' away from others anti 'or induce more of them to enter the labor
market by offerieg higher wages. Finns or clients to whom it would
not he profitable to pay the higher wages will have to reorganize their
activities so as to list, WS of these specialists services. To find a short-
age in the economist's Sense, one W01114 look to REV whether there were
large mmilters of positions open at current salaries which could not
be tilled, and then one would inquire what kinds of artificial restriction
or market stickiness were preventing the pay from rising and elimi-
nating the "shortage" by attracting a larger supply of specialists and
allocating them to activities in which they were most valuable.

The word .'shortage." however, frequently appears in the literature
in quite a di ffewnt sense, meaning a situation itt which there are fewer
of a particular type of specialist than the person alleging that a short-
ago exists thinks there Ineght to be. By "teacher shortage," for
ex:Inipie. Iwo people do 'not mean that there are many unfilled posi-
tions at current salarie, but that the positions are filled with persons
tt ho are not :IA qualified as they should he or who are teaching a larger
nittnle of students than is pedagogically desirable. Those who pre-

9 R1cbard R Muth*. Ch Rat tbla publiration.
Po? n 41.cuanion of ration.' poaalble RIPAllitlX11 and their tmeiteatinas, see A. A.

Atchlan IC .1 Arrow, awtt W M Capron. An Seononfe An of the Market far RMS.
14 4. and Engineer*. Santa Monks. Calif.. The Rand Corp., pm:rased. Juno 16511.

ea
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diet furore shortages in particular professions usually mean that if
present rates of Phi ry into the profession continue, there will not be
as many ths.tors per thousand population or as many college prfes-
sors per thousand students its they believe there should be." This
meaning of -shortage" should he carefully distinguished from the
UMW 4.40nomist's meaning bevaum the remedy for it is quite different.
This "shortage" will not disappear if the market mechanism is al
lowed to operate freely. That may he operating very well
indeed. The "shortage" will only diminish if the demand for the
srecialists inereases enough to bring about an increase in their pay and
to call forth an increased supply. The "teacher shortage" will be
abated only if society decides to devote more resources to hiring
teachers, ami whether or not it will do this depends on how it values
t his use against (alter uses of the same resources."

The word "shortage" has been used in a third sense, indicating any
situation in which the wages of a particular group aro rising, so that
a given stun of money does not purchase as great a volume of their
services as it used to. This is a rather unfortunate use of the word,
but a few economists have adopted it. Blank and Stigler, for example,
detitimi a shortage as a situation in which the "number of workers
availahlo I the supply increases less rapidly titan the number de-
manded at the Nlariot paid in the recent past" !their italic], and
hence salaries are rising." Applying this standard, Blank and
Stigler found that there had been no "shortage" of engineers in the
period ttr.:9-.:4. lu fact, engineers salaries had declined relative to
those of all workers and to those of some other professions. Howes. -.
I lansen has reexaitied this and more recent evidence and he indicates,
among other things, that a substantial Blank and Stigler type "short-
age" of engineers, especially those starting in their profession, did
develop between 195:t and 1958.4°

The reason the Blank and Stigler use of the term "shortage" seems
unfortunate is that "shortage" is definitely a pejorative word. If
011P alleges that there is a "shortage" of something, one is implying that
there is some misallocation of resources, which should be corrected.
MB a rise in wages is no evidence of that. Indeed, it is through

For example. of thin Op of manpower projection. on Dart Wolfe. Asterica'a Re-
mo W f Opefol.ard Talent (The Report of the Commbution on Raman Remourcee and
Advaneed Training). NPW York. Harper Bran.. 1954: Fund for the Advancement of
Fitoration. l'earforto fur Tomorrow (Fund for the Advancement of Education Bulletin
No 2. 1055 ; and National Manpower Council. A Policy for acteatifto and Professtoma
ifesposrer. NPW York. Colombia nivervitv Prawn. 1933. 'b. 7-11.

For a ttI4Ill*PiPW their points. see Procter Thompson. Manpower Allocation and the
Pricing Prose... .ounts1 of P01401140 Hennessy. 53: 441-445. October 1955.

St David M Monk omit Opore. J Rtistler. the foronond and Supply of titiraftlir Person.
art New York. National Bureau of Reonomie ye.parch. 1957. p. 24.

W Lee Hatoten Th. hortage of EDIZIIIPP1S. Rearm) of Economies and HeatIefies
43 . 251-25a. Augunt 1981.
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changes in wag,es and prices that a free market operates to insure
optimum re-ourre alluvia ion.

I lcre again. ecioniankt S have 04 1111010 a start MI HOMO very difficult
problvm-z. They have begun, belatedly, to apply the useful tools of
"alpply all,' dtttiand to the market for college edttrat ions and the mar-
ket for eollege-educated people. lint a great deal more work needs
to be done before we ean gain much understanding of how these two
markets work or of the interrelations between them, and before we
4'311 11-4, this undershmsling accurately to reiet the effect of policy
changes on tlit omithers of persons seeking higher educations or the
ioh oport unit ic4 that will onfront them.

Financing of Higher Education
Anrkah iher (Am-mint' is finaneed in an extremely complicated

fashion. Anyone who is not already impressed by this should try
Nll :tinin it to a foreigner. Our system, if it can be described as a
--yst 014" cs it ist of nearly 2,1M11) inst 'tut it ins of widely different types,
sppried by %:ki.als combinations of student fees, gifts and grants
fmtu private sourees, and subventions from at least three levels of
gtwertunent. Ideally, economists would like to be able to provide
:ois%%ers to two sets of tpistion+questions about how the present.
sptent works and question about the probable advantages and dis-
advantages of shift ing tit different methods in the future.

Even the first set of questions is hard to answer. The main source
Of information on where the money for higher education comes from
and how it is -pent is the Office of ducation's Biennial Surrey of
1:110,1th,n. This provides some fasts about the amounts obtained by
higher etlueat innal inst itut ions from different sources (student fees,
Federal payments for research. State governments, ete.) and the broad
categories of expenditure to which the funds are devoted (instruction,
organized research, libraries, et ".). Although the categories are
broad and may not be consistently interpreted in different years by
different institutions, the Biennial Survey data provide a useful start-
ing point for studying higher educational finance, and it is surprising
that they lime not been analyzed more thoroughly than they have.

For example, the Biennial Survey data have received only limited
esantinat ion on a State-by-State basis. In 1952 the Council of State
lbwernments published a useful volume, based primarily on the
Biennial Survey. giving State statistics on income and expenditures
of educat ional institutions, by sources of funds and type of InEti-
tut ion, as well as information on enrollments, migration of students,
and other subjects. Unfortunately, the last year covered by these
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tables was 19; and no attempt has been made to keep thelit up to
date."

Some Stat-hy-State eomparisons were made by Ilmignie, using
lie prodnet.41 tables 4owittg Stale rankings in ex-

penditure; ft sr re,ident in,t11111inn per fall 111111' equialnt Ils kin
and per mikes -age !person in the Slide population and in relation to
State ineome. Ile also st tidied the thiamin' implieutions of student
migration, imlieating which St:1n.:4 were -deficit" Statesin the sense
that the,y spent less MI the education of out-of-State students than
other States silent on the editeat ion of the :.;Incients from defieit Stav:s.

.1 snore detailed study of Itigl.r education expenditures and sources
of income by States t 19574s) was ninth. by Sluslikin and Slelmone
fur it; States. '"they separated out amounts spent by higher educa-
tional institutions in ninally Ancients (as contrasted with
other net iv it it's) and compared the Slates with regard to the amount
of such expenditures per renege age person in the Stale and per
full dine equkalent it talent. They examined the sources of such
funds in the different States and noted especially the extent to which
st udents and their families cont ril ailed through tuition payments and
the amount of tax support. They included some information on the
tax support of private institutions and State scholar.ship ant to stu-
dents, and related both the tax support and the private contributions
in the 1s States to iwr capita personal income.

This kind of basil. stat ist kit! analysis of puhlie and private etTorts
to filianee higher edwation in relation to needs turd mourees is use-
ful and ought to he available for all States on a regular basis.

The rule of the Federal Government in financing higher education
hay eeently attrated patieular attention, and considerable research
elittrt devoted to studying Federal programs that affect
higher education and ut trying ti. establish what their iminlrt has
!Well. The .tnierieati .1ssenibly held a 1444:401) on "The Federal Gov-
ernment and Higher Education" in 19141 and published a volume of
backgrompl papers giving a brief history of the Federal progrtuns
and oli,rnssilig -tune of the issues they ratise.'4

The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 'reaching is
currently p.111.1,1,11 ins: a study on the relationships of the Federal
(internment %%it!' higher ethiat is al, directed y Reuben Gross, About

,thrl stat 1..vststssoat N II older 4N Ike Forty -eight States. eldenio.
tho

1.4 Tipvi I. its 11". .0' fir IIIphn niurotion. PW York. Toads-
I 11%11.1:1. 1.10%er-it;. 19:67.

J in and CUR.sle Melootio. Student Muhrr Efluratha R.rpersth-
tun * anti Nuabra iff lh..rtro lithtrft sierra. WaoIsinstton. Ise.. National
ViannIne. 1:4:45. g r ohm Sohn,' $11PabkIn. tb. 14 of tisk publication.

a-, I Nuttlan SI Knight. rd fir Frdreal Gel. moment and nigher Eduedtion. The Amer!
con A4welublY. Ebelewutol CU+. N.J . WOO.
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mpresent at i Vib institutions are participating in the study, providing
information on the 111111111111 and type of Government support they

ileCOrditig to department. the extent to which their faculty
men.64Ts are involved in federally financed programs, the criteria
41-441 in accepting or 'lied ing Government money, and other subjects.
A rep t 'et ffn t his study is expected in W.

The l'.S. office of Educat ion is also engaged in a review of Federal
iirogratus, with .1. Kenneth Little of the University of Wisconsin in
charge of the review. Under this program the Office is supporting
a study by I Iambi Orlans at the Brooking:4 Institution on the impact
on higher education of Federal activities. As in the Ca.nqie Foun-
dation study, information is being collected from a g of repre-
setat ive colleaA and universities. The emphasis is on .4/8 in which
Federal activities have affected the quality of edueat hat, especially
he tearhitig of undergraduates, and the extent to which greater use

co mid be insole of et IllegeS UlliVerShies that are not now participat-
ing to any great extent in Federal programs.

Two other general studies of the Federal Government and its Ma-
t ions to higher education have recently been completed; one by Homer

Itabbidge, Jr.. and Robert Rosenzweig (to he published in 1!162);
and one by the author of the present chapter." Both of these have
used information obtained mainly from Federal sources, rather than
flat'. collected from the colleges and universities themselves.

While these various studies of Federal activities in higher educe-
t ion have somewhat different emphases, it is clear that there has been
smile duplication of effort heir and that more might have been learned
with the same expenditure of time and money if there had been better
communication among the organizations supporting research in this
field. It is also clear that many questions remain unanswered, largely
because no one can say what would have happened to American higher
eduat ion in the absence of Federal programs.

fly comparison the effort devoted to comprehensive study of State
and local financing of higher education seems to have been dispropor-
tionately small. Many States have recently made studies of their
own higher education systems, some covering all the institutions in the

ml.. >U Ithlin. The Rote of the Federal Government In Plnenetng lifgher Educe.
tim WA-him:14os Ito4Itolion. 1981. In addition to these general studies.
Own. 11 1%. twen a bomber of more intentdve studied of the development and functioning
tit p:Irti.:lar type+ of elbrnt uctivitioa affecting higher education. Bee, for example.
rh:ille4 V. it 14.1. Americus rnierr.tieo and Federal Inwards, Cambridge. Mama.. Mar.
v11-11 l'itiorkit 1039 !ward 1_ Eddy. Coltroa for Our band and Time: The
bawl f;,,tou mcd 4.1 tmrrir.lft rdusts,,g. Now York. Harper & :sroo.. Gene M. Lyons
on./ .tabu w M31 tn... Efhotfot and Illbtoty Leaderehtp: a Study of the ROTC. Prim*.

.1. 1r1 .ei-tun Iniversiky Press. 193. Ste Wen nor E. Moor. ch. 13 of this
publIcultun.
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State anal some just those receiving State sui port." The:-.e studies an'
of varying quality, but many of theln elis1S

of providing different types of higher education and the ways in
which State and local :v1%1.1%1,0 0,4 contribute to these costs
use of earmarked taxes and general appropriations,. riteria for appr-
tioning State money, forms of aid to private 111A lint ions, ate. No tillt1

Itit:4 tried to brieg together the data presented in these studies to form
a national picture, or to till in the gaps by obtaining information di-
rect ly from t he States.

Many of the State studies contain project ions of higher educational
"needs" 10 or 15 years in advance, with recommendations on how to
meet these needs, anti there have been some attempts to make this type
of projection on a national level." Typically, needs have been esti-
mated by taking one of the trend-type enrollment projections men-
tioned earlier in this paper, making an arbitrary assumption about
costs per student, and multiplying one by the other. Then amounts
to he Piliweted from :am rees such as !nit ion payments and mut ribut anis
by private philanthropy are roughly estimated and the rest of the
cheek is us:4mM to be picked up by some level of government. The
amount expel ted from private sources may reflect, implicitly or ex-
plicitly, the views of the person making the projection about how much
of the burden of higher education ought to he borne by such sources.

Making projections is a hazardous art at best, but clearly necessitty
to rational planning. ft would be useful for someone to do a more
thorough and better documented job of projecting costs of higher
education and revenues for meting them than has been done to date.
The effect of specific assumptiens about the future on the projections
slo on Id he indicated; for exam!) of a lternat ive enrollment project ions,
of different proportions of full ime and part-time students, of dif-
ferent proportions in junior colleges and other types of institutions,
of alternative assumptiems about class sizes, faculty salaries, mind other
components of costs. It should not be forgotten that enrollment itself
will be affected by the means of financing (esweially by the level of
tuition) and by the type of facilities provit:ed, and that costs per
student may be affected by the size of enrollment.

Considerable effort has gone into estimathig the capacity of the
States to meet future demands fur public services in general and

s. rims.' of Mate flovernmente Report* ens Iliplecr Relocation. An AnolNoted RITM

liogropkg lirerat Reports of State Study ensamoionee and fitlipc Agracira.
Chicago. the round). March Ms. prurAeol Wore tryout oti sire lbitrol In thy (Mee
of Fiducabon'e monthly publication. Motor Education. Rea also Selma J. Slin.hkIn. ch. 24
of thi.i publtentbm.

0 etc Pester 21 Keefer. ed. Finoneeap lligher Relocation. 1960 70. Now York. Ifetirew-
11111 hook l o 15.9. especially the paw. by se% man. R. Mut% sad Ruben (*amino;
aim Council for Financial Aid to Educatiun. Where's the Money Cooling From? New
Turk. the Canoe% 15 U.
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pilllis, ofile:tlifth itt lortietilar, often as a bitekgrmitl for deriding
%%tipttwr sir tn.! in. run '41 I''s.4141111 :till to the :4:IM1'S Hollla be desira-
le.'4 Higher eslie..at;on by itself. however, is II Shia!! item in State

ao.1 1.9.1vo...."1,,p31...st kith elenintary and wttlitlary etIllell
I ifin or 1..01 or fare !migrate's. 1 lenee expentlit tires on higher ea-
ti..alion lay State ati.1 wiVel'1111sal 114441 111 be closely Mated
to their merall eitintity. lint depend On the priority assignet1
to higher etlueitt ion in the hierarchy of State and local needs.

One -titsly of State awl !oval 1:1P, littWeVer. Amid,' be mentioned
here her:ill-4. if sioeilie 6,414 on higher vtilleiltitll. Vitale!' of
the ItHirati tof it olerlilItellt ResInkrell at Indiana University is con-
111101111a ;1 I ilo1y of Slate :aid iiW111 taxi', in a group of representative
St ate:, Willi lice 4,4, of letertoining the extent to vItiell corpora-

.41.1.irt State of higher etlueation throtwli their
payments of taxes. Ile is endeavoring to estimate the port ion of State
:ma h,t al lade. 4.xcl 11,4 of earmarked for specific purposes)
whi11 are intist If 0111*loor:It it olIS 31141 the ptirti1111 of these taxes that

tH-upport iii;tere11111' :It loll. 'r
Lastly. ment ism Atollsl be made of :t few of the many recent pro-

a, :11; fair altoIlli.r he liwali Id' 'lumping etlueut ion, especially higher
t.shleat is att. 1 it'.' of the two-t priquisalml ilIVOIVIN changing the
Peak/AI t a I:ta, iIt 31111W Inn-tints to &Ono part or all of the college
expense: of their elliblren from their taxable ineonte or even from
twit. 1.'1.11'ral tax

A touch moire f91111:1111eilial elisinge in the tax treatment of eduea-
tin!, has been ropwed 1; wale." lie pflilIttl 011f that the Federal
illesoote tax iii-oriatiltate4 attailt*t in.rmitis who ehoose to invest, in
thto-vIve, eshi..at ion rather than in physiral capital. lie

that this...410101i loiltp4,11. he allowed to write otf the costs of
fit' eiliii.ation against his taxable income over a period

of year., jilt a- he is lire-ently allowell to write oil investment in

i'or .t.1104 of Maio raitmity. are Selina J, Stuoldtle. "The ?local Capacity of
Ho. " X t1.111 T:fig pt.a...../inna of the Fifty find Ammo, Conference.
iteoi 1!9: 11.1 11111 The ntInnk far tcovilw and UPPallteO sat Mato and

t. Ittr:s or. : 327, Mny Fur mmoelfle
f ...s .us 1,1,.01.41, nee er-vtor 111.nt-4.ta "roolorn1 Mil to Public nobientlon." n Study

t-,r It., ',WWI's... I r Es.41Illie I hAvi in ty 110:1 unionlollApd:
$1t It II try,. it Eau, of mfr. Now yftrk. wirpr & nr".. 1060:
.10-0 V l'in twin: roillt..iti-ot. .1mo wan Emonfosoic Rerirse. oil. 47. Muy 1957.
Ilarklt11 lass t 'hill. In pr..gre., at S) l'alterIty entitled **Mani and Local Tan

.'' r 71 s'111.-r? 1:41,,ettins :t .1 l'ityto.11 .11 IA I Ils:4
be T.1% cro.itt In tatour llarrloo. r4 . Higher rebores

ltot on the I rote,' xtqtrr, the renue Pr..hirms. Catutirldno, Mans., lIntvard rnlver
II? Pis'.., will'. I :43 :#5 11.nr W. 'rimier. Tito Pro.Io for PrIrnto.gretor gnpport
of Illsar In strr H Er:r, rd. Pltianeiao Higher Education I8BO-711.
New 1'.0.. 11111 Honk e.s. Ivan is 21.-250.

AA SCe uto4oard ti.,nd«. eh. 17 .4' t1,1- publication.
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Altoona flip twin% 14 1:1% 1)14 gol-aIi is Rot Pert I hailer's sugge.si ion
to eneonrage State 314 lva' go% ernments to raft' taxes for eihteat ion
by alltt, log intli% tibial, it, drawl be, increased payments from their
Federal income 1:1%.'-'

Mris 110 :11%111..41 iiireaw.4 in tuition ut both H-
%%Ile an.1 pul.hi. "111..31 Li Ph :II tIA it it lull. :11.11 nip by gmater veil-
;owe on St lrel'I'et1111r;.

Vikrey eparately have made sugget4 ions for en-
1.4 airaging ..ttelents to borrow to littatice their edwation Its allowing
them to reilay a ikereent age of their flit tire Me( mie rat her than a tiseil
:min with interet.,"4

Iii alb lit 'wit., there 1.a4 been ail :11nd:we of 104 original, but pre-
sumably noire ft.:1.1111e prop -als for expanding or otherwise altering
mist I 11141/21r:Ittp4 of sl awl loans, Federal and State grants,
rte. I .ti 1111:11ely. t11' 111:4311/1'S who 111114 11 on 1111'41 prOPOrillIS

41Iiloti1 giV4.11 Motto Iloatt sketehy 1..nles-es Oman their possible etfeets
on higher eibleation and its di,trintion. F.eononnists have a great
deal more WI irk to do Ittoftire ;IMP to provide projections of
the rohahle etteet-; of alternat ive f) that appropriate deei-
sum.; on the liniment!: of higher (Attention eau be made.

Ithilert 11t4ler A Prop.-al for Flnanrhot Tut Supported I:lineation. /forrard Rdes
"allows/ Rep o gr. :pi 214 215. .11l000 r 114704

tiesnoolr ebarelna the Student Totet../1 o the 1111.1* of euota. Efittra-
woof 411:::4 January 111:41: and 1'01mo Salaries+, rimming of Maher
Ediarn14.n. Hill M molt. moot of ItputtutIote. Illatier Leurotna. Italletin of the Morrison
Asmo.s4tioo of t ttis misty PrqoasHoN, 14 : 515 .outforr

'1111t..n 1-rtoducin "fhe hole of tivertuneut Itt Coloration." 1u Robert A. Solo (4,4.1,
Cenio.ntow an./ (hr MIO harro-4. New Drun.olek. 1S J Madero t'nverally Pryor; 18:13;
4014 W111111111 Vlkrey. eh In of thli publication.
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APPENDIX A

Summary of the Sampling Procedures Used in
"Patterns of Family Change" Study

iletrnf E. limner and Marlin braid

rp II I.: MA.14 11 onm"nivEs of the study Patterns of Family
Change" required a versatile sample of the United States popula-

tion which would meet three major requirements. First, the sample
was to provide reliable data on a group of families with relatively low
hied m's. For these families the study attempts to determine causal
factors related to their income plisition, aspirations of the family,
the probability that their children will receive an adequate education,
and the attitudes that might be related to planning horizons, depend-
envy. at,.I achievement motivation. .Second, the sample was to pro-
vide a group of mblle- and high-income families whose aspirations,
attitudes, and accomplishments mold he miaowed with those of the
low-income group. This would establish the extent to which differ-
ewes in these attributes were connected with income position. Third,
the sample was to provide an unbiased representation of all families
in the United States for the purpose of determining the distribution
of nonnemey income, property taxes, benefits from public education,
and other measures which rere developed in this study or which have
not Frog available for a eras section of the United States population
for t hut'.

These three requirements for the sample can be achieved by a vari-
ety of sampling plans. The sample design selected included inter-
views with a cross section of the United States and supplementary
interviews with low-income families. The supplementary interviews
wen. chosen in such a way that they could be combined with the
en sect ion interviews by suitable weights.

Time low - income families are thus represented by twice as many
interviews, reducing sampling errors of statements made about. them,
but these interviews have weights half the size so that they do not
dominate and bias statements about the whole population, or about
groups containing both low and high incomes.

In fact, the weights also adjust for differential response rates in
substrata of the sample. mincing possible bias from this source as well.

-a4 ?OW
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We chose to oversample families with a spending unit head of work-
ing age under fr,a) whose per capita income was low :

Meetly,' was made Ono*
whose tend Amin moose

OW frosty equeurised woeful* &sa
1 2 or topli.lirs $2, 0410

4 ur 5 _ 3,000
6 lir 7. . 4, 000
11 or more 8,000

The ritria for vhoming low-inPome families peleted approxi-
mately one oat of every eight families for the low-income supple-
ment. The supplement was chosen from the 1960 Survey of Consumer
Finances nhich interviewed about 2,S00 families. When nonresponse
is taken into account, the supplement thus yielded interviews with
spending units in about 300 families. A new, independent cross-
section sample was drawn and added to bring the total sample to
appmximately NW. It was felt this sample would be sufficiently
large to provide reliability in estimating the relationships which were
of interest to the researchers.

The cross-section samples for both the Patterns of Family Change
Study anal the vale Survey of Consumer Finances were selected from
the Survey Hese:mph Center's national sample of dwellings.' This

TABLE 1.-- Sample size. Interviews and noninterviews by spending unit and
family classification for the cross section and reinterview sample

Item
Cross section sample Heintervbr sample

Number Percent Number Percent

o coed dwellings

All stolid log units

Interviews.
Nomot tvIews.. . . . .......
lieforala
Responcienta not at home, and nonintrviewe

for other frissons

All bundles .

Interviews. . ...... ...
Natant. 1.1. woo

1144113110
Respondents not at inmes and nonititers. ears

for other

Vaiiiiiies not ieeted In the sample I

3.013 3111

3.31ou NO 0 390 100.0

2.602
6914
N O

338

79 4
me
106

no

303
es
116

14

21Ill

13.1

1 3.093 two 5 477 IMO

2,513

814

258

81.2

10.11

81

21600

in

114

aall
21.1
8.4

12.?ZCII=C
41 an

In& ft riipm s hi.-h hen' ibmhle weights because
eludes 1 Itse a ht han eligible for both thee,. otel seetion and
of tunlIs ititrvIewed Is only &MO: Li...14413 29/11.

43 spoeling units who Pere istrviivell WI' no.Istde.
rpoli.iipti unit. In the family were not completed. Fildure
in a family ma IP It tnigovisible to estimate the family Income

$ Reinter% k w response rates shown for family units
%. hn were ne%r enntarted durina the first wave

Man. es. These Willies roold not he KMA for the reinterview

they were selectrd at half the sampling rate. In.
rrinterview samples. Thus ths actualaumber

111 the nanresPanse because Interviews with other
to complete interviews with all spending units

and several nth, critical financial variables.
Mein& an retin. of the number of jow-unumeal,
of niter/lowing on the 11140 Sarver, of Consumer

sample as no Information was available.

A detailed description of this national sample la available on request from the Survey
Research Center, I:Diversity of IlIchlpa, Ana Arbor.
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a mull i,,tage, area probability Sa mple that gives equal chance of
selection units in the IS States?

I /Wel hugs on military restbrvat if ms are excluded from the universe.
Also excluded are persons ht1111g in large morning houses, resident ial
clubs, and hotel rooms; inmate quarters or other thst111111101131 Itee0111-
11104110 1011S not till:01441g as dwelling unit,: and other similar places.

Figures on net ual sizes of the eross-sect ion and reiuterview sam-
ples, numbers of interviews and noninterviews by ;pending units and
fatnilie,4 are summarized in table 1.

For the dwelling unit defintttott. see U B. Dipartmest of Commerce, Bureau of the
Ceanuu, rade Canasta 4 Housing, vol. 1. pt. 1. p. sal.



APPENDIX B

A Calculation of Income Forgone by Students:
Supplement to "The Nation's Educational
Outlay"

Rudolph C. Mils

I. Schultz' Method of Calculation
ItErENT PAPER Prof. Theodore W. Schultz estimates by

I un itigenifm, met {A the earni ngs forgone on the part of high school
and college Ntudents during the years 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930, 1940,
19:41, and 1n:0.1 Ilia procedure involves the following steps:

Ile a-sume.: that there are no earnings forgone on the part of stu-
dy t while attending the 111,4 eight grades. Because of the avail-
ability of vermin key data, be takes 1949 as the base year for his
ealculat ions. Treat ing separately male students and female students
in high Musa and in college and using four age groups, 14-17,18-199
41-4, and 2:).-:!9, he takes the actual earnings of each of these age
group,: and estimates from eP11:01:4 (lath' that show the proportion of
each group that worked a certain number of weeks per year, and the
average %%e!y income earned by each age-sex group. lie tummies also
that students have to forgo on the average 40 weeks of such earnings,
and he therefore ep.timates that in 1949 a high school student had to
forgo $:),.3, and a college student $1,309. Ile then expresses these for-
gone earnings in terms of the average weekly earnings of workers in
Matinfactuing in the United States in 1949, which amounted to

This means that a highsehool student had to forgo the equiva-
lent of 11 weeks of average earnings in manufacturing, and a college
student the approximatexeytivalent of weeks of average earnings.
Assuming that the same relationship prevails between (1) the earn-
ings oft he various age gouls that make up the high school and college
population and (... the average earnings in manufacturing, Schultz
calculates the income forgone by students for each of the 7 years pre-
rinm4y mentioned. Thus, according to his calculation, in 1956 the
average high school student. while in school, had to forgo $S81, and
the average college student ti.'2,f NO.

Themlbre W. Scholltx. Capita! Format! a by FAucatIon. Journal of Political Scow
meg, es : 3 i 1 PLC 1 hezuber 11001.
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to introdue a further downward bias, since for income distribution
data the mean is generally above the 1110411111i. At the same time,
the Mitt 0.1.1 war to be the apprtpriate measure for calculation
of the imams ftr;pme Anti-Oils as tole' mean represents the total
ine.ue of the group divided by the number in the groti.° In cams
!pitting the aril boleti, mean front the income-frequency distributing
in the estimates presented below the problem of open-end distribu-
tions was met as follows: If the lower end of the distribution was
011V11, the midpoint was set after consideration of such factors as
overall distribution, tyll of emiloyment, and income supplements
such as tips. If the upper end Was 1111C0413 meanie maw was
used to determine graphically the midpoint of the highest group.*

II. Empirical Studies
Drawing on five studies of actual earnings of the selionl-age Kivu.

!Mimi, an attempt is made here to itseertain the historical trends
in sue), earnings as a basis for estimating earnings forgone by those

CA: ilt St11001.5

Empirical studies used for comparison with Schulte calculations
;_-

From f uotk14tga
art eta Iligsebool are Chaff

1599 1923 liritotoleu study
t=1 1907 .. _ 1907 study

1917 Louisville studyb..,
e") 1955 .. IIarrioon County (W. Va.) study Indiana study.
WI
CO ' 111.11.1(.4 No6 rE

Kehults in onnonung on an earlier draft at this study noted that fon!
fartar4 were ..mated from ho. annoy -1. of Capital Formations by Ectwealtalt: namely, lad
dleprehee. to ability and earning rapacity between young 111'110e of school age at work end
tho-e of ltallr age In eli401. lb. the lower earning.. level's of young persons in the tabor
force for brief ertA4 tes earning% of the student* while they attend sebtesal. (d) the
higher theist rate nno.ng young people than In the labor forte an a whole. The
fir., two of these rator% -wools Increase earning forgone and two would decrettee (beta."
Schlilt 11.illtod fait that In the lushly presented here. account is not taken of the factors
which temd to tlecrs3e aver.ige earning., forgone. particularly "earning* from John that
many ouodente hold while they 'attend whiled- earnings that are net Mum" The nth-
thaw 11r1/11101 1111 which the 111111.441i study draws ale., generally do not reflect the lower
earning.; of ngthailturat rkers.

o For a di,etshlass of nilii method. ace It. G. n. Allen. Mathematical Altalytte for Semi
withal* Lantana. Macmillan Ltd.. 19701 p. 221 01 Ills.

Thum IWO rnnrrrrl Are ; tit P F. tillusenden. Earning. of Factory Warbles, 1593-102.f,
reo4um Monograph N... tit. Wahington. (referred to hereafter an the Bellwood.%
*bitty I (::1 /trawl an rundity,n of Wooten dad Chita Wage-Mentere Si the trotted State
Din 19 volume..). V..I 7, *Cndition* ruder Which Children Leave School To Go to Work."
N. 11,6. Nil. Wt. (II, ongr. . trefrr.d 111 hereafter an the 111(17 study),
43 1' R Bureau ,,t ittanitir(1. -Minting a Career. a Study of OutofSeboul Tenth 111

Kantorkv. Boman of Labor Stndarda. Bulletin No. 1111, Washington. 1049
(referred to heraatter as the 1...al.vtile 14) Naomi Sleben. "Education sag Work
of Young People In a Labor Sunda.. Area." Monthly Labor Merinr. KR 7. December 1051
(referred to hereafter as the Ilarrion County 1W. VII ) 11)114). 15) Wendel W. Wright and
Chrimtion W. Jung. "Why Capable high School Student(' Do Nut Continue Their Rebooliall."
Dallet4* of the sebo..1.11 'Migration. Indiana University, val. 33, January 19311 (referred to
hereafter so the Indiana study).
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oi,foeffor, may he the ill-filiation of the family farm WO the lax
et, 6,1%1,1'104 of -i.hoo! attefillative laws in litany rural 111141S.

'TIE 1111ISSENDEN ANI) TIIE 1907 STUDIES
l'bri-efislen -tmly of the earnings of factory workers between

I....0 and I :1*.re. di 11.4 1.1.411re!- sin the average earnings of children under
11; in tile 1.9. 1:h)t, 1909, 1911, 1919, 1921, :11l 19 :1. On the
let-is of p;% roll stal1 -411%4 published in the l'unorox of Monnfactures
awl id ',Ole:. 11att1, Itri:,-etaleit estimates fiat inie annual earnings for
vacioN- :Lev atom'- Iciseif on It :4-week rear. I have chosen to use

itril I,. of "fall-time annual earnings" rather than of "actual
earn ing-;* t Lit is. f w earnings eorreeted for towilihment,silice
I he f',H.tiier ti.ror voinintrable with Sellithz**Iiiiadjusted" figures.

I )m:1 rptirted in the 19117 study are from a Department of
ff:ii 6:2.: children between 7 and 17 years of VP

iii %%lb NI111111-11 :11111 1%111 S11111110% StateS who had left sehool and
1,11,1il. Their median age was 14. They were employe(' in a

%%joie v:Irit.ty of tivolianeturilV, trafle and seevis iiiiinstries; the
ioljority, mla.kell in the textile industry. In 1907 the
%%ei.r!ite.1 ekly wa,e of t he-e ys and girls was $1.41.

Iii the folb,wing table, figures on annual earnings of children,
11111111.11 from two - tellies, are CI Impaelal with Schultz' figures for
die years. in quest

AIME 1.-Earnings forgone while attending !dab Khoo!, as calculated by
*bait& compared with such forgone earnings as reported in two empirical
se tidies. selected year,. 1%99-1923

2

114

9 17
4 144ntt

i7:
12

10 44

1nnu.IIP:mnIn9cs
forodar a In

whim.1
ttarhultrls

- -

a

00.44

tints31 vartiltir4
tummy t.611r to

Wet getout!. hisi
01111wa rmi'Ir1 al

MU.111%

4

limustntEsi Prrict

140 40
144 90
171 to
191 20
842 OH
3441

411.410

1007 Strov

174 40

If 0 0 I f .-01. '' -q.t!. turn! lo M/fistot . &Owl of at ruilet4: I 44 111
.; ! 11. :.1 V t n.-1. .1 ti /e wer /uttie*.

f, 1.14 i ir1 go ! rulty 11 taeei rennet 14ftograph
1 -4

.. 11 I, 4 .r. / 1 11'109 4., 11." 1.0144 vo. 7. up. 11i.. p. 149 ma,
,. it% Imio 114-eunittlett 1-f r1,11.1ren 13 17

% . r. I i t I-. 1 , u 11, 41%.. 441/ ht nee. hut 4n1p1y 141 uct.thken
.1 a I a ,r el,111, ;se. I fir r1i.11..V. ar 11.1re not well Ob. 041.

Eh. t a I. t..41 t 01044'11 411.1i...1 al PSI ringed In ore from ? SO_

,'
1.01 .:.1

'1
I

.1 mot./ I .\ & . j.,.
.111 I I . , . h
qt. I. It It. t . ha
L ii 11, r

.11/11111' mugs% 71o, average mcclar wage 0117. In 1 1.1' h d.: 1' It 101,4.n I re. se, heur
vi fl Iril 11 17 In th. Au.1) rrs N i41, ur $11 ft/ the 40-week period.
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For each year the empirical studies give a bore for income forgone
that is more than :el) pe'rent higlwr than Schuh z' figure for the 1.4.1111te
year.' In evaluating t he results, however, a 'mother of points should
he kept in mind.

Different methods are y 1111:s4Itden SeitillIA in the COW
stritt ion of t he w :We 1,11 Whiell the figures are' leased, and these
differences ac.emed for about half of the V111'1311011 in findiws. The
series on ayerage wage in manufacturing' which Schultz tows iu his
enicul:ition of income forgone is taken from a study by Paul II.
Items:las, in which ough:i also compares his method with that of
Itrissenelen." Ilet'atise of differences of method, Itrissemleirs
are for the year 11.441 here itnisi.itecitl" al tout 2: percent higher than
Douglas' figures. The Imre taken from the' Ilrissenelen
stitely are, hemmer, for the V:11:14 ytitlr,1 between ; lm et percent
higher than those of Schultz. This explanation does not apply to
the 194 study. The data on hildwit's wages, presented in that re-
port were obtained Imy direet questioning and do 1101 411401141 on any
estimation Ireweelitre. For this reason it is particularly interesting
to note how consistent the 1947 figure is with the figure's from 'iris-
senden's study. The 1907 figures are, in fact, tin percent higher rela-
tive to Slinitz' figures and thus, slightly higher than are
Ilrissendete's.'1

THE LOUISVILLE STUDY AND INCOME FORGONE BY
HIGIISCHOOL STUDENTS

The Louisville study, made in the spring of 1917, contains much
information on the very youngest workers in full-time employment;
that is, of the 11- to 14;-year-olds. The study has the additional ad-
vantage that the proportion of whites to Negroes in Louisville is close
to the flat hand average.

Almost half of the school dropouts had withdrawn because of
sisue di.-atisfavtion with the school environment, or because of dis-

In elldotiht f..rerke by .tueleato. 1 4b.%.11 a procedure adopted by Schultz:
unwll.. to (droll te me frune in) the 1.11 I.* 410 si eitn. ThIm aaantnew, of mune. that
otudent are unship to earn an trireme for 441 week. lweats.e they are preoceupled with
otilliteo for thl. period : ther are able to earn ineome for 11 week.' and 1 additional week
1.41,4.4 to..a44.4. of 1441.1:4.

To the extent otiolento bold part time In.' during the year. thlo framework egnInzeente
the itoe.m 1.. a Pertain ettent. 11..ver. 41.111.te essuhtthe I.. 4...M44441: M,Iny
of the otodents cannot htsIn employna lit for ail the summer. aw we 1101111Pd. Their

welt is ready the re.alt 144.1414: in .4144441 for the pod 44 the year
4I44to the llittrtior own. .1141.4 1:44:14. p 1

104.41 n tho.ess Root II f s IN the Vaunt we, 1911 -1924. 111;miuti. 111,mcdonn
MIMIti 1'44

4. it,,th the pri...onden study and the 11141 study tree the arithmetic mean rather than
the initinn may am..tint for some of the dIfferehre between the P1411134014 Noted on
the.. «finites and Sholta tinsitnco. l'r n 411.4001 -144n of the Method of computation, nee
p. 30 of tap Ina; study and p 110'41 1:`011 4 the Ilrl...euJeu study.



1.4

Earnings of juveniles, Louisville study'
Percent of

ffreat sateen)*
.=4b Aye Income ta gonuge

14 and 15 years $15.32 Iitl
Iii and 17 yo111r:4 28.78

c.." Is mot Its year)._ 31.34 4
hot* from itranat, O rlirerr. .4) tit p. 7, 47. 411 percent of the oldest Iltrours bad

cop kelonity izemblitrd fruh, high Action!. lout of the viatigeot group silmorgt DO percent bad not
tea. it.oe bevud tie.. %It ensile 111114 t. 2.11. At tho time .4 the survey, towtoptoymeot among
Ca thoow uing-'err at.,- bovy It I. tir..h.11,1 that the -Itneaelty of jolpeektur In this group

ern. ei.o-Ittrattoly tsel.,w the st.rnee Intenot:y this? prevattlo among the rest of the labor
ti rep doer .nee W1 glrmut of fultttene worker.. of blabsebea ogre live at home.

If we now use the Louisville study for the calculation of income
forgone by high-school :411111'1dt+ in 1950 anti compare the findings
with :4hulte, the following factors should be considered: (1) The
1.ouisville study represents a itotentially low-wage group, which is
not repre:vntatire of the high-m.1104d impulat ion of the United States.
(21 sample contaiml a preponderance of girls over boys of about

percent, but in the actual aggregate high-school population of the
(*Hite(' States the ratio of boys to girls is about even." (3) Of the
highest age group. 411 ereent were high-school graduates. No good
method vont,' he improvised to correct for this. However, the upward
bias this may cause can only be very minor. Of the aggregate high-
school pnimlat ion of the I 'tilted States, only 7.3 percent were 18 and 19
years teeth, so that the oldest age group will have a very light weight
in our ea lculat inn.

Applying the age weights just cited we obtain from the Louisville
study an average weekly wage per high-school student of $23.50 for
1P47: for the same year Schultz' estimate of the average weekly wage
would come to 813.75. From 1947 to 1956, average wages in manu-
faet!iring increased from 849.97 to $79.99, or GO percent." Assuming

396 Eilsostit's IIMTIER EDUCATION

ci.uragetuent ithoct Imor milks; only about 20 percent had with-
drawn- primarily for ectmonlie reasons. This indieut es that these
very young full time workers constituted an academically inferior
group for this ag, caort, not a representative group. The intellec-
tual, shola-t IC, and economic emit t ust between the dropouts and the
students %11.1 remained in school is brought out more ciearl in the
Harrison Comity study, to be discussed subsequently.

The mean bAest hen. were computed from the data arrived
at through interviews with a sample of 524 boys and girls who were
out of sehool mod itl the labor market.

ss bid p. It Sine. in the L1,1141%1110 study the income dlettlbutIono are given only by
ago and nt t.y aft. It tropoo.thle t.. eorrae4 for AIN tartar.

11,.1m:wilt r. motive. naelocaio Rte /Utica 41959 ed.). Supplement to Survey
of Current noodures. p. 71.
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then, ILA Schultz discs, a prtrtionate increase in the income of the
highwhool Itopulations, we obtain for this group an average 1956
weekly wage of $37.co, or all 111011101 nicotine, passed on 51 weeks, of
$1,91,4.1` This compare, with Schultz' figures for the mine year of
a weekly wage of i.4: under as,mat ion of full employment, or $1.38
allowing for a 3-rnt incidenee of imemployment. The Louis-
ville st tidy therefore yields a figure for income forgone that is 70.7
percent higher than Shultz' full-employment figure, Income forgone
per student, cillill:11141 oil the INISiS of 1 weeks, would come to $1,401
compared Ili Seini It Z. :1'4w% I, or tiz..5 with al 10W alive for unemployment."

THE HARRISON COUNTY STUDY

The Ilarrison County 1W. Va.) study deals with a recent year,
RIK %O' is also the last year covered in Sella?: paper. It treats
as separate groups the dropouts and the high-school graduates and
thewhy ti; to get a picture of the relative earnings of the
graduates and of the dropouts. In this and other respects, it suppl
meats the Louisville study well.

Harrison County is um area with a high itteldene of unemplop
merit. The study in that nullity iluitiiies all who graduated from
high .cloud ItqW1,1111 19.0'2 11114 1141..., but dill not go on to college, and

fligp:te who were enrolled in the Sth to the llth grades between
1951 atal 19:15 and dropped out before graduating.,"

The popoat Joon of Iiiirrison County is 9S percent white and 97 per-
mit native !Him At the time of the study it was subject to little
inntigrat ion. but heavy out migrat ion. One-half of the original study
sample hall left the eounty Ile the middle of l9, and over GO percent
.4 the °milligrams were ity1. For the great majority of boys, out-
migration represented entering military service. By the summer of

it reg..ne per utinlent wag /11411 rnmpeoted. 'mina the median weekly Mentos girt%
in the 1..441wville it op 40a. 1141e4ue fertne, enmputed twigs the mediae, Ina
2 .0 forret'', t t to In fltz.ne eemputed h the mean.

In Iti"4 :Id the 414 ttttt p.t et an unmarried private In liar It S. Arms Vitae to 11950.
Acredin2 t44 Inr.ramit1.14 "Maine.' (roll th« ll. partmrnt of tter.h.e. the rout or find' came
to lifia ti to per flay 1. and .4 $19n Thum the total Inmate eta private lo
enh and In kin I -.(the 111.5711 Thu. noire tolls phart of any allowance for quarters.
to0di ear', and retirement benetlta e44n111t14.81ta of a drat ooe would Mitten that
the a,1itary pas should ntv'ket price

`08.,me ettIeulathon4 that I made, which rennet he presented herr la detail. lend me to
the r4,11041-1..0 th it t 401141.teore ter a Angie individnal at thin time was approst
Lowly inwren $1 list and II foto depending on the age of the Individual and the location.
It can tire' 14 teen that the 11:are 1144.4 fur the patenthil full finis, Income of the average
hleh Mrtlrn.l ptipi,it. none Is. *1.!+17 Oa. 14 w411 04r« the outemistettre !owl. On the other
hand, Newt,' recr4441..e.nne e...1.? went Inelane figure troithl cerne to ably *1,122. Ia
the tare of a great deal if httoleal echlenee peloting in the oppwIte direction. It does
net .rem pina44114t that the al «rage high 4.cheei etn.lent In the flitted lintels In 1958 would
fall 4111111 ha Mirk) a paah,tntithol margin trte earning him putediptener.

"Thor* were :OM .tlideetp to ghee eatigeri4: .14111 Were hlitherbool graduates and
1.109 were drtheit44 The sample- 441 hey,' and girlswas made up ut 25 percent of the
ttr.tduate4 and ,.f t.I %u recut 41 the "trefuluto,
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to provide a suitable basis for an estimate of income forgone by high..
school students, and at the same time, sitter no members of this group
iritcodell to go fib college, t earning, t his group would not be snit-
alile as a 1a.-1, for 31.141 ating the invonse forgone by llege students.
The titili110.,"; of the Ilarri,on County study, however, support the
data of the ',inky ille Andy and the Indiana st udy, 1..a la of which are
-mall sample -t The I larrist study thus helps to round
out the broader 1.ieture of the wage structure of adoleseents and in-
ceases our confidence in the findings of the other studies used here.

THE INDIANA STUDY AND INCOME FORGONE BY
COLLEGE STUDENTS

On the basis of data front two sources, I have arrived at a figure
for the income forgone in 19:4 14 student:4 while thug were attending
54Illeges and universities. For ages .4 these data were obtained
from a ,t ',sly of high whool graduates in Indiana Who OA not mu.
t thir eiliti.at ion beyond the high-school level. Thi: study was
(4)411,4141 (III the upper 10 percent (in rank in their graduating class)
of bo s and girls who graduated from Indiana high schools
ila tile lig of Of this group, considered to represent potential
cous.g.. osaterial,taN, Or 27 percent, did not go on t't college. At the
time of the study the median age of these high-school graduates WAS
:Ilona 1 p.m's. 'Tai: onitliaitort with a weighted average of 20.4 for
4114' -e 11 and 24 who were enrolled in colleges or universities
in Ifl:6.?^ The nwan weekly 6'0111110f the boys was $19.21 and that of
the tzirk .$:.:03." These weekly income data were weighted for the
proportion of boys and girls aged 14-21 in the college population,
an.I the 1 wo figures were averaged, giving it figutv of $51.7t, as the
incnie forgone by college at talents during 1 week. hiring the school
year of approximately to weeks, they would forgo $2,070 in income.
These data, together with other calculations, are presented in the
table that concludes this section. It is important to point out that
this figure 4 if .....2.1171 I npreSeilf S 11w10-week income of a group that are
directly conipaill,le to college st intents in age, in education (in that

Sttt to 41 .1 tifviet the l'hItrI State*. 193$. bible 124.
1110 iti hii11. f the graduate% was $54 II per week. At this rate they would have

..31-1..1 .1 i . ,... %IP f .r a tll pprk Norto4. Th14 h4 41444 hi thehitio f gradaate% In the Ittarrl.pn moldy %tufty, which was room
TIp ID ohnil tw.. grpup% gr.plaatep 11% very Idnillar. III 7N In Ilarrhi4o13 Cuuafy
41. e aepar) utth It' In Indiana In r -ret pthr Important eharneterMles three grenpu
were IgnItleantl.% differ the Indiana etudy repreente as very peleet Itrfoull of Web-
h.1 gradate% the ul.per to percent pit the grinluntIng elm.% - and the Monition County
On& d% net. The Ilirr:spn eanty Mod) repvint an area of high unemployment,
at the tits!. el tbo.tildv. and the Indiana Indy dee% ant.

'the Ibet.whliti Pt the .:11, eariP.v: ttro 11. - u t-e of the 111111811a eample
.rem. tp be espIalned by the fart brught out In ether part' of the tudy that a larger
prpoirtIps, ref the hpy% than the Ririe slab were 111 the upper VI percent of their darts and
did not is on to eusk.,:e were portal dcyluten.
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they have at least graduated from high stgma), awl in intellectual
calmly.ty.

The ealultion Of intime forgone by stuants aged 25-29 are
Inkhril MI data frill!' he 19 :11 I .411114 NI01111111011 special report
on edi at ion.;= Although the inome figures given in this report for
the younger age group?, included So Many eosin') and part 1 ime work-
ers that the data do not appear 11,01 for my purposes, the bias
appears to lie notch 11.s in the 25-tI9 age group. After age 25 there
is a sharp drop in the percentage of employed males who work less
than 10 weeks of the year." A similar drop t.weurs among females
after age

The first step in arriving at a figure for income forgone by college
students in iln4 25 129 age group was to average, separately for males
and females, the 1919 incomes of persons aged : -9 who had com-
pleted I a yea IN I if college and those w it 4 or more."

The 1919 figure was adjusted for the increase in wages between 1949
and 1956 by applying the percentage increase in wages in manufac-
turing between thew years to my data." For 1950 I obtained a mean
income of $4,435 for nudes aged 25-29 with the specified education and
$2,743 for females.

In order to arrive at a figure for income forgone, it was necessary
to know the weekly income that these total figures represented. The
census report on employment and personal characteristics''' gives the
percentage of ill/Pfte employed in 1949 who worked 1-13 weeks, 14-20,
27-39, 40-49, and t -52 weeks. The midpoints of 7, 20, 33, 45, and
51 weeks were used, following Schultz' method in calculating the
average number of weeks worked. For males the figure was 45 weeks
and for females 86 weeks: this gives a weekly income for males of
$9s.:.7 and for females of $76.19. As was done with the Indiana
data, these weekly inmne figures were weighted for the proportion
of males and females aged 25.29 in the college population, and then
averaged, giving a figure of $97.84 as the income forgone by the stu-

7 I. K ISMPlirthilint of ellMniPre.. itareno of the Census. Va. Casings of PoputatioS, 1950,
vol. 4. tapetlol Er/rte. part 5. ch. 11. Education. Washington, D.C., 1953. table 12,
p log.

as !bid. part 1. eb. A. "Ettiploment and Personal Cbarneterhdlea." table 14.
al I liva.stmol thal di lodqf 11.1)? 111 urop 11181.11w 11tUillentM and that ao

one In Mk group Is a frp,hman. roe supporting evident... see flienatat Rurrey of Edam-
Own. 1934-3.1. eh. 4. table 22. p 49. In Ills ealeulations of the ineonw forgone by enlleaP
olutItt4. NIbultz 11-4.4 tlar rnoilian ir.romp for 'Not age group tpl given In the census report
t.n pItiratn.n. art.ln.d fir Ito. of that age group In the college population. with-
out rgaril ,tiuol colopbeto$1. orIlIeloir of locotneforgoste hy milled.. tit

houvpr. take into thP (act that they have tall completed 4 Years of
end rold earn its Itlolne :It hag equivalent to that of a high-school graduate.

15 The perm 'owe Increase was calculated from data given In U.S. Department of COM.
IMPreP. MCP of Business Economies. IttotInras Rtationea, 1959 ed.. 11 supplement to the
Nurrey of Current ihnoltess. Washington. DC..1959. p. 71.

NC N. Bureau of the Census, VA. Census of Poputottais. 1950, vol. 4. Rpeetal Reports,
Ion 1. dr. A. Employment and Person) Characteristics, Washington, D.C.. 19113. table 14.
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Qualification on Estimates of State Tax
Moneys

Selma 1. 11 luslakia

DE5P1TE
TIIE IMPORTANCE of State governments in sup-

porting student higher education, the facts about this support
are far from precise. At times, in fact, information used to record
the amount and importance of State financing obscures rather than
clarifies the issues. For example, Bureau of the Census data
on expenditures of institutions of higher education are used to repre-
sent the amounts of State tax funds. These expenditures, however,
are financed partly by tuition fees, partly = j gifts and grants, and
partly by tax funds.

Even data on State and local funds received by colleges and uni-
versities as tabulated by the U.S. Office of Education are not ade-
quate to represent State tax funds for student higher education.
State and loral governments finance a number of activities beyond
that*, included in student higher education. These activities range
from materials testing centers used by industry to public concerts
and art exhibits. State universities and colleges are used as a base
for research on public issues by both legislative and executive agen-
cies and as experimental laboratories for types of farming and indus-
trial operations. They help to carry out programs of rehabilitation,
medical assistance, and child health. They have been an important
administrative arm of both State and National agencies in agricul-
tural programs. All these and many other similar activities are ad-
ditional to both teaching and research.

The part of any source of income, such as State and local appro-
priations, that may be allocated to one rather than another activity
of colleges and universities cannot be exactly determined. There
are some guides and some information on sources specifically related
to a function, for example on gifts set aside for research, or on
receipts from products and services, such as sales of creamery products
or fees received by a dental school clinic. But necessarily a large
element of approximation is involved in attempting to estimate the
sources of income used to finance a single function in a multifunc-
tion enterprise. A beginning toward identifying State and local
funds for student higher education was made by the National Plan-

404
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ping iii %%Nell itirtntiatiiiti tahlthtted by the 1 T.S.
°diet, of Educatio al on "current inititne fear eibleatiotial atlitl ;Vilma

tta. 11 4.1 as a base. This ligare eXelailes receipts from
perat aim I Iary enterprise: mist n unit s reeeived for seholarshis

and fit her stu.lent a WA. AM, milts Ilesignittpd for researeit
were exeltitld front pltll of the Sfitirs of ineome n.ported for edu-
cational and general purp.se. Furthermore, only that part of hi-
realise fr.atn **e:011/141 act it it tee I i4 I 141 N1114%16 Ma I tiPpa 'Intents
and It ..111 an.1 sett l's'!-.. of thew 414,1):1 111111,111s that was in excess
of expenditures for them. sante purposes was ',winded. In addition
to funds set aside for reward' customarily reported to the U.S.
(Mire of Education, research funds roan State anti local govern-
ments and Federal funds for agricultural experiment stations were
excluded Os...

Additional work is needed in order to provide information on
State and lo al government tax for each of the functions
of the institutions of higher education- student education, research,
and puhlic sPrvies. The data presented in chapter 11 are a begin-
ning toward the development of such estimates. In that chapter
a method was developed that offers some promise toward the separa-
tion of st Ittlettt higher education front other functional expenditures.
The method, in brief, requires .ietermination of the total expendi-
titres for student higher education anti a balancing of receipts to
match the aggregate eXitelitlitttre by identifying receipt items ap-
propriated with purposes 'dearly other titan student higher educa-
titm; for example, research. The remaining revenue items are then
prorated to balance the expenditure total. One exception is made to
this proration, namely, tuition, lweatHe tuition paid by time students
iii intended by the students to be used exclusively for their education.

Table 1 shows local funds for higher education and the percent
that these funds are of total State anti local current funds, for the
various States, for the regions, and for the Nation as a whole.

TABLE 1.-1.oeal funds for higher education (current funds only): amount and
as a percentage of total State and local current funds; 50 States and Districtof Columbia. 1957-3S

(imonnt in million.)
41

Lat1
Stote and r,clon

Total,
State and

Wall Amount Percent
of total

Total Natant. and Dbirirt of Columbia Sint II $131 11 114 'ui
Now lt.v.a..4 via 37.1

=MIMINMS-V2
2.4 .3."'0 0

milo . . . 3N .1 17 .0.
%OW .

1, «mon,
1411touw.,,ptt,

3 3
11 4

.1

.3
366
2.01Rsocl 3.0 ... 0 ;IIIConnecticut.. 11.3 .3 2.1

See footnotes at cad of table.
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TAKE 1.-Local fun& for higher education (current fundo only): amount and
as a prrerntagr of total State and local current funds,' 50 States and District
of Columbia, l937-18--Contutued
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35 2 1.2 3.3
22.0 .5 2.2
26

205. 4 51.9 26.7

1.7 .1 3.8
3.6 0

. -
1 Inebtfle.4 4tIto fliala Not het than trltelsi reistrtd to current Income by colleges and cniversi-

tim, in 1 g.,,) *ohlwirilitil ant expen.liturex and other expenses of State Menet education agent les.
T..t.t1t 111.11' tint 141 .1111. to rounding.

I 1.11%.4 (116111 th11.01111.

AntRE: Computed from V.A. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. °Mee of Education,
impuithogo propoolov comp41.41 for, stattote) of I tither Education," Biennial Survey of Education
to the ttutc.1 Mates: 1956 eh. 1. ay. tables 1 and 3. and from unpulIlshed data compiled from State
Mod of by the I .8. uoperiment of Commerce, Ilutesil of the Census, for Coolpendhoe of Skit Goteetl
SW nausea in 1968.
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